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The Intersubjectivity of Embodiment
Although studies centering on both embodiment (Gibbs 2006, Johnson 1987, Violi 2007; Borghi &
Pecher, 2012; Wilson, 2002) and intersubjectivity (Malle & Hodges 2005) are flourishing, it is only in
recent years that crosstalk and research bridging them has started being systematically pursued (Marsh
et al. 2009, Tylén, et al. accepted, Zlatev et al. 2008).
On the one hand, embodiment has often been presented as a sufficient explanation for all sorts of
cognitive functions, grounding them in basic human sensorimotor skills. Thus, the body has implicitly
been conceived as an unproblematic and pre-existing object, detached from its social and cultural
contexts (cf. Violi this volume). On the other hand, intersubjectivity has been conceived as a question
of independent individuals learning how to read each other’s mind in order to interact (cf. De Bruin
and De Haan this volume). That said, embodied and intersubjective foci of research are coming
together, deeply reshaping the human conception of human cognition.
Indeed, new signals are emerging in the last years, and two different movements can be recorded.
Cognitive and neurocognitive scientists have started to devote more attention to the intersubjective
aspects of cognition (e.g., Galantucci & Sebanz 2009, Semin & Smith 2008). The much debated
discovery of the mirror neuron system (for a review, see Rizzolatti & Craighero 2004) has given a
great impulse to this kind of research, as has the development of psychological theories – such as the
common coding one, showing that humans rely on their own motor system while observing and
predicting actions performed by others (e.g., Sebanz et al. 2006). Even if the enthusiasm for the social
aspects is signalled by the birth of a novel discipline “social neuroscience”, it is still a matter of
controversy among cognitive (neuro)scientists to what extent intersubjectivity is intended as
foundational or not.
At the same time, the influence of the bodily processes and the role of embodiment are starting to
be recognized within disciplines that are traditionally more inclined to focus on the social dimension.
In the past twenty years, anthropology (Csordas 1994, 2008), linguistics (Geeraerts & Cuyckens
2007), and semiotics (Landowski 2005) rediscovered the role of the body in shaping social
interactions. However, this interest has sometimes led to an over-estimation of embodiment (cf.
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Fontanille 2004,Violi this volume), and the body has become the isolated fundament of meaning for
individuals who, only in a second moment, get to interact.
The aim of this special issue is to bring together researchers embracing different approaches –
neuroscientists, psychologists, semioticians, linguists, philosophers, and anthropologists – to outline
principles that could provide an intersubjective foundation for embodiment.
The perspective that emerges is that one’s body and basic sensorimotor skills, which constitute a
crucial structure for most of one’s cognitive processes, are, in important ways, intersubjectively
distributed. Emotional and interactional rhythms in early infancy are crucial in shaping cognitive
development (cf. Reddy 2008, Violi this volume, Trevarthen this volume). Slightly later in
development, narrative frames and other sociocultural practices also play a crucial role in defining a
shared structure for joint attention, pointing, and re-enactment of both successful and unsuccessful acts
(Sinha & de Lopez 2000). These mechanisms are not limited to crucial periods in cognitive
development but keep unfolding during the whole existence of the organisms. Dance is a wonderful
example of this: the continuous interaction between the bodies of the participants, partially constrained
by the sociocultural constraints of the specific dance enacted, gives rise to self-organized collective
patterns of movements not reducible to the individual (cf. Kimmel this volume).
Not only are these embodied bases of cognition emerging, at least partially, from intersubjective
interactions; but also, intersubjectivity is a much more basic and embodied activity than previously
thought. Intersubjectivity is shared bodily engagement that partially defines the subjects that take part
in it. Cultural practices and semiotic systems – such as language – build upon and extend these
mechanisms. In this way, one can finally see the possibility for a more polyphonic dialogue, in which
more socially oriented approaches (anthropology, semiotics, linguistic, sociology, etc.) contribute to
the grounding of cognitive phenomena. Such dialogue is expressed in the eight contributions to this
thematic issue of Cognitive Semiotics.
All of the papers in this issue take a social perspective on embodiment: that is, they all dispense
with the long-held assumption in cognitive science that perception, action, and cognition can be
understood fully by investigating single individuals. The papers are also connected because they all
investigate intersubjectivity as composed of at least two levels:
1. Intersubjectivity as the articulation of continuous interactions in praesentia between two or
more subjects.
2. Intersubjectivity as sedimented socio-cultural normativity: i.e., of habits, beliefs, attitudes, and
historically and culturally sedimented morphologies.
It is exactly within the network of connections between these two levels of intersubjectivity that
embodiment takes on its semiotic status. Through this shared arena for cognition, the possibility for
communication and for signs is established. Through embodied interactions – in early infancy, but not
only then – the relevant body structures acquire their salience.
In the remainder of this introduction, we provide a brief synopsis of the papers in this issue.
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The first two papers originate from infant research. They investigate the role of intersubjective
interactions in prime infancy in defining the way cognition and meaning-making are developed and
enacted.
Colwyn Trevarthen develops the idea that human life and one’s being in the world with a body are
constituted by intersubjective rhythms. According to Trevarthen, all vertebrate life is characterized by
the capacity to appraise the relevant environment emotionally: i.e., by its “adaptive vitality”. That said,
human subjects originate in interaction with others, thanks to awareness of those others along with
innate responses to their evaluations. Already from prime infancy, first emotional rhythms and then
the joint tying of actions to pragmatic contexts – the construction of shared, implicit narrative frames –
define the basic, goal-directed nature of human behavior and the shared representational infrastructure
needed to read the minds behind overt movements. On this basis, a culturally manmade world of
artifacts, symbolic language, and arts is possible.
Analagously, Patrizia Violi argues – on the basis of infant observation and developmental
psychology studies – that intersubjectivity is the very basic device that translates embodied actions and
experiences into semiotic reality through a series of steps, from forms of tuning to a more complex
system of mediation with reality itself. Intersubjectivity – by creating a level of sharedness – triggers
and enables the coordination and co-construction of embodied experiences.
The third paper complements this focus on infancy by investigating the tight texture of
intersubjectivity in one specific kind of adult interaction: improvisational pair-dance tango argentino.
Michael Kimmel conceives the dance as a sort of real-time conversation between two bodies, one that
implies the use of different cognitive and intersubjective resources. This “anomalous conversation” is
investigated by a mix of phenomenological interviews, apprenticeship diaries, and ethnographic
participation focused on what enables the two dancers to move in unison and improvise dance while
they feel – but do not know exactly – the other’s intentions. Individual skills and dynamic sensing
routines combine to create an emergent, super-individual imagery that reduces the cognitive
complexity of the tasks the subjects need to accomplish, permitting them to manipulate these tasks
more easily.
The following four papers debate the role of intersubjectivity leading to the development of a more
explicit semiotic dimension: gestuality and eventual multimodal linguistic interactions.
Relying on neuro-imaging findings, Gentilucci and colleagues highlight the connection between
hand and arm-related mimicry and language-related mouth movements. Initial communication, based
on intersubjectively coordinated arm gestures, is argued to be at the origin of language use. This
connection remains active in the productive merging of speech and symbolic gestures in syncretic
semiotic structures, which acquire a richer meaning than any of their isolated components.
Mats Andrén investigates the connection between language and gestures in their function of
motivating the stature and role of objects, as well as in action completion. By analyzing rich video
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material of children in social interaction, Andrén displays the complex interplay of continuous
corporeal dynamics and linguistic and social conventions.
Liesbeth Quaeghebeur tackles the mechanisms that enable the integration of multiple modalities
into a feeling of “all-at-onceness” more explicitly. Relying on Merleau-Ponty, Quaghebeur articulates
a comprehensive framework for conceiving of embodied and linguistic interactions as thinking
processes, whereby thought, embodied dynamics, and social conventions mesh in a shared,
intersubjective arena.
Paul Sambre pushes further the need to ground one’s understanding of meaning and
intersubjectivity in phenomenology. He explores the notions of intersubjectivity and embodiment
throughout the whole production of Merleau-Ponty, in order to critically enrich cognitive linguistics.
Body and intersubjectivity meet and intertwine in complex ways through language. The body appears
as a foremost cultural yet partially undefined object that enables mutuality and reciprocity: a first level
ofintersubjectivity. However, it is only through language that meanings transform into a system of
expression, and the body can be fully expressed and thus defined. The “natural” body – even in the
most basic perceptual functions – becomes a discursive and linguistic body, in which intersubjectivity
plays an even greater role than before the advent of language. Language thus provides the key that
fully accomplishes the inter-definition of embodiment and intersubjectivity.
Last but not least, Leon de Bruin and Sanneke de Haan explore how much the basic forms of
continuous, embodied intersubjectivity can explain higher forms of social cognition. They develop a
model of intersubjectivity grounded on the de-coupling and re-coupling of embodied interactions. The
body, in its active dimension, is thus – from the start – open to the other and so grounds
intersubjectivity. This intersubjectivity is widely enlarged by the use of (linguistic and culturally
situated) narrative practices, which still deeply involve embodied dimensions.
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Colwyn Trevarthen
University of Edinburgh

Embodied Human Intersubjectivity:
Imaginative Agency, To Share Meaning

Human beings move coherently as individual selves, body and mind adapted to perform complex activities
with imagination, knowledge, and skill; perceiving the environment by engaging it with discrimination and
care. Human beings live intersubjectively in communitiesl each with the rituals, beliefs, and language of a
culture, along with a history of affective relationships and agreed habits for acting in cooperation. These
attachments and cultural habits depend upon an ability to sense the intentions, interests, and feelings of
other human selves through sympathetic response to motives and emotions as displayed in the shapes and
rhythms of body movement: an ability that infants possess from birth. No brain theory explains this ‘felt
immediacy’ of others’ life experience, which philosophers of the Scottish Enlightenment accepted as proof
that human beings are ‘innately sympathetic’. An innate time sense, capacity to ‘attune’ to the dynamics of
body movement, and ability to recognise serial ordering in ‘stories’ all appear essential. A theory of
‘communicative musicality’ employs key parameters of pulse, quality of movement, and narrative, applying
them to poetry, music, dance, the prosody and rhetoric of language, and the regulation of skillful practices
of all kinds. These elements – present in foetal movements and engaged in through joyful intersubjective
‘story-telling’ from birth – give direct information on how the human brain orchestrates reflex functions
to move the body with sensations of grace and efficiency. Their age-related development leads to mastery
of language and cultural rituals. They conduct all cognitive functions and all meaning making.
Keywords: movement, self-awareness, sympathy, imagination, cultural meaning.

MOVEMENT: ITS AWARENESS OF THE WORLD, AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES
IN COMMUNITY
One moves with a body and mind adapted to perform many complex activities with knowledge and
skill, engaging energetically and sensitively with the environment. At the same time, people also live
in communities, each of which has a culture with rituals, beliefs, and language: a history of habits for
acting in cooperation, of ‘acts of meaning’ (Bruner 1990). These cultural habits change one’s
awareness of the world and of one another’s intentions and perceptions. No other species has such
powers of mobility, creativity, communication, and cooperation. But these do not mean that human
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beings are the best adapted for a secure way of life in the future. Acting together, people also
transform their environment. As Alfred North Whitehead observed long ago, humans’ intelligent
creativity and cooperation may threaten their relationship with nature. Writing about how organisms
exist, he said:
On the one side there is a given environment with organisms adapting themselves to it…. The other side
of the evolutionary machinery, the neglected side, is expressed by the word creativeness. The organisms
can create their own environment. For this purpose the single organism is almost helpless. The adequate
forces require societies of cooperating organisms. But with such cooperation and in proportion to the
effort put forward, the environment has a plasticity which alters the whole ethical aspect of evolution"
(Whitehead 1926 p. 138).

Understanding the evolutionary origins of human cultural intelligence – how it is motivated for a
special human way of life – may lead to moderating the ethical blunders people may make in
fashioning their environment to suit their lives in a highly technical world economy. One may gain a
view of human nature that may help one understand what Susan Stuart (2010) calls the ‘ethiosphere’
of the world’s large and powerful societies, empowered by many kinds of machine – including those
that pretend to simulate thought but do not possess human motives, with their imaginations and
feelings, or the capacity to share them.
I am interested in the innate biology of human creativity: how it develops in individuals from
childhood, and how enactive human intersubjectivity and cooperation are motivated and cultivated to
generate meaning. I find key evidence from research that studies the sympathy infants and their
parents feel for one another’s embodied vitality – and for the mental interests, intentions, and emotions
expressed by human actions in families, communities, and societies.
A new, more descriptive and less prescriptive, less experimental science of infancy finds evidence
from birth of intuitive cooperation in intentions and consciousness. It researches the biology of this
shared action and how it develops from conception. The steps by which infants and young children
master language and other artefacts of cooperative cultural life – in informal games and formal
schooling – give further information on the natural growth of embodied intersubjectivity and how it
motivates learning from within the child.
In this article, I will consider the unique adaptations of the human body and its actions for cultural
collaboration under these three headings: SHAPE is the intricate form of body and mind that
determines how the human Self moves in a behaviour space of the mind’s awareness; RHYTHM is
how the restless human body acts in an imagined life time of its self-created prospects of moving; and
SYMPATHY is that most mysterious innate ability for sharing one another’s acting – in present space
and time and through history – in a cooperative cultural community. It is how one perceives both
intentions and feelings in the shapes and rhythms of self-generated body activity of other persons, how
one knows their engagement with their world, and with one’s own person, how one builds a fictional
world of past achievements and understandings and an imagined future.
First, however, I will recall basic principles of the physiology of any animal’s moving with
conscious intention.
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The physiology of animal agency: Movement with feeling for use in the environment
Every embodied animal-self must be aware of the immediate prospects of acting that will affect its
life. The creature must perceive the layout of its surroundings in the changing present of where it is:
searching with ‘distance receptors’, taking in knowledge of the affordances for activity of a particular
place at a moment of time with the identified objects in it, and testing and tasting the qualities of those
objects (von Uexküll 1957, Gibson 1979). Even an earthworm can have a rudimentary self-awareness,
with regulation of its ‘liabilities of mobility’ (Merker 2005). As Charles Darwin proved, even the
earthworm can show a simple, practical intelligence in taking benefits from particular objects in the
world: e.g., cleverly seizing leaves by their pointed ends to draw them underground for food (Darwin
1881).
Animals have a prospective, 'knowing'-type control of movement: imagining the consequences of
actions within their bodies and in engagement with the environment, anticipating sensory
consequences, and regulating motor activity with minimal waste of energy (Bernstein 1967, Lee
2005). They have ambitious nervous systems that map their body form and are set to perceive the
body-related layout of the world in which they move and with which they maintain integrated
behaviour and whole-self well-being in creative, sentient ways: choosing objectives to take
nourishment and acting to escape injury or discomfort, as guided by emotions. Prospective regulation
of bodily muscle activity is achieved by nerves that provide feedback or re-afference to confirm the
sensory effects of moving (von Holst 1954): both inside the body, among the vital organs and muscles;
and on its surface, in immediate or distal contact with the world.
Such animal intelligence is capable not only of anticipating this experience, in the present
moment, for future use; but also of recalling items from the past: modifying motives for action and
deploying cognitive and emotional abilities for recognition and appraisal of objects in more adaptive
ways. This facility for being ‘imaginatively’ alive through different spaces and times increases with
the evolution of more ambitious brains and more mobile and versatile bodies – permitting formulation
of a narrative of events or of episodes in a remembered lifetime. This story-making in action expands
enormously with human intelligence, given its representational semantic memory (Bruner 1990,
Tulving 2002, Stern 2004).
Over a hundred years ago, Charles Sherrington described his discoveries about The Integrated
Action of the Nervous System (1906). He showed that a mammal’s experience depends on three
different physiological systems for prospectively self-sensing the body in action (Sherrington 1906,
Lecture IX):
Proprioception: dynamic awareness of the physical forces in the body itself. (Sherrington called
this the material me in movement.)
Exteroception: an activity that detects and discriminates goals for adaptive action at a distance
from the body by means of projicience. Projicience, in turn, is the imaginative function of object
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identification, which expects confirmation of benefits or risks by the "affective appraisal" of
"consummatory reactions" when the object is brought in contact with the body or taken into it.
Visceroception: awareness within an autonomic nervous system that regulates and protects inner
energy resources, integrating the maintenance of vital physiological functions with assertive acts
against the environment while appreciating their beneficial or damaging effects.
Understanding of all this has expanded with research into the functions of autonomic and limbic
systems (Hess 1954, MacLean 1990) and the affective nervous system at the core of the brain, which
defines emotional tendencies through all levels (Panksepp 1998a).
Animals are constituted by their development as embodied and motivated agents. They are
prepared to act intelligently, with affective evaluation of what they are doing and what they may do.
They move under prospective emotional control in an awareness of space and time that is created, in
their brains, for integrating use of their limbs and senses. This life world (von Uexküll 1957) can be
elaborated by learning – but it cannot be created by it.
Like many seeking a natural science of consciousness have argued (James 1890, Sherrington
1906, Lashley 1951, Sperry 1952, von Uexküll 1957, von Holst & von Saint-Paul 1961, Gibson 1966,
Bernstein 1967), an evolutionary biologist sees the brain as the generator of a singular, intentional, and
feeling-rich consciousness -- that 'knows', in a general way, what any of its body’s movement will do
or lead to; that 'expects' the effects of stimuli in a body-centred world; and that can 'project' or
associate internal, autonomic regulation of vital states onto items of experience, to give situations and
objects qualities of affect or feeling. The evidence from embryogenesis is that the integrative neural
mechanism is mapped in such a way as to generate prospective movement in a field of behaviour: one
fitting the form and functions of the body, with its appropriate effectors and receptors and internally
felt needs (Trevarthen 1968a). In this behavioural field, different innate adaptive modes of activity and
awareness guide complementary functions, enacted by moving bodies: sustaining physiological wellbeing, guiding locomotion through the media of the surrounding world, performing selective attention
to local objects that may be identified for their life-giving or dangerous potential, and eliciting
cooperation from social partners in vital activities (Trevarthen 1978). (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 -- Left: The behavioural field of a frog, and its map in the frog’s brain. Potential food is perceived in
the right, peripheral field of vision and is subject to estimation of its nature via projicience: the frog orients
to bring the food to the centre of awareness, where it can be confidently identified; then it swallows the fly
and makes affective appraisal by taste. Right: The muscles that regulate – and are regulated by – vision in a
human being. Visual experience is transformed by (1) locomotion, (2) changes of posture, (3) head
movements, (4) conjugate rotations of the two eyes, (5) accommodation of the lens, (6) dilation or
constriction of the pupil, and (7) hand movements under visual attention or movements of an object
manipulated by the hand.

The psychobiology of shared feelings of agency and social cooperation
Cooperation toward various life-supporting tasks within a community of animals – e.g., toward
reproduction, collective actions of foraging or hunting, or defence against predators or rival groups –
has, with the increasingly clever agency of individuals, evolved new forms: special organs of body
form and movement that communicate and coordinate motives, intentions, and feelings. In this way,
communities of animals with an intuitive or constitutional will to imitate can become larger intentional
organisms, while knowledge of the environment is increased as a collective experience: a ‘social
mind’.
The cerebral processes of collective agency, shared projicience for object perception, and
sympathetic affective appraisal for sharing emotions eluded Sherrington's physiology. They remain
challenging to our neuropsychology and functional brain science, in spite of the spectacular advances
of the past decade or two.
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I do not need to cite the many hundreds of articles – or the scores of books – that apply the
discovery of ‘mirror neurons’ to identify and ‘locate’ a great range of mind states in the human brain –
albeit in highly artificial test environments. It is clear that one needs to make sense first of what the
brain of a freely active person does to communicate – of how motives, feelings, and inner regulations
are generated in the body and, in time, in forms that may pass to other brains. A new, dynamic biology
of intentions and emotions is required: one which does not assume that the cause of behaviour lies in
the nature of the physical stimuli impinging on the sensory equipment of the recipient subject (i.e., on
information coming in). One must allow that intrinsic motives cause perceptions, intelligent actions,
and emotional adjustments of vital states, by setting purposes from within: i.e., imaginatively, in space
and time. One needs as well a theory of how such intentions, interests, and affect appraisals pass
between brains, and how they may be detected in one brain from the purposes and emotions made
explicit in others' movements. The evidence is accumulating rapidly and needs explaining.

Intersubjective motor control
One important conclusion from the science of animal actions is that any cooperation between animals
– any social coordination of intentional behaviours to achieve more than a single self can do – must
have evolved to make the intentions, interests, and states of internal vitality in single selves available
to others. This requires transmission of evidence through behaviour, as 'symptoms' of the special
generative properties of movements in congruent body forms. I have called this transmission of
motives 'intersubjective motor control' and described the essential dimensions of communication as
kinematic (concerned with the rhythmic movement dynamics), energetic (concerned with variations in
the intensity, force or power of actions), and physiognomic (concerned with changes in the shape of
the body: organising postural, gestural, facial, or vocal settings into distinct categories related to the
subject's changing interests and purposes) (Trevarthen 1986a). All three parameters give information
on intrinsic autonomic/emotional states.
These three complementary dimensions of expressive movement form a primary level of
organisation that is largely innate. They are united by processes that control serial ordering and
strategic patterning of movements in adaptive sequences. The development of the latter, higher
order, organisation of communication is more dependent on experience and learning"
(Trevarthen 1986a, p. 209).
Below I present evidence that these movement dimensions are innate in a newborn infant and that
they motivate learning in a human community.
The kinematics of animal agency are fundamental: all animal movements are regulated
sequentially in pulses of time caused by internally generated ‘clocks’ or oscillators (Lashley 1951, von
Holst 1954). Their actions prescribe rhythms and self-synchrony between movements of body parts.
Animals move as intelligent, purposeful agents ‘making the time of their life’.
The physiognomics or forms of activity also provide crucial information. Directed movements of
organs, carrying special senses, are deployed in ways that correlate with the animal’s adaptive
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initiatives and preferences. They reveal shifting interests and feelings. Communication between
similarly motivated and similarly formed subjects, with the same kind of brain and the same rhythms
and forms of attending, evidently has evolved by brains taking up and engaging with – or resonating to
– the timing, aim, and style of these intentional and sense-directed activities generated in other brains.
Finally, the self-sensing emotional economy of the body’s energy gives information on the actor’s
internal state of efficiency and well-being. The animal body shows emotions as expressions of the vital
values of action felt within changing experience (Darwin 1872). It displays appetites, fears,
satisfactions, excitements, pains, and pleasures.

Principles of Biosemiosis, The Signalling of Interests and Feelings
This coupling, between individuals, of motive impulses and emotions is vividly evident in the
complexity of human conversational behaviour, in which movements of speech, gesture, and body
parts are coordinated – demonstrating an inter-synchrony of rhythms with contingent imitation of the
form and style of moving (Condon & Ogston 1966, Kendon 1980, Key 1980). As Daniel Stern (2010)
has eloquently explained, the intimate communication to one another of states of mind, interests, and
attitudes depends first on an exquisite and immediate sense of the vitality dynamics of movement, and
second upon the capacity for ‘attunement’ between one another’s expressive states of emotion (Stern
2010). These special human abilities for shared agency have evolved from the rich social adaptations
of animal agency.
Animal and human communication derives from the way motives, intentions, and feelings are
generated and mediated in movements of integrated selves; from the way that the power of activity is
distributed efficiently between body parts in one time, rhythmically; and, especially, from the way that
inquisitive orienting or seeking movements of head, eyes, ears, and limbs anticipate a future selective
contact with items in the world: seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting. Movements of bodies
and body parts have evolved to "advertise" signals that move other selves with with bodies, employing
"biosemiosis" according to semiotic principles as defined by the brilliant and eccentric logician
Charles Saunders Peirce (Buchler 1940; Sebeok & Umiker-Sebeok 1992; Trevarthen 1990a, 1994).
The instantaneous efficiency of collective action and joint attention, involving inter-synchrony
between the motives of individuals, is clearly evident in swarms of insects, schools of fish, flocks of
birds, and herds of mammals. Looking, listening, reaching, sniffing, or tasting movements show how
objects are being selected; these self-serving actions may become signals in "ritualised" encounters for
both many innate and learned kinds of social cooperation. Animal signalling commonly involves
accentuation of expectant orienting movements of the ears, head, or limbs, and postural adjustments of
head or tail that indicate impending directions of movement. These body part adjustments, and their
emotional significance as indicated by the rapidity or frequency of their movements, are often made
more visible or audible by adornments: colour patterns of plumage or pelage, or sound-making organs
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(Darwin 1872, Hingston 1933, Tinbergen 1951, Lorenz 1966, Coppinger & Coppinger 2001, Quaranta
et al. 2007).
All dynamic forms of communicative animal gestures that transmit purposes and feelings
between individuals "musically" (Wallin, Merker & Brown 2000) – e.g., the head bobbing and hand
waving of lizards, the singing of whales or nightingales, the cries of migrating geese or their
confidential honks in a flock as they "comment" on an approaching person, the “laughter” or
squeaking of mice (Panksepp & Burgdorf 2003), and the status-setting grunts of baboons (Cheney et
al. 1995) – are derivative of movements that are self-regulatory (i.e., felt within the body or guided by
subjective attention to objects and events in the world), and specially transformed for acting
intersubjectively in social communication (Darwin 1872; MacLean 1990; Porges 2003; Rodriguez &
Palacios 2007; Panksepp 1998b, 2000; Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009). They manifest intentions with
feelings, in forms that can be sensed by other individuals, symptomatic of the motives and selfregulating processes that generate them. They exhibit the dynamic narrative features by which one can
define communicative musicality (Malloch & Trevarthen 2009; see below).

THE SPECIAL THEORY OF HUMAN AGENCY AND THE CULTURAL
ELABORATION OF ITS INTENTIONS
We possess… the ability to pursue our goals with great tenacity. This tenacity has a number of sources,
but prominent among them is the fact that our purposes are apt to be accompanied by very powerful
feelings…. In spite of these facts of experience and observation, a number of serious attempts have been
made to account for human behaviour without having recourse to the notion of intention or purpose at all.
The notion, however, is one that tends to reappear in some guise or other within psychology, no matter
how hard one tries to keep it out. And it is ironic that the attempt to keep it out is generally itself sustained
by a passionate aim: the aim of being 'scientific' in a manner modelled upon the activity of the physicists.
The devising of novel purposes comes readily to us because we have brains that are good at thinking of
possible future states - at considering not merely what is but what might be. We exist in a world of 'hard
fact', but we can imagine it as changed; and from a very early age we know that, within certain limits, we
are able to change it…. In this context 'the world' includes other people as a most important component.
And, if we have any wisdom, it also includes ourselves (Margaret Donaldson, Human Minds, 1992).

My research on the intentional talents innate in human infants began in 1967 at the Harvard Center for
Cognitive Studies in Jerome Bruner’s laboratory for infant cognition. Bruner sought new methods to
test how infants could modify freely chosen movements and selective engagements with objects, to
'categorize' and regulate their accumulating knowledge (Bruner 1968).
It soon became clear to some of us that the cognitive revolution, propelled by computer
engineering, information processing, and theories about reactive control systems (Miller, Galanter &
Pribram 1960, Miller 2003) – and of which Bruner had been one of the initiators a few years earlier –
undervalued the adaptive anticipations of innate motives, imagination, and emotions, both in animals
and humans. The individualistic, physical-information-processing cognitive approach disregarded how
all consciousness and all communication – including the 'digital' codes of language – depend on
creative and adaptive purposes of movement in whole living subjects; as well as how those purposes,
regulated by emotion, may be shared socially by metaphorically detecting the analogic patterns of
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controlled vitality evident in sequences of movement. Language – including the logic of its grammar
and productivity – must surely be more than the referential information it contains in the inert product
of text. Its learning and deciphering depend on shared story making by mutually aware persons – alive,
moving together in shared time and feeling – and on intersubjectivity (Ryan 1974; Bruner 1983, 1996).
This sharing of experience in the time of its making is anticipated in the special adaptations of the
human body and mind for complex combining and sequencing of movements with awareness – and for
giving affective appraisal to rhythmic plans for action; the prosody of intonation; and sequential,
'phrased', or 'discursive' perception of the environment (Lashley 1951, Turner & Pöppel 1999, Fonagy
2001, Miall & Dissanayake 2003, Brandt 2009). Three books published in the ’70s (Schaffer 1977,
Lock 1978, Bullowa 1979) investigated new evidence from the study of natural encounters to
demonstrate that infants are particularly attracted to stimuli arising from human movement – catching
and engaging with the motives in them from birth.
These adaptations of the infant body and mind for a cultural/ritual way of life seemed to have
escaped scientific attention at the time, in 1967, that I began my research with Martin Richards and
Berry Brazelton in Bruner's laboratory. We wondered: could young infants be expecting – in the ways
they seek engagement and build trust in shared games – a cultural life of fictive evaluations in activity
and story-making talk with other human beings? Could symbols be symptoms of – or metaphors of
sympathy in – intentional behaviour requiring an imaginative sense of being in a community of
embodied minds? Answers to these questions became clearer through the ’70s, from several sources
(Beebe et al. 1979; Brazelton 1979; Condon & Sander 1974; Donaldson 1978; Halliday 1975, 1979;
Hubley & Trevarthen 1979; Papoušek & Papoušek 1977; Richards 1973; Stern 1974; Stern et al. 1977;
Trevarthen 1977, 1979; Trevarthen & Hubley 1978).
Three mysterious powers – active in young infants – challenged the rational, reductive
assumptions of cognitive science. They have important implications for the education and care of
children, as well as for the promotion of a healthy and creative way of life for human beings of all ages
in all societies. As Donaldson has commented, they call into question some of the central assumptions
of the scientific method itself; and they expose certain restrictive habits in the language of science
(Whitehead 1926, Halliday 2006) – leading to a different appreciation for the function of the
imaginative arts in sustaining human companionship and thought. They require neuroscientists to pay
more attention to the motivating/affective core of the brain. They require more attention as well to the
regulatory influence these intrinsic motive “formations" and their associated emotions have over the
development and functioning of the environment-related intelligence that our ever-curious experience
builds into the vast array of neocortical circuits (Trevarthen & Aitken 1994, Panksepp 2003, Gallagher
2008, Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009).
Research shows that infants are born intentional creatures with coherent self-awareness. They
move and experience with a sense of time corresponding to that which governs the agency and
awareness of adults. They immediately seek intimate synchrony and interaction with the expressions
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of agency and emotion in a parent: responding and taking initiative in playful ways that go beyond
their needs for protection and care of vital functions. They are active, feeling-full, intersubjective
persons from the start (Trevarthen 2010).
Knowledge of conventional meaning, the skills of manipulative and manufacturing intelligence,
and the pragmatics of language in society – which an infant clearly has yet to gain – all require
reinterpretation in light of the evidence that now exists of infant consciousness and its special
awareness of interpersonal phenomena and their associated emotional values. With this comes the
realisation that the intuitive ‘romantic’ and ‘trusting’ foundations of education and responsible social
functioning are not displaced as more disciplined ways of thought, understanding, and behaviour are
acquired (Whitehead 1929; Erickson 1950; Bruner 1960; Donaldson 1978, 1992). One’s cognitive
apprehensions are judged to be important and acceptable – or irrelevant and undesirable – via aesthetic
sensibilities (feelings that things are made

or done well) and moral criteria (perceptions of

relationship to others' interests, needs, and feelings). A child is sensitive to these things before
acquiring the necessary language to describe, justify, or elaborate what they believe to be true (Reddy
2008, Trevarthen 2009a, Frank & Trevarthen 2012).
I will next summarise the conclusive findings from infancy research on the intersubjective
psychobiology of human intentions: their innate reaching out for participation in a community of
action and awareness. Three key words define the essential powers of the unschooled human mind
and its evaluation of meaning shared with others: SELF, RHYTHM, and SYMPATHY.

SELF: BEING A SINGLE, WILLFUL, CONSCIOUS AGENT MOVING WITH ITS
BODY IN THE WORLD
Since a great number of reflexes can be elicited in the young infant while 'higher' brain activity cannot yet
be observed, the conclusion has been drawn that the infant's brain activity consists only of reflexes. This
opinion does not at all do justice to the facts. At each stage of development there exist functions that
occur without external stimulation…. During their inactivity the centers have been charged and finally
press for a discharge 'by themselves', i.e., without external stimulation (Peiper 1963: 248).

From a psychobiological perspective, the Self is a well-governed, intentional – i.e., activity-creating –
entity from conception. It develops ever more powerful anticipatory intelligence from this initial
simple state of the vitality and sensibility of a multicellular system, greatly expanding its prospects of
moving with feeling.
The development of the animal mind depends on the formation of an integrative central nervous
system, originating in the embryo as a portion of the ectodermal interface of the body with the
environment, the cells of which become neurons specialized for communicating their states of
excitation. This ‘neuro-ectoderm’ becomes folded into the body to function as an intricately woven
inter-neuronal net: the generative and sensitive regulator of the body’s activities (Sperry 1965). It
develops into a system for making and feeling an integrity of movements.
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Building on Sherrington's discovery of the neural mechanisms of proprioception along with his
theory for explaining how the reflex actions of many body parts are integrated by the brain into
movements of a single coherent actor, Russian physiologist Nikolai Bernstein (1967) made a brilliant
analysis, using film to do a refined cinematography of the cyclic dynamics of various actions in
locomotion and tool use to determine how human movements are imagined in the brain (Figure 2). His
six laws of the biodynamic structures that cause and guide adaptive movements explain how
excitations of muscular activity are controlled to produce highly efficient rhythmic actions of one
unitary Self with a heavy body of many parts and many biomechanical 'degrees of freedom'; they
explain as well how these centrally generated actions are adapted to work in collaboration with
peripheral circumstances (Trevarthen 1984).

Figure 2 – The regulation of actions in a human body by motor images that employ or ‘assimilate’
peripheral forces, modulating them by excitation of muscle activity that makes prospective
adjustments to sensory information. The graph on the left, after Bernstein (1967), shows how the
resultant motor output is both rhythmic and highly efficient. Bernstein named the biomechanical
adjustments in the body – and between the body and the material of the external world – the ‘external
synapse’. Neural excitations of muscles meet sensory input at the ‘internal synapse’ in the brain.

Bernstein's theory of a complex, 'imaginative', and dynamic organization of excitation in motor
centres – exploiting peripheral mechanisms prospectively and responding to their signals –

is

incorporated into the contemporary theory of embodied cognition (Varela, Thompson & Rosch 1991;
Clark 1997, 1999; Lakoff & Johnson 1999) and a neuroscience of awareness of body activities
(Damasio 1999, Gallese 2005). It assists in understanding emotions that evaluate actions (Panksepp
1998b, 2000) and explaining how they are communicated socially (Porges 2001, Adolphs 2003).
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A theory of internal, 'intuitive', and rhythmic processes that generate movement and experience is
supported by physiological research, which has discovered the Bereitschaftspotential: a specific brain
activity in advance of movement (Kornhuber and Deecke 1965). It shows as well how neural activity
preparatory to action – or imaginative experience of action – invades widespread structures, including
those structured to receive, identify, and recall the effects of stimulation, both by proprioceptors and
exteroceptors (Jeannerod 1994). The coherence of action requires coherence in time of the many
sources of rhythmic activity throughout the brain (Buzsaki 2006): a productive, temporal integrity of
coordinated rhythms that may be called "musical", given that it shows strong motoric and emotional
response to music (Sacks 2007, Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009, Turner & Ioannides 2009, Trevarthen
2009c).
A human being, moving as one agent, strives to maintain a single focus of interest and a single
sense of passing time, while perceiving in several modalities. One sees with two separate optical
systems, but from one locus coincident with the centre of rotation of the head. Saccadic eye
movements couple the two eyes, directing gaze to points of interest for focal discrimination in extracorporal space, without any sense that orientation of the self has changed; the ambient field of interest
is likewise stable (Trevarthen 1968b). Each head rotation, stimulating proprioception in muscles and
their attachments – along with vestibular sense and ‘exproprioception’ (Lee 1978) by audition and
vision – changes self-orientation. Attention movements of the eyes integrate with reaching, touching,
and manipulation movements of the hands, which act with their own foci of interest in intentional
coordination with the posture of the whole body. One makes skillful, precise finger movements
directed by high-resolution foveal vision as well as by touch – the stereoscopic disparity between the
eyes serving accurately to control the distance from the body of the locus of digital contact. Walking
on an irregular surface, one monitors one’s movements with gaze cast ahead to fix each place where
the next step will fall.
When speaking, one accompanies the thoughts to be expressed with gestures that may anticipate
the utterances. In conversation, the listener's gaze, head movements, gestures, and speech – as well as
changes of emotional expression in face and voice – are perceived as a single sequence of messages.
Perception of another person's interests and feelings – and the direction of their intended movements –
can be perceived by all the senses together or by any one of them separately. One experiences the
senses as 'owning' a single intelligence, transmitted by how they make sounds, show expressive
appearances, and embrace or otherwise touch one’s body.
All these manifestations, in movement, of the intentions of an integrated conscious Self entail
prospective monitoring of what Björn Merker (2005) calls 'the liabilities of mobility'. For this task,
human beings possess a large brain with comprehensive proprioceptive sense for the position and
displacement of trunk, head and limbs: actively sensing forces generated in muscles and tendons,
rotations of joints, and accelerations of the head, with additional guidance from the exteroceptive
senses of sight, hearing, and touch. This poly-rhythmic, poly-sensory brain monitors the internal well-
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being and safety of the body via a visceral nervous system, components of which have evolved into
semiotic organs serving as mediators of one’s intimate cooperations, linking the intentional and liferegulating processes of separate selves (Porges 2001).

Figure 3 – A: Motor organs and senses of a human foetus at 60 days’ gestation: eye, inner ear, mouth,
tongue, and hand are already adapted for communication. B: An infant’s face is motivated to receive
messages and respond in kind. C: The ‘special’ visceral nuclei of the brain that move eyes, inner ear
muscles, face, and mouth, while receiving sensory input from propriception, smell, taste, vision, and
hearing, are formed by 50 days’ gestation. They are being innervated by integrative emotional
systems before the cerebral cortex has developed. The numbered nuclei and nerves are as follows: 1,
olfactory; 2, optic; 3, oculomotor; 4, trochlear (eye muscles); 5 trigeminal (facial feelings); 6, abducent
(eye muscles); 7, facial (taste: mouth and tongue); 8, auditory (hearing and balance); 9,
glossopharyngeal (taste); 10, vagus (taste, heart, lungs, and gut); 11, accessory (head and shoulder
movements, swallowing); 12, hypoglossal (vocalising, speaking, licking, sucking, kissing). D: All these
sensory and motor organs are active in a proto-conversation between a young infant and her mother.

Human Face, Eyes and Voice Serve a Lively Spirit Seeking Cooperative Intelligence
In socially intelligent higher vertebrates, the organs of the head – along with the autonomic system –
have become the expressive/receptive systems of the face, throat, eyes, and ears (Porges 1997,
Trevarthen 2001). The communication, between subjects, of psychological expectations via expressive
movements integrates internal visceral regulations with environment-directed somatic ones
(Trevarthen 1989b, Trevarthen et al. 2006). In reptiles, birds, and mammals, ancient mechanisms –
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evolved to signal bodily needs and attract parental care – have been transformed to add mechanisms of
sympathetic mind engagement, both for expression of emotion and interest, and for vocal
communication of purposes, needs, and desires (MacLean 1990, Porges 1997, Panksepp 1998b) –
culminating in articulate speech and language (Fonagy 2001) (see Fig. 3).
Systems that emerge in the human embryonic brain as regulators of morphogenesis in cognitive
systems become the core regulatory systems of interneurons in the brainstem, directing orientations of
attention, coordinating purposeful movements of the body and its parts, and mediating equilibria
between autonomic and exploratory or executive states (Hess 1954, MacLean 1990, Nauta &
Domesick 1982, Trevarthen 2001, Trevarthen et al. 2006). An important output from this intrinsic
motive formation (IMF: Trevarthen & Aitken 1994) controls the 'sensory-accessory motor systems' of
the special receptors of the head and hands. The eyes, ears and cochlea, lips and tongue, and palms and
fingers are separately aimable and tunable. Their movements rhythmically aim and either ‘choose’ or
‘censor’ the uptake of perceptual information in different modalities of high sensitivity and resolution.
These motor adjustments occur in the exploratory and focusing phases of attending to the outside
world, before the final commitment of any 'consummatory’ act. They exhibit advance information to
an observer about emerging impulses of the subject: signalling awareness and intentions (Trevarthen
1978). All the organs of human linguistic expression are recruited from this accessory motor set
(Trevarthen 2001, Porges 2001).
Directed attention links brainstem and cortex. Emotions arise as centrally generated states
involving all levels of the brain. Two centers have been identified as essential for relating emotions to
social experience, developing a reflective (cognitive) understanding, and exercising voluntary control
of emotions: the amygdala and temporal mesocortex (Aggleton 1993, Bachevalier 1994, LeDoux
1992, Rolls 1992), and the orbito-frontal cortex (Cummings 1993, Dawson 1994, Goldman-Rakic
1992). The orbito-frontal cortex and the temporal pole cortex develop extensively after birth; they are
presumed to modulate the activities of the infant brainstem’s emotional system (Schore 1994). Both
regions develop asymmetries (Davidson & Fox 1982, Davidson & Hugdahl 1995).

Left and Right Asymmetries of Gesture and Motive States: Not Just For Language
Cerebral asymmetry was first discovered in relation to language. It has been assumed that the
neocortical areas essential for articulating speech and hearing speech, in the left hemisphere, constitute
the origin of cultural intelligence and the distinctive features of human consciousness. However,
asymmetries in the central nervous system are of ancient origin. Primitive vertebrates have the same
asymmetry of emotional systems as do mammals. These systems support many complimentary
processes of motivation, emotion, learning, and communication in human beings – from before birth
(Trevarthen 1996, Tucker et al. 2000).
Neonates show a right-ear preference for speech but a left-ear preference for heartbeat or music.
Microanalysis of filmed proto-conversations and photographic records show that, at two months,
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proto-conversational utterances of cooing or 'pre-speech' (articulations of lips and tongue) are most
often accompanied by raised, right-hand gestures. Extending the hand and pointing with the fingers is
frequently synchronized precisely with oral gesture. When distressed and in more reflective and
observant phases, infants hold their left hands toward their bodies, sometimes touching or fingering
their clothes. They appear to be more 'assertive' with their right hands, more receptive or apprehensive
with their left (Trevarthen 1996).
Asymmetries of psychological function and behaviour are elaborated by learning throughout
childhood (Trevarthen 1990b, 2004c). Their development is regulated by anatomical and
neurochemical asymmetries in systems found at all levels of the human brain, from prenatal stages
onward (Cynader et al. 1981, Huttenlocher 1994, Trevarthen 1996). Manual preferences observed in
thumb sucking in foetuses of 15 weeks’ gestation correlate with hand preferences seen in the second
year after birth (Hepper 1995). The human neocortex is visibly asymmetric foetally (Rakic 1991).
Surface features of the right hemisphere are more advanced than the left from about the 25th week; this
bias persists until the left hemisphere shows a post-natal growth spurt, starting in the second year,
when language and other articulate skills are acquired (Thatcher, Walker & Giudice 1987). The
asymmetric areas – and the differences in motivation that they incorporate – are crucial in all culturerelated processes of the adult human brain. Their development is affected by practice of skills and by
all collective representations (Schlaug et al. 2005, Turner & Whitehead 2008, Turner & Ioannides
2009). The telling of stories in any form of art gives the space of narrative an asymmetry in the
‘direction’ of the plot – related to how one confronts the world and moves in it, sharing feelings and
biases of agency with other persons (Trevarthen 1995).
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Figure 4 – Infants’ hands serve many functions for regulating the feelings of the body, reaching to
grasp and handle objects, and expressing emotions in relation to others’ attentions. A,B: Four- and
five-month-old infants look at the lights, try to catch a ball, and join in action songs. C: Seven-monthold infants are eager to catch objects with their hands and study them. D: A six-month-old infant, who
proudly shows that she knows “Clap a Handies” at home, is nervous, shows distress, and withdraws
from a stranger.
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Human Hands Are Sociable Selves and Cooperative Agents of Technical Invention
Human hands are uniquely clever, and their actions are eager to be cultivated (Wilson 1998, GoldinMeadow and McNeill 1999). The motor-intentional possibilities of human upper limbs – and,
therefore, their demands for elaborate cerebral imaginative control – are very great: the jointed lever
system of arms, palms, and fingers has many biomechanical ‘degrees of freedom’ (Bernstein 1967),
while cerebral programming of the combinations of rotation about the many joints is extremely
refined, informed by many sensitive receptors (Trevarthen 1986b, Trevarthen et al. 2011). Adult hands
can be projected from the body, with high velocity, to transmit large forces; moved with exquisite
temporal and spatial precision in an extensive reaching field; and rotated with accuracy in any
direction to contact surfaces of objects while responding to light touch and modulating pressure.
Fingers are extended or flexed in an infinite number of combinations: palpating, pushing, poking,
punching, patting, twisting, tearing, etc. The two hands cooperate, performing complementary tasks of
e.g. climbing and manipulating objects, as well as expressive movements that may be cultivated as a
language of signs (Goldin-Meadow & McNeill 1999), as dance, and as musical performance
(Trevarthen et al. 2011).
Many hand actions are Self-adjusting, administrating requirements of bodily comfort and wellbeing: carrying food to the mouth; scratching itches; removing thorns; brushing dirt off; rubbing hot,
cold, or sore parts; or pulling clothes on or off. Hands contribute to body-state adjustment through
stroking, touching, and holding; transmitting warmth and stimulating autonomic responses; and
prompting the release of endorphins. Hands participate in postural balance and locomotion – as
forelimbs do in other mammals; but primate hands are particularly adapted to reach out from the body
to grasp and manipulate objects. Human hands expand this manipulation power greatly. They are
capable of new combinations of movement are directed by greatly increased powers of imagination,
memory, and thought-regulated skill (Poizner et al. 1987, McNeill 1992). They may show intentions
for selecting, exploring, and transforming objects in the environment, while the trunk is active only in
providing a dynamic, anti-gravity support.
Human beings gain intimate understanding of the intentions and emotions of one another’s
performance by seeing or hearing what the hands are doing (Trevarthen 1986b, Trevarthen et al.
2011). In communication with blind-and-deaf persons, touch of hands on hands or on other parts of the
body can transmit linguistic messages equivalent to those normally relayed in speech or by visible
gesture (Souriau, Rødbroe & Janssen 2006-2009).

How Motor Intentions Grow to Become Carriers and Receivers of Imitated Meaning
Human infants are born with most of the above capacities for self-regulated movement coordinating
limbs and senses. Their hands show elaborate autonomous agency, guided by cerebral processes still
under-studied and not well understood (Trevarthen 1986b, 2007; Trevarthen et al. 2011). Contrary to
the assumptions of Jean Piaget’s constructivist cognitive theory, which sought to explain how concepts
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of the body and objects are created by learning, egocentrically, the effects of actions on them (Piaget
1954) – and as Albrecht Peiper (1963) illustrated in his Cerebral Function In Infancy and Childhood –
human beings at birth are not just organisms of reflex, even though a newborn does indeed have strong
reflex systems to coordinate movements with reactions to external stimuli in ways that assist parental
carrying or feeding or protect the body.
Human foetuses tentatively touch the placenta, umbilicus, and uterine wall with their hands at 11
weeks. They make jaw movements and swallow amniotic fluid, expressing pleasure or disapproval at
the taste by sucking and smiling or grimacing with disgust. Complex movements of trunk, arms, and
legs position the body; they may respond to the mother’s bodily movements including the contractions
of her uterine muscles (Lecanuet, et al. 1995, Piontelli 2002, Trevarthen et al. 2006). During gestation,
sensory inputs are incorporated, or integrated, to guide movement – first by proprioception:
monitoring displacement of body parts relative to one another or to gravity; then by touch
exteroception and ex-proprioception: sensing immediate bodily surroundings and changes in body
displacement. The hand movements that foetuses begin to make at around 20 weeks engage with
sensory feedback, 'feeling' newly developed proprioceptive and somaesthetic monitoring systems
(Piontelli 2010).
From the beginning of human activity, in the embryo, movements – though lacking awareness of
external goals – are coherent, 'sensible' actions. They are made more effective by steps, in
development, of feedback of feeling, anticipated by the restless spirit of vitality (Trevarthen & Aitken
1994). Each new form of movement of the limbs is supported by growth of new sensory capacity, so
that the consequence of each movement is recorded, confirmed, and adjusted, to sustain and elaborate
a self-sensing unity of purpose in the central nervous system (Piontelli 2010).
After 20 weeks’ gestation, hand movements explore the foetus’ body and surroundings, while
eyes turn in coordination with head movements. Twin foetuses touch one another and adjust their
confined positions.

‘Temperamental' differences between twins – in activity and reactivity, as

recorded in ultrasound movies around the gestation midpoint – persist until several years after birth
(Piontelli 2002). Foetuses hear from 20 weeks; tests of babies' recognition of their mother’s voice
immediately after birth prove that a baby can distinguish her speech or singing from that of another
woman (DeCasper & Spence 1986, Hepper 1988, Lecanuet 1996). A pregnant woman feels the life of
her foetus from the gestation midpoint. This prompts her to imagine the baby she will meet at birth.
Sometimes she even talks to the expected one.

Newborn Awareness and Initiative in Dialogue, and How It Grows
Interest in the outside world grows quickly. The sensitive motility developed before birth is capable of
orienting to and tracking external objects, perceived by sight, in the first hours after birth. A newborn
seeks engagement with intimate and affectionate signals from a parent (Brazelton 1979, Nagy 2010).
Evidence that a premature newborn can be conscious comes from observations that an 'aroused' baby
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can move in coordinated ways, with selective orientation to events outside its body (Lecanuet et al.
1995). The power and grace of these movements signal regulation of the risks and benefits of moving
as they are detected by the newborn’s affective consciousness (Panksepp 2000).

They provide

important clinical signs of neurological health (Lecanuet et al. 1995, Trevarthen & Aitken 2003). A
two-month-old premature baby is capable of coordinating simple "coo" vocalizations with a parent, in
an intimate dialogue that has the rhythmic timing of the syllables and phrase structure of adult speech
(Trevarthen 2008, 2009a).
Paediatric practice has been transformed through demonstrations of the psychological capacities
of newborn infants (Brazelton 1973/1984, 1979). A full-term newborn turns to track, and may point to
or vocalize about an object moving nearby or the sound of its mother’s voice. A touch on the cheek
attracts the mouth for suckling. The heart slows with intentful looking or listening. Blinking and
conjugate saccades above a few degrees are already well-developed in infancy; newborns can look to a
gentle voice in the dark. Initially, vision has low resolution; but acuity develops rapidly in the first few
months (Trevarthen & Aitken 2003). There are many so-called postural reflexes by which a newborn
can compensate for imposed body tilts. These prove that the whole body is capable of adapting the
forces of mobility to changes of body position and limb orientation relative to gravity.
Cognitive psychologists propose that infants are born with core concepts or strategies for
learning, adapted to perceive natural phenomena (Lacerda, von Hofsten & Heimann 2001). As Piaget
demonstrated, the exercise and development of these concepts depends on the infant’s initiatives in
engaging with and investigating phenomena by moving in controlled ways. Donaldson (1992) insists
that these concepts are never simply rational, but are coloured by emotions that determine how they
will be remembered. Papoušek (1967) writes that infants a few months old, acting as operators in an
experiment to test their powers of perceptual prediction of attractive and changing stimuli, express
emotions of satisfaction when ‘correct’ and disappointment when things go ‘wrong’ and they fail to
anticipate the effect of their actions. Piaget (1962) describes as expressions of ‘pleasure in mastery’
when infants play with effects in this way.
Infants have lively and expressive faces and are acutely sensitive to the feelings expressed in the
face of a person addressing them in a friendly way (Fig. 5). This sensitivity has been tested
experimentally. In the experiment, the mother is required to interrupt her responses to her baby and
remain still, looking at the infant for a short time with an immobile, inexpressive face (Trevarthen
1977, Tronick et al. 1978, Murray & Trevarthen 1985). With this loss of communication, infants stop
smiling, focus attention with a worried expression then look away, fidget with their hands, and make
complaining vocalizations. To test the infant’s sensitivity to appropriately sympathetic expressions, a
double television communication setup is used; this enables replay of the mother’s affectionate and
responsive talk with her baby in a live dialogue, so that her behaviour – though the same in expressive
qualities – is no longer responsive. When a happy minute of the mother’s live communication was
replayed to an eight-week-old baby girl, the girl became distressed and turned away (Fig. 5), proving
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how sensitive she was to her mother’s live presence and how apparently indifferent or inattentive
behaviour made her unhappy (Murray & Trevarthen 1985; Trevarthen 1993; Nadel, Carchon, et al.
1999).

Figure 5 – A mother talks with her eight-week-old girl through a double-television link. At first (A and
1) they are not in contact; the mother is seeking her daughter, who seems not to see her. Then a sharp,
loud noise frightens the baby, and she starts to cry (2), to which the mother makes a sad face (B). The
problem is fixed, and they join in a happy chat – even playing a game in which the mother (F and G)
teases the baby and makes her laugh (7). At the end of a minute and a half, they are both very happy
(H and 8). In the pictures at the bottom, the baby shows confusion, tries unsuccessfully to
communicate, then withdraws unhappy, when one minute of the mother’s happy talk is replayed to
her.

Age-related changes in body and brain transform what the infant is aware of and what the infant
attempts or seeks. This is not only a development of powers of action and perception: pleasure in
games and emotional relations with companions are also changing (Stern 1985/2000; Trevarthen
1980,1992; Trevarthen & Aitken 2003). Once a child is mobile, her interest in the world becomes a
consuming ambition to discover meanings that can be shared with others (Hubley & Trevarthen 1979;
Trevarthen & Hubley 1978; Trevarthen 1988, 1989a). Before language is learned, the child is already
becoming a thinker and actor in cultural ways. The motivation for this learned transformation in
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activities and experience appears to be a direct outgrowth of the integrated mobility, intelligence, and
emotions with which the infant is born. One essential principle retained is a human sense of time.

RHYTHM: MOVING TO THE PULSE OF THE MIND
All living organisms have rhythms that give measure to the timing of their life: both within the body
and through motor engagements with the world. The science of chronobiology demonstrates the
rhythms of plants and animals adapted to respond and adjust to the diurnal and seasonal cycles of
events in their environment – over periods that may extend through years and the phases of a lifetime
(Foster & Kreitzman 2004, Osborne 2009a, Trevarthen 2009c).
Animals exhibit a coherence of timing in every movement they make and, therefore, in all they
experience. This temporal integrity of an animal's activity requires self-synchrony, coupling
pacemakers in the vital organs inside the body. It requires that the centres of the animal’s brain that
direct somatic movements of limbs and entire body, and that sense the environment, are coupled in
rhythmic synchrony. For conscious intelligence, actions of mobile parts and uptake of information by
differentsense modalities must be orchestrated (Pöppel 1994, Pöppel & Wittmann 1999). Brains at all
levels of complexity are rhythm-generating, coordinating systems in dynamic communication with the
effectors and sensors of the body (Buzsáki 2006).
The energy-expending efforts of limbs and body acting in adaptive ways in the environment are
supported by changes in autonomic activity of internal organs – organs that take sources of energy
from the environment to supply the tissues with substances essential to their health as well as defend
against stress, injury, and pathogenic infection. The autonomic nervous system has its own rhythms
(Delamont et al. 1998), which are integrated with somatic rhythms in the affective nervous system
(Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009) – the emotions of which regulate the intensity and goals of action and
balance exertions against recuperation. What results is a hierarchy of times – a biochronological
spectrum – by which both intentional actions and vital functions are kept efficient and well
(Trevarthen 1999b, 2009c). One’s intrinsic body sense of time – or enkinesthesia (Stuart 2010) –
enables one to describe the elaborate prospects of one’s purpose in stories, dramas, and strategies that
may capture the interest of others and enable them to feel, imagine, and collaborate. One’s narrations
are informative about how one’s body and mind intend to act and how they sense the pleasures and
pains – or benefits and risks – of one’s enterprises.

Emergence of Life Times Before Birth
Human embryos have beating hearts from the first month after conception, at which point the body is
5 mm. long. This occurs before any motor nerves exist to activate the muscles (Trevarthen 2004c).
From six weeks – before there are any sensory inputs to the spinal cord – the nerves perform
rhythmically paced, whole-body movements, bending the spine. Foetuses – once the first core
motivating systems of neurons link the motor centres of the brain stem and spinal cord – show, with
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increasing frequency from 10 and 14 weeks, periods of differentiated and guided cyclic movements of
the now well-developed and clearly human eyes, facial muscles, jaws, and hands. These movements,
which appear to be directional and self-sensing, are rhythmic..
As the body grows through cycles of differentiation of parts and reintegration of whole, so the
coherence of movement changes. Around three months’ gestation, one finds many anarchic twitches
and startles of body parts, presumably originating in the rapidly developing brain stem. These become
integrated again into flowing patterns by eighteen weeks. At twenty weeks, foetuses are active
approximately 25% of the time: moving about once every minute. Heart-rate responses to sound
appear around this time (Lecanuet et al. 1995, Parncutt 2006). From this point until term (forty
weeks), fetal heart rate slows appreciably and becomes more variable, due to increasing parasympathetic maturation. Respiratory movements and amniotic breathing appear several weeks before
birth.
Heart-rate changes are coordinated with motor-activity phases from 24 weeks (James, Pillai &
Smoleniec 1995). This is indicative of the formation of a prospective control of autonomic state,
coupled with readiness for episodes of muscular activity of engaging with the environment: a feature
of brain function Jeannerod (1994) has cited as evidence for the formation of cerebral motor images
underlying conscious awareness and purposeful movement.
Research on the behavior, psychology, and physiology of the foetus indicates that, in the last
trimester, functions are established in anticipation of an active post-natal life:

especially for

assimilating and collaborating with maternal care (Lecanuet et al. 1995). Motor coordinations exist
that are obviously adapted for visual exploration, reaching, and grasping; walking; and expressive
communication by facial expression and gesture (de Vries, Visser & Prechtl 1984; Prechtl 1984).

Narratives of 'Musicality': In Self-Regulation and Self-Awareness, Ready For
Communication
The gracefully coupled rhythms of a newborn infant's movement unfold in time like a melody, usually
with no detectable practical purpose: no explicit sense. One presumes that is why such movements
have been dismissed as not just involuntary but random. The adaptive value of this far-from-random
musicality of human body movement – what it is controlled to do – soon becomes apparent in
implicitly appreciated or intuitive communication, when its powers of attracting attentive others to
move in counterpoint or synchrony, and to entrain and respond to their separate interests in a
emotional narrative of purposes and experiences, become obvious (Trevarthen et al. 2011).
Communicative musicality is an elaboration of the poly-rhythmic harmony of movement of a human
body, capable of acting with versatile grace to negotiate the spaces of a complex world. It is an
evolutionary elaboration for cultural semiosis: a form of self-expression that other humans are
equipped to share, enjoy, and be educated by in artful performance of collective poly-rhythmia
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(Malloch & Trevarthen 2009). The rhythmic, musical time of human movement has a unique narrative
power that invites shared learning: that is its meaning (Kühl 2007).

SYMPATHY: DETECTING COMPANY AND SYNCHRONISING ACTIONS TO
MAKE SHARED MEANING
Time and measure are to instrumental Music what order and method are to discourse; they break it
into proper parts and divisions, by which we are enabled both to remember better what has gone
before, and frequently to foresee somewhat of what is to come after: we frequently foresee the
return of a period which we know must correspond to another which we remember to have gone
before; and according to the saying of an ancient philosopher and musician, the enjoyment of Music
arises partly from memory and partly from foresight (Adam Smith [1777] 1982: 204).

The pulse and modulation of human-life timing is infectious, adapted to make cultural narratives about
a human-made world and its history in a community of minds (Donald 2001). From birth, the rhythm
of life, and the stories of human vitality, are shared – building in imagination and memory a "protohabitus", or companionship in meaning (Gratier & Trevarthen 2008). People live together in the times
they make, in themselves and with others.
William Condon and Lou Sander reported in Science in 1974 that the gestures of a newborn may
respond, in coordinated precision, to the prosodic rhythm of an adult voice (Condon & Sander 1974).
The claim was greeted with skepticism by psychologists and paediatricians alike, persuaded that such
temporal coordination with another person was beyond the psychological/neurological powers of a
newborn, who they deemed to be at the mercy of reflex reactions to stimuli, incapable of such precise
coordination of their body movements. However, the phenomenon – along with the authors' suggestion
that intersubjective timing and expression is important for language acquisition – has been confirmed
by subsequent studies. Those studies have looked at how communication with infants develops with
the aid of rhythmic vocalizations and gestures, synchronized both within the infant and in
engagements with others (Stern 1971; Jaffe, Stern & Peery 1973; Bateson 1975, 1979; Trevarthen
1979, 1986a, b, 2009b; Beebe, Stern & Jaffe 1979; Stern & Gibbon 1980; Tronick, Als & Brazelton
1980; Beebe et al. 1985; Jaffe et al. 2001; Stern 1985, 2010).
Daniel Stern (1974, 1985, 1992, 1999, 2004) has developed a science of the vitality dynamics of
infant actions and of infants’ sympathetic responses to the vitality and mutual "attunement" of
movement in dialogues and games with a partner. He demonstrates that these – mutually regulated –
dynamics, mediated by intermodal fluency in a common sense of time, play a major role in deciding
the fate of communication in therapy and explaining the aesthetic powers of all the temporal arts:
dance, music, theatre, and film (Stern 2010). Nigel Osborne (2009b) reviews a wide experience of how
active music may, by engaging with the impulses of performers’ movements, be used as therapy for
individuals traumatised by war: helping the regulation of their physiological functions while inspiring
self-confidence and pleasure in companionship. Clearly, it is a core part of human biology to move in
time with others, both for well-being and for learning. This is the essential source of the world’s many
languages.
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Figure 6 – Communicating the embodiment of voice: in a mother’s proto-conversation with her sixweek-old daughter, the voices collaborate with precise timing and intonation to make a musical story
that has an introduction, an excited development, a cooperative climax, and a graceful resolution. It
lasts 27 seconds. Both participants vocalise around and above middle C (C4); but, as the mother
expresses her enjoyment, she carries her voice through more than one octave. Her daughter makes
her sounds coordinate precisely with the mother’s phrases (from Malloch & Trevarthen 2009).

Proto-Conversational Beginnings
The study of timing and sequencing showed that certainly the mother and probably the infant, in
addition to conforming in general to a regular pattern, were acting to sustain it or to restore it when
it faltered, waiting for the expected vocalization from the other and then after a pause resuming
vocalization, as if to elicit a response that had not been forthcoming. These interactions were
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characterized by a sort of delighted, ritualized courtesy and more or less sustained attention and
mutual gaze. Many of the vocalizations were of types not described in the acoustic literature on
infancy, since they were very brief and faint, and yet were crucial parts of the jointly sustained
performances (Bateson 1979: 65).

Mary Catherine Bateson – an anthropologist and linguist with an interest in ritual – describes in these
words her experience of what she calls a proto-conversation between a mother and her nine-week-old
infant, whom she recorded on film and studied at MIT in 1974. She broke fertile new ground when she
accepted this communication as mutually motivated, preparatory to human language and ritual culture.
Bateson used her knowledge of animal ethology and her father's theory of ecology of mind to
propose that:
…Human behavioral and adaptive diversity provide the prime argument against innate knowledge,
unless we can express that knowledge as an innate, perhaps highly specific, ability to learn. In fact,
imprinting and other such innate learning and teaching mechanisms are what we should expect to
find in human learning, because imprinting is precisely a way of taking advantage of the economies
of genotypic programming in species whose patterns of adaptation require flexibility and variation
(Bateson 1972: 67).

Her description of how a mother is attracted to support her infant's interest in joint performance
and learning how to enrich it anticipates Bruner's (1983) proposal that any language aquisition device
(LAD) needs a language acquisition support system (LASS).
Bateson's account is incompatible with Skinner's language learning theory; Noam Chomsky's
theory of a special genetic LAD adapted to make infinite messages out of digital elements, in a way
unrelated to the communicative powers of other animals; and Stephen Pinker's theory that song and
music are for emotional gratification only, of no significance for a theory of the language instinct.
Researchers into the song- and dance-like behaviours of animals – along with the special motivation
for their learning – are convinced that antecedents exist for the evolution in human education of the
grammatical flexibility and semantic productivity of both music and language (Wallin et al. 2000,
Merker 2009a, Cross & Morley 2009, Dissanayake 2009).
Bateson concludes her richly theorized account of the mutual motivation for proto-conversation:
…We are suggesting that in addition to the advantages for learning given by intense attention and
pleasure, the infant's participation sets the stage for learning: once he knows the 'rules of the game'
and can anticipate patterns, he can also deliberately and playfully vary them and he has a 'handle'
on what he is trying to understand. Here at the prelinguistic level we can see the child playing a
'grammatical' game. This should cast new light on our data on games playing, imitation and
mother-child interaction at later stages of development. Indeed, it provides an analogy for
understanding a wide variety of interactions in which change or learning takes place, from
psychotherapy to religious ritual to the ordinary pleasures of conversation, and the general
phenomenon of active participatory learning (Bateson 1979: p. 76).

Malloch’s theory of communicative musicality (Malloch 1999, Malloch & Trevarthen 2009) –
derived from microanalysis of a proto-conversation between a six-week-old girl and her mother (Fig.
6) – details the expressive parameters that enable the infant, with the support of her mother’s
affectionate sensibility, to find intersubjective harmony of purpose. They compose a melodic story
together by sharing the pulse, quality, and narrative of their expressive sounds and movements.
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Gratier has applied similar analysis to vocal dialogues between mothers and infants across cultures,
with different states of sensitivity or security in intimacy. She shows how, in a thriving relationship,
mother and infant discover a ‘proto-habitus’, or shared world of meanings, as conventions of
expression invented in their play (Gratier & Trevarthen 2007, 2008; Gratier & Apter-Danon 2009).

Playful Compositions Stretch Subjective and Intersubjective Spaces, Improvising Ambitious and
Provocative Forms of Agency
Animal social life is full of drama: of performance, in play, of actions done to celebrate what the body
can do and to display vitality of intentions that are not ‘true' – to trick or tease in engagement (Bateson
1956, 1972; Byrne & Whiten 1988; Cheney et al. 1995; Bekoff & Byers 1998; Bråten 2009; de Waal
2009). From infancy, human play negotiates new forms of play, and ritual theatrical performances in
which expectations are tested in narratives where imaginative goals and personalities come alive
(Turner 1982, Dissanayake 2000, Reddy 2008). It is ‘an intermediate area of experiencing, to which
inner reality and external life both contribute’ (Winnicott 1958: 2).
As the infant grows from three months and starts to pay more attention to the world, increasingly
playful, provocative negotiation – exploring the embodiment of the self in performances – comes to
life. This change attracts the attention and participation of parents and siblings. Negotiating the
balance between self-satisfying creativity in the infant’s ‘scientific’ curiosity on the one hand, and
social play that needs others’ appreciation on the other, seems a key motive in preparing for the
serious business of mature language and intelligence, wherein individual interests and knowledge must
be shared (Bateson 1955, Trevarthen & Hubley 1978, Turner 1982, Hobson 2002, Whitehead 2008,
Reddy 2008). This mixing of motives explores the embodiment of Self and the performance for and
engagement with an Other, testing the trading of initiatives in shared tasks (Hubley & Trevarthen
1979).
Maya Gratier (2007, 2008) has compared mother-infant vocal play with the improvisation of jazz
and the experimental interpretation of a score in classical music performance. Provocative irregularity
of composition – twisting conventional expectations – is as central to the collaborative solving of
practical problems as it is for creativity in the arts. Stravinski explored this in his lectures on The
Poetics of Music:
But just as the eye completes the lines of a drawing, which the painter has knowingly left
incomplete, just so the ear may be called upon to complete a chord and cooperate in its resolution....
Dissonance, in this instance, plays the part of an allusion.… All music is nothing more than a
succession of impulses that converge towards a definite point of repose. That is as true of Gregorian
chant as it is of a Bach fugue, as true of Brahms's music as it is of Debussy's.… This general law of
attraction is satisfied in only a limited way by the traditional diatonic system, for that system
possesses no absolute value (Stravinsky 1947: 34-36).

The creative mixture of personal and interpersonal talents is foundational to learning language
and the propagation of all cultural meaning. Bateson's account of the foundations of human
communication, and her theory of its importance as a species-specific mechanism for learning of
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language and cultural rituals, are supported by contemporary studies with young infants of musical
sensibilities in games and dialogues: in New York (Stern 1974, 1985; Stern et al. 1977); in Harvard
(Brazelton 1973, 1979; Brazelton et al. 1974); in Cambridge, England (Bernal 1971, Richards 1973);
in Edinburgh (Trevarthen 1974, 1977, 1979); in Munich (Papoušek & Papoušek 1977); and in Toronto
(Trehub 1973). The findings have been richly confirmed by a host of studies of the last three decades:
human beings come to life with an innate intersubjectivity embodied in the forms and the rhythms of
human vitality, expressed in intimate communication even where there is no language.
Infants’ sensitive to the melody, rhythm, timbre, and consonance of musical sound invites
mothers everywhere to sing to their babies: to amuse them or help them sleep (Trehub 1990, 2000;
Trevarthen 1999, 2002). Baby songs have similar musical/poetic structure (Unyk et al. 1992), varying
to fit the infants’ moods and interests, their ages, and the kind of shared body play they are meant to
inspire to (Trehub & Trainor 1998). Infants respond strongly to the different moods of action games
and soothing lullabies, allowing the vital rhythms of their minds and bodies to be excited, or slowed
into peaceful states (Trehub et al. 1998, Trainor 1996). The melodies of song tempt the infant’s
curiosity and imagination, encouraging a growing awareness of other minds and shared thoughtfulness
(Hobson 2002, Reddy 2008). Shared musicality has an innate foundation in rhythms and tones that
makes persons of all ages potential partners in its narratives and potential actors in its interpersonal
dramas – in ways that lead to mastery of many kinds of language, arts, and technical domains
(Dissanayake 2000, Malloch & Trevarthen 2009). An ‘action’ song that intrigues a six-month-old is a
ritual narrative, with rhythmic cycles of display that repeat – with teasing variations – forms of action
and sound passed on from distant ancestors. It is a performance memorable as something shared with
affection (Trevarthen 1995, 1999b, 2005a, b; Eckerdal & Merker 2009).
Play is full of energy, fantasy, and self-gratification. With laughter, it brings joy to strengthen
relationships (Panksepp 2000, Panksepp & Burgdorf 2003). It can energise the whole body: to run and
jump, to shout with excitement, or to share itself with a rising intonation, wink, or shrug. It is a display
of self-consciousness, full of invention, that appeals to others, inviting the co-creation of meaning
(Whitehead 2008). Communication through play arises by means of extravagant and ritualised
motility: using the body, not to perform essential acts within the environment or to use the
environment, but to display itself to others, attentive to their response and appreciation (Bjørkvold
1992). It is made up of actions – or self-regulations – made in an exaggerated, non-essential way. It
may find new purposes – not needed at all for the private self, but valued for their use in relationship
or community. The Self becomes a social Me, sharing symbols of jointly created significance (Mead
1934), playing a game with the ‘mirrors’ of other minds (Bråten 2009).
Human vocalizations and gestures mediate the creation of a unique cultural world where motives
are shared in narrations of movement, expressive of invention in thinking and acting. Organized
sequences of actions convey original thoughts, intentions, and imaginary or remembered experiences.
These actions are made, not only with logical order to perform some task in the world, but also with
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feeling for the drama of changing experience (Gratier & Trevarthen 2008; Trevarthen 2009a, b).
Gestural expressions – with their innate timing and combination in narrations – are the foundation for
learning all the forms and values of the elaborate cultural conventions of art, technology, and language
(Gentilucci & Corballis 2006).

Negotiating the Differences of Experience Between Self and Other
In social life, the distinction between a movement made or posture taken in communication – a
‘gesture’ – and one not intended for communication, but entirely for individual purposes, may be
unclear. It appears to depend on the abilities of one individual to ‘feel with’ the motives that cause and
direct the action of the other – aided by a special enhancement of motive and expression that makes
that kind of action more conspicuous or public, and so more sensitive to the responses of other agents:
hence, self-conscious and playful (Bateson 1955, 1956, 1972; Reddy 2008; Whitehead 2008; Bråten
2009). The process gains direction and subtlety through learning in real life communication; but this
learning would appear to require innate adaptation for immediate, intersubjective, 'self-otherconscious' awareness: active from the start of life and able to appreciate good quality or sensitive
responses emotionally (Trevarthen 1998, 1999a, 2004a,d, 2009a, 2010; Beebe et al. 2005; Zlatev et al.
2008).
Attachment theory focuses attention on the emotional bonds between infant and parent that serve
to care for and protect the infant. Research has shown how important the mother’s sensitivity to her
infant’s needs are for the infant's emotional attachment to the mother, along with the damaging effects
of deficiencies in sympathetic response on either side (Bowlby 1951, 1988; Ainsworth et al. 1978;
Klaus & Kennel 1976; Parkes et al. 1982; Fonagy et al. 1991; Beebe et al. 2010). From the neonate
stage on, infants and mothers gain joy from imitative companionship that leads to creative and
cooperative play, in which the infant can be both imitative and proactive – or ‘provocative’ (Nagy &
Molnár 1994; Kugiumutzakis 1998, 1999; Bråten & Trevarthen 2007; Reddy 2008; Trevarthen 2001,
2005a, 2006, 2009a,b, 2010; Nagy 2010). As Bateson proposed, this is the kind of motivation that
leads to cultural learning about what is neither Self nor Other, but can be conceived as and by both,
with agreement of meaning.
Motives and emotions are communicated between persons by an immediate, sympathetic
perception of dynamic features: i.e., by assimilation of proprioceptive feelings and exteroceptive
interests of others into altero-ceptive regulation (Trevarthen 1986a). This interpersonal regulation, in
the moment of communicating, opens the way to further, more enduring fields of regulation for
actions. both their manners and goals. What may be called socio-ceptive regulation of actions, in
relationships and communities, leads to development of collective ways of behaving that provide an
environment of common understanding: a habitus for cooperative life (Frank & Trevarthen 2012).
Elaboration of conventional customs, rituals, structures, tools, institutions, symbols, beliefs, and
languages gives cooperative works their trans-generational meaning, in an icono-ceptive regulation of
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human cultural behaviour.
These distinctions – of how actions are regulated for different purposes – are important in the
sharing of creativity and exuberance in art, as well as any educational or therapeutic practice designed
to strengthen the participation of persons – be they children or adults – in affectionate and meaningful
relationships with others. All art and all therapy depend on respect for altero-ceptive, ‘higher’, more
contrived forms of regulation. When a learner experiences difficulties understanding and practicing a
culturally valued behaviour – such as appropriate social manners, speech, or sporting or musical
performance – it is not sufficient to identify a fault and try to treat it as if the affected individual were a
physical system without human sympathies. Intent participation in new experiences, with a teacher, is
required (Rogoff 2003).
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Figure 7 – The motives and emotions of cultural agents: the field of actions, experiences, and emotions
of the embodied Self (S), acting in engagement with Objects (O) or in psychological communication
with Persons (P). Different emotions regulate these relationships. Participation in culture –
understanding its meanings and using them in companionship – requires both technical and artistic
skills.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS: HUMAN EMBODIED SEMIOSIS IN A RATIONAL AND
TALKATIVE WORLD
Culture is activity of thought, and receptiveness to beauty and humane feeling. Scraps of
information have nothing to do with it (Whitehead, 1929)

Sophisticated adult life – ruled as it is by intangible facts, beliefs, and rules, encoded in totally
conventional and immaterial language – is, at the same time, full of playful, even theatrical
extravagance (Dissanayake 1988). Preparing or eating a complicated meal when you are not hungry,
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even dressing elaborately for it; looking about significantly when not interested in seeing anything;
calling out incredulously at impossible stories or at a missed tennis shot; pretending to listen
respectfully when not interested; running about when not going anywhere, as happens in sport; and –
at least if one is a TV presenter or politician – waving one’s hands about when one has nothing to say,
expressing perhaps a search for ideas. Every encounter with others is regulated by the special
intensities, emphases, and timing of actions, whether in courteous or persuasive conversation, in a
sporting match with an opponent, or when acting in a performance before an audience.
Human artefacts also have playful or pretentious beauty, or aesthetic form – sometimes
disciplined by the logic of construction or composition in sophisticated media, meanwhile exhibiting
the care and artfulness with which they were crafted, or commanding significance for a ritual purpose
that requires proper performance and may engender intensely shared feelings. Works of art are
received as having aesthetic or moral value inferred from the manner of their execution or the stories
they relate.
Morality, relationship-regulating displays of emotion, group status, and cooperative purposes
beyond the needs of parental care or sex are all apparent in animal societies (see e.g. Cheney et al.
1995). The more elaborate cultural achievements of human society – as well as children's mastery of
work and play in family and school – depend on modulation of expressions of self-satisfaction and
modesty. All engagements are acted with care for feelings in a continuum between pride and shame
(Scheff 1988, Barnes 2000, Trevarthen 2005b). This moral regulation gives humanly felt interpersonal
value to the more rational understanding of intentions and theory of mind (Melzoff 1995, Tomasello et

al. 2005), now conceived by cognitive psychology as the distinctive achievement of human
intelligence.

How Feelings Revealed to Others Promote Solidarity of Understanding in Companionship
In every community, people make things that are not essential for practical purposes but greatly valued
for their beauty and symbolic significance (Turner 1991). Beauty is a property of the making: a
neurally mediated quality expected to be shared (Trevarthen 1995, Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009).
Beauty is valued simply because it can be shared. It makes human works and natural objects ‘special’
in intimacy and in community (Dissanayake 1988, 2000, 2009). The appreciation of beauty in visible
or audible art extends to objects or places not human made but similar in qualities of form, proportion,
colour, melody, or harmony.
When one appreciates a picture, one senses and evaluates the work and feelings of the artist who
made it. The same is true for a song or a performance of instrumental music (Brandt 2009). Art is
concerned with the direct communication of pleasure in creating shareable experiences and objects. It
enhances rituals and ‘stories’ of performance, without regard for practical products: that is what
distinguishes it from technique. That said, the skills of advanced artistic performance combine art and
technique (Flohr & Trevarthen 2008, Bannan & Woodward 2009, Rodrigues et al. 2009). Playful art
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and rituals have special value for development of the child’s brain and of skills valued in vital societies
(Opie & Opie 1960, Trevarthen 1995, Bruce 2001, d’Aquili & Newberg 1999, Whitehead 2008). Early
education in active, enjoyable musical experience – with opportunities to acquire and share fluent,
emotive expressions of musicality – may have profound positive consequences for the rest of a child’s
mental apparatus and overall development (Bjørkvold 1992, Flohr & Trevarthen 2008, Bannan &
Woodward 2009, Custodero 2009).

Emotional Disorders are Disorders of Relating and, Therefore, Disorders of the Body and
Meaning
Human minds naturally seek to live in relationships. Disorders of embodied motives and emotions –
and, therefore, of learning, thinking, and communicating, with or without language – are disorders of
processes between persons, in a system of engagements (Sander 1983, Tronick 2007). They are
disorders of the feeling of being in intimate or mediated relationship and of experience in the Self
(Mundale & Gallagher 2009, Stanghellini 2009). Dealing with a diagnosed fault in an individual –
such as autism – leads to recognition that the effect of the fault lies between that person and others
(Hobson 2002). Emotion is not simply the regulation of states of arousal nor the building of schemas
for objects and relationships, but also the regulation of acting with intentions that have both defined
goals and interpretive creativity. Actions are evaluated by the emotions accompanying their motives,
as forces within the human psyche that the learning of language and other cultural skills channels and
elaborates. All these functions of human gesture are evident in the first two years of life – before a
child can speak, using the special shared intelligence of language (Stern 1985/2000). They show their
beginnings before birth. After birth they create – in collaboration with sympathetic companions – what
I have called a communicative musicality (Malloch & Trevarthen 2009).
The argument against sophisticated constructivism as an explanation for interpersonal
consciousness or its disorders is lucidly set out by Vasudevi Reddy (2008). Reddy reviews, through
skillful and systematically examined observations, the complex, engaging nature of human infants and
their remarkable – hitherto largely unremarked – perceptive and intentional social awareness, rich in
self-conscious humour. In her opening chapters, Reddy proposes that, like adults, infants experience
the subjectivity of another through second-person interpersonal interaction. She argues that knowing
the subjectivity or mind of another entails engaging with the other’s expressions directly, thereby
establishing a second-person perspective: i.e., one that is neither first- (from within an isolated
individual mind) nor third-person (from an observing other, empathically). The second-person
perspective engages self with other, sympathetically. Reddy describes studies of changed imitation,
self-consciousness, humour, attention, intentions, and deception in autistic persons, all of which
confirm that these persons are perturbed in feeling their engagement with other persons: in being
related to by another and reflected in another’s feelings.
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From such a position – neglected by developmental psychologists seeking more rational and
representation-based explanations, but shared by the folk psychologies of mothers the world over –
one can see that knowing, and sharing with, another mind is not just about communicating by
volitional calculation – or what Whitehead describes as ‘products of rational discernment’ (Whitehead
1926: 100). It is about awareness of another through direct, shared experience of living creatively and
with passion. Felt intersubjective activity just is the ‘knowing’ people have of one another. Perinatal
care confirms the intuitions of new parents that their unsophisticated child is a conscious human
person. This brings great pleasure to the parents and strengthens the bonds they have with their infant
and with one another (Brazelton 1993).
Disorders of the mind may take the form of – and be measured by – failures in creativity,
language, or reasoning; but all are accompanied by failure in basic engagement with other persons’
impulses and feelings, as well as by confusion of self-felt impulses and feelings.

The Neuropsychology of Intrinsic Aesthetic and Moral Values of Culture
Contemporary brain science is helping explain how intersubjective communication of intentions, with
emotions, is part of the adaptive design of human cerebral physiology (Adolphs 2003; Gallese 2003;
Gallese, Keysers & Rizzolatti 2004). Nevertheless, while it is evident that vocal expressions and hand
gestures function by engaging primitive, generative processes of sympathy, the dynamics of brain
activity transmission between persons remain mysterious and controversial. One cannot explain how
the gestural motives evolving in one brain become messages that motivate another brain to pick up the
process, in a particular imitative or complementary way. Presumably we become aware of others'
intentions and feelings, and can participate in them, out of sensitivity to parameters of the control
processes of self-awareness in others, understanding them as similar to those of our own selfawareness. Presumably the representation of the Self is similar to, but distinct from, the representation
of the Other – as proposed by Stein Bråten (1988, 1992, 2009), and by Adam Smith in defining the
agency of his ‘conscience’: ‘when I endeavour to examine my own conduct, I divide myself, as it
were, into two persons. The first is the spectator…. The second is the agent, the person whom I
properly call myself, and of whose conduct, under the character of the spectator, I was endeavouring to
form an opinion’ (Smith 1759: 113).
There must be an adaptive enhancement of the evidence in movements – beyond what is required
to guide the actions of the Self – to sustain efficient, online communication, such as Bateson describes
between a mother and her young infant. There must be an immediate appraisal of the quality of
engagement and a regulatory process that can adjudicate between the representations of
communicating subjects. Indeed, one finds abundant evidence for a special extravagance and
adornment of movements and actions serving communication of complex and rapid mental activities,
along with a set of powerful emotions evaluating the coupling of their motivations in separate
individuals.
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Can Meaning Leave the Body?
There appears to be a paradox or a disconnect between the embodied generative or creative process on
the one hand and the created substance of objects that have cultural meaning – such as tools or texts –
on the other. However dependent a meaning may be on embodied expression of imaginative feeling,
both for its creation and its appreciation, once it becomes accepted as a metaphor, it begins to leave the
body: to take on an ethereal, timeless, and lifeless power to signify. It become a symbolic 'thing'. The
symbol may be an object, a mark on paper, a car, an electronic pattern in a computer, etc. The logical
meanings of symbols, though made explicit by human action, have themselves no embodiment. Can
they not become part of an ideal repository of material information, accepted as 'true', persisting
through many lifetimes and distributed beyond the limits of individual human mobility: implements
that outlast their maker?
At the same time, symbols and other tools have no meaning without live, embodied
understanding. They are dead. Every signifying form must be taken up by a correctly educated mind to
be 're-incarnated' in ideas, thoughts, opinions, and actions rich in practical utility and emotional
potency (Donald 2001, Turner & Whitehead 2008). Every symbol has two parts: an intersubjective
motivation and a referential connection to an object, event, or action of human interest (Trevarthen
1994, 2009a). Regulations – or rules of behaviour – are essential in ritual culture: there is a proper
way to hunt, elect a leader, pray to the gods, tell a story, play tennis, play a children's game, conduct
an election, drive or walk through a city, etc. (Durkheim 1912/1995; Opie & Opie, 1960; RadcliffeBrown 1961; Turner 1969, 1982; Merker 2009b). Language is essential to the building and
empowerment of rational meaning in any large community. It must obey rules of grammar (Bourdieu
1991). Meanwhile, a song or a symphony can be written according to a conventional score. Both
music and language attend embodied activation in symbolic form. Both wait to be brought to life in
execution, after which their manner is open to rational, aesthetic, and moral appreciation that can only
be felt by living persons who know what was intended by the authors. In this way, a social ‘mind’,

habitus, or ‘sociosphere’ is generated through human cooperative play (Durkheim 1912/1995,
Bourdieu 1990). A symbol or a ritual can only be made to have meaning through a commitment to its
making sense in embodied use or performance, in experiences shared with others (Frank & Trevarthen
2012).
When a child goes to school, she learns to behave in many ‘correct’ ways. She comes to know
many things and perform many skills. These are best learned by sharing embodied understanding in

intent participation with a teacher or as part of a community of learners (Bruner 1996, Rogoff 2003,
Rogoff et al. 2003). Eventually the true knowledge, good behavior, and efficient skills come to be
employed in a cooperative adult world, in which each agent has an accepted place. From time to time,
however, pleasure is required from the performance of less practical activities of recreation and artful
performance. As the wisest philosophers of education have insisted: the romantic, trustful, and
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inquisitive communication found in live play – which starts the process of learning conventional
culture – remains a foundation for the most practical and rational occupations.
In the end, all products of the sociosphere and the semiosphere (Lotman 1984) are embodied.
They are regulated emotionally within the ethiosphere (Stuart 2010).
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How our Bodies Become Us: Embodiment,
Semiosis and Intersubjectivity
In recent years, the body and the related notion of embodiment have become pervasive objects of inquiry in
numerous disciplines, ranging from cognitive science to philosophy, linguistics, semiotics, cultural anthropology,
and so on. This article aims to investigate more closely the characteristics of the notion of ‘body’ presupposed by
these different theories, which often naturalize the body by taking it as a non-gendered, pre-discursive
phenomenon, and thus hiding the concrete reality of the many different bodies we all as persons possess, with all
their specific social, cultural, and discursive determinations. The body is not an isolated entity, but the result of a
complex set of interactions with the environment and with others, where intersubjectivity plays a crucial role.
Much research over the last few years has focused on the ways in which the body has inscribed in itself a
predisposition to intersubjectivity: this article discusses another, complementary, question: the way in which
intersubjectivity itself shapes bodies. Here the body is seen as the result of a process that takes place in a sociocultural environment and in intimate interaction with others, rather than the starting point for a process that,
beginning from the single organism, expands and opens up towards a wider relational world. In this approach,
intersubjectivity becomes a semiotic dimension of the social co-construction and sharing of meaning. All forms
of intersubjectivity imply, and at the same time produce, a work of continual interpretation and reinterpretation
which lies at the very basis of the peircean concept of semiosis. Finally, to exemplify how intersubjectivity,
semiosis, and embodiment intimately intertwine with one another, one particular field of investigation is
considered: the very the first stages of human development, where it is shown how the body becomes a semiotic
entity: something much more than – and very different from – a purely natural organism.
Keywords: Embodiment, semiotics, intersubjectivity, early mother-child interaction

WHY BODY IS NOT ENOUGH: THE CORPOREAL TURN AND ITS LIMITS
During the past thirty years, the human body evolved from a marginal issue into a matter of central concern
to a range of disciplines. The body – with the related notion of embodiment – has today become so pervasive
in cognitive science, philosophy, linguistics, semiotics, cultural anthropology, and so on that it would not be
inappropriate to describe the current situation as reflecting a corporeal turn, paralleling the linguistic turn
that took place in the philosophical disciplines in the first half of last century.
A corporeal turn is certainly more than welcome. It implies a radical shift away from the mind-body
dualism that has characterised the history of philosophy until quite recently: a dualism that brought with it
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not only a conceptual separation of the two domains, but also a severe downplaying of the role the body
plays in people’s cognitive and emotional lives.
Today, criticism of a gap between mind and body appears to have found a widespread following: the
relevance of the body – as a basis for all forms of human functioning – is now well acknowledged,
accompanied by a growing awareness of the importance of bodily phenomenology. This contemporary
reappraisal has led to a widely diffused understanding of the embodied basis of human cognition: according
to radical embodied cognition, thoughts, categories, and even abstract concepts are all rooted in – and depend
upon – their inherent bodily origins.1
There is, however, a risk present in contemporary theories of embodiment, which, paradoxically, could
be described as an ‘excess of body’. If, for centuries, the body did not appear to play any significant role in
the mind’s functioning, today one often faces an opposite situation, where almost everything seems to be
located in the body – and, indeed, only there.
What exactly does one mean when one speaks of ‘the body’? The diffuse use of the singular term ‘the
body’ is revealing: it alludes to a non-gendered, pre-discursive phenomenon, hiding the concrete reality of
the many different bodies all persons possess, with all their social, cultural, and discursive determinations.
The concrete and variable reality of these individual bodies is often confused with the abstract notion of
bodily or corporeal schemas and the role those schemas play in perception, cognition, and action. Certainly,
these are important and useful concepts; but they should never be confused with ‘the body’ itself – nor even
immediately identified with it.
There is an obvious theoretical risk in such an identification. I would define it as the risk of
hypostatizing the very notion of the body, at the same time making it an abstract and generic concept.
Without contextualizing the processes that construct the body, one risks ending up by naturalizing the notion
of body as something isolated and definable on its own premises – rather than a way of living in the world,
acting in it, and making sense of it through one’s acculturated body. In many current theories of
embodiment, the body is given in a general, even universal form, independent of the cultures, habits,
discourses, etc., in which it is embedded. The body becomes a naturalized concept that does not need further
elaboration: it is ‘naturally’ given. The body is something easily accessible: objectively and physically welldefined. The body appears just to be ‘there’: in possession of an immediate, self-evidencing character that
does not need to be explained. This is not the case. Even one’s phenomenological experience of the body,
which appears as something immediate and given, is the result of a complex process and of the various
practices that shape one’s perception of it. One could say -- to paraphrase a famous slogan of Simone de
Beauvoir in reference to women – that one ‘becomes a body’, and that this happens in the course of a long

1

On this point, see Lakoff and Johnson (1999) and the more recent Gallagher (2005). For a critical review of the
concept of embodiment, see Violi (2008).
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process implying meaningful interactions with the environment and with other bodies: both human and nonhuman: in short, a process that implies intersubjectivity and semiosis. 2
The concept of ‘body’, is certainly not an immediate nor self-evident one, but rather the result of the
various cultural discourses that construct it. There is no such a thing as the body ‘in itself’, to be taken
naively as a given, immediate object of inquiry. Rather, the body is a construal, shaped by each of the
different disciplinary perspectives that try to describe it. The body cannot be described outside the various
discursive practices that define it. If one forgets the constructed nature of the body, one risks transforming it
into a kind of ontological essence. No ‘hard’ science is able to escape this paradox. Even if the body is
described in the most sophisticated technical terms, one does not arrive at some more fundamental level of
description that provides a hypothetical essential ‘structure’ to the body – only one more way of representing
it.
The risk of reductionism is always present in any form of bodily naturalization – especially those one
tends to meet in contemporary neuroscience, where all aspects of cognition and life appear to be explainable
in terms of neural synapses. If, in the end, people are nothing but neurons, this still does not mean that the
full complexity of their behaviour can be adequately explained by – or reduced to – neurons, even if they are
mirror neurons.
There is one more grave risk in the way embodiment is generally taken, which is particularly relevant
for the present discussion. Most theories that are focused on ‘the body’ take the body as an isolated entity:
something that can be accounted for on its own, without consideration of what is around it; where this
‘around’ is understood as the environment and the relationships each and every body enters into with others.
If one of the critical aspects of classical cognitivism could be seen in its isolated mind-style stance,3 a risk of
embodiment theories is the construction of an analogous isolated body, which becomes the source of
meaning and the basic structural matrix of all semiotic processes.
I will give two examples of the way in which isolated body theories have developed in two research
domains: cognitive linguistics and semiotics.
In cognitive linguistics, all cognitive abilities – up to abstract concepts – are embodied: i.e., grounded in
perception, ‘motricity’, and bodily schemata, then extended to other domains through massive metaphoric
extensions.4 In this way, the body is taken as the origin and primary source of meaning construction: prior to
and independent of any form of social or cultural construction of sense.
The problem with such a position is the unquestioned nature of ‘the body’, which is reduced to a
universal abstract schematic structure, while ignoring its inherent complexity when viewed, for example,
2

With ‘semiosis’ I am referring here to the idea of the continuous and potentially endless process of interpretation of
signs and consequent attribution of meaning to our experience of the world, following the tradition of the philosopher
Charles Sanders Peirce.
3
Many – apparently insolvable – philosophical problems depend on the the isolated mind position: first of all, the
well-known problem of other minds. Other minds constitute a problem only if one considers minds as monadic, selfdefined entities: isolated subjects that encounter other isolated subjects. If one sees oneself as inhabiting a world that
is necessarily shared with others, the problem turns out to be illusory (see Zahavi 2001). For an alternative to classical
theory of mind or theory theory based on intersubjectivity, see (Gallagher 2005).
4
See in particular (Lakoff 1987).
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from a phenomenological point of view, which in its turn is affected by the surrounding cultural environment
with all its diversity. Indeed, what Lakoff and similar approaches take into account is mainly the system of
spatial bodily orientations, statically defined: e.g., vertical positioning, lateral structure, sensorimotor
interactions with the environment, and so on. I am not denying that embodied schematic structures are
intertwined in interesting ways with content schemata; but this is not enough: in order to understand the full
nature of embodiment, one should move towards a more dynamic vision, taking into account the interaction
of the body with its environment and the co-constructed nature of meaning – which, in turn, open up cultural
meaning variations.
The semiotic approach to the body appears likewise unable to escape this kind of reductive reading.
Despite the many interesting and important results he has managed to achieve, Jacques Fontanille (2004) –
among contemporary semioticians, the one who probably has worked the most on the relevance and role of
the body in the semiotic domain – nevertheless seems subject to the same criticism as I offered of cognitive
linguistics, even though his analysis takes a different, more articulated, perspective. He describes the various
instances in which the body can be analyzed – distinguishing, in a phenomenological vein, between the chair
(flesh) and the corps propre: showing their different semiotic functions; but he fails to take into account the
role of intersubjectivity and thus conceives of the body as if it were an entity in itself, independent of its
interactions with other bodies. His analysis misses the relevant shaping and transformative function that
interactions with others have on one’s flesh, one’s body.
I would like to make this picture more complex: first of all, by bringing together embodiment and
intersubjectivity, to show that it is precisely through intersubjectivity that one constructs one’s sense of one’s
body; second, by claiming that this follows because intersubjectivity is primarily a device to produce or
construct meaning. It is through intersubjective co-production of meaning that bodies adjust to each other
and to the environment, becoming what they are.

THE CONSTITUTIVE DIMENSION OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY
Bodies are always plural entities: always situated in a cultural environment where they interact with other
bodies, always immersed in a complex world of intersubjective and inter-objective relationships that must be
continuously interpreted, and out of which people must make sense. The body does not exist in isolation
from other bodies: one always, and only, has a body that interacts with other bodies: bodies that encounter
one another or do battle with one another. If one ignores this being-together-with bodily dimension, one will
never understand exactly what ‘the body’ is. Subjectivity is where one must start in order to understand the
body, and not the other way around. This is not obvious in many contemporary discussions.
The idea that embodiment must be intertwined with intersubjectivity, is shared by scholars from a
number of disciplines, ranging from philosophy to psychology to neuroscience, with the latter’s recent
progress on the neurological correlates of social cognition: notably, the discovery of mirror neurons.
There are, however, important differences in the way one should interpret the two concepts in focus
here: intersubjectivity and embodiment. Often, in the debates over embodied social cognition, the focus is on
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how intersubjectivity is shaped by the architecture of human bodies. Studies on mirror neurons and neonate
facial imitation exemplify this approach, emphasizing the built-in, genetic, even neural predisposition of the
body toward social interaction. What all the studies show is that intersubjectivity is inscribed in one’s very
body: a challenging and even revolutionary truth, especially if one is used to the solipsistic approach of
isolated mind.
However important this approach may be, I would rather take a different one – not necessarily opposed
but hopefully complementary – investigating the other side of the question. Rather than asking about the way
intersubjectivity is shaped by bodies, I want to look at the way in which it shapes bodies.
Contrary to intuition, the body is not the starting point for a process that, beginning from the single
organism, expands and opens up towards a relational world; quite the opposite: the body is the result of a
process that takes place in the environment and in interaction with others. One begins the journey to meet the
body in the relational character of one’s world and the inherently semiotic nature of one’s experience of it.
The primacy of relations has always been a fundamental issue for semiotic theory, manifest in both C.S.
Peirce’s Logic of Relatives and in Louis Hjelmslev’s structuralism. In both cases, reciprocal relationships
both define and allow the identification of individual entities or elements – not the other way round. From its
beginnings, semiotics has always claimed priority for relationship, over individual elements.
If this is true, one should apply the principle to study of the body, starting from the network of relations
that establish its existence – rather than focus exclusively on embodiment and cognition. It is not enough to
state that body and mind are one and the same, or that all mental processes are embodied, if one fails to see
the ways bodies are reciprocally constituted within an intersubjectively defined world. However, to do that,
one must first understand better semiosis’ role in the process, as it interrelates with intersubjectivity.
By intersubjectivity, I mean more than just intercorporality. Although certainly rooted in embodied
interactions, intersubjectivity implies a semiotic dimension of meaning’s social co-construction. From the
beginning of life, one is constantly engaged in sense-making activity – however rudimentary – resulting in
endless survival-facilitating interpretation of the world in which one is immersed. All forms of
intersubjectivity imply and at the same time produce a work of continual interpretation and reinterpretation,
which lies at the basis of the peircean concept of semiosis. This semiotic character of intersubjectivity and
embodiment is their fundamental essence.
If intersubjectivity’s relevance is widely recognized today, less attention is paid to its inherently
semiotic character as the primary place for meaning construction. This inattentiveness can probably be traced
back to a still-pervasive conception of meaning as mental representations. To understand the intersubjective
construction of meaning fully, one must move away from a mental/representational approach to a different
view of cognition where meaning is distributed among actors and the mind is no longer the internal,
individual apparatus where cognitive processes take place. It is rather replaced by an extended, “external”
mind. This is not the place to discuss such complex matters. Suffice to say that such an alternative view of
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meaning and of social cognition is becoming popular in cognitive circles. Note that, from a semiotic
perspective, it is not that new: it goes back to the Peirce’s cognitive semiotics.5
I wish to exemplify how intersubjectivity, semiosis, and embodiment intertwine by looking at a
particular field of investigation: the first stages of human development. I am not going to present any new
research; rather, I will discuss well-known examples from the literature on developmental psychology, using
established data as examples to illustrate and support the argument I have developed so far: showing, through
concrete empirical evidence, how embodiment is constructed through intersubjective exchanges with their
intrinsically semiotic nature.

PRIMARY SEMIOSIS AND THE RELATIONAL FRAME
If any field of inquiry exists where the body is taken as an inescapable starting point, it is the study of the
beginnings of human life: a developmental period I shall refer to as primary embodiment. An infant is,
essentially, a body, with sensations, hunger, pain, feelings of satisfaction, and movements: a body that feels
and reacts. The body is where affect first takes place, the vehicle within which subjectivity develops. Freud
(1923) was well aware of this basic bodily constitution when he referred to this first ego as body ego.
According to Freudian (1914) and other classical psychoanalysis (Mahler 1968, 1975), the first stages of
infant life are characterized by primary narcissism: a state of happy unity with the mother with whom the
newborn infant is symbiotically united, having no experienced sense of differentiation.
A different position has emerged in recent decades within the broad current of infant research, out of
close collaboration between psychologists, psychoanalysts, psychiatrists, and pediatricians.6 The results paint
a very different picture of the first phases of newborn infants’ lives. Infants are not undifferentiated entities
fused with their mothers; on the contrary, from the beginning of their lives and perhaps even before, in the
womb, they are capable of discriminating between stimuli. They can distinguish the sound of their mother’s
voice or the smell of her milk from that of other women. Perhaps most important for the present discussion is
the high level of interaction newborns exhibit with adults and the inherent complexity of their behavioural
responses to the environment.
If newborns are primarily bodies, they are always intersubjective bodies. Today, the role of
intersubjectivity – even in the phase in which infant life consists mainly of a body and its functions (i.e.,
before language and fully developed consciousness) – is widely recognized. (See e.g. Trevarthen and
Aitken’s (2001) comprehensive review.)

5

See (Fusaroli, Granelli & Paolucci 2011) – in particular Paolucci’s article The ‘external mind’ -- for discussion of
contemporary debate over distributed cognition from a semiotic point of view.
6
A full account of this research is beyond the scope of this paper. A few of the most seminal works include (Stern
1985, Neisser 1993, Tronick 1982,Tronick et al. 1978, Trevarthen 1993). For recent references extending to the period
of first language acquisition see (Bloom 2005; Gelman 2007; Goswami 2007, 2008; Nelson 1996; Schneider & Bullock
2009).
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The first evidence appears as soon as a child is born, as shown by experiments on neonate imitation.7
Newborns’ imitation behaviours display not only an established proprioceptive sense of one’s own body and
a distinction between self and non-self: quite different from the unity Freud presupposes; but also a
recognition that another person is of the same species.8
Born only a few hours before, neonates cannot have any previous experience of facial expressions nor
any training to act in an imitative way. They cannot possess any interiorized schema for imitative
movements. One must probably assume a built-in, genetic predisposition towards interaction, probably as, in
evolutionary terms, a survival device.9 Intersubjectivity appears inscribed into their very bodies – perhaps at
the neural level, if one is to believe in the proposed function of mirror neurons. Neonate imitation shows that
the “sense of other is already implicit, at least in primitive way, in the behaviour of the newborn” (Gallagher
2005: 225).
What is interesting for purposes of my argument is the constructive process that follows the first
imitative moves. Infant behaviours always elicit a response from the parents. If this response is positive, it
reinforces a tendency towards subsequent repetitions. If the first imitative behaviour is built in – possibly
determined by mirror neurons (Gallagher 2005: 77) – then what follows depends on a complex system of
intersubjective, environmental reinforcement. Prolonged positive feedback reinforces certain behaviours,
weakens others, and thereby determines a tendency to certain actions: precisely what Peirce described as the
creation of a habit, which, in its turn, is the basis of belief. What is important to emphasize is how
intersubjective responses determine the forms that neonates’ innate predispositions take.
Imitative behaviour can be reinforced or repressed. What can be taken at the beginning as pure innate
predisposition to intersubjectivity develops into a complex semiotic response to an ecological, intersubjective
environment. One could object to talk of semiosis and semiotic behaviour at such an early stage. However, if
– following Eco (1975) – one takes semiosis as any response to the environment that is not causal and
constrained by a stimulus response pattern, implying a possibility of freedom and variation, one can easily
recognize the beginnings of a semiotic life. Eco called this space of freedom Space C. However minimal it
might be, a Space C’s existence between stimulus and response testifies to the non-deterministic character of
the response and, therefore, the presence of semiotic mediation. It is precisely a behaviour’s mediated nature
that allows us to define it as semiotic: i.e., not reducible to causal response to a stimulus. If a neonate’s first
imitation may well be no more than ‘natural’, repetition of imitative behaviour, due to intersubjective
reinforcement from adults, is already semiotic, because it is mediated by the adults’ response: i.e., the adult
is the interpretant (in Peirce’s sense) of the infant’s behaviour. Even more striking evidence of how semiotic
intersubjectivity affects infants’ bodily responses – exhibiting, at the same time, complex construction of

7

Cf. (Meltzoff & Moore 1977, Meltzoff 1989). These experiments show how – only a few hours after birth – neonates
can reproduce facial gestures performed by an adult. Neonates seem sensitive to all movements involving the lower
part of the face: e.g., protrusion of the tongue or opening of the mouth. As soon as they see an adult doing these
things, they happily reproduce the movements.
8
See (Gallagher and Meltzoff 1996).
9
For discussion, see (Gallagher 2005).
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social meaning – can be found in Tronick’s famous ‘still face’ experiment (Tronick et al. 1978), since
repeated many times at ever earlier ages.10
Clearly, infant behaviour is much more elaborate than the simple imitative reactions shown in
Meltzoff’s experiments on facial gestures, in which infants do not imitate anything: they interpret the
mother’s behaviour and interact with her in meaningful ways, exhibiting a high variety of responses that lie
outside any deterministic schema. The ways infants sense their bodies and produce meaning in the
interaction with their mother are closely interconnected. The intersubjective relation is the frame that makes
possible both construction of meaning and more articulated perception of one’s own body. The child’s
phenomenological body (Merleau-Ponty’s corps propre) is affected by – and results from – the structuring of
the intersubjective relation, which is where meaning and semiosis first take place.
Paralleling developmental psychologists’ notion of primary intersubjectivity (Trevarthen 1979) is what
one might call primary semiosis: i.e., the sum total of these phenomena. Primary semiosis covers all cases
where meaning is co-constructed by actors in praesentia, where one does not yet have clear evidence of
semiotic substitution (something standing for something else) as is the case in fully developed semiosis.
Early mother/child interactions are characterized by complex, embodied synchronization of both
participants. The infants’ body movements are constantly adjusted – or tuned – to those of the mother.11
According to Trevarthen and Aitken (2001: 5), ‘as early as 2 months, infants and mothers, while they were
looking at and listening to each other, were mutually regulating one another’s interests and feelings in
intricate, rhythmic patterns, exchanging multimodal signals and imitations of vocal, facial, and gestural
expression’. Mutually regulated interchanges exhibit turns of displaying and attending that parallel verbal
conversations and have hence been called proto-conversations (Bateson 1979).
With little doubt, communicative exchange is part of these interactions. Where there is communication,
there is meaning, however simplified; and, therefore, a form of (primary or proto-) semiosis. The coconstructed meaning of early interaction is anything but rudimentary. Its primary nature consists not of
simplified form, but rather non-systematic and non-codified character. It is not cognitive, conceptual content
but emotionally affective meaning that is completely embodied: inscribed in rhythms, movements,
intonations, gazes, smiles, and so on.12 Not all meaning is symbolic meaning, encoded in words and
structured in sentences.
The transition from primary to secondary – more fully developed – semiosis is complex, implying
several passages that one can imagine as a progressive ‘thickening’ of meaning more than radical shift.
10

The experiment involves alteration of the usual behaviour of the mother as she plays with her baby. During an
otherwise normal interaction where the mother plays with the infant sitting on her lap, the mother is asked to stop all
movement and facial expression and remain still for two minutes. Infants respond in incredibly complex ways to the
unexpected change of behaviour, even before the age of two or three months. They immediately and clearly
recognize a strong discontinuity in the mother’s behaviour. Their first reaction is amazement and a certain annoyance,
after which almost all infants try to re-animate their mother: touching her face, smiling, moving closer to her. When
these attempts fail, infants try different strategies: some start crying; others withdraw; others start playing with their
body, touching their fingers and faces as if to compensate for the mothers’ distracting behaviour.
11
Stern (1985) describes such interactions as interactive dance.
12
For discussion of the role of emotion and affect in cognition see for example Damasio (1994,1999,2003), Frijda
(1986), LeDoux (1996).
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Again: the

acquisition of semiotic competence is always done within – and determined by – an

intersubjective frame, where the body is both the natural ground and the constructed outcome. In what
follows, I consider some paradigmatic examples.
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FROM BODY TO SIGNS
In her first months of life, an infant has only limited ways to interact meaningfully with her environment: to
voice her feelings and otherwise try to express herself. She can only use her body and the restricted range of
movements it can perform: a body that is, at one and the same time, an organon that feels and perceives the
world and her only way to articulate meaning. How can one describe meaning at such basic levels? How
does it develop out of the body?
To develop some form of meaning – however rudimentary – one must have a semiotic function: i.e., an
expression and a content that are interconnected but distinct. This is the semiotic mediation I referred to
earlier, whereby something stands for something else.
The earliest, primary forms of semiotic function cannot but be profoundly embodied. Infants have only
their own bodies as instruments of signification. Elements of the sensible plane – body movements, gestures,
rhythms, and so on – must be made pertinent and indexically connected to elements on a different plane, able
to act as content. In this way, somatic elements become vehicles for semantic content.
This is a particular case of semiotic translation between bodily perceptions and communicable
expressions: more precisely, inter-semiotic translation. The problem is not that different from the
sommelier13 who must translate gustatory stimuli into language. Such translations imply a shift from a
proprioceptive realm of internal sensations belonging to one’s individual phenomenology – as such, they are
incommunicable – to an intersubjective realm of cultural values. What the sommelier does is no more than
translate from internal, somatic sensation into a cultural semantic system. To do that, she must ‘semiotize’
her sensible experience, which implies several steps. First of all, she must decompose what is perceived as a
unitary gustatory experience into distinct components. Then, she must isolate some of these sensations and
make them pertinent. Finally, she needs to associate these pertinent elements with some ‘macro’ category at
the level of content – e.g., structured vs. unstructured wine – constructing/producing a structural coupling
between perceptive sensations and semantic content categories.
Something similar happens in the case of the infant, who is in a somehow similar situation to the
sommelier. To communicate, she must indexically translate internal sensations – e.g., feelings of pain or
hunger – by way of different forms of embodied semiosis.
Empirical evidence suggests that this is precisely what happens in the first months of life. In my own
direct observation of one infant14, I noted the following sequence. The boy is three months old and has an
unpleasant skin irritation around the groin, which is very red. He cries despairingly while lying on the table
having his diaper changed. However, when his mother touches the skin where it hurts, the boy stops crying
and turns his head toward her.
How should one interpret such behaviour? Certainly, the mere touch of the mother’s hand has not
alleviated the discomfort. The boy does not stop crying because the pain has ceased. One can hypothesize
13

For discussion see (Paolucci 2010), in particular Section 2.6.
My observation was conducted along the lines of the infant observation methodology described by Esther Bick
(1964), used nowadays in most psychoanalytic training programs: for two years, starting at birth, the infant is
observed once a week for one hour, always at the same time – thereby maintaining a constant observational setting.
14
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that the boy – while continuing to feel discomfort – senses that his mother had identified the reason for his
discomfort by touching the sore spot. One need not postulate any complex inferential reasoning such as ‘if
mummy touched me where it hurts, then she will take care of it’. The infant need only feel that his pain has
been perceived and understood: he is neither abandoned nor alone. As Gallagher writes, ‘this kind of
perception-based understanding is a form of “body-reading” rather than mind-reading. In seeing the action
and expressive movements of the other person, one already sees their meaning: no inference to a hidden set
of mental states (beliefs, desires, etc.) is necessary’ (Gallagher 2005: 227).
From my point of view, what is interesting is the way the boy is able to modulate and use his own
crying. Although, originally, his crying might not have a expressive communicative component – being just
a natural response to a painful stimulus – its immediate cessation implies a communicative intent: he is using
his crying as a plane of expression to indicate something else. In so doing, he constructs his own, ‘micro-’
semiotic system. A simple system of oppositions on the expressive plane – presence vs. absence of crying –
relates to equally basic differences at the level of content. However minimal the system might be, one sees
already a semiotic structuring of body signals. While these semiotic beginnings are deeply embodied –
taking place, literally, within the body itself – they could not have developed outside the specific relational
context of interaction with the mother. This intersubjective framing stimulates his first attempt to make
meaning and so communicate. If the mother were not present, the boy would probably not stop crying. If he
did stop crying, it clearly would not have the same meaning.
Several conclusions can be drawn about the reciprocal interdependence of body, meaning, and
intersubjectivity. First is the logical priority of the intersubjective environment: the body can be a vehicle for
meaning only if it interacts with a significant other – only within the intersubjective frame of a self/other
relationship. Second is the reciprocal co-construction of body and meaning. Meaning is embodied, because
the body is the first ground of a semiotic function acting as the plane of expression. The body becomes, in its
turn, a semiotic entity: something more than – and different from – a purely natural organism.
Tuning – as studied by Stern (1985) – is another instance of embodied behaviour taking form within an
intersubjective framework and affecting bodily construction. I have already shown that – from birth –
mother/child interactions are characterized by synchronization: imitative reciprocal adjustment of one to the
other. Together with their adult caretakers, young children create sequences of interactions that represent a
first form of social dialogue. During the first six months or so, these interactions take the form of repetitions:
the mother uses exactly the same expressive modality as the infant. If the infant vocalizes, the mother
vocalizes, too. If the infant grimaces, the mother grimaces. These repetitions always occur as sequences of
micro-variations that make these ‘dialogues’ far more than boring iterations.
From the seventh or eighth month, it is possible to notice a change in these dialogues: what Stern calls a
tuning of affect. The main difference between imitation and tuning is that tuning involves semiotic
transmodal conversion: some expressive modality is translated into another form.15 One no longer has
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Here are two examples taken from Stern. (1) A nine-month-old girl tries to grab a toy; when she succeeds, she
forcefully exclaims ‘aaah!’ while looking at the mother. The mother returns the gaze and makes a movement with the
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simple imitation but inter-semiotic translation (Jakobson 1959), where the object of correspondence is not so
much the behaviour itself but some aspect of it that has to do with the mood. The correspondence occurs
among expressions of internal states that may differ in form or modality but are somehow interchangeable as
manifestations of the same internal state.
To some extent, tuning shifts the focus from external behaviour to the core of semantic meaning behind
it. It shifts the focus from behaviour to what the behaviour means; in this, it reveals its essentially semiotic
nature. This is a particular form of semiotic translation, converting verbal expressions into motor ones or vice
versa, with the body as the operator. During translation, the channel changes; while other features – such as
rhythm, intensity, duration, intonation, or emotional tone of movements and vocalizations – remain
unchanged. The infants’ pleasure reactions, gaze, and ability to coordinate with the mother show that the
infants have not missed the translational nature of the tuning. They are able to grasp that the same content or
quality can be expressed in many different ways, using different modalities, resulting in many comparable
expressions.16
Tuning is different from and much more complex than simple imitation. It also differs considerably
from contagion: a phenomenon that has received attention recently in semiotics.17 A case of contagion is the
simultaneous initiation of crying by infants, where one witnesses diffuse stimulus propagation, not a
transformative process of translation. By contrast, in tuning one finds the beginnings of a semiotic
competence in precisely the capacity of the infant to distinguish an invariant core of meaning underlying
variable forms, along with a principle of substitution among and between those forms. Here again one sees
how the subjective experience of being a body is constructed and shaped by an intersubjective environment
through semiotic mediation. This is even more evident when one considers the emergence of a more explicit,
more complete infant semiotic competence.

INTERSUBJECTIVITY AND EMBODIED SEMIOSIS
The phenomena considered so far can be described as primary or implicit forms of semiosis. At some stage
in development – around nine months – one witnesses the emergence of explicit semiotic competence, in
which one can hypothesize internalization of the semiotic function. This developmental shift is particularly
relevant for my purposes: it allows one to better understand the intertwining of body, intersubjectivity, and
semiotic functioning.

upper part of her body, of exactly the same duration as the child’s ‘aaah!’, with the same level of intensity and playful
excitement. (2) A boy of about nine months slams a toy on the ground in a steady rhythmic movement, with great
intensity and pleasure. The mother inserts herself into the rhythm with an expression like ‘kaaa-bum’, aligning the
‘bum’ with the slam and the ‘kaaa’ (in a rising intonation) with the child raising his arm.
16
The infant perceives the emotional states of the other through bodily movements, expressions, rhythms, and
intonations. All are embodied forms of understanding and not mental states.
17
Cf. (Landowski 2004).
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As is well known, the period between seven and nine months is crucial in infant development. Around
nine months, one sees an evolutionary leap forward in the acquisition of new skills, having mainly to do with
an increased ability for intersubjective exchange.18
One of the most revealing signs of this transition and the complexity of the requisite sharing mechanism
is the pointing finger phenomenon: the natural evolution of a common interaction situation. Until seven to
nine months, every time the mother or any other adult points to indicate a third person or object, the infant
never follows the direction of the finger, but simply watches the finger – sometimes trying to grab it. Then
something extremely interesting happens: the infant stops looking at the finger and starts looking in the
direction in which the finger points. This is evidence of the emergence of a specifically semiotic competence.
The finger is no longer merely a finger; it is now interpreted as a semiotic device: a true sign that stands in
some sense or other for something else, according to one of the most well-known definitions of ‘sign’. What
one has is, more precisely, an ostensive sign or an index as the first form of semiotic function and the first
element of what can appropriately be considered explicit or secondary semiosis.
Operating in reference to something other than itself, the sign broadens the horizons of the dyadic
mother/infant relationship by opening up a third element. The indexical function connects to the world
outside the dyad, helping the infant escape her ‘binary’ relationship with her mother and move towards a
more complex, more dynamic ‘tripartite’ relationship with the external world.
The case of the pointing finger involves much more than acquisition of a purely cognitive semiotic
competence to refer. If one continues observing what happens following the mother’s indexical gesture, one
sees that the infant, having looked in the direction in which her mother has pointed, turns her gaze back to
her mother, waiting for a sign of confirmation. The infant watches her mother’s eyes to verify that the
direction of gaze and identification of referent are as intended. Only if the mother confirms by e.g. smiling
and looking in the same direction does the infant turn again to look where she is pointing – at the same time
possibly initiating an action like trying to grab the object pointed to or stretching her arms towards it.
One can draw some conclusions. First, emergence of explicit semiotic competence – where the infant
shows clear evidence of a capacity to understand and control the mechanism of semiotic reference – always
takes place through embodied action within a relational frame that establishes and regulates the competence.
The capacity to interpret sign functions correctly arises not in an abstract mental space separate from the
environment but always and only within a delimited intersubjective space, as a form of embodied practice.
The act of reference, along with its associated competence, is a process that can only be understood
from the perspective of a relational, intersubjective framework incorporating those practices carried out
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There are three key areas of increased sharing: attention, intentions, and affect. The basic intersubjectivity present
in infants’ behaviour from the first hours of life can now be specified along three lines: inter-attentionality, interintentionality, and inter-affectivity. These are not completely separable: attention and intention are often linked.
Sharing attention almost always involves an intention to participate in some activity with others. Meanwhile, an
infant’s contact with others always implies an affective dimension: unless pathological states intervene, it is almost
impossible to interact without sharing emotional states. In the case of early interactions, emotions operate as an
instrument for orientation and a guide to action.
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within the framework. One learns to relate successfully by performing actions together with another human
being.
This conception of referentiality is very different from the traditional one of analytical philosophy and
logic. Far from being a purely cognitive ability to achieve an appropriate mapping between signs and
external reality, referential competence develops from embodied practices within an intersubjective field.
The relevance of action to meaning making has recently become much more widely acknowledged. In
particular, the theory of enaction or action in perception19 has pointed out the body’s central role in human
consciousness and cognition. That said, the importance of the intersubjective and inherently semiotic frame,
intimately intertwined with the body, does not seem to play a major role in enactive thought, remaining very
much in the background. By contrast, on the perspective I am proposing, action and embodiment cannot be
understood fully without taking into account the relational dimension as the first, basic environment in which
meaning takes form. From a semiotic perspective, action always implies a complex relational framework,
even in the case of a single action performed by a single agent. Every action involves a goal or target,
somebody or something affected by the action, and so on.
The intersubjective framing of referential activity implies continuous adaptation and adjustment to what
is going on. Reference is not a pre-fixed correspondence relation but a negotiated activity, progressively
tuned by mother and infant to the exigencies of the situation. The infant learns to connect signs to things in
a pragmatically negotiated ‘doing together’ governed by the infant’s communicative relationship with her
mother. In this way, the communicative dimension, which is essentially relational, precedes and makes
possible the forms of signification in play – not the reverse.
No longer is reference a matter of the proper functioning of a single ostensive sign. Rather, it must be
understood within a complex narrative scheme endowed with actantial roles the infant is already to some
extent able to recognize. The mother is a kind of natural ‘addresser’, fixing the values and goals at stake. She
plays a crucial role at the level of what in narrative semiotic terms is called sanction: the positive or negative
recognition of what has been accomplished.20 As I have shown, it is the mother who, with her gaze and
attitude, confirms or denies the success of the infant’s attempt to identify some given reference. The
acquisition and development of semiotic competence in its earliest stages is both embodied in action and
governed by the child’s relationship with her mother within a framework that is at one and the same time
narrative and communicative.
In the case of the pointing finger, what happens is a complex triangulation between three semiotically
distinct players or actants: the infant’s body, the mother, and the ‘outside’ world. The relationship between
the three sides of this triangle is complex and circular: it would be far too simplistic to consider only one side
of the triangle, such as the one where the mother operates as control actant and regulator of the infant’s
relationship with the world; even though it is the mother who drives the infant’s semiotic functioning and the
mother/infant relationship that regulates the infant’s world. At the same time, the relationship that the infant

19
20

See (Noë 2004, 2009).
I refer here to narrative theory as developed in the semiotic framework of (Greimas and Courtes 1979).
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establishes with the world has a feedback effect on the infant’s relationship with her mother, in a circular
relation that involves all sides of the triangle. The infant not only uses the adult to verify her referential
procedures and anchoring to reality; she uses the referential procedures to verify her relationship with her
mother. A referential act that is carried out ‘correctly’ –

i.e., following the mother's intentions and

successfully identifying what the mother intended to be identified -- serves also to confirm and reinforce the
infant’s relationship with her mother. The case of the pointing finger shows not only the infant's ability to
share attention, but also its capacity to understand the mother’s intentions and to adapt. What is at stake is far
more than the acquisition of a ostensive semiotic competency; what is at stake is a complex strategy that
must be read in terms of embodied intersubjective intentionality.
Narrative semiotics defines this and similar sequences as forms of manipulation, where by
‘manipulation’ one is meant to understand ‘any action of a man on other men in order to make them perform
a given program’ (Greimas and Courtes 1979: 220): i.e., an attempt to make the other do something within a
particular reciprocal dimension, at different levels of influence. The mother’s manipulation of the infant is
the more obvious one, being directed at recognition of the ostensive act. What is at stake for the infant is,
first of all, the capacity to correctly interpret the mother's intentions. Those intentions fulfilled, the infant can
seek to obtain a positive sanction, thereby manipulating the mother. Meeting the mother’s expectations gives
the infant precisely the approval necessary to satisfy her needs and desires. The triangulation with the
pointing finger goes beyond the mother/infant dyad that so strongly characterizes the infant’s first
experiences and interactions. The intersubjectivity becomes more complex, because the reality external to the
mother/infant dyad comes to play a mediating or actantial role in the relationship. What one has here is a
system with three mutually interacting positions: the mother; the infant; and the world of reference,
composed of other people or things. Semiotics characterizes such situations in terms of inter-actantial
relations, where inanimate objects may also play an actantial role, entering into relationships with other
actants and assuming various roles.
Developmental psychologists refer to the same type
21

intersubjectivity,

of relational context as secondary

by which they mean an infant/mother interaction that is mediated by an object. For

Hobson (2002: 62), ‘the defining feature of secondary intersubjectivity is that an object or event can become
a focus between people. Objects and events can be communicated about, the infant’s interactions with
another person begin to have reference to the things that surround them’.
Independently of which terminology one adopts – that of secondary intersubjectivity or semiotic
interactantiality – one arrives at a situation that is no longer dyadic but triadic. This seems to be a necessary
condition for emergence of what I have termed explicit semiotic competency, which one can usefully
distinguish from the more basic forms of embodied meaning described in the preceding paragraph. Once
again, only in the niche of an intersubjective semiotic environment can complete mastery of bodily
functioning develop.

21

See e.g. (Trevarthen 1993, 1998; Trevarthen & Hubley 1978).
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If the case of the pointing finger shows how early semiosis depends on an intersubjective context in
which attention and intention are shared, one must not forget that intersubjectivity is always – perhaps
primarily – the sharing of affective states, as the tuning phenomenon demonstrates. This is an important
point for my argument. Affect is a central component of embodiment, perceived in the first instance both in
and through the body. If affect is also shaped by intersubjectivity, this means that the body itself, with all its
reactions and perceptions, is affected by intersubjective relationships.
Emotional competence – the ability to take the ‘right’ emotional attitude towards events and situations,
especially new and unexpected ones – is a core component of one’s ability to make sense of experience. The
visual cliff and frightening object experiments are particularly significant here.22 These and similar
experiments demonstrate the central role of the intersubjective relationship to the development of infants’
emotional attitudes: in particular, attribution of emotional value to objects and situations. Emotional value is,
perhaps, the deepest level of meaning one can achieve. It shapes one’s relationship with the world,
establishing the value to be attributed to experiences and the attitudes to be adopted for driving actions.
Emotional attitudes in infants – and the bodily behaviours determined by them – clearly result from
adults’ responses to the infants. The adults’ responses act as a kind of emotional regulator. They can be seen
as interpretants in Peirce’s sense: more developed signs that interpret infants’ first reactions, influencing
subsequent actions. The situation is similar in many respects to neonates’ facial imitation, analyzed earlier.
The creation of habits – which are, at the same time, tendencies to action and established forms of
interpreting the world – result from a complex semiotic process that does not take place in the mind, nor
exclusively in the body, but develops within a distributed, intersubjective, semiotic environment.
Intersubjectivity can be seen as the basic device that, from the early stages of development, translates
embodied action and experience into semiotic reality through a series of steps, from forms of tuning to more
complex mediation with reality itself.

Acting as a semiotic operator between the infant’s embodied

experience and the outside world, intersubjectivity becomes a powerful interpretant of the body: an
indispensable translator that allows embodied experience to be transformed into semiotic form.

22

Gibson and Walk first tested the visual cliff in 1960, to establish if sense of depth is innate or acquired. The
experiment consists of putting a few-month-old infant on a table whose surface consists, at a certain point, of
transparent glass, then observing its behaviour. Most infants stop when they reach the edge of the transparent glass
and see the emptiness beneath them: they do not proceed. Gibson and Walk repeated the experiment with
approximately nine-month-old infants with one important variation: the mothers were asked to stand on the opposite
side of the table, watching their infant. When the infant stopped on the edge of the ‘cliff’ looking at the mother, the
mother would behave in either of two manners. In one group of subjects, the mother would smile and show a calm,
reassuring attitude; in the other group, the mother would appear worried or frightened. Invariably, infants in the first
group, after looking at the mother several times, crossed the abyss. Those in the second group stopped, and showed
signs of fear. The frightening object experiment yields similar results. A strange, unknown object that is potentially a
little frightening – such as a metal object with spikes – is placed in front of an infant, in the presence of the mother. All
infants around nine months look at the mother before touching the object, then regulate their behaviour according to
the attitude expressed by the mother: grabbing the object if the mother smiles, retreating somewhat frightened if the
mother knits her brow or shows other signs of concern.
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Intersubjectivity at Close Quarters: How
Dancers of Tango Argentino Use Imagery
for Interaction and Improvisation

The article explores the prerequisites of embodied ‘conversations’ in the improvisational pair dance tango
argentino. Tango has been characterized as a dialog of two bodies. Using first- and second-person
phenomenological methods, I investigate the skills that enable two dancers to move as a super-individual
ensemble, to communicate without time lag, and to feel the partner’s intention at every moment. How can
two persons – walking in opposite directions and with partly different knowledge – remain in contact
throughout, when every moment can be an invention? I analyze these feats through the lens of image
schemas such as BALANCE, FORCE, PATH, and UP-DOWN (Johnson 1987). Technique-related discourse –
with its use of didactic metaphor – abounds with image-schematic vectors, geometries, and construal
operations like profiling. These enable the tango process: from posture, via walking technique and kinetics,
to attention and contact skills. Dancers who organize their muscles efficiently – e.g., through core tension
– and who respect postural ‘grammar’ – e.g., a good axis – enable embodied dialog by being receptive to
their partners and being manoeuvrable. Super-individual imagery that defines ‘good’ states for a couple to
stick to, along with relational attention management and kinetic calibration of joint walking, turns the dyad
into a single action unit. My further objective is a micro-phenomenological analysis of joint improvisation.
This requires a theory to explain dynamic sensing, the combining of repertory knowledge with this, and
the managing of both in small increments. Dancers strategically sense action affordances (Gibson 1979) or
recognize and exploit them on the fly. Dynamic routines allow them to negotiate workable configurations
step-wise, assisted by their knowledge of node points where the elements of tango are most naturally
connected and re-routed. The paper closes with general lessons to learn from these highly structured and
embodied improvisational skills, especially regarding certain blind spots in current social cognition theory.
Keywords: cognitive ethnography, micro-phenomenology, co-regulation, improvisation, embodied
apprenticeship, image schemas, metaphor, affordances

INTRODUCTION
My subject matter is tango argentino, an improvisational pair dance often noted for its complexity and
rigor, but also for its elegance, expressive quality, and creative potential. Originating from the La Plata
region of Argentina and Uruguay, tango has made its way to the metropolitan areas of the Northern
Hemisphere, where it is a popular pastime, taught by a growing number of teachers. It is one of the
most difficult dances to master, often taking years of practice before dancers enjoy full improvisational
freedom. When people watch a proficient tango couple move across the dance floor – sometimes
Address for correspondence: Schallergasse 39/30, A-1120 Vienna, Austria; michael.kimmel@univie.ac.at.
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energetically, sometimes with small moves, but always with ease and harmony – most are left in
wonder. Lay people possess at best a vague idea of how accomplished dancers move together or
otherwise what comprises their knowledge ‘in the flesh’, which they earn through their dance floor
‘mileage’, hours of apprenticeship, and cultivation of general bodily sensitivity.
Among the many aspects of tango and the multiple abilities involved, I start from the seemingly
elusive yet most gratifying skill of feeling like a super-individual unit: a condition of embodiment that
has variously been described as intercorporeality (Merleau-Ponty 1945), consubjectivity (Csordas
1993), and a ‘dyadic states of awareness’ (Troninck 1998). For many tangueros and tangueras, this –
before virtuosity or speed – is the prime hallmark of a satisfying dance. They speak in awe of the way
that individuality dissolves into a meditative unity for the three minutes that the dance lasts. Time and
space give way to a unique moment of presence, of flow within and between partners.1

2

I take this

powerful experience of bodily intersubjectivity as my point of departure but will not examine it more
closely. Rather, I wish to embrace cognitive-phenomenological methods to explore the skills that
enable the experience and that, in turn, reflect the nature of tango as a communication system.
In particular, I am concerned with the following puzzling feats. How can two people – in different
roles, walking in opposite directions, perceiving and knowing partly different things – turn into the
proverbial four-legged beast? What is more, how can this happen in a fully improvised action? To be
sure, it takes two willing partners and a commitment to jointly interpret the music; but this is not
enough. A good tango unfolds only when both partners do the right thing at the right time, together.
How is seamless joint action possible in a pair dance that lacks choreography and eschews rigid
scripts? The enjoyment of a well-connected improvisational dance seldom happens just by being open
to it; exceptions testify to the rule. Good tango contact requires complex attentional and other
cognitive skills that make the body receptive to the partner, guide active sensing, and create good
dynamic form.
A cognitive approach is best suited to removing the almost numinous aura from improvisational
skills, which non-practitioners tend to think of as unstructured intuition. Improvisation has remained
an altogether neglected topic in dance studies for far too long.3 Now that it is being discovered,
scholars still mostly lack ‘access to the inner workings of improvisation’ (Drewal 2003: 119).
Unfortunately, Sudnow’s (1978) pioneering phenomenological study of jazz improvisation has not
been followed up in other fields like dance. Worse, many dance scholars show little awareness of how
improvisation relies on complex cognitive skills developed within – and calibrated to – social
interaction. Where the role of such cognitive structure is properly acknowledged (e.g., Hayes 2003;
1

I will use bold italics for dancers’ expressions as found in my empirical data.
The expression flow is the one most frequently used by dancers. It may not be an accident that it resonates
with Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) more scholarly notion, by which he describes moment-by-moment immersion in
a gratifying task.
3
In part, this reflects the long-time, rather unfortunate preoccupation with signifying practices – i.e., what ‘a
movement stands for or expresses’ – instead of the intrinsic meaning of embodied performance (cf. Farrell and
Varela 2008). Doing is what matters most to the practitioners of tango – and surely many other disciplines. This
problematic limitation relates to the fact that scholars rarely practice what they write about.
2
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Manning 2009a,b), little exploration is made of the actual constraints on it. Dancer-scholars like
DeSpain (2003) who develop innovative empirical methods for tracing dance experience remain the
exception. In addition, approaches to dance improvisation should begin to draw on cognitively
oriented methods that have been developed and tested in other fields (Minvielle-Moncla & Ripoll
2000, Maduell & Wing 2007, Mendonça & Wallace 2007, Magerko et al. 2009).
I will look at the prerequisites of improvisation through the lens of cognitive ethnography. My
methodological route is to analyze the imagery that tango teachers use didactically and through which
they and other dancers express their bodily skills. My inquiry enters, via language, into the felt gestalts
of kinaesthesia, proprioception, touch, and other sensory experience. By analyzing the complex
imagery involved – e.g., what tango dancers mean when they talk about being in axis or in contact –
as well as the strategies of sensing and attention structuring, I hope to reconstruct the dance’s most
basic interaction principles. While some readers might simply be curious to learn the tricks of the
tango trade, the topic makes an excellent test bed for theorizing about socioculturally situated,
embodied, and distributed cognition at its most elaborate. Tango is far more complex than a single
moving body. It goes well beyond more limited kinds of bodily interaction like cooperating in
housework, as the actions of tango partners interpenetrate each other continuously. Tango is designed
for embodied co-regulation: continuous reciprocal causation between partners in unbroken bidirectional communication (Fogel 1993; Fogel et al. 2006). Other examples of co-regulation include a
person walking past a stranger on a narrow sidewalk, a mother interacting with her child, two persons
engaging in sex, and someone greeting an acquaintance. In all these interactions, perceptual feedback
interpenetrates feedforward action; feedback is received even while actions continuously modify the
configuration. Tango resembles such mundane forms of co-regulation in some ways; but it represents a
more sophisticated system. Dancers need to be trained over years to work quickly, in proper form,
whilst maintaining improvisational creativity.
The following section presents a sketch of tango, notably its specificities as a social dance and the
way it works as a communication system. The third section introduces my methods and makes a case
for analyzing multimodal data on image schemas. The fourth section turns to the central issue: how
improvised interaction gets enabled through good rapport with one’s partner. Many fundamental tango
techniques are relevant to contact, beginning with principles of individual posture, attention, and
receptivity, and ending with principles involving the whole dyad. The fifth section extends this inquiry
by exploring the micro-dynamics of active sensing and incremental action, in a ceaseless loop with the
partner; it also presents key methods for analyzing co-regulation via a phenomenology of expert
knowledge. The final section relocates tango within the field of intersubjectivity research as the
paradigm for an under-studied form of enactive cognition (cf. Thompson 2007).
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TANGO ARGENTINO
Tango argentino is an improvisational pair dance, with a leader and a follower.4 It requires a strong
connection between partners and strong adherence to form, yet allows a great deal of creativity (cf.
Turner 2006, Olszewski 2008, Hess 2009, Manning 2009b). This contrasts sharply with ballroom
tango, with its fixed repertoire of figures. Tango argentino dancers meet at venues called milongas to
improvise, usually taking several partners over the course of an evening. Most dancers take regular
classes with professional teachers, often over many years. In tango argentino, partners face each other
in a fluid, often close embrace that varies by style. A typical tango encounter lasts three to ten minutes,
comprising an evolving sequence of improvised joint action that might involve walking to the beat,
pivots, ‘eights’, mutual circling, leg crosses, ‘invasions’, leg hooks, ‘flying legs’, tilts, poses, small
jumps, and any number of decorative ‘flourishes’ with a momentarily free leg.
Tango argentino allows infinite combinations of real-time joint improvisation, driven by the flow
of music. At the same time, this happens within a strongly constraining form, manifested in the belief
of accomplished tangueros and tagueras that many movements are ‘un-tango-like’. Good dancers
postulate a ‘correct’ form, even if complete agreement is rare about some details.

Figure 1: A milonga venue.

Tango is to be considered first and foremost a dialog: a game of question and answer. The
leading partner offers his follower invitations (or markings) to fill a freed space. He signals his
intentions with a measured, but directionally very precise weight projection of his body and other
means (see below). The follower picks up this information and executes her response with leeway for
pauses and adornments. Despite the fact that so-called interleading can be cultivated, the roles of
leader and follower are essentially asymmetric. While there is much overlap in the basic technique –
e.g., in the need to control the body axis – there are notable differences both in task-specific skills and
4

Traditionally, the leader has been male, the follower female. This continues to be the most common role
distribution. While female leaders have become a common sight in some places, considerably fewer men
follow. I will try to choose my terms as neutrally as possible but will sometimes, as here, use ‘he’ and ‘she’ for
succinctness.
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the broader inner attitude required. Followers are responsible for interpreting the lead and providing
clear feedback. They must also ensure a continuous, albeit subtle, bodily receptiveness that allows
near-simultaneous reaction to the lead. This requires a somato-cognitive mode of being completely in
the ‘here-and-now’. One of my informants described how wanting and thinking dissolve; another
spoke of non-volition. By contrast, leaders are responsible for providing feedforward information,
planning ahead, interpreting the music, and navigating the couple around the dance floor. Since leaders
‘invent’ the dance, their somato-cognitive focus needs to be a split second ahead of the moment. Many
devote effort to conscious planning and even master improvisers with automatized skills, who let the
music flow into their body in real time, need a projective intentionality and an anticipative awareness.5
A tango dancer’s knowledge has remarkably complex structure on at least three levels: (a) a
repertory of specific step sequences, their elements, and nodes at which they connect; (b) attentional,
postural, and kinetic techniques for tango movement; and (c) intersubjectivity skills for receptivity,
partner sensing, and maintaining contact. The latter category subsumes skills for modulating somatic
moods in order to make oneself open to one’s partner.

The language analogy
Tango can be likened to the way language permits an infinite number of sentences by means of a
flexibly deployed grammar. It imposes a strict form on creative expression – much as grammar
imposes strict form on the how of discourse, even as the speakers are free to shape the content: the
what. Tango ‘grammar’ may be seen in principles of posture and balance: ‘grammaticality’ decrees
that the torso be upright and in axial alignment without bending; the ‘outer’ muscles move around a
relatively fixed and strong body core; weight distribution must be clear at all times; weight falls on the
forefoot for manoeuvrability’s sake; upper and lower body may dissociate, but only in an upright twist
– never by folding; steps may only proceed in the four cardinal directions: oblique steps are off limits.
Consequently, any direction change requires a pivot with a full realignment of the front of one’s body.
An example of bad ‘grammar’ is letting one’s arms move out of their permissible plane. More
advanced ‘grammar’ includes kinetic techniques conducive to good dynamic posture, the use of body
weight to generate energy for steps, correct positioning vis-à-vis one’s partner, and well-coordinated
muscle activation to enhance one’s ability to read one’s partner correctly.
At the same time, tango ‘phrases’ are made up of relatively free sequences created in syntaxsanctioned ways. Any coordinated (i.e. dyadic) improvisational element is made up of a complex
combination of jointly made forward steps, backward steps, side steps, and pivots; as well as mixes, in
which the leader executes one movement and the follower another. With respect to their individual
5

Roughly speaking, experienced dancers distinguish two modes of awareness: one that involves conscious
planning; another that is more seemingly effortless: the motor system takes over and lets the dance flow from
the music’s pulse. The better a dancer has developed her technique, the less consciously reflected upon the
dance needs to be: with expertise, skills frequently ‘disappear’ into the body (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1999). This
certainly need not mean that no complex representations are involved.
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bodies, dancers, too, possess knowledge about and make use of ‘morphemes’ of e.g. weight projection,
axis shift, torso realignment, and shoulder opening (see Figure 2). Successfully improvising leaders
fluidly connect and blend these elementary ‘morphemes’ to create the desired effect in the follower,
while followers react to the most minute ‘morpheme’ changes with heightened sensitivity.
Accomplished dancers are able to activate these ‘morphemes’ independently, both dyadically and
individually. Only the less capable dancers are restricted to multi-element scripts – analogous to
collocations or idioms in speech – lacking the ability to break them down and rearrange them.

Figure 2: Elements (morphemes) for the lead (© Milite 2007).

The language analogy extends further to pragmatic rules of discourse, the most basic of which is
the rule whereby the leader corrects mistakes as they occur, and the follower waits for him to initiate.
Confusion typically results when followers initiate a correction. Compare two people in a narrow
corridor or on a narrow pavement shifting together three or four times consecutively, as both attempt
to anticipate the other person’s next move. The role-based task distribution in tango is meant to avoid
this kind of misunderstanding. As a final aspect of the language analogy, consider the fact that new
partners are sometimes characterized as having an unknown dialect or using idiosyncratic
expressions; while dancers who dance together regularly tend to develop a private language. This is
why changing partners is considered so important for mastering the tango language.
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Tango as a cognitive-behavioural system
One needs to understand tango both as a refinement of natural organic motion and as a cultivation of
new motion principles. The tango system rules out many possible movements. It limits degrees of
freedom (cf. Bernstein 1967), rendering most limb and torso positions illicit while creating specific
channels into which the partner’s impulses flow. One does not find the same limitations in contact
improvisation, and one finds them only to a moderate degree in other social dances; although other
disciplines, like aikido or capoeira, are essentially like tango. Learners of tango need to distinguish
structures of freedom from structures of constraint. They learn this gradually, through trial and error
and technical corrections by teachers. A direction of freedom might be a plane in which the arms
legitimately can move or a position to which the foot legitimately can go; other planes and positions
violate tango grammar, either aesthetically or functionally. Adherence to form is the very precondition for improvisation, because of the way it affords ‘processing reductions’ (Pressing 2001). An
interesting observation follows: dancers reduce their degrees of freedom to understand their partners.
Accomplished dancers dancing with novices – who exercise nearly their normal, everyday degrees of
freedom – often experience the communication to be very strenuous, much as when one person speaks
a language and the other does not. The super-individual system that is tango works best by respecting
clear constraints: ‘the more I limit myself, the better we will do as a couple’. The more complex and
timing-dependent an interaction becomes, the more central is form and what I call structured
improvisation. Respecting the constraints on tango form does not imply self-abnegation: leaders who
are too ‘polite’ and too eager to accommodate the follower weaken the lead. Firmly sticking to one’s
axis provides better guidance that bending towards the follower to assist in a difficult movement.
Conversely, followers should hold their ground and react only to unambiguous signals. The required
constraints on tango motion can be expressed in terms of non-linear dynamic systems theory (Kugler
1995, Thelen & Smith 1994, Handford et al. 1997, Marsh et al. 2006, Richardson et al. 2007: 846),
where they comprise a complex order parameter with the power to ‘enslave’ all the more specific
aspects of the system – analogous to the ambient temperature that defines reactions in a chemical
system. Maintaining the order parameter within a defined range lends dynamic stability to the system
as it shifts from one task to the next: in effect, good body habits. Later in this paper, I investigate how
dancers create such good habits through imagery.
Tango structuration occurs as a form of distributed cognition (Hutchins 1995). Leaders and
followers know, sense, and do different things. Their tasks are often asymmetric. The whole works,
because the two bodies are mutually calibrated. This systemic fit had long had a mystique for me when
I began to dance as a leader and observed how things worked out with followers whose rules I barely
understood. Dancers who prefer only one role – leader or follower – are socialized into a systemic
whole, which they can never fully understand from the other perspective. Still, it works for them. The
asymmetric role distribution has an important but unfortunate consequence: moderate leader skills are
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generally more detrimental than moderate follower skills. A good leader with a less experienced
follower can lead a good dance. One rarely sees the converse.
Within the described system configuration a specific mode of active engagement is called for,
which Walter (2006) describes as an awareness exercise cultivating a particular somatic and
attentional mode of being. The partners tune to each other and the music, sometimes to such a degree
that body boundaries dissolve. Movement as a couple affords gratification that movement as a solitary
individual does not. A continuous, reflexive awareness is required from both roles: a ‘third-order
attention’ that has the other’s attentional state as its object (Zlatev et al. 2008). Good leaders sense
whether their partner is sufficiently aware of their lead so that they can, if needed, make it clearer, or
re-establish communication in cases of temporary breakdown. Good followers sense whether their
partner receives enough feedback and whether their own actions correspond to the invitations they
receive.
I wish to mention one final tango parameter: multitasking. The leader must interpret the music,
navigate the dance floor to avoid collisions, feel and direct the partner, and sense his own body in
relation to all these parameters. In phenomenological parlance, the music must be heard as tango
music, the partner’s body felt as a tango body, one’s own body organized as a tango body. In systems
theory parlance, individuals must achieve and integrate structural coupling at multiple levels.
I focus in this paper on tango space, kinetics, and body, and bracket out music skills. Tango
musicality would require an article in its own right. In any case, one must master bodily contact skills
to some relevant degree before one can move with the music. Undeniably, music helps partners
synchronize; it ‘lends urgency to the moment’ (Manning 2009a: 16); its rhythmic beat exercising
stabilizing constraints (cf. Papousek 1992, following Schögler 1999). At the same time, when a dancer
goes with the music only, this may create confusion or frustration. Especially, followers who indulge
in interpreting music as they hear it without sufficient attention to the lead (i.e. to how the leader hears
the music) quickly become unpopular, even if they have superior musical skills. One may therefore
say that the music ‘fine tunes’ the bodily communication signals, but should not do more than that.

EXPLORING SITUATED BODY KNOWLEDGE
My phenomenologically inspired approach focuses on the sensed, ‘thought-felt’, actively created
structures of bodily encounter. The resulting methodological difficulty is twofold. The average
tanguero/tanguera talks profusely about recent tango experiences, tango’s significance to them, and
what the gender aspects of tango mean, along with related personal or psychological issues. At the
same time, the highly specific body knowledge that dancers self-evidently possess is often fleeting and
tends to remain implicit, especially for those who are not very verbal. Also, it is often easier to talk
about general knowledge than a particular situated experience with a particular partner at a particular
time. Clearly, data elicitation methods are needed that tap into implicit and situated knowledge.
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Methods for probing the implicit
I propose a merger of linguistic, phenomenological, and ethnographic methods. First-person methods
are one key approach: namely, my own immersion in tango as a ‘researcher-apprentice’ of six years’
experience. For more than four years now, I have kept an introspective diary (over 300 pages) of my
progress as a tanguero with my principal teachers, Germano Milite and Betka Fislovà.6 I dance two or
three times per week, mostly (but not only) as a leader. By keeping my journal regularly, I have honed
my introspective abilities, giving my entries increasing depth and length as I have grown more familiar
with tango ‘theory’. In retrospect, my immersion in tango has been a sine qua non for entering into
micro-analytic dialog with other dancers. It has given me terminology to talk about tango bodies, as
well as greater knowledge of anatomy and even tango ‘physics’. It has familiarized me with typical
learner difficulties, allowing me to relate to those I interview and ask the right questions. It has given
me a growing aptitude to explore, with focal sensitivity, the micro-processes of my body and those of
my partners. My teachers have provided me with critical technical principles and concepts, even as I
have been at pains to discuss, understand, and test their precepts through an evolving dialogue. I have
interviewed my follower-teacher Betka and arranged with my leader-teacher Germano a four-hour
knowledge-structuring task: a relational mind map, after (Lippens 1997). I involved both of them
centrally in planning and analyzing a motion-tracking study I conducted in collaboration with the
Department of Sports Sciences at the University of Vienna. Although I may be biased towards their
views of tango contact, I am also familiar with the teaching methods of five or six teacher-couples.
As a second data source, I have gathered second-person data from both teachers and learners. In
the early stages of the project, I used seven teacher interviews as a foundation, later complemented by
two-hour teacher interviews on didactic images and 30-minute interviews on walking (4+6 sessions),
done following the motion-tracking study. Most of my present data comes from 90-110-minute microanalytic interviews with sixteen learners from Hamburg, Vienna, and Graz, addressing technique
learning; learning difficulties; interaction experience; and, finally, partner contact. Of these sixteen,
five were interviewed diachronically (2-3 sessions) to document changes in their apprenticeship after
intervals of 7-12 months. Each semi-structured interview took the form of a maieutic dialog to elicit
embodied experiences and flesh them out in detail. I adapted techniques from empirical
phenomenology (e.g., Pollio et al. 1997), intending the term ‘phenomenology’ in a broad sense as any
first-person or otherwise introspective approach to experience – and not necessarily in the sense of
phenomenological reduction (see Varela & Shear 1999).
I have relied most heavily on the methodology of Petitmengin (2006), who sought to focus the
interviewee’s attention on a unique experience: in my case, an exemplar of one or another tango
6

This has precedent in phenomenological apprenticeship research (Rothman 2000, Wacquant 2003, Downey
2005, Potter 2008, Samudra 2008, Tarr 2008), by which ethnographers undergo formative experiences in e.g.
boxing, capoiera, Japanese or Javanese martial arts, or dance. Ethnographers of both cultural sensory
formations and ritual defend the importance of embodied participation (Stoller 1989, Wikan 1991, Lindquist
1995).
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technique. Normally, the fleeting nature of conscious awareness makes it difficult to arrest attention or
re-experience in detail aspects of bodily experience. Dialogic interviewing techniques assist this
process – sharing key aspects with the techniques of focusing (Gendlin 2003) and micro-analytic
interview (Stern 2004). Petitmengin recommends posing ‘how’ in place of ‘why’ questions, sticking to
topic, and firmly leading the conversation back onto topic whenever the interviewee veers off into
general knowledge. The interviewer continuously situates the discussion in concrete terms by
inquiring into sensorial impressions of context. Eliciting questions probe more deeply: the interviewer
may ask if the experience can be located in the body, whether it can be divided temporally into subphases, what the general quality of the whole is, and what metaphors can be found to express it. Other
questions concern what one senses in one’s own or the partner’s body, how one knows what the other
has felt, or where one would localize feedback signals. When the interviewees claim they are unable to
describe something, they are asked how they came to realize this or how they might describe the
experience to a child or layperson. Alerting the interviewee to both paralinguistic and gestural
behaviour affords increased self-awareness, especially of mental imagery. Offering dialogic assistance
results in progressively more complete descriptions.
In a micro-analytic interview, the assumption is that even interactions of no more than several
seconds – sometimes less – can be packed with dynamic cognitive and enactive patterns. The
interviewee is requested to choose three or four vivid, recent interactive situations to discuss. These
could be particularly instructive, or difficult, or gratifying; either unique encounters, or narrowly
circumscribed ones. The interviewee is then asked to specify, for each interaction, the discernible
phases or principle ‘snapshots’. Over a period of 20-30 minutes, the interviewee is requested to detail
each phase before moving on to the next – aided by eliciting questions from the following categories.
Contact: How did you establish contact with the partner? How did you gauge the quality of contact?
(If contact was temporarily broken) what did you do to re-establish the communication loop?
Sensory configuration: Were your senses actively configured; did they seek out specific impressions?
Did you filter sensory information? How did you configure your body (posture, muscles, gaze…) to be
receptive? How did your general action mode (e.g., improvisation) influence what you perceived? Did
you actively modulate your or your partner’s sensory dispositions to your benefit, that of your partner,
or that of the dyad as a whole?
Perceived affordances (action opportunities): When in the sequence did you seek feedback; did you
sense more actively at specific points? Did you need specific feedback to begin (or continue) this
action; if so what? What feedback was needed to begin the next action? How does a clear ‘go’ signal
for this action differ from a vague one? What did you focus on in the partner’s body? How do you think
the partner perceived your body? Could you directly feel if the partner perceived your actions? Did
you always know precisely what was happening?
Actions: Did you act continuously or in pulses, cycles, etc.? Which goals did you actively seek out?
What kinds of signals did you rely on for deciding what to do next? When did you realize that the goal
had been reached? At which point in the sequence did you realize the next possible action and when
did you decide it? Which prior actions from your partner are needed to afford a certain action? What
constraints do you impose on your partner to make the interaction work? Do you execute microactions in a particular order? Are you sensitive to micro-timing?
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Node points for improvisation: What are the main decision points for you in the sequence? Are there
other kinds of orientation points? Which configurations can you exploit, on the go, when they arise?
What phase do you visualize most clearly? What is most salient in memory? Where can you stop and
reverse the action? Can you take away or insert parts into the sequence? When confused, what is your
‘safe haven’ to return to? What alternative actions could you begin at this point? Is there a best action
choice in this situation? What is your second-best option? If this action plan is difficult to continue, do
you enforce it?… what else can you do? What was your planning range? How many phases did your
action plan have, and were they independent?
Table 1: Eliciting questions.

My team and I used another second-person method: videotaping free practice, using a think-aloud
method (Seiler 1995, DeSpain 2003, cf. Hurlburt & Heavey 2006). We invited couples to explain, to
the camera, what they are doing while they are moving (five sessions of 120 minutes). In the breaks
between dances, we asked them to elaborate their main challenges and the solutions they have found,
along with aspects of their (often hardly visible) non-verbal communication. We used similar
questions as in the interviews, with special questions for experienced leaders on nodes and action
repertoires (see Table 1).
The various data sources proved complementary. Learner interviews and think-aloud sessions
helped me to compare learning strategies and collect interaction vignettes: e.g., of imagery, as reported
below. These interviews proved crucial for understanding sequencing constraints in improvisation and
the improvement of a dancer’s skills over time. Expert interviews were instrumental in understanding
complex tango imagery and comparing technical systems taught by different tango teachers. Finally,
my journal entries described a detailed personal learning trajectory and provided both a rich collection
of metaphors used by teachers and virtually endless interaction vignettes.

Image schemas
The next issue is how to analyze the data in a way that reflects the task-specific expertise involved. In
phenomenological studies of movement (e.g., Ravn 2009, Potter 2008), the subjects interviewed
almost always comment on general issues such as how they ‘use weight’, ‘perspectivize the body’,
‘employ positioning’, or ‘relate to space’. While the approach is legitimate, it dodges an important
issue: how do dancers deploy more task-specific knowledge; what special cognitive skills are
required? Consequently, other approaches become more helpful, because of their focus on task
specificity: e.g., sports science imagery studies (e.g., Gröben 2000) or ideomotor approaches to dance
that focus on vectors, centres of gravity, and lever principles (Franklin 1996).
I consider tools coming from cognitive linguistics most apt for understanding the imagery people
move by. In this field, scholars of concepts, grammar, metaphor, gesture, and visual culture all have
used image schemas: i.e., recurrent cross-modal gestalts of bodily perceptual experience. Following
Johnson (1987), image schemas can be defined by their distinct topological or dynamic properties:
e.g., a CONTAINER has an inner region, an outer region, and a boundary. Other examples include UPDOWN, AXIS, BALANCE, CYCLE, FORCE, FORCE BLOCKAGE, FORCE ENABLEMENT, PATH, CENTREPERIPHERY, PART-WHOLE, LINK, INTERVAL, SURFACE, CONTACT, SCALE, NEAR-FAR, LEFT-RIGHT,
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and STRAIGHT. Image schemas are distinct from rich, detailed images of a scene: rather, they
contribute the dynamic scaffolding to such images.7 To these specific descriptors, Langacker (1987)
adds gestalt operations that define how image schemas are put to use dynamically: e.g., attentional
profiling; perceiving traces as forms (e.g., when a trajectory appears as a wavy line); shifting focus
within a scene; changing granularity by zooming in or out; shifting between off- and on-scene
viewpoints; manipulating, configuring, or decomposing elements; and, finally, the frequent operation
of superimposing new details onto an imagistic scaffold in order to progressively enrich it.

The interface of praxeological and conceptual knowing
Linguistic and psychological evidence shows that image schemas structure much of perception, action,
and thought (Lakoff & Johnson 1999, Gibbs 2005). Although no studies of motion-regulating
knowledge have been carried out,8 image schemas have just the right format for facilitating such
studies. Image schemas straddle the fence between bodily praxeology and concepts. Proprioceptive
and kinesthetic tango skills reflect the praxeological and often pre-reflective level of cognition (cf.
Ravn 2010). At the same time, reflexive imagery abounds in tango. Skills are often infused by image
schemas of a more conceptual sort.
Of course, image schemas are not necessarily close to linguaform awareness – not at first and not
always. While they may reside normally only at the threshold of reflexivity, they are, in principle,
capable of crossing it. In fact, this is the rationale behind my methods. I have experienced many times
how the maieutic dialog I employ allows the interviewee to bring to focal awareness gestalt patterns
that were previously only semi-conscious. Tango instruction can also throw the interface between
bodily and conceptual knowledge into relief. Teachers frequently draw upon imagery they feel in
themselves; put it into language, gesture, or sound; and thereby attempt to infuse the gestalt into the
student’s body image, so that, by trial and error (typically over several cycles of dialogic exchange),
the student appropriates the imagery to her own body.
Introspection suggests that improvised dance is similarly generated. As a follower, my stream of
consciousness, in monitoring the unfolding tango interaction, provides momentary flashes of imageschematic properties of posture and motion – but also attention and perception. When I lead, I project
this imagery ahead in time, for motor planning. Imagery works by projecting a motion trajectory,
deviation from which can be directly sensed and corrected at any time. A related kind of immediate,
dynamic feedback is provided whenever dancers project topological configurations, like a fixed

7

Image schemas are cross modal: they connect visual, aural, tactile, and proprioceptive-kinesthetic modalities.
A force heard in music can be transposed into kinesthetic force. A visual impression of a teacher can be
proprioceptively mirrored. An instructional gesture can be projected from the hands onto the whole body. A
further asset to the image schema approach is that it tends to see motor perception, preparation, and enaction
in continuity with each other, as different stages of the actualization of a gestalt.
8
Existing studies tend to focus restrictively on “shape or movement X stands for” types of meanings (Gibbs
2003, Edwards & Bourbeau 2005), or to remain descriptively sketchy when they target performance proper
(Palmer & Jankowiak 1996). Of course, in tango, the meaning of doing is primary.
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relative distance. One can say that recurrent tango elements have a dynamic gestalt-like topology in
the body, in space, and in time.

Finding image schemas in multimodal data
How does one determine image schemas? Here are interview excerpts translated from the German
with the topology- or force-related cue words underlined:
…To recognize if the partner feels sure or not.… I often recognize this from the torso of the partner;
how permeable a partner is. (BK 55:00)
Normally, I believe, the axes are always oriented towards each other. You can then think of an axis
that runs from the head down to the feet, respectively. I think it runs only to the torso. (JA 45:07)
[The orientation point when perceiving the partner] runs from breastbone to breastbone…. When this
connection is there, there also is a more or less clear connection between the other body parts, the
shoulders, the hips. (JW II 27:30)
When I know the principle, where is the rotation at this point?, do I circle around this person? Do I
have to turn in that angle; do I have to act like this, can I be more upright…? I kind of imagine this as
geometrical figures in 3-D… like cylinders. Two reels next to each other: sometimes they turn around
each other, and sometimes they both turn around the same [point], and sometimes one person is in the
centre and the other has to walk around. (BK 11:20)
Table 2: Interview excerpts with underlined image schema words.

Clues about image schemas are to be found in metaphors and technical concepts, in verbs and
prepositions, in gestures, and in onomatopoeia. Instructional metaphors or metaphors used to describe
a dance experience are probably the most frequent data source. Many metaphors specify a body part
into which an image schema is projected: e.g., your sternum is linked by an invisible shaft to your
partner’s. Other metaphors lack a concrete bodily locus or otherwise characterize an emergent
appreciation of the situation as a whole: this felt round, or we seemed well grounded.
Image schemas appear in gestures, like shaping a hinge with both hands to express a twist;
pointing some distance; illustrating a motion vector by thrusting; or illustrating a kinetic modality with
a waving motion. Once grasped, technical concepts evoke image schemas that refer to body topology,
body positions, or body vectors: e.g., being in axis. Verbs evoke image schemas about the manner of
motion: consider the difference between walk, amble, and sneak. Prepositions like the ‘to’ in taking
the impetus to my centre or the ‘from’ in the motion flows from add topological specificity.
Finally, sound patterns – like the vocal crescendo in TaaAAAAaaaa – can be used to emphasize
energy expenditure over time; rhythmically accentuate a motion; or employ the contour-like properties
of sound in related ways (cf. Stern 1985). Even a sudden vocalization may have an image-schematic
quality when used to mark an interval in an ongoing movement.

The complex geometry of motion
This image-schematic approach is adequate to a phenomenology of motion skills only if certain further
points are accepted. To avoid reductionism, one must conceptualize image schemas as intentional,
motivation-imbued, dynamic, (often) compound, task-specific regulators, unfolding against the
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backdrop of the general body topology or environment – rather than occurring in a ‘neutral’ Euclidean
space. Only situated image schemas (Kimmel 2008) are faithful to intentional structure, by requiring
one to describe the context – aim and setting – before saying how an image schema is used. One must
further specify the topological locus: inside the body or out in space; temporal dynamics; and
perspective to be taken on the scene. One must also keep in mind the mutual enrichment of image
schemas to full, complex gestalts: even small tango elements, like steps and pivots, are complex – they
require attending to different body parts and extend over several stages. Analysis is done by piecing
together clues from several image-schematic expressions that, together, co-specify the movement: e.g.,
to execute a tango pivot on one leg, a beginner needs to attend, nearly simultaneously, to at least the
following aspects.
Image schema

Maps onto (= functional role)

Evidence in metaphor

DOWNWARD PUSH FORCE

Better balance by relaxing knees
and hips
Bringing upper torso into precise
axis position, stabilizing muscles

drive yourself into the ground like a
screw pull
(while your lower body goes down),
your spine expands upwards like a
bandoneon [= tango harmonica]

AXIS, CIRCULAR CENTRE

Alignment of ball of foot, knee,
hip, and shoulder

make your supporting body half a
column

FORCE ANTAGONISM

Execution by ‘loading’ a muscle
chain with potential energy

load the torso up like a coil by
holding the hips in place while
twisting from the breastbone

LINK between
PARTS

Connected abdominals and
latissimus dorsi

imagine you are a truck driver
turning a big steering wheel with the
whole body

UPWARD PULL FORCE

body

Table 3: Compositionality of image schemas and metaphors.

A complex, dynamic pivot-gestalt arises from the configuration of all these elements.9 Another good
example of the compositional assembly of mutually specifying image schemas is a straight PATH
FORCE VECTOR

issuing from one’s centre of gravity – a point of inner BALANCE – directed past

(NEAR-FAR) the partner’s AXIS at a certain ANGLE. In this way, elements of motion create dynamic
gestalts with a unique feel (Klemm 1938). At the same time, they have elements that many teachers
and advanced learners are able to decompose – be it for better awareness of elementary functions, or
out of a pedagogical need to be delivered piecemeal.

Methodological benefits
Whereas sports sciences and dance studies typically understand imagery as rich imagery (e.g.,
Hanrahan & Vergeer 2000, Nordin & Cumming 2005), image schemas, as noted earlier, focus on
certain invariant topological and kinesthetic gestalt properties that inhere in the selfsame rich imagery,
usually such that a given image schemas is shared by superficially different instances of rich imagery.
9

Note that, on occasion, a good metaphor may already combine several – though hardly ever all required –
topological aspects: e.g., the opening bandoneon can be used for both the upwards and downwards
movement of the body.
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This has crucial advantages. (a) A single image schema may be reflected in multimodal data, allowing
one to see equivalences between senses: e.g., that visual, musical, and kinetic FORCE are connected; or
that a sharp rhythmic contour, a sharp gesture, and the words sudden burst reflect the same topological
pattern. (b) Within language data, image schemas bring out functional equivalences between
superficially unrelated rich images in different explanations of a tango concept. The metaphor drive a
screw pull into the ground is nearly equivalent to the technical explanation concentrate all your force
on a single spot and send it downwards to stabilize your axis. Extracting image schemas allows one
to see the motion vectors or spatial configurations that these expressions share. (Later, however, I shall
show that other kinds of gestalt imagery are needed as well for a full description of tango skills.)

IMAGERY FOR INTERACTION
I shall now apply this gestalt framework to address how good body habits and technique (Valtazanos
2009, Arvind & Valtazanos 2009) license embodied tango dialog: in particular, how image-schematic
skills enable continuous rapport between partners on several concurrent levels. Proper contact with the
partner and dynamic stability arise from the dancers’ ability to master a matrix of image schemas. My
argument traverses three levels. On one level, image-schematic skills enable each individual to
organize her body with proper attention, posture, muscle tension, energy management, and kinetic
habits (i.e., tango ‘body grammar’). On another level, a proper technique for joint walking creates an
integrated super-individual system and prescribes ways of maintaining rapport at each stage. Finally,
regulatives at the dyadic level mark specific points in the attentional flow, provide geometric pair
configurations to stick to, and provide images for monitoring the couple as a whole. I now present a
selection of metaphors for each of these levels, building on the assumption that even dancers who
learn through imitation or trial and error, rather than verbal instruction, use the gestalts underlying the
metaphors.

Enabling backdrops: tango habitus and somatic modes
Recall that dynamic tango contact can only work thanks to a set of general constraints that the dancers
impose on themselves, whereby they radically limit their bodily degrees of freedom. Dancers assume
the tango habitus the moment they enter the tango embrace. Specific muscles, habits, and attentional
structures instantaneously kick in and remain (pre-)activated throughout the dance. Habitus means
‘living in the flesh’: the basic principle of functional tango anatomy and energy deployment. Without
the enabling backdrop of habitus, interaction in all the more specific tasks would be strenuous or
impossible. (See my earlier remarks on the limited degrees of freedom and order parameters of the
tango body.) A proper tango habitus includes being in axis (AXIS BALANCE, UP-DOWN); channeling
energy downward (CONDUIT, DOWN); concentrating energy in the body core (FORCE, CENTREPERIPHERY);

aligning hips and chest (PARALLEL VECTORS); or, alternatively, ‘loading’ the torso

(KINETIC FORCE ENABLEMENT) in a planar dissociation of upper from lower body (PLANES, AXIS,
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PART-WHOLE, UP-DOWN, CENTRED CYLINDER).

I return to some of these later. These and other

schemas define the general bodily semiotics of tango, enabling communication in the first place.
A complementary aspect of good tango habitus relates to the general somatic modes of attention
that are conducive to contact. Although practice of awareness is no complete guide to acquiring
intersubjective skills, it plays an important role. A dance starts with how one approaches one’s partner:
openly, with reservations, tenderly, nervously, etc. One informant said that following means being
with the partner and not expecting or intending anything. At this level, dancing together is a mode of
being in the world, as the phenomenologists would say; or it is an awareness technique, as meditative
traditions would say. Dancers often emphasize an accepting or loving attitude as crucial. This attitude
is quite somatic: a lack of it makes one tense and inflexible when things go wrong. More broadly,
one’s attitude shapes the quality of the embrace. After all, when one hugs friends, one usually does so
not rigidly but supplely. Accomplished dancers are aware of subtle dispositions that help them
connect. These somatic modes of attention, as Csordas calls them (1993), encompass general ways of
attending to oneself, to other bodies, and even to others’ attending to one’s own body. Many of these
somatic modes have something image-schematic about them, as clearly revealed by the expressions
[overcoming] tenseness, closedness, or inner dispersion, or being grounded and focused or even
tempered. The same is true for general attentional skills. Leaders often distribute their attention
equally between themselves, their partners, and their space, the trick being not to PROFILE any sensory
input too much but rather maintain a holistic awareness.
That said, more matters than just image schemas. Returning to my earlier linguistic analogy,
somatic modes may be likened to discourse modes. One can lead monologically or dialogically. Good
leading is facilitated by consciously reminding oneself that one does not simply replay one’s
repertoire; the partner’s feedback is relevant at each stage, before the next movement can ensue.

General posture and kinetics
Muscle- and skeleton-related imagery creates a proper tango posture, a key to which is being in axis,
which comes with feeling a vertical rod through your body. A typical instructional metaphor might be
imagine yourself suspended from a string attached to the top of your skull. Teachers often encourage
students not to break the body line or to align balls of feet, knees, hips and shoulders. Such a posture
gives micro-muscular support to the torso and provides stability against external forces. The aim is
completely balanced uprightness – even when standing on one leg. The upper body should remain
VERTICAL

and STRAIGHT even when one is tilted forward over the balls of the feet: i.e., no inner

bending of the torso. This recruits the image schema of AXIS. In addition to the body’s topological
organization, there is the requirement of dynamic axis control: one must keep one’s body in nearperfect FORCE BALANCE: i.e., no uncontrolled lateral or forward pull should be felt (Johnson 1987).
When this has been mastered, a dancer is able to transfer weight in a perfectly controlled fashion.
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Often, dynamic axis control is understood relative to the partner. Followers are encouraged to
answer or mirror the leader’s forward projected weight with an equal amount of weight. If my partner
brings her axis forward, I will do the same, to create a feeling of proper contact. Dancers jointly
maintain a systemic FORCE BALANCE: i.e., a dynamic balance principle modulates the weight system
of a two-axis ensemble. This calibration allows dance figures in which both dancers renounce their
own balance while their combined displacement creates systemic balance.
When talking about dance figures or positioning, dancers often think of the axis as a vertical line
travelling through space relative to the partner’s axis, often on a grid or in geometric patterns. The
axis essentializes where the dancer is located, so she can judge distances or trajectories relative to the
partner. The heuristic is necessarily abstract: an image of two axes relative to one another cannot
provide full orientation about the pair’s configuration. Dancers also need information about the way
the bodies face each other: opposite, off-centre opposite, rhomboid, V-shape, T-shape, etc.
Further skills relate to how the axis shifts as the dancers walk. In every step cycle, there are at
least two positions that capable dancers recognize as distinctive and use for orientation: (a) the
position of one’s torso with the centre of gravity moving over a single supporting leg and (b) the open
middle bipedal position with equally distributed weight support. Both ‘snapshots’ of the CYCLE are
part of an INTERVAL-PATH schema; the cognitive ability to recognize and emphasize these points
requires special muscular and attentional PROFILING (see the discussion on node extraction on Page
108. In the unilaterally supported position, dancers build a firm muscular column or tower over the hip
of the supporting leg, while the other leg is relaxed and free to swing like a chain / like a heavy rope.
The torso must be fixed, briefly but decisively, over the hip joint, such that it is possible to lift or
swing the free leg and stand perfectly balanced (AXIS, BALANCE, UNILATERAL SUPPORT).10 With the
next step cycle, muscular activation travels to the other hip and leg – what can feel like a sudden
switch on, switch off when the music is fast. The result combines, in one CYCLE, the (A-)SYMMETRY
and TENSION-RELEASE schemas with an axis that wanders between two tracks (PARALLEL PATHS,
LEFT-RIGHT).

Kinetic efficiency in the forward walk is achieved by a controlled falling. This is done by
bringing the centre of gravity forward over the ball of the supporting foot (weight projection), using
one’s leg muscles to hold one’s weight back, then suddenly releasing it (FORCE, BLOCKAGE
REMOVAL). Only

a fraction of a second before falling, the free leg swings forward. The torso remains

upright and controlled throughout (UP, AXIS). Step energy builds like floodgates under pressure that
are suddenly opened; it is as if one wanted to move right through the wall. The body should fall on a
plane (PLANE), not into the ground. For initiating the vector from the right spot, it is good to imagine a
string attached to the centre of gravity around the navel, which pulls horizontally – or, better yet,
10

Apart from serving the functional anatomy of tango, this has interesting semiotic implications. The basic
posture-weight system of tango aims at a maximized distinction between left and right. Dancers typically
differentiate their axis positions more than in most everyday walking. Sticking to these unambiguous positions
enables swift communication and avoids mishaps.
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slightly upwards.11 Other walking techniques – especially those of the tango nuevo style – employ less
controlled falling. Their low basic posture – knees bent – allows controlled pushing through activated
quadricepts and gluteus muscles, while their antagonists remain active throughout. One teacher I know
speaks of first lowering the body like an elevator, then employing a forward-pushing vector.
In many kinds of tango walk, one sees a counter-body motion by the torso: the right shoulder is
retracted when the right leg extends forwards, and vice versa. This serves purposes beyond the purely
aesthetic. First, the upper body is kept in perfect balance through the counterweight that the retracted
shoulder creates. Second, muscular ‘spiralling’ stabilizes the inner axis (FORCE, SPIRAL). Third, the
counter-body motion anticipates a pivot at any given time without additional muscular preparation
(KINETIC ENABLEMENT) – especially for followers who want to maximize their reactivity. Fourth, the
lead benefits: the degree of the counter-body motion signals the step phase to the follower. Fifth, the
counter-body position is an aid for holding the leader’s weight back for a moment, then suddenly
releasing it, thereby accentuating the step.
Common imagery for the counter-body motion includes a seesaw, a pair of scissors, a lever. For
a good vertical connection between lower and upper body, the dancer may imagine a stick that pulls
the shoulder back, when the foot advances by means of a hip-level fulcrum (BALANCE ON FULCRUM,
LINK).

One might also visualize two diagonal rubber bands, one which pulls the right shoulder

forward when the left foot extends, and one which connects the left shoulder and right foot likewise.
Meanwhile, for left-right coordination, one can visualize a horizontal rod that rotates on the thoracic
vertebrae, pushing one shoulder forward while the other retracts. Finally, for ‘spiralling’ the abdominal
and other muscles, one can imagine either a spring or a towel (TWIST, CENTRED CYLINDERS, AXIS).

Inner body organization for receptiveness
A specific pattern of distributing muscle tension is crucial for properly connecting the upper body to
the legs. Accomplished dancers maintain high core tension in the deep muscles of the torso while
keeping the shoulders relaxed (dripping wax) and arms active (in a hoop growing out of the shoulder
blades) – but never tense (CENTRE-PERIPHERY, FORCE, SCALE). Core tension implies a distribution
pattern: i.e., an attentional PROFILING of the highly activated muscles as a WHOLE with PARTS.
Probably this is memorized as a tension ratio between core and periphery rather than an absolute value.
A more sensitive partner allows one to scale down muscle activation proportionally – via SCALE image
schemas that modulate FORCE – while preserving the gestalt of the relative distribution. Scaling down
is recommended by many contemporary teachers, who emphasize organic moving, efficient use of
energy, and relaxation.

11

To picture each step clearly, it helps to imagine releasing the force through a narrow conduit (FORCE
defined relative to one’s own body front. Precise paths help with
differentiation of linear from circular moving, which is imperative in tango (PATH vs. CIRCLE).

VECTOR/PATH, STRAIGHT, CONDUIT),
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A partner with core tension can be felt as a stable unit – even as a monolithic/heavy object (i.e.,
SOLID OBJECT).

Novices tend to increase arm pressure or fixate their shoulders when they feel loss of

contact with the partner. Maintaining high core stability solves this problem with much less effort,
because the partner’s entire body is felt as one whole.
When dancers assume an open embrace, arm activation presents a further challenge. Only
activation within certain bounds creates receptivity. Too little tension allows the incoming information
from the partner to vanish in thin air; whereas exaggerated tension smothers signals at the elbow or
shoulder before they get passed on. The arm muscles need to be permeable (rather like antennae), so
that energy is collected in the torso – where the centre of gravity is located. A related receptiveness
technique activates the latissimus dorsi and smaller lateral muscles in a kind of passive activation that
relies on the muscles’ elasticity. A passively activated muscle first stores kinetic energy up to some
point, before smoothly releasing it: corresponding to what Johnson (1987) describes as FORCE
ENABLEMENT.

Well-trained dancers create muscle chains that transmit incoming signals from the embrace to the
legs. When the leader subtly initiates a forward step, his impulse should cause an immediate reaction
in the follower’s free leg, making her respond to every small increment of his weight with the same
amount of leg extension (details below). Because the lead is caught up through chest and shoulders,
sending this information downward to the feet with minimal delay is imperative. Followers in
particular cultivate a muscular organization that channels incoming energy DOWNWARDS. This may be
facilitated with imagery of energy flowing through body channels, such that the lead’s FORCES pass
undissipated through a CONDUIT PATH to an END /RELEASE POINT of a kinetic chain – often along a
body diagonal – that begins in the leader’s torso, continues via the open-embrace arm into the
follower’s left shoulder, runs down her back, and ends in her right foot. A similar chain can be found
on the closed side of the embrace. Besides ensuring that the leader’s action feeds forward, the chain
also provides sensory feedback to the leader: a real-time awareness of the follower’s every movement,
such that her leg action can be minutely felt via the shoulder blade.
In addition to their default pre-activation, muscles are often activated in small pulses during taskspecific routines. In the tango walk, relaxation alternates rhythmically, as muscle activation shifts
between the left and right side of the body (PROFILING, ASYMMETRY, LEFT-RIGHT, TEMPORAL
INTERVAL).

12

My teachers have sometimes marked the activation pulse with their voice or made a

buzzing sound when bringing contact fully to one side, which onomatopoetically creates an electricity
metaphor, as does the verbal switch on-off. To mention another example, sudden activation of the
inner abdominal muscles (PROFILING, INCREASING FORCE) helps when a strong impetus requires
added stability and receptivity – especially in pivots, quick steps, and sudden braking. Tension
12

Generally speaking, experts activate their muscles only after surpassing a certain threshold (SCALE). Analyzing
the learning curve, one sees that better dancers are able to work more efficiently with less strength. It is well
established that bioelectric energy in the muscles decreases with increased training – especially as concerns the
relaxation of the antagonist while the agonist is active. High activation speed in the agonist means that overall
tension can be kept lower before activation sets in, further saving energy (Loosch 1999: 187).
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typically kicks in – all the way from the shoulder to the lower abdomen (LINK, SOLID OBJECT) –
enabling the navel-hip zone to react without delay to the signal transmitted via the embrace.

Walking together
Consider what is, for many, the supreme tango skill: joint walking. Kinetic efficiency and contact are a
matter of remaining with the partner throughout, much like bread and jam or magnets (FORCE
ATTRACTION, CONTACT, SURFACE).

Before actually moving, both partners let their forward

projections meet in the embrace, resulting in a feeling of information flow and connection. The step
itself (Figure 3) at first requires a slightly increased shift of the leader’s compact body weight to signal
an intention. The shoulders and arms do nothing; the signal comes from his body’s centre.

Figure 3: Step sequence forward, from leader's perspective.

Sometimes the leader takes the projection even to the point where he would topple without the
partner’s slight counterweight.13 This directed, yet controlled weight transfer is caught up by and
gradually begins to inform the follower. It is immediately transposed into a backward extension of her
free leg, while her torso remains with her partner. Next, the leader’s projection increasingly loads his
partner’s torso with his weight, while she further extends her leg in preparation. An efficient follower
may even slightly send her torso towards her partner, exaggerating the forward connection. The more
she does this, the more her free leg belongs to the partner: i.e. the more control he gets over her
weight. Finally, a step ensues in which the two connected body units move as one. The leader’s
shifting centre of gravity provides the energy to set the follower’s torso into motion. Approximately
mid step, she actively begins to move, sliding her extended leg to its new position and so changing the
relative proportions of the couple’s engine. The leader suddenly feels less resistance, although it is still
his energy that directs the motion. The final result is a connected motion of both centres of gravity: the
hallmark of joint walking (LINK, EQUIDISTANCE, SYNCHRONY). A background condition for this is
13

Note that the earlier mentioned alternative walking technique of pushing – instead of controlled falling as
here – makes the motion energy more independent from the partner: indeed, it lets both dancers maintain
their individual axes at all times.
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that both partners make themselves an integrated unit (SOLID OBJECT), enabling them to feel and
control its weight minutely. (See the discussion on core tension: pages 92-93.) This ensures that each
step goes through a measured sequence that can be stopped or reversed at any time because the joint
system maintains FORCE BALANCE at almost every moment.
When the leader walks backwards along a line – the second basic scenario – movement begins
from a contact embrace with perfect mutual support: both partners send a kilogram or two of their
weight towards the other. As the leader moves backward, the counterweight he provides diminishes so
that an inviting space opens, thereby exerting a pull that sucks the follower into a vacuum (PULL
FORCE).

Her pre-mobilized weight is set free and comes forward with full force. (Technically, the

leader’s vacuum is created by a very small movement of rolling over the heels, almost like sitting
down.) When the movement ends, the initial contact is resumed (FORCE BALANCE).
With these highly technical considerations in hand, I now turn to the ‘good tricks’ that benefit
smooth interaction across various tango tasks.

Attentional marking
Leaders and followers alike benefit from attentional marking (PROFILING): a process of picking out
functionally relevant features from the perceptual flow. I wish to look at the marking of body zones as
points of orientation. A mover who marks his own centre of gravity is given an attentional focus for
controlling weight shifts effectively and reducing his body to its essence. Concentrating on the centre
of gravity is made possible by a proprioceptively felt 3-D FORCE EQUILIBRIUM and benefits from
muscular core tension. This marking generates good motion habits: e.g., by letting all FORCE
VECTORS

begin there (having a string attached to the belly). Conversely, learning to perceive one’s

partner’s centre of gravity allows one to perceive or control the partner’s body as an integrated unit.
Attentional marking is a basic process on which more complex processes build. Examples include
approximating goals and correlating marked points in one’s own body with those in an observed body:
e.g., when the teacher demonstrates something. An especially important marking-based function is
relational anchoring: actively moving one marked point in relation to another, used as a landmark (cf.
Langacker 1987). When one moves with a partner, this often requires deciding ‘am I the anchor point
or moving relative to it?’ A frequent mistake I used to make as a leader was taking my follower’s
current position as a reference point for my own action, perhaps bending forwards and losing my axis
rather than actively bringing her where needed – without giving up on myself. I should have made
myself the anchor point, not my partner. A similar issue of relational anchoring arises when circling
one’s partner. It needs to be clear – at any given point – who is in orbit, especially because this may
change even within a tango element.
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Super-individual imagery of enabling states
Other relational imagery helps create dynamic stability in the couple. Departure from optimally
enabling configurations warns against contact loss in any ongoing dynamic. Experienced dancers
correct immediately when a gap opens in the embrace at the shoulder blade (CONTACT, NEAR-FAR);
when their arms feel as though they are transmitting no energy any more (FORCE, CONDUIT); or when
one partner begins to move on a tangent to his partner’s rotational CIRCLE. Notably, keeping one’s
attention on one’s partner’s breastbone creates an unbroken alignment. Attraction-vector imagery
helps partners stay tuned to each other, as expressed in the metaphor that a torch emerges from the
breastbone towards the partner (FORCE ATTRACTION, SOURCE-PATH-GOAL). So long as the
breastbones remain magnetically drawn towards each other (or connected through a rubber column /
elastic band), any interaction benefits. Circling one’s partner becomes easier, even when the two body
fronts are no longer exactly opposite. Both partners can use this image in a large number of situations;
both can actively correct deviations from it.
Partners in positions with more extreme relative vector angles can picture themselves connecting
via their orientation to a joint centre in the intervening space, which their breastbone vectors cross. For
instructional purposes, my teachers sometimes ‘extend’ their bodies into space by folding their hands
before their chests, as in an Indian greeting, their outer hand edges touching to mark the point of
intersection. The physical efficacy of the image creates a force parallelogram that transmits signals
optimally through the embrace.

Figure 4: Breastbone magnet/torch/elastic band.

Followers in particular benefit from a more specific technique than mere torso alignment: they
engage in minor modulations of their axis, subtly balancing on the balls of their feet within an
imagined cone (Turner 2006), so that their compact body weight is sent towards the centre of their
partner’s body or towards the body side where the contact has moved. This ensures perfect
transmission of energy and optimal, mutual stabilization. A precise FORCE VECTOR emerges from the
body front PLANE; this requires an ability to sense the direction in which vectors are pointing in a
force parallelogram. Experts can feel even very slight deviations. Furthermore, followers make sure to
keep their hipbones in opposition to their partner’s whenever possible (PARALLEL PLANES). When
circulating their partner, they align their hips with the circumference of the circle on which they are
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moving (CIRCLE SEGMENT). Both these skills require marking-point arrays: one’s own hips relative to
one’s partner’s hips or to her central axis.
Such regulative imagery establishes ‘good states’ in the couple and stabilizes the dance. Dancers
who have mastered it feel a pull towards the optimal enabling state whenever there is the slightest
deviation. As with habitus, one can link such functional imagery to dynamic systems theory. At first
blush, the vectorial attraction of the imagery might suggest the dynamic systems concept of attractor.
However, attractors generally refer to system states that are reached repeatedly over a time series; this
imagery is rather more permanent: more like a generally enabling order parameter. Unlike the order
parameters described for habitus, these operate not on the level of the individual but the dyad.
Naturally, images on the two levels interact: e.g., in giros where one circles one’s partner, the dyadic
breastbone vector temporarily forces the follower to overrule her individual hip-shoulder alignment via
a dissociation technique. A question for future investigation is precisely how the order parameters on
different levels of the system interact across different typical tango situations.

Super-individual imagery for monitoring the whole system
My teachers use complex imagery techniques to monitor the current state of contact: e.g., visualizing
an energy ball between leader and follower that reveals the status of shared energy (BALANCE,
CENTRE, PATH, AXIS;

see Figure 5). When weight and contact configuration change, the leader feels

14

this ‘ball’ move. This regulative image is projected into the spatial void and serves as an imaginary
cognitive artefact – much as in Hutchins’ (1995) account of Polynesian navigation, in which
imaginary islands on the horizon provide a fixation point. The energy ball is far more than a simple
projection. It enables my teacher to feel the current state of the dyad in real time as it arises from the
combined energy levels and relative positions of the partners. It visualizes the emergent properties of a
host of sensory signals: a heuristic that greatly reduces the cognitive complexity of the task at hand
(Gigerenzer 2007). Good heuristics pack together a lot into one image that is felt and manipulated as a
unity. To achieve this, multi-sensory inputs must be channelled into a simple gestalt to reduce
complexity. The challenge pays off. Once learners are capable of integrated sensing in all dimensions,
complex situations can be handled via a single focal item: yet another FIGURE-GROUND process.

14

A related image, more anchored in the body, that helps the leader actively control transitions is that of a
juggler passing a ball between her hands.
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Figure 5: The energy ball.

THE MICRO-PHENOMENOLOGY OF IMPROVISATION
The reader might conclude that, all along, I have been describing internal representations; and that, in
consequence, smooth interaction emerges through both partners (a) sticking to general principles of
postural receptivity and tango ‘grammar’ while (b) employing imagery tricks to maintain attention,
sequence motions, and gauge the current situation, (c) using task-specific action representations: e.g.,
that of joint walking. While all this serves as a starting point, it underspecifies a fully enactive view
(Thompson 2007, Fuchs & DeJaegher 2009). Apart from hints in my energy ball example, I have not
yet dealt with the coupling of the dance partners in loops of continuous reciprocal causation. After all,
tango is an incremental, dialogic creation of action flow. Even small motion elements should unfold
with continuous attention to one’s partner’s feedforward or feedback signals, in a well-sequenced way.
Static representations on their own cannot explain how dancers initiate the dance, shape it, or fix the
problems they encounter. One needs to look at the micro-dynamics of the interaction and examine the
extraordinarily rich knowledge that dancers possess of what, where, when, and how to sense (see
Table 1). Affordance theory can supply the necessary dynamic perspective.

Dynamic sensing for affordances
Ecological psychology emphasizes that perception is for action (Marsh et al. 2006). Agents actively
seek out affordances, which are perceived action possibilities, in the environment, relative to the
agents’ abilities (Gibson 1979, Gaver 1991, Turvey 1992, Stoffregen 2003, Chemero 2009). The
converse is also often true: i.e., action is for perception (Noë 2004), so that movement-produced
information – e.g., optic flow – signals affordances. Specific perceptual invariants are picked up and
guide the next action. The same principles clearly apply to bodily co-regulation, although affordance
theorists typically give short shrift to three of its most important aspects: (a) multi-agent interactions,
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(b) evolving multi-stage sequences with a complex internal causality, and (c) nested time-scales of
action control. I intend to ‘refurbish’ affordance theory to deal with these aspects.15
Tango dancers recognize and respond actively to affordances provided by their partner’s body:
one person provides percepts for the other to act on, and vice versa, in causally interacting loops. The
leader’s signals provide affordances for the follower, who responds with affordances for the leader.
Further affordances can inhere in the pair configuration itself, suggesting opportunities for a figure or
providing an open space into which one might step. Often one must choose among several
affordances. As the name implies, an affordance is not some narrow constraint but an enabling option.
Dancers actively produce the affordances they need: i.e., they manipulate a parameter to generate
affordances two steps ahead, or else they simply exploit the affordances already on offer. Besides
percepts of the partner or space, all this equally applies to proprioceptive sensations, such as muscular
or balance-related preparedness signalling one’s own action readiness (cf. Gibson 1979: 140ff.).
Affordances are perceived gestalts that enable action. How affordances tie in with imagery and
image schemas should be self-evident: complex image schemas, supplemented, as we shall see later,
by ‘saturated’ multi-sensory imagery, supply affordances. In every situation particular geometric or
kinetic configurations signal the ‘doable’ at hand. So the leader’s affordance to begin the back ocho
(‘eight’) figure arises from feeling that his partner is on the opposite leg to his own: a feeling of a
CIRCULAR

rather than planar FORCE vector that his partner’s body follows when mobilized. Most

tango affordances are like this: their recognizable image-schematic structure is understood as enabling
a specific action. I wish to propose combining a description of affordance-creating and -denying
gestalts with a sequential analysis of the invitation-response pattern between the two partners.
Dancers actively – even strategically – sense for affordances. The follower seeks out (i.e., ‘senses
for’) the leader’s signals, while the leader senses for possibilities to initiate one or another action in the
interplay between self, follower, and environment. Take the simplest situation imaginable: two dancers
stand opposite each other, waiting to start. First, the partners negotiate contact and establish bodily
rapport. Leaders acquaint themselves with their followers, often adjusting their posture or firmness to
the partner’s style, height, or suppleness. They actively probe for reactions. Breathing together can
establish basic rapport, so some leaders rhythmically emulate the follower’s breathing before
beginning (cf. DeJaegher 2006). As discussed earlier, the correct contact tension in the embrace is nonverbally negotiated. Further feedback is enabled with contact points that both partners find agreeable:
e.g., the man’s right hand interfacing the woman’s ribcage or shoulder blade with the right amount of
force. Both partners might ask themselves ‘is my weight directed straight towards my partner?’, ‘do
our arms touch at the right points?’, ‘are my hips below my shoulders?’, or ‘is my torso upright?’
Before any step can begin, both partners must be aware which leg the partner stands on. The
leader does not give the ‘go’ signal before he knows the follower’s position: especially that she is on

15

See (Kimmel 2012) for a general account of affordance theory with application to other interaction
disciplines.
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the required leg.16 In case of doubt, he can explore her position via the hand he has on her shoulder
blade – or by almost imperceptible movements such as swaying or rocking softly, varying relative
positions, or minutely changing the weight distribution. Such micro-movements provide immediate,
instructive feedback. Accomplished leaders can interpret even slight oblique forces on the embracing
arm as informing them about the partner’s entire body, via the muscle chains discussed earlier.
Another common sensing routine is for the leader to probe the precision of the follower’s axis by
pivoting her slightly, while her embrace glides along his torso like a sliding door. Miniature pivots
only provide a rounded or smooth feeling when the torso is upright and well placed over the
supporting leg. The axis should not wobble. This is the clear muscular column from hip joint to
shoulder discussed earlier. Even slight deviations obstruct the feeling of a proper pivot. The leader’s
strategic sensing and micro-movements solicit feedback that either results in a ‘go’ signal or the
realization that something must be changed
A leader can also employ strategies to amplify his signals by making his own inner body
configuration more precise. He can clarify where the contact is moving by concentrating his weight
projection towards the partner on one side. He can establish a clear axis over his hip and pull the
partner along or, by making his supporting leg’s side longer, help her to sense where his axis is now.
He can direct his weight in a more precise line, tighten the embrace, or adjust his contact points.
What of the follower’s contribution? Little is needed beyond proper posture and a pleasant but
active embrace. A good leader actively seeks out his follower’s affordances, inviting or initiating
corrections where needed. When the follower feels that the leader is hesitant, she can check her axis or
her muscular receptivity in embrace. She can employ attentional strategies like the torch metaphor to
align her torso with the leader’s in the proper relative geometry. As the tango teacher Castro (2004)
explains, following can be highly pro-active without needing to be explicitly active. The follower does
actively and strategically sense her partner, albeit with a more responsive attitude. Tuning in to a
leader’s small, exploratory impulses can be right in some cases; in other cases, a certain amount of
resistance is essential to give him a feeling of control and a sense of possible options. An experienced
follower dancing with an inexperienced leader might exaggerate her signals slightly or just remain
calm and move quite precisely.
To summarize our contact taking scenario, the leader initiates active-sensing micro-movements to
gauge his partner’s state and seek a starting affordance. Both roles may also initiate preparatory
actions to correct for any absent starting affordance by repositioning the body; and leaders may nudge
their followers to a workable configuration. Especially when working with beginners, several small
cycles of corrections allow for progressively larger, more confident movements. The establishment of
the primary enabling affordances, such as correct contact points, distance, and body configuration, is
vital to creating a fully functional joint action unit with effective feedback and feedforward channels
16

Whenever a leader misapprehends his partner’s supporting leg, momentary chaos ensues. Tango has two –
fundamentally different – relative weight distribution patterns: the parallel and crossed systems. Their possible
movements are not the same, making it imperative to know which system one is in relative to one’s partner.
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(see Page 98). Both partners must constantly monitor these affordances, check if they are optimal, and
make any necessary adjustments.
Having discussed sensing-for-action, I next wish to investigate what happens when the first step
is initiated: sensing-in-action. I begin with a general inventory of typical strategies. The leader leads
(action feed forward) while actively seeking sensory confirmation (active monitoring) that the
movement in progress is proceeding as planned. Once the partner has reacted, often no more is needed
than active accompanying through supportive micro-movements, although corrective action underway
may also be required. The follower, too, provides action feedforward when invited to do so, monitors
the ongoing action for smoothness and ease, and applies any necessary correctives such as adapting the
embrace. In addition, followers cultivate special skills for real-time sensing and reactivity that leaders
typically do not train as much, because they anticipate the next moment. Seasoned followers also
recognize the importance of skills for being sensed. Realizing what a leader needs to feel secure about
his lead, they ensure through proper contact, precise motion, and active muscle chains that he knows
exactly what they are doing. In this respect followers, with time, learn to emulate what leaders
specialize in from the outset: i.e. to check actively whether the partner receives their signals.

Affordance cascades and alternatives
Recall Table 1: it is of empirical interest to elicit and chart action alternatives systematically. Doing so
with a sufficient number of people provides insights into the constraints of the discipline (cf. Magerko
et al. 2009). What results is an inventory of the ways in which alternative actions can play out, which
Figure 6 illustrates for tango abstractly and in a somewhat simplified manner.
As soon as he has found the desired starting position, the leader perceives a number of available
affordances, chooses among them, and initiates an action that signals an invitation – which may set
things off in any of several directions. Ideally, the partner perceives the invitation, reacts as intended,
and arrives with the leader at the goal. The cycle complete, the leader gives the next ‘go’ signal in the
cascade. The interaction goes directly from sensing to enacting; the leader simply accompanies the
follower’s response and proceeds. If, however, the follower’s reaction is hesitant, the leader can
employ a number of on-the-fly strategies of active modulation to help (e.g. signal amplification); and
if her reaction is decisive, but not as intended, he can correct her movement under way, but only
within bounds without endangering her stability.17 If her first movement already starts out badly, he
may choose to return to ‘home base’ and start over (which is more difficult in the middle of a dance).
Meanwhile, when the follower moves towards an unexpected, but recognizable position, a ‘smart’
leader will simply take up this new affordance serendipitously and go on. In the worst case scenario, a
short breakdown of communication results, because the follower responds in a way that the leader
cannot fit in, thus making verbal feedback or a communication ‘reboot’ necessary.
17

That this can happen shows that affordances of an objectively spatial and kinetic kind alone are insufficient
for understanding tango interaction. After all, the follower is invited, not pushed around.
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Figure 6: A cascade of alternatives.

Of course, leaders may equally cause irritations or breakdown. An inexperienced leader may
falsely interpret his partner’s feedback as a readiness signal and begin too decisively; his lead may lack
clarity and produce a hesitant or otherwise unintended reaction; or he may fail to sense problems under
way, perceiving a continuation affordance where there is none. A leader with moderate action but
good sensing skills may curb or modulate his own movement if he realizes that safe continuation is at
risk due to excessive energy, lack of balance, or whatever.
More generally, experienced leaders and followers both perceive a constant flow of affordances,
which unfolds according to certain laws. Although affordances are seldom absent, their perceived
goodness will vary; their seeming density may wax and wane; they are actively created in shifting
proportions. As a leader, one may actively sense for new possibilities or just use familiar ones. One
may generate options actively even for the next micro-cycle or just go with the momentary flow,
confirming or modulating choices that are already underway. Finally, the number and nature of
affordances depend on the level of granularity: the time scale under consideration. As I have not been
very specific about temporal units so far, this deserves extensive reflection.

Affordance packages and the basic level of affordances
One may usefully distinguish two time scales of affordance perception and enaction, handled in
slightly different ways: a basic level and a micro level. The basic level consists of motion elements,
such as single steps or pivots. Dancers – leaders certainly, followers possibly – treat these as selfcontained planning units in which a set of sequentially ordered micro-affordances is anticipated as a
whole. I call these affordance packages. Take a step back and recall my earlier description of task-
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specific action imagery: e.g., of joint walking, which dancers use to guide what they will do next.
Action imagery alone does not give them fully continuous control of the couple. When a leader
imagines, say, a joint step, he must activate a dependent – if often less conscious – set of images about
sensory feed forward and feedback. Experienced leaders anticipate the resulting multi-sensory
feedback integrally with the action at a second’s time scale or so. So they are familiar with affordances
confirming that the action in question is ‘on track’, coming close to a particular point, or calling for
corrective action; and they possess imagery telling them exactly when to expect a particular tactile
quality, pull, or resistance. Anticipatory control structure is needed, even when it may later be
modified due to overriding sensory feedback. A leader achieves better sensorimotor control by
recruiting both tested ways of chunking his micro-actions and reasonable causal-temporal expectations
about his partner’s micro-affordance feedback. Only pre-packaged imagery allows for the continuous
fine-tuning of an unfolding action in a situation in which signals from both partners interlace in a
ceaseless loop. Affordance packages add a degree of prospective control to an action unit, as
demanded by recent motor-control literature: e.g., Wolpert et al. (2003), Pachiere (2006), Wolpert et
al. (2011).18 They are a means for multi-stage sensing and action enablement. Mere Gibsonian direct
perception of affordances would fall short of these exigencies, especially since tango requires precise,
yet fluid and rapid action. A final reason for sensorimotor control via affordance packages is the
required match with the leader’s chosen improvisation unit. As shall be explained later, affordance
packages typically extend between the main points at which new decisions are made.
Affordance packages are never fixed; they are defined relative to a dancer’s current intentions and
mode of interaction. It may even be possible that various alternative affordance packages are held in
mind simultaneously. (Followers, in particular, may activate different likely scenarios when the leader
begins a familiar move, as they cannot be certain about his plan.) An affordance package’s range of
projection is typically linked to the current principal action that, having been chosen, is intended to
exhaust itself before the next action begins. A leader chooses an action with an idea of its successful
execution; the anticipatory imagery guides his motor behaviour (Keller 2008, Rosenbaum 2010). He
works incrementally to close the gap between the present context and the goal.19 Until full closure is
achieved – an action cycle completed – no new choices are considered as relevant. Short of obstructing
the current plan, the most he can do is slow it down, speed it up, or otherwise modulate its execution.
Having reached his goal, the leader experiences one affordance package ending, another opening up.

18

Wolpert et al. (2003: 596) hypothesize that ‘the brain simultaneously runs multiple forward models that
predict the behaviour of the motor system’, while pairing an action controller with each sensory predictor.
19
Lee’s (2006) Tau theory of motion regulation attempts to explain how agents continuously gauge the current
state of affairs while acting to close the gap to an ideal state by representing and updating, at each moment,
the difference between is and ought.
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The micro-level of affordances
By further breaking up the perceptual flow, one can zoom in on the micro-level of what dancers with
honed sensing skills experience. While completing a chosen plan, such as a step, several microaffordances present themselves, on the basis of which a dancer confirms, guides, coordinates, or
otherwise modulates the completion of the present affordance package. Such micro-structure depends
on the type of affordance package. In one type, action and inter-partner feedback are continuous, with
no discernible turn taking or any obvious phases. For instance, the leader may continuously shift his
axis sideways and simultaneously monitor how well his partner follows the shift. Sensory feedback
permanently flows back and forth between partners in small, but essentially similar increments.
Alternatively, the flow of micro-affordances may reflect the necessities of sequential ordering and
precise timing within an affordance package with changing increments. To encourage a follower to
begin a forward step, the leader gradually intensifies his invitation and ‘senses for’ the split second
when she comes close to unleashing the step’s energy; then he triggers the step, and lets its energy run
its course with only gentle accompanying action. In this type, the later stages are causally contingent
on the earlier ones.

Figure 7: Maximum elasticity point just before
the follower’s rotation is reversed (red arrow).

Certain tango techniques require multi-phasic enabling (or triggering) towards a goal: ‘I act to let
you act to let me act in return…’20 Allow me to illustrate, using the affordance package of a boleo, in

20

This is partly reminiscent of Gaver (1991), who speaks of sequential affordances. Acting on affordances
makes new information available, thereby disclosing further affordances to act upon, and so forth. All
subsequent affordances disambiguate the prior ones by revealing new aspects about the explored item: e.g.,
when seeing a door in the wall and then approaching it to feel with one’s hand how to operate the knob.
Although his focus is on static objects without any notion of actively changing the environment, Gaver captures
the fact that exploratory micro-sequences are gradually realized. My common interest with Gaver is the
sequential ordering, even though the dynamic nature of tango directs my own focus in a different direction, to
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which the follower’s leg swings in an exquisitely dynamic come-and-go motion, given the right energy
and timing of the lead. The leader first induces a pivot in the follower and invites a leg extension (as in
leading a backward step, but at an angle). He then waits a split second, highly attentive to the precise
moment when he senses an elastic tension in his partner’s shoulder blade: an indication that her torso
and hips are maximally ‘dissociated’. This is when he sharply reverses her torso into a countermotion
that sends the still extending leg flying upwards through its moment of inertia. The timing of the
reversal is contingent on sensing the ‘maximum elasticity point’ micro-affordance. It is all important,
and leaders often struggle to hone their senses to this subtle trigger. A slightly earlier reversal produces
a somewhat different effect: a crisply ornamental stop-reversal with closed legs. Done much earlier it
would not look like much at all, and reversing too late might make some followers even begin the
backward step of an ocho or the like.
The example throws several points into sharp relief. First of all, micro-affordance skills are
demanding! Dancers must acquire a basic grasp of the multi-phasic structure and learn what percepts
make useful triggers before they can even begin to acquire the necessary sense of timing. Second, the
leader must produce his signals not only in a particular order, but also at the right moments, directing
focal attention to the relevant body locus and seeking out the relevant micro-affordances that tell him
to trigger his partner’s next micro-action. Active sensing never ceases but constantly shifts focus. This
sequential ordering of actions and micro-actions evolves ‘dialogically’ as question and answer: so a
leader’s shoulder opening triggers his follower’s subsequent step, landing her in axis and confirming
the movement’s completion. In continuous cycle, the leader initiates micro-action after micro-action,
each time waiting for feedback to proceed to the next. A moment’s pause may be a deliberate
expression of ‘it is your turn now’. What observers perceive as seamless action flow is, to the dancers,
a carefully orchestrated series of signalling and turn taking.21 Third, generic tango knowledge may
assist in ordering micro-affordances, notably sequencing rules such as ‘complete pivot fully, only then
extend leg’. Finally, my boleo example demonstrates that the nature and duration of an affordance
package cannot be determined externally but depends on the leader’s situated intentions. A leader
intending a boleo while anticipating the particular micro-affordance of elasticity might, on other
occasions, anticipate the earlier micro-affordance to initiate a crisp reversal instead, or allow the

focal sensing for specific triggers that are already expected to occur at a particular point in time, rather than
being aspectually explored by and by.
21
This sounds paradoxical, but it is possible because not all moving body parts have communication value for
the partner. The leader may frequently move his legs without transmitting an impulse to the embrace. His leg
action may continue while the lead pauses: for instance, to give the follower time to complete a step or simply
leave her poised for effect. What is more, one frequently sees the embrace change between more flexible and
more directive phases. Leaders learn to loosen the embrace strategically, so as to take communication value
out of it for a brief moment before re-connecting and producing a lead-relevant signal again. Even the usual
mirror-like physical connection of the axes can be suspended for certain elements. This amplifies my general
point about prospective action control, as both partners have to learn when to connect, how much, in
particular techniques, and which body parts to use.
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partner to continue her backward step in a move with far less critical timing and a more continuous
package structure.22
Recall, again, that the beginning of a dance depends on establishing simple primary enabling
affordances. I have not yet mentioned something related, but more complex: during an ongoing dance,
what the leader does towards the end of one affordance package often serves as specific preparation
for the next, such that affordance packages may overlap in time. Say that I am executing an ocho
(‘eight’) figure. I might be just about to bring my partner into position for a pivot through an axis shift
to the left, even as my right shoulder opening is already signalling the next package: a movement to
the right. For this to work, I must pay attention to the micro-affordances for completing the current
package; otherwise they may disappear too soon, due to e.g. an exaggerated counter-movement. In
extreme cases, different body parts may independently exploit different affordance packages at the
same time, creating highly complex micro-coordinated patterns and complicating the already intricate
task of turn taking. A separate paper would be needed to address this in detail.

Leader knowledge: Node point configurations
To be able to create a longer improvised dance, tango leaders need to map all of this onto further
cognitive skills. They structure the dance by drawing on their repertory. Most of the time, they guide
the dyad through a series of familiar pair configurations that present intermediate goals and re-routing
points, but can also be exploited ad hoc. In more technical terms, experts represent complex action
sequences using what Schack (2004) calls node points, which he investigates in the context of
volleyball spikes, ski jumps, and ballet.23 The present, improvisation-based context gives node points a
special twist, allowing them to be chained on the fly in variable order. They specify those positions on
the present trajectory that are suitable for switching to a new trajectory one has in mind. As such, they
constitute possible bifurcation points. Mastering them is one of the main challenges in learning to take
the leading role in tango. Node points presuppose the general skill of parsing the motion flow into
snapshot-like sequencing points, yet not nearly all of these qualify as nodes.
Node points comprise the main junctures of the dance. Leaders seek out basic configurations
before initiating a new sequence, return to them when unexpected problems occur, and playfully shift
between them in ways reminiscent of the jazz pianist Sudnow’s (1978: 120-122) talk of safe ‘stances’
22

Note also that, even though most leaders stick to their intention and execute boleos as an integral unit –
sometimes, for better or worse, because everything happens so fast – top-level dancers might change their
intention part way through without breaking the flow. Spontaneous switching to another affordance package
before the present one is completed may actually be quite frequent in other techniques. Future research needs
to show if there is a clear way to determine how far ahead anticipation reaches, whether motor preparation
and sensory feedback expectations are really always chunked similarly, and whether Plan-B anticipations occur.
One also needs to study whether followers really only perceive the ‘untainted’ flow of micro-affordances or
create chunks themselves, albeit more tentative ones.
23
In Schack (2010) and Bläsing (2010) basic action concepts is the preferred notion. In any case, there is a slight
difference: I am referring to a configurational state between two actions that serves as a point to connect them,
rather than the action itself. While what Schack’ means by nodes is also important to the present context, they
are called sequencing points here.
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and ‘springboards’ for action. Various configurations – opposing stance with mirrored feet, opposing
stance with diagonal feet, leg cross, V-position, T-position, and many others – create a veritable matrix
of flexibly recruited reference points. Nodes represent pair configurations known to afford the
beginning of a new action unit, usually presenting several alternatives. In perceiving the node [Tposition between partners, both with closed legs] I know that it affords doing a sacada (invasion) into
the partner’s space, provided I lead her into a straight step and step into it; but I also know that it
affords letting her invade my space, provided I pivot both of us 90 degrees first, make a step, and let
step into my trajectory. The number and granularity of available nodes depends on a dancer’s abilities
and accumulates with experience. Top-level leaders recognize several node points within a single step
cycle; fairly experienced leaders recognize one; and still others may have to complete several steps
before being able to make the transition to the new element they have in mind.
Nodes refer to situation-specific knowledge of usable transition points from a current trajectory X
to a desired trajectory Y (respectively, Y1, Y2, Y3,…). Often, alternative nodes for different techniques
may be only centimetres apart on the ongoing trajectory, so a capable leader must be able to
distinguish their visual and other sensory characteristics. Qua imagery, every node is a mental
snapshot that combines aspects of relative configuration (contact points, weight distribution, distance,
and vectorial configuration between partners) with aspects of body form, such as dissociated chest and
hips. Imagine I am leading a series of forward steps and decide to switch to an enganchada (a leg cross
initiated from behind), either for its own sake or as a transition to another tango element. In planning
the enganchada, I will concentrate my attention on the point halfway through one of my partner’s
steps, anticipating the right moment to reverse her direction with a small circular motion that brings
her into the cross. If I am sufficiently experienced, I might decide this only a split second before
acting, just long enough to prepare the motor system. Depending on the depth of planning, node goals
can be deliberately steered towards (guided mode) or simply detected and chosen on the fly
(opportunistic exploitation).
Much phenomenological evidence corroborates nodes, which tend to have a special vividness in
memory. To dancers, they connect with a unique bundle of options for continuation; they mark the
best points to change or adapt a plan or spontaneously try out something new. Nodes also provide
opportunities for deliberate pauses and constitute ‘home bases’ (cf. Eilam & Golani 1989) to which to
return under duress. Assman et al. (2007), who investigated infant motion patterns, dub the underlying
principle postural coding of ‘a set of stored postures that is used for the direction of movements’
(2007: 583). When dancers verbally explicate their planning of transitional pathways – given that
distant nodes can only be reached via intermediate ones – they commonly do so referring to nodes.
Furthermore, functional observation and scene-parsing skills are largely node based: e.g., picking out
technical elements from the visual flux of rapidly moving dancers in a video (cf. Calvo-Merino et al.
2005). Watching teachers’ demonstrations of complex sequences, tango students struggle to identify
recognizable points to hook onto – short cuts to key moments – which they can use later for focused
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practice. Nodes can serve many creative purposes for the tango dancer, who uses them to re-arrange
dance elements or find new ways to connect them. I remember a particular teacher once demonstrating
three elements before encouraging his class to arrange them in varying ways. Node extraction can help
followers reflect on what is happening to them and re-orient both leaders and followers whose
attention has slipped for a moment; they aim to detect similarities to node gestalts.
Nodes are often felt to exert a pull towards their actualization. Leaders consciously experience
this pull when their partner reacts in unexpected ways. Suppose I intend to lead my partner into the
starting position for a forward ocho. For whatever reason, my partner produces a slightly larger axis
shift than I intended, moving into the starting position for a backward ocho instead. At this point, I
experience the pull towards the backward ocho as the stronger one. When a partner does something
unexpected like this, enforcing the earlier plan would disrupt the kinetic flow and also take time.
Feeling the pull of the new goal state is so natural and incurs such a low ‘correction’ cost that the
follower might not even recognize that a misunderstanding occurred. Choosing the nearest ‘attractor’
is always a good improvisational option: a notion I freely borrow from dynamic systems theory.
Attractors, of course, are energy-optimal points of the so-called state space to which the system tends
to move, whenever one is located in their vicinity. Phenomenologically speaking, reaching an attractor
goes with a feeling of ease, of functionality, of something that ‘clicks’.

Connecting nodes
Tango leaders constantly find themselves in states where a gap to a node point still needs to be closed.
Somehow the pair configuration must dynamically morph to the goal state: e.g., from half closed to
fully closed legs. The gap may be closed in one of two ways. Leaders with prior experience of a
specific ‘move’ may draw on stored connective pathways from the start to the goal node: i.e., two
static snapshot images with a dynamic gestalt that connects them. This is often stored in memory
through multiple key frames of the type I call sequencing points. Otherwise, the pathway can be soft
assembled in real time (cf. the path-interpolation algorithms between key frames described by
Rosenbaum 2010). Soft assembly recruits multiple independent components for a motor task in order
to flexibly adapt to a unique situation (Thelen & Smith 1994: 60). Leaders find a solution guided by a
strong set of constraints but with some initial degrees of freedom, which are narrowed down as the
leader incorporates micro-affordance feedback and negotiates the details of his chosen path.
Both ways of connecting nodes benefit from the leader’s earlier drilling of basic single-body
‘morphemes’ such as inner rotation, outer rotation, steps in any of the four cardinal directions, weight
projection, axis shift into a cross, shoulder opening, and upper-body dissociation. In my own
apprenticeship, I began building pathways with greater confidence as soon as my teachers taught me to
experiment with the basic morphemes and try them out across many contexts.
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Improvising with non-enforced scripts
Again: improvisational trajectories are built around a repertory of node points that connect tango
elements in varying orders and provide a ‘home base’ when e.g. the interaction stalls. This completely
free mode of improvisation with minimal planning depth, however, does not exhaust the possibilities
of co-regulation. Leaders frequently operate in a more guided mode and plan ahead somewhere
between three and ten steps, all the while keeping re-routeing points in mind where action alternatives
could branch off, especially in case some unexpected event requires them. I call such contingency
plans non-enforced scripts. Say I might want to lead a circular figure consisting of seven steps. I
expect to be able to follow through with it; but should my partner respond with hesitation or with an
unexpected reaction, or should other couples on the dance floor intrude, I should be able to
accommodate this without bringing her off-axis or rushing her. If I try to enforce a multi-step script, I
run the risk of making the dance less pleasant for my partner or colliding with other couples. In this
mode, the script furnishes a provisional action template, whilst the leader incorporates feedback
(blockages, alternative affordances) to be prepared for a change of plan or inspiration of the moment.
Non-enforced scripting flexibly combines two skills. First, the leader must pay attention to microaffordances brought about by e.g. hesitations and blockages. Second, the leader must activate his
knowledge of node points to re-write his script dynamically, should a change of plan be required. He
must be able to extract the relevant node points and parse them into appropriate subunits.
The learning curve from fixed to non-enforced scripts is easy to track in tango apprenticeship.
Many if not most people start from learned scripts. Over time, they learn to break them into smaller
segments as they try a new entry or exit or insert a new element. Scripts can be truncated, interrupted,
digressed from, re-connected to, or joined to other scripts at each and every node point. I might just
have practiced a familiar multi-step rotation only to stop in the middle this time, to change direction;
further along in my training, I might feel confident enough to segue to another figure. Breaking up and
re-combining scripts over and over or adding small elements is one way to learn improvisation, as trial
and error leads automatically to discovering the node points that work: e.g., one might fit a gancho
(leg hook) into a giro (orbital circulation) by intercepting one’s partner’s leg. Such inserts remain
subordinate to the overall script.24
Of course, many novice leaders execute figures as inflexible mini-choreographies, consisting
of a fixed chain of elements. Individual elements of forward step, side step, pivot, invasion, and so on
are all pre-arranged, and re-routing is difficult. In the extreme case, the scripted figure ends up looking
like a single huge affordance package – but I hesitate to call it that for two reasons. First, not all such
leaders enforce their scripts like mindless robots, oblivious to feedback. They might recognize that a
24

Script use in the context of improvisation is subject to competing constraints. One must be able to re-direct
on the fly, yet one’s motor system must have sufficient time to prepare for any change of course to avoid
staccato. How can one re-direct fluidly? Sensing warning micro-affordances a split-second ahead helps, so the
motor system has time to prepare; a good axis restores balance after each step cycle and stabilizes the joint
body; primed muscle antagonists that kick in at once if required add to this: i.e., braking skills.
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given continuation is not optimally afforded but simply fail to see alternatives. Second, leaders usually
differentiate the elements of any longer holistically remembered figure into motor sub-plans, if only in
a rudimentary way. I began my tango apprenticeship with teachers who emphasized scripts and still
learned to distinguish some individual elements – even if I reproduced them in a slurred way, without
awareness of similarities across figures, and with a non-functional way of parsing the motion flux.
Summing up, leaders employ different modes of intentionality. Some, especially novices, tend
towards enforced scripts: multi-step choreographies devoid of any real improvisation. More
experienced leaders use what I have called non-enforced scripts: contingency-based planning that
keeps nodes ready if needed. A third alternative equally relies on node point knowledge, but with
shallower planning that is never more than about one step ahead; each choice draws on affordances
detected on the fly. In this case, the leader is fully in the moment, the ‘here and now’ in which
followers always find themselves. Both of the last two alternatives facilitate creativity and
opportunistic exploitation of affordances by drawing on a fine-grained knowledge of node points.25
Node repertoires therefore play a role in both, anticipated rerouting in choices made almost in real
time. The more node points a dancer knows, the more versatile and flexible the dance grows.

Wrap up: Various types of imagery and their joint work
Finally, let me clarify the relationship between task-specific action imagery, node point imagery and
affordance package imagery, all of which provide knowledge-driven mechanisms and work hand in
hand to build a dance trajectory (Figure 8).

Figure 8:
Types of imagery.

Figure 8: Types of imagery.

Action imagery represents specific tango elements dynamically and is often structured by mental
‘snapshots’ of key frames (sequencing points). Node points are pair configurations known to be usable
for transitions to the next unit; they are most often located at the end of the action unit or at any other
sequencing point that permits re-routing, if required. Affordance packages are aids for the execution of

25

One might note a fourth alternative, beyond my present scope: creative exploration of novel motion
elements created from motion morphemes and general tango physics, as primarily seen with highly advanced
tango experts. It would require a study in its own right.
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the action unit, permitting minute co-regulative control via an anticipated flow of micro-affordances.
They contain multi-sensory expectations in sequential order and may – but need not – manifest trigger
points: i.e., sequencing points with added features making them suitable for properly timed multiphasic enabling within the anticipated action unit.
Overall, as the various imagistic systems interact, the end point of an affordance package is
determined by the chosen node when the leader operates in a more guided mode, whereas nodes
chosen on the fly may cut off or ‘morph’ the original package. A protended affordance package can
generally be as small as allowed by the dancer’s familiarity with nodes on the trajectory of the current
movement, which can be recruited for stopping or re-routing. It remains for future study to see
precisely how this interaction of different types of cognitive mechanisms works.

Methodological insights
What insights can one take away about improvisation in general? Improvisation is characterized by a
near absence or by a flexibility of plans. One can describe it as action chaining with at best shallow
planning depth, each envisaged element reaching little further into the future than the time needed to
prepare for the next micro-action. At the same time, tango improvisers create a dance in a way that is
free yet not at all arbitrary. The underlying structure is a precondition of the improvisation, facilitating
swift and precise interaction. The essential non-arbitrariness is reflected both in the formal aesthetics
of tango and in the cognitive skills it requires: notably the leader’s mastery of a node-point repertory
that specifies workable transitions between dance elements.
I would expect my tango-based model of improvisation to carry over in major ways to other
co-regulation systems such as martial arts with similar characteristics, notably formal rigour and strict
pacing. In any case, researchers of any type of sophisticated interaction skill should model the
continuous sensory exploration and active multi-stage triggering of micro-affordances, if they wish to
understand their discipline. In any dyadic interaction, partner feedback must be actively monitored and
modulated, so as to maintain contact and enable proper timing. Information flow between partners
must be explored in relation to plans large and small, including the relationship between short-term
motor preparation and mental scripting that protends further.
My inquiry offers several methodological lessons. It illustrates the value of micro-genetic
analysis (Fogel et al. 2006, Bamberg 2008) to an enactive approach. It shows that any phenomenology
of sensory perception has limited value if decoupled from task-specific micro-level routines. Situated
perception and action skills, such as sensing for an expected trigger, are critical for proper top-down
cognitive functioning, requiring exploration of both in situ choices and established repertory.
Researchers of task-specific action imagery, in their turn, should explore micro-sensory correlates in
conjunction with the former.
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I have suggested several specific methodologies: 26
•

Phenomenological micro-analysis of interaction sequences requires the researcher to ask
informants about routines that have proven their worth within the discipline, as well as action
representations and the affordance packages that go with them. The latter can be analyzed
down to the level of their micro-structure: sensing-for-action, monitoring-in-action, action
modulation, action accompaniment, multi-phasic enabling, etc. The analysis can be used to
model the co-regulatory structure in a particular interaction discipline with respect to the
segmentation of action phases and the taking of turns.

•

To learn about improvisational skills and constraints, one can ask agents in the ‘active’ role
to specify node points, if one knows their current skill level and preferred action modality
(fully improvisational, semi-scripted, scripted). Researchers can start from a given node and
have their informants chart the matrix of alternative pathways for continuation, or else start
from a given trajectory and have their informants specify all nodes along it, and all new
pathways to which they connect.

•

Analysis of imagery – often mutually calibrated images – can reveal not only task-specific
action representations, but also tap into the constraint sets that practitioners impose to
maintain contact and good form. When the analysis moves up to the level of general order
parameters, it can reveal the underlying regulatory system, both at an individual and dyadic
level.

I have at best but sketched these methods. Future studies are needed to develop an event notation that
can better track both partners and their feedforward and feedback information flow. Practitioners of
various skill levels need to be observed performing the same tasks. Inventories of nodes need to be
developed, for didactic as well as research purposes. The creative abilities of top-level experts need to
be addressed: e.g., ‘soft-assembled’ additions to the system. Nevertheless, I hope that others will share
my conviction that micro-phenomenological tools may yet prove the key to understanding the
intersection of skilled embodied interaction and expert improvisation.

26

My approach dovetails with recent trends investigating signal transfer and constraints in unplanned
interaction. Hutchins’ (1995) cognitive ethnography of teamwork provided the first model for tracking
information transfer using a time score, combined with interviews and participant observation. In a microethnographic study, Maduell and Wing (2007) analyzed largely non-verbal cue structures in a flamenco
ensemble. They found an ad hoc pattern of call and answer. Because the lead often changes, strict rules
determine who controls the rhythm. In similar fashion, some signals in tango maintain the status quo; others
initiate change. In a study of improvisational theater and its constraints (Magerko et al. 2009), the authors
asked participants to improvise a game until all alternatives were exhausted. Schögler’s study of jazz ensembles
(1999, 2003; see also Williamson & Davidson 2002) found clear phases of coordination prior to shifts in register;
musical excitation alternated with relaxation at increasing levels of synchrony. Finally, in an fMRI study,
Berkowitz and Ansari (2008) explored the spontaneity of piano improvisation within constraints on rhythm and
melody.
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THE TANGO LESSON FOR SOCIAL COGNITION RESEARCH
How does the current debate over social cognition and intersubjectivity stand to gain from this case
study? Tango is paradigmatic of a special kind of improvised interaction, involving real-time coupling
via body signals, formal constraints, and externally imposed (musical) pacing. Along with all related
practices, tango calls for a theoretical approach that remains under-represented.

The limits of intersubjectivity research
Consider whether and how dancers infer what the other dancer wants. Responding to the theory of
mind debate, Gallagher and Hutto (2008) argue that inferring or simulating a person’s intentions is not
essential to interaction: context and the other’s body signals suffice to permit successful interaction.
Tango radicalizes their point, as its successful practice draws primarily on bodily information.
Observation of weight, force, and orientation provides a simpler, safer strategy than any mind reading.
Attending to signals directly at hand is the only reliable way to manage highly time-constrained
communication.27 Whenever followers try to infer what their partner wants beyond the present
moment, erroneous anticipations ensue, genuinely joint dancing is compromised, and attention is
diverted from incoming body signals. Motor resonance between the partners fails (Sebanz et al. 2006:
70), and consequently so does action prediction. Whenever a clear invitation is absent, the best
strategy is to do little and wait for guidance; otherwise the leader gets confused whether or not his
invitations have been received and understood. For followers, any anticipation beyond the next split
second – based on e.g. scripted figures they happen to know – needs to be unlearned.
Next consider mimicry (Gallese et al. 1996, Adolphs 2003) and affective attunement (Stern 1985).
Although basic-level, embodied empathy is always present, tango requires something more. Tango
dancers can neither just mirror nor vicariously re-create their partner’s experience. Followers and
leaders usually possess different skills. Much of the time they do different things. Those experienced
in both roles may be able partially to simulate what their partner feels at any given moment and use
this knowledge to communicate better. Regardless, the tango dance is far more complex than mirror
symmetry can describe. Even entrainment (Condon & Ogston 1966), which is used to explain
synchronization of swaying or clapping, applies in only very limited ways. Although the rhythmic
constraints of tango music help in placing one’s steps at the right moment – to some extent
independently of one’s partner – the leader’s deliberate marking makes any automatism impossible.
Meanwhile, studies of sequential information exchange (Sacks et al. 1974) misrepresent both the
continuity and simultaneity of bodily engagement in tango. Despite its invitation-response structure,
tango’s information flow remains bi-directional.

27

Fuchs and DeJaegher (2009: 472) suggest that theory of mind faculties are generally reserved for resolving
ambiguity. Yet in tango, even ambiguous situations are mastered via body signals.
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So what type of co-regulation phenomenon is one dealing with here? Tango represents truly
dyadic cognition unfolding in closely coupled, embodied interaction. Several key characteristics make
such a system different from what the current dominant research paradigms address:
a.

Tango skills transcend everyday attunement and simulation skills, even if they draw on them
in part. The required tasks make mind reading and action prediction superfluous or even
harmful. Tango interaction is fully co-regulative, embodied coupling, requiring an unbroken
loop of information exchange and genuinely reciprocal causation.

b.

Partners connect continuously. Communication capitalizes on real-time affordances
generated by the partner’s body, as well as musical and spatial affordances. Improvising
requires continuous, experience-driven scanning for affordances and continuous readiness to
react to incongruities.

c.

Followers need not rely on scripts at all. Leaders may use scripts of one or two seconds’
duration but must remain at all times sensitive to their partner’s feedback and able to change
plan. The planning depth of accomplished leaders often reaches only to the nearest known
node point.

d.

Tango requires sophisticated cognitive and sensorimotor skills, aided by partly task-specific,
partly general imagery. These skills are asymmetrically distributed: leaders have a special
knowledge of node points, while followers do not necessarily require it. Their own focus is
on being receptive and precise in their movement.

Enactivism, representationalism, and finding the middle ground
Following Fuchs and DeJaegher (2009), I believe that intersubjectivity research needs an enactive
approach – especially when studying those phenomena in which intentions are expressed bodily and
continuously transformed through interaction. That said – and as Fuchs and DeJaegher themselves
point out – an adversarial view of enactivism versus representationalism is unhelpful (cf. Markman &
Dietrich 2000, Chemero 2009: 67 ff.). It is too easy to make a straw man of the representationalist (or
internalist or cognitivist). Rather, the role of the enactivist is to remind the representationalist that
sometimes a holistic view is needed, and that intrapersonal processes are and must remain critical units
of analysis (Marsh et al. 2006).28 My framework addresses representations by asking three questions:
a.

Which bodily constraints or affordances do representations generate for oneself, for one’s
partner, and for the tango ensemble as a whole?

b.

How does ‘sedimented’ knowledge contribute to an agent’s situated probing of her partner’s
body, and which gestalts does she strategically seek out?

c.

How are representations distributed among agents, and how are they calibrated for the
purposes of the system?

28

The authors’ perspective takes “what is known about the laws that govern solo perception-action systems
and uses that as a starting point to conceptualize how joint perception-action systems might be similar” (p. 24)
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Research on embodied interaction has largely overlooked the value of experts’ representations. For
those who find the notion of representation unpalatable, affordances and imagery provide less static
formulations: a middle ground. In any case, consideration of expert practitioners’ knowledge opens
new windows on bodily practices. One can begin by exploring the expert’s repertoire of praxeological
constraints, action-affording gestalts, and active sensing strategies. One can look at the dynamic
deployment of these elements in contexts like joint practicing.
My argument also bears on the issue of methodological individualism. Long dominant, this
research paradigm has recently come under heavy critique from co-regulation theory. At the same
time, while I agree with authors like Fogel (1993) that co-regulation produces an emergent level that
must be studied in its own right, one must not discard what individuals know. A self-evident yet easily
overlooked point emerges from the present study. In tango, representations can be entertained by
individuals without being mere representations of individuals. What is represented, among other
things, are aspects of the dyadic process: e.g., in regulative imagery for monitoring the couple as a
whole or in pre-activated expectations about sensory feedback from the partner in a given task. These
representations are, indeed, processed ‘in the heads’ of individuals; but their ‘input’ and ‘output’
systems extend beyond the individual’s skin, into the dyadic system and environment. Representations
not only guide action, they respond to feedback from the entire dyad and dynamically update
themselves accordingly: e.g., through ‘distal sensing’ of the partner’s foot via a muscle chain running
through two bodies. Emergent imagery such as the earlier discussed energy ball in fact takes
information about the state of dyadic interaction as its sole representational content. Individual
dancers’ minds may conjure homunculi of a kind: e.g., when I picture myself in interaction, I do,
indeed, picture my body; but never without imagining what my partner does relative to it.
My methodological plea is this: in contexts like tango, the co-regulation process cannot be
understood without understanding, as a topic in its own right, the cognitive regulative tools employed
by expert practitioners. I see my present study as validating an important new tool for intersubjectivity
research – one that addresses a specifically dyadic phenomenology.

Micro-phenomenology and the dynamic systems viewpoint
Tango is complex, and it is dynamic. A self-evident affinity exists between the first- and secondperson phenomenological approach to co-regulation that I have used and the third-person approach
suggested by non-linear dynamic systems theory. In the spirit of Evans (2007), the present study aims
to bridge the gap between these perspectives by investigating the strategies and skills whereby experts
‘performatively configure’ the dyadic system to make it display the properties they seek. My
phenomenologically inspired approach deliberately makes use of concepts from dynamic systems
theory, drawing parallels between attractors and pair configurations indicative of node points on the
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one hand, between order parameters and habitus (‘good states’) on the other.29 Theoretical bridge
building of this sort helps me explain how data on subjective regulative structures complement data on
objective motor coordination. It is a key guide to discovery to seek counterpart connections between
these viewpoints. I am pursuing these ideas in an ongoing study, triangulating motion-tracking data
from six tango couples with subjective reports.
In short, there is nothing wrong with saying – from an observer’s viewpoint – that tango is a selforganizing system in which initial conditions plus external constraints generate an emergent, dyadic,
macroscopic pattern. At the same time, one must not neglect the more ‘internal’ examination of the
task-specific intentions and interdependent representational skills of the two individuals that shape and
mediate this pattern.

Gestalt theory, extended cognition, and enactive cognition
Last but not least, my study advances image schema theory and other variants of gestalt theory.
Symptomatically, previous research on image schemas – which I have drawn upon as conceptual
primitives for the compositional analysis of some of my data – routinely describes them as dynamic
entities, but specifies only vaguely how they support the dynamic action sequences of individuals,
never mind dyads. Several empirical insights about tango take one beyond this level.
As multi-phasic tango interactions unfold, there is a continuously morphing gestalt flow, which
one can capture through detailed analysis of multi-modal action imagery. My analysis is dynamic in a
stronger sense: much of gestalt cognition is responsive to momentary changes in the environment,
such that each micro-situation creates fresh affordances for the agents to pick from. This dynamicity is
all but arbitrary. A set of further gestalt representations provide both the necessary orientation points
and the constraint sets that enable improvisation in the first place.
I have hopefully made clear that one needs to extend the analysis of dynamic gestalts across
various levels of the highly complex system under study, from autonomous routines to genuinely
superindividual ones. Tango imagery begins with individual posture, balance, and deployment of
energy; it continues with contact zones, relative positioning, attentional focus, energy-channelling
muscular chains, and joint weight transfer; and at the top-most level, imagery lends dynamic stability
to the dyad: e.g., through vectors between the two breastbones that create a ‘communication centre’.
Tango gestalts clearly reach out beyond individual motion regulation. The embrace creates a
‘supersized’ agent (Clark 2008): an extended body schema that receives feedback ‘from beyond the
skin’. In the embrace, one feels the body of one’s partner directly: e.g., ‘does her left foot already
touch the floor?’ The leader can actively use this knowledge to determine what the dyad can do next
(cf. what Fuchs & DeJaegher 2009: 472 call mutual incorporation).

29

Had I focused on tango apprenticeship, I might have made reference phase shifts (Thelen & Smith 1994: Ch.
4) that come about as tango concepts and imagery are appropriated step-wise over months, leading to sudden
bursts upward on the learning trajectory.
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I have shown how one type of imagery – image schemas – creates action trajectories, provides
both single-body and dyadic order parameters of various sorts, and co-defines node points. At the
same time, I have exploited the natural fit with affordance theory to shape a truly enactive gestalt
paradigm. Such an approach needs to model how action representations are saturated with temporally
granular multi-sensory imagery that assists the co-regulative fine tuning of short action units, notably
via anticipated affordance packages. All these types of imagery are complementary and mutually
constrain situated co-regulation. Something novel results from this way of looking at things: a fullblown paradigm of imagery for interaction. The future potential of a gestalt-based approach to
performance-oriented research is hard to over-emphasize. It captures skills in a natural, close-toexperience way, with regard both to situated tasks and general constraints.

CONCLUSION
This paper draws attention to a scarcely studied topic in social-cognition research: elaborate, culturally
shaped co-regulation skills as are found in dance, martial arts, sports, healing practice, horseback
riding, and so on. These skills and their consequent practice add a complex realm of interaction
expertise to the basic skills everyone acquires as children. Expert-level co-regulation skills take years
to learn. Owing to their complexity, they provide a test bed for a mature social-cognition paradigm and
an opportunity to explore much of what usually remains implicit in human interaction.
Thankfully, a modern generation of tango teachers considers dynamic contact a teachable skill.
These teachers use introspection to put their dance imagery into words. Their approach helped me
realize just how much bodily skills are cognitively penetrable and inspired my diary-based and
dialogic interview methods for exploring ‘what bodies know’.
From this starting point, I have demonstrated how the ability to improvise in tango is rooted in a
multi-layered matrix of dynamic gestalts. These provide both partners with multiple opportunities –
but also with the constraints that make communication possible in the first place. In a complementary
way, I have explored tango’s dynamic micro-patterns: in particular, the finely honed routines of active
sensing-for-action and sensing-in-action. In analyzing them, I have adapted the affordance framework,
explicitly connected it to action representations and prospective control, discussed relevant time scales,
and related all of this to the background of node points and connectives that all accomplished leaders
use. Perhaps my take-home message can be condensed into a single – if paradoxical sounding –
slogan. Improvised dance emerges from richly structured knowledge, shaped by the sensations and
inspirations of the moment.
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INTRODUCTION
Intersubjectivity emphasizes how shared cognition and consensus are essential in human relations.
Spoken language is intersubjective, just because it evolved as a system for communication: that is, for
sharing information. Various forms of intersubjectivity – from the most basic to the most complex –
are associated with different stages of the gradual phylogenetic development finally resulting in
language. All forms of intersubjectivity originate from a sharing of experience through actions, as
common motor intentions or subjective states. Some behaviours such as contagion, neonatal imitation,
and mutual gaze testify to the presence of primary intersubjectivity between infants and conspecifics –
above all, mothers (Trevarthen 1979, Reddy 2003). Importantly, these behaviours seem also to be
present in non-human primates (Ferrari et al. 2009a, 2009b). True imitation (involving self/other
differentiation and understanding the goal of the action) and shared attention are higher levels of
intersubjective communication, antecedent to the development of spoken language and other complex
communication systems based on e.g. iconic and symbolic arm gestures. All these forms of
intersubjective experience can be grounded on either a common value or shared action. The
embodiment theory of language understanding suggests that neural systems for perception and action
are also engaged during language comprehension (Barsalou 1999, Gallese & Lakoff 2005, Glenberg
1997, Lakoff 1987, Pulvermüller 2002, Zwaan 2004, Zwaan & Taylor 2006). Language and other
communication systems are clear examples of how both intersubjectivity and embodied cognitive
processes are based on shared actions.
Our hypothesis is that the intersubjective nature of spoken language is based primarily on shared
representations of arm actions, common to the species. We propose that an initial form of
communication based on arm-transitive actions (i.e., guided by an object) and pantomimes of
transitive actions was gradually translated to mouth-articulation gestures (Gentilucci & Corballis
2006). In support of these hypotheses, we report evidence that the execution and observation of
transitive actions and their pantomimes affect the production of phonological units. We then describe
the effects of the observation and production of symbolic gestures on word pronunciation, suggesting
that words and symbolic communicative gestures are coded as a single signal by a unique
communication system within the frontal cortex. We propose that the same system of translation is
also capable of merging speech and symbolic gesture into a single sign, which acquires a new meaning
compared to the meaning of the word and the gesture produced separately. This is directly linked with
our hypothesis about the social relevance of a similar process: the transfer from arm to mouth of the
social intention to interact directly with the interlocutor produces an increase in the intersubjective
nature of a word.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Translation between gesture and word: anatomical and neurophysiological bases
Gesture is a universal feature of human communication. Speakers of every culture produce gestures.
So far as is known, gestures are produced at the same time as speech. The integration of gesture with
speech suggests that gesture and speech are under the control of the same planning processes (Kendon
1972, 1980, 2004; McNeill 1992, 2000; Goldin-Meadow 1999).

The frontal regions in monkey and human cortex
In the human cortex, speech and gesture seem at first glance to be controlled by separate, albeit
adjacent, systems. The frontal Brodmann Area (BA) 44 – part of Broca’s area – is involved in the
control of the mouth articulation gestures by which phonological units of speech are produced
(Demonet et al. 1992, Paulesu et al, 1993, Zatorre et al. 1992). BA 44 is separate from but adjacent to
frontal premotor BA 6, which is well known to be involved in control of arm and face movements.
Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998) propose, on cytoarchitectonic and functional grounds, that the homologue
of the monkey frontal premotor area F5 is BA 44, while the homologue of the monkey frontal
premotor area F4 is the human lateral BA 6. F5 is involved in controlling hand and mouth movements.
Two classes of neurons, which may be the basis on which the system of arm-gesture-based
communication was constructed and related to speech, are found here. The first controls grasping
actions with the hand and mouth (Rizzolatti et al. 1988). The second, encompassing what are known
as mirror neurons, becomes active when the animal observes grasping actions as well as when it
carries them out (Gallese et al. 1996). The latter class might similarly be involved in constructing a
gestural communication system in human beings: a mirror system has been found in the human frontal
areas (Kilner et al. 2009, Gazzola & Keysers 2009).

Double grasp commands to hand and mouth in humans
A system of grasping commands to both the hand and mouth has been observed in humans. In a
kinematics study – in which positions, angles, velocities, and accelerations of body segments and
joints were measured during motion – participants were required to reach for and grasp either a small
or large object while opening the mouth by an arbitrary amount constant between trials (Gentilucci et
al. 2001). The different kinematics of grasping the large versus the small object affected the lipopening kinematics. The fingers were opened more widely when grasping the large object, and the
extent of lip opening was likewise greater. Neither the appearance of the object nor the different arm
kinematics of reaching to grasp objects of different size accounted for the effects observed on lip
opening. In a reverse setting, grasping objects of different size with the mouth, subjects adjusted the
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extent to which they opened their fingers, even though they were asked to open their fingers by a fixed
degree.
These studies suggest that the same command circuit is involved in controlling grasping
movements of both hand and mouth. This could suggest a basis for understanding the origin of the
intimate relationship between gesture and speech and the process by which a communication – first
evolved as a system of manual gestures – came to be transferred to a system involving the mouth (see
the following sub-section).
Many authors have proposed that language evolved from manual actions rather than
vocalizations, since manual actions can provide more obvious iconic links to objects and actions in the
physical world. Among the early proponents of this view were the 18th-Century philosophers Condillac
(1973/1746) and Vico (1953/1744). The idea has been put forward many times, in many forms, since
then (e.g., Arbib 2005; Armstrong 1999; Armstrong et al. 1995; Corballis 1992, 2002; Donald 1991;
Givòn 1995; Hewes 1973; Rizzolatti & Arbib 1998; Ruben 2005).
More recently, Gentilucci and Corballis (2006) have suggested that the common ancestor of
humans was much better pre-adapted to develop a voluntary communication system based on visible
gestures than one based on sounds – based on the neurophysiological evidence that non-humans have
little cortical control over vocalization (Jürgens 2002), which is critical to speech. Instead, they have
greater control over hand movements (see the following sub-section). This ability could have arisen
with the emergence of bipedalism in the hominid line, when the hands were freed from locomotion.
Once the hands became completely free to bring food to the mouth, mutual adjustments between
mouth and hand could be refined – suggesting a hypothesis why such an intimate relationship between
the control systems for mouth and hand movements exists. The freeing of the hands from locomotion
also provided a potential boost to the evolution of a manual communication system based on transitive
actions. The system of double commands involved in oral/manual movements could be co-opted to
transfer arm gestures into speech while the manual communication system developed.
This hypothesis is supported by a study in which we required participants to pronounce syllables
printed on the visible side of a selection of large and small objects while reaching for and grasping
them. Both the maximal power level of the voice and the lip aperture were affected by the different
kinematics of grasping large versus small objects. During the initial phase of finger opening, both the
peak velocity of finger opening and finger aperture decreased when grasping small compared to large
objects (Gentilucci et al. 2001). Another study (Gentilucci et al. 2004a) found that bringing differentsized fruits to the mouth modified formant 2 of the syllable /ba/ in the voice spectra, when the syllable
was pronounced simultaneously with carrying out the action. The effect on speech was selective: no
effect on voice spectra was found when a vocalization unrelated to the participants’ native language
was made simultaneously with bringing-to-the-mouth (Gentilucci et al. 2004a). This means that armtransitive actions – which potentially also involve the mouth effector – can be functionally related to
the articulation organs (lips; velum; larynx; and blade, body, and root of the tongue) used for speech.
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The mirror system and speech
In the monkey premotor area F5, another class of neurons – mirror neurons – are activated when the
animal executes a grasping action, as well as when it observes the same action performed by another
individual. According to Rizzolatti and colleagues (Gallese et al. 1996), the mirror system could be
implicated in understanding the meaning of an action by matching observation with execution. It
might provide the link between actor and observer that also exists between message sender and
receiver.
This system is able to receive, understand, and send messages with the arm. Rizzolatti and Arbib
(1998) have suggested that Broca’s area may be the homologue of the monkey premotor area F5,
where a mirror system has also been found; and that the system could have served as an initial
communication system in language evolution.
They propose that humans – covertly pantomiming actions they observe – come to understand
their meaning. When the observed action is of particular interest, the premotor system allows a brief
‘prefix’ of the movement to be exhibited. This prefix is then recognized by the other individual,
affecting both actor and observer. The actor recognizes an intention in the observer; while the observer
notices that his involuntary response affects the behaviour of the actor. When this occurs, a primitive
dialogue between observer and actor is established. This explains the intersubjective character of a
communication system based on gesture. Initially, a repertoire based on pantomimes and iconic
gesture might be used to exchange information on food or plan predatory activities. By means of the
hand/mouth double-command system, this hand/arm gestural repertoire could be shared with – and
successfully transferred to – the mouth (Gentilucci & Corballis 2006).
Such a sharing mechanism has been observed in humans. If a subject is asked to pronounce a
syllable at the same time he observes another subject grasping either a large or a small object, the
manner in which he pronounces the syllable is influenced by the size of the object he sees the other
subject grasping (Gentilucci 2003, Gentilucci et al. 2004b). Both lip opening and formant 1 of the
voice spectra are greater when the subject observes the grasping of large versus small objects. The
actor’s finger shape during the grasping movements correlates with the manner of the observers’ lip
opening as he pronounces the syllable /ba/ (Gentilucci et al. 2004b). Visual analysis of the stimulus
size and observation of a spot of light (i.e., a non-biological stimulus) moving towards either small or
large objects with the same velocity as the actor’s grasping hand do not show comparable effects
(Gentilucci 2003). The same variation in formant 1 is found when observers pronounce the syllable
/da/ and observe the grasping of fruits of different size. In contrast, no effect is found when observing
foot interactions with small versus large objects or objects alone (Gentilucci et al. 2009). When singlepulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) – which induces a facilitation of the stimulated area –
is applied to the tongue motor cortex, it produces facilitation effects when observing graspings (and
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pantomimed graspings) but not foot interactions or objects alone (Gentilucci et al. 2009). Once again,
the specificity of the relationship between hand and mouth is proven.
Observing the action of bringing large versus small fruits to the mouth likewise affects the
simultaneous pronunciation of syllables (Gentilucci et al. 2004a). Observing the action of guiding a
large object induces an increase in the formant 2 of the voice spectra compared to observing the action
of guiding a small object. The same effects are found when the actor pantomimes the action of
bringing the small and large fruits to the mouth without opening it. This shows that neither the
presence of the fruit nor the opening of the mouth is responsible for the effect. Observing the action
affects the voice in the same way as execution of the action does. We speculate that, by use of the
mirror system, an individual observing an arm action automatically and covertly executes (i.e.,
simulates) the action. This may be the basis on which the meaning of another’s actions are understood.
For manual actions functionally related to orofacial actions, the motor command is also sent to the
mouth, reaching the threshold for execution when the mouth is already activated to pronounce the
syllable – as our studies show (Gentilucci 2003; Gentilucci et al. 2001, 2004a,b; Gentilucci et al.
2009).
Both the execution and observation of grasping with the hand activates a command to grasp with
the mouth. This modifies the posture of the anterior mouth articulation, according to the hand shape
used to grasp the object. This, in turn, affects formant 1 of the voice spectra (Gentilucci 2003;
Gentilucci et al. 2001; Gentilucci et al. 2004b; Gentilucci et al. 2009), which is related to mouth
aperture (Leoni & Maturi 2002). Conversely, both the execution and observation of bringing-to-themouth probably induces an internal mouth movement (e.g., chewing or swallowing), which affects
tongue displacement according to the size of the object brought to the mouth. This, in turn, modifies
formant 2 (Gentilucci et al. 2004a; b), which is related to tongue position (Leoni & Maturi 2002) The
same effects are found when observing action pantomimes. On the basis of these results, we propose
that pantomimes are used as signs communicating the meaning of actions or property of an object:
e.g., taking possession of an object by grasping or showing that the object is edible because it is
brought to the mouth. Through the double motor command to hand and mouth, these pantomimes
might be associated with activity of particular articulatory mouth organs (Gentilucci & Corballis
2006). Since pantomime affects the configuration of these organs in a specific manner, we suggest that
the meaning of the pantomimed action could be carried on by the resultant mouth configuration. The
mouth might have been co-opted for speaking due to this transfer (Gentilucci & Corballis 2006;
Gentilucci et al. 2006).

From transitive actions to symbolic gestures
Observation of a pantomimed action influences speech in a way that is very similar to observation of
the real action. Pantomimes of actions may incorporate iconic gestures that are analogue
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representations of objects or actions (Donald 1991). These gestures may lose their analogue features
and become arbitrary. The shift from iconic gestures to arbitrary symbols is termed
conventionalization: conventionalized gestures (symbolic gestures or emblems) do not resemble the
physical form of their referents but relate to them in a more abstract way: e.g., connecting the thumb
and forefinger in a circle and holding the other fingers straight has acquired the meaning of ‘okay’
even if it seems unrelated to any action or object. The process of conventionalization – by which a
meaning is attributed to an apparently arbitrary gesture – appears to be common to human and animal
communication systems, and is probably driven by increased economy of reference. (For further
explanation, see Burling 1999.) In this way, symbolic gestures might have evolved from transitive
actions. Concurrently in humans, the same system that relates transitive actions to phones (i.e., moutharticulation postures) might be involved in relating symbolic gestures to words.
According to this point of view, gesture and speech may share the same control system. If true, it
leads to the following testable hypothesis: meaningful gestures – but not meaningless ones – should
affect words when the two communication signs are produced simultaneously. Conversely, words –
but not pseudo-words – should affect gestures.

Symbolic gesture and communicative words share the same control system
Bernardis and Gentilucci (2006) presented participants with printed words expressing communicative
signs (CIAO, NO, STOP). The participants responded to the stimuli using different modalities:
repeating the word aloud, executing the corresponding gesture, or repeating the word aloud and
simultaneously executing the gesture. In two control conditions, participants pronounced the word and
executed a meaningless gesture involving the arm and hand, or pronounced a pseudo-word formed by
the same vowels as the three words (/lao/) while randomly executing one of the three symbolic
gestures. When pronouncing a word, the parameters of the voice spectra – in particular, formant 2 –
increased with simultaneous execution of the corresponding gesture compared to only pronouncing the
word. The effect was not observed when the gesture was meaningless. The parameters of the arm
kinematics during gesture execution decreased when the gesture was executed simultaneously with
word pronunciation compared to when only the gesture was performed. Comparable effects were not
observed when participants pronounced a pseudo-word; or, in a follow-up study, when gesture and
word were semantically incongruent (Barbieri et al. 2009). The gesture controller seems to send
reinforcement commands to the mouth controller involved in pronouncing the words. Once the mouth
controller receives the signal, it sends back a block command to the arm controller, because the gesture
becomes redundant. Previously, Gentilucci and colleagues (Bernardis & Gentilucci 2006, Gentilucci et
al. 2006) have proposed that voice reinforcement may be a consequence of the translation – of the
social intention to interact directly with the interlocutor – from arm to mouth (see also below). This
produces an increase in the word’s intersubjective nature.
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In a second series of experiments, Bernardis and Gentilucci (2006) studied verbal responses to
communication gestures presented using different modalities. The aim was to determine whether the
observing of/listening to (i.e., interpreting of) communication signs follows the same rules as does
action execution. Participants were presented with a word (CIAO, NO, STOP) on a PC display and
three different video clips. One showed an actress pronouncing the word; another showed her carrying
out a gesture that corresponded in meaning to the word; the third showed her pronouncing the word
while performing the corresponding gesture at the same time. The subject responded to each
presentation by pronouncing the corresponding word. When the actor was observed pronouncing the
word alone or executing the gesture alone, formant 2 of the word’s vowel increased compared to the
situation in which the subject merely read aloud the word presented on the screen. A further increase
in formant 2 was observed for responses to the simultaneous presentation of word and gesture. Once
again, observation of communicative gestures induced the same reinforcement of formant 2 as did
execution.
The authors suggest that the observer, responding verbally to the presented gestures,
automatically and covertly imitates them through activation of the mirror system. The imitation
command is also sent to the mouth controller, inducing modification in the articulation posture that, in
turn, affects formant 2. To explain the functional meaning of the formant 2 increase, Bernardis and
Gentilucci (2006) argue that placing the tongue further forward in the mouth induces an increase in
formant 2 (see also Leoni & Maturi 2002). In non-humans, gestures of both mouth aperture and tongue
protrusion accompany gestures typical of approaching relationships: e.g., among monkeys, the tongue
protrudes during lip smacking, and face protruding precedes grooming actions (Van Hooff 1962,
1967). When a visible interlocutor is observed producing communicative signs, a responder is induced
to a more direct relationship with her: in particular, the responder may configure mouth articulation in
such a way as to interact directly. In other words, tongue-brought-forward-in-the-mouth – i.e., an
increase in formant 2 – relates to the social intention coded by the communicative sign.

Broca’s area and the translation of gesture to word
Previous neuroimaging studies have found activation of Broca’s area when participants observe
meaningful arm gestures (Gallagher & Frith 2004, Buccino et al. 2001, Grèzes et al. 1998, Decety et
al. 1997, Grafton et al. 1996), with activation of the left ventral premotor area when participants
observe and imitate meaningless gestures (Grèzes et al. 1999). Many results show that Broca’s area is
involved in representing phonological units, in terms of mouth-articulation gestures (Paulesu et al.
1993, Demonet et al. 1992, Zatorre et al. 1992). On the basis of all this data, we hypothesize that
Broca’s area is involved in translating aspects of activated representations of arm gestures into mouth
articulation gestures. These aspects may concern the goal of the gesture (Buccino et al. 2001, Buccino
et al. 2004) or the intention, or both (Iacoboni et al. 2005). Translation of these aspects should be
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blocked by inactivation of the area. To test this hypothesis, Gentilucci and colleagues (2006) induced a
brief inactivation of Broca’s area by use of repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) at
low frequency (1 Hz) while subjects performed a task in which they were asked to give verbal
responses to presentations of word alone, gesture alone, and word and gesture together – as previously
described (Bernardis & Gentilucci 2006). For controls, they stimulated the symmetrical site in the right
cortex and performed a sham stimulation of the same site on the left cortex.
As before (Bernardis & Gentilucci 2006), after both sham and right-hemisphere stimulations,
formant 2 increased when responding verbally to the actress pronouncing the word or executing the
gesture, compared to the word reading. There was a further increase when responding to the actress
pronouncing the word and executing the gesture simultaneously. However, with left-hemisphere
stimulation, no effect of gesture observation on formant 2 was observed.
In a control experiment, the authors demonstrated that stimulation of Broca’s area produces
different effects when responding to communicative versus non-communicative signals (Gentilucci et
al. 2006). They presented both the communicative signs used in the previous experiment (CIAO, NO,
and STOP) and colour signals: yellow, red, and rose. The colour presentations consisted of printed
words of the colours (i.e., GIALLO [yellow], ROSA [rose], and ROSSO [red]), video clips of an
actress pronouncing the names of the colours, and video clips of the actress executing the
communicative gestures CIAO, NO, and STOP, with coloured spots on the palm of her hand.
Subjects responded to the communicative signs by pronouncing the corresponding words and to the
colour signals by pronouncing the names of the colours. A different pattern was observed in the
colour-presentation responses compared to the communicative-sign responses. No difference in
formant 2 was observed when participants read the colour words or responded to the actress
pronouncing the colour names after the sham, right-hemisphere, or left-hemisphere stimulations.
Formant 2 decreased when participants pronounced the name of the colour presented on the gesturing
hand after the sham and right-hemisphere stimulations. The left-hemisphere stimulation removed this
effect. We explain this result as follows: observation of the gesture automatically activates
pronunciation of the corresponding word, which interferes with verbal response to the colour. Again,
Broca’s area seems to be involved in transforming gestures into words.

CONCLUSIONS
Neurophysiological and behavioural data favour the hypothesis that speech and gesture share the same
control system. We propose that this system was used to translate an initial form of communication,
based on arm gestures, into mouth-articulation gestures related to speech (Gentilucci & Corballis
2006). We believe that the reciprocal influence between speech and gesture we observed in our studies
are not just remnants of an ancient process. On the contrary: we propose that the same system of
translation is capable of merging speech and symbolic gesture into a single sign. This sign acquires a
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new meaning, compared to the meaning of the word and the gesture when produced separately. This
connects directly with our hypothesis about the social relevance of a similar process: when the social
intention to interact directly with a interlocutor is transferred from arm to mouth, this produces an
increase in the intersubjective nature of a word. The data described in the present review suggest that
the intersubjective character of spoken language derives primarily from the sharing of arm-action
meaning between individuals, and then in the transfer of the social intention of symbolic gestures from
hand to mouth.
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The Social World Within Reach:
Intersubjective Manifestations of Action
Completion

This is a study of the intersubjective recognizability of the ‘proper’ accomplishment of children’s actions: in
particular, how the status of actions as properly completed is often actively made recognizable through speech and
various modulations of bodily movement. In addition to analyzing how children do this in a number of cases, I
argue that these manifestations of action completion are often strongly dependent on typified conventional
knowledge, and that conventionality on the side of the signified is a neglected issue in gesture research. The data
consists of video recordings of four Swedish children between 24–30 months of age who interact with their
parents at home. The analysis is framed in ideas about intersubjectivity and action drawn from Alfred Schutz
and Adam Kendon in particular, but also others. These theoretical syntheses are a substantial part of the
contribution of this paper.
Keywords: gesture, child-parent interaction, social activity, intersubjectivity, materiality

INTRODUCTION
Within the literature on gesture, the relation between empty-handed gesture and acts that involve objects
has generally been treated as synonymous with the distinction between instrumental and communicative
action – sometimes for theoretical and sometimes for methodological reasons (Andrén 2010). Thus,
communicative acts that involve handling of actual objects have received very little analytical attention,
even though such acts occur frequently and in many forms. I will analyze one particular aspect of such
actions in detail: namely, cases where the status of an action as accomplished and completed is not merely
a matter of being recognizable and publicly available for those who happen to be attending; rather, it is
made recognizable in certain ways. Children learn not only a repertoire of actions but also typified means
for making acts visible to others. The analysis here is focused precisely on uncovering some of the aspects
Address for correspondence: P.O. Box 201, 22100 Lund, Sweden; mats.andren@ling.lu.se.
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of how children do these things and how that relates to the intersubjective appearances and treatment of
their acts more generally. Particular attention is paid to the role of conventionality in these processes. The
study is based on monthly video recordings of four Swedish children between 24-30 months of age as they
interact relatively freely with their parents, at home, in several different kinds of activities.1 The analysis is
framed in ideas about the role of typified action in intersubjectivity, drawn in particular from Alfred
Schutz; and ideas about the visible features of bodily acts that appear communicative to us, drawn in
particular from Adam Kendon, complemented by concepts from Aleksei N. Leontiev, Per Linell, Erving
Goffman, and gestalt psychology. These theoretical syntheses, including extensions to the originally
formulated concepts, are among the contributions of this article.
The present study is part of a larger effort to understand better the expressive potentials of bodily
actions that involve the handling of objects. Andrén (2010) provides a complementary treatment of the
expressive properties of other phases of object handling, such as when the hand approaches an object,
grabs or otherwise touches it, picks it up, does something with it while it is in posession, puts it down
again, and withdraws from it. All of these phases of action may take on expressive properties in ways that
are particular to the ‘ecology’ of the particular phase. The theme of the present study is to elaborate on the
character of the last of these phases: namely, the phase when there is some form of withdrawal from the
object, which has just been used somehow.
The article is organized as follows. First comes a discussion of Alfred Schutz’s ideas relating to
intersubjectivity, action, and typification. Next, there is another theoretically oriented section, which deals
with the properties of bodily actions that appear communicative – focused on the gestalt-like appearances
of gesture and the interplay between parts and wholes in bodily expression. Then there is an analysis of
children’s communicative acts involving objects and various manifestations of action completion in
relation to these acts. Finally, a concluding discussion concerns the nature of the empirical findings and
their theoretical implications.

INTERSUBJECTIVITY AND THE WORLD WITHIN REACH
Alfred Schutz was concerned with establishing a phenomenology of the natural attitude in the activities of
everyday life. As part of this endeavor, he analysed the world within reach2 (Schutz 1945) along with its
intersubjective properties. ‘The world within reach’ is the world as experienced through the senses as well
as kinaesthetic, locomotive, and operative movements that ‘gear out into the world’. Sometimes Schutz
1

Three of the children are part of the Strömqvist-Richthoff corpus. See Richthoff (2000) for more details. I collected
the data for the fourth mother-child dyad. All communicative acts (i.e., utterances and communicative bodily
actions) involving the children has been analyzed and coded in ten hours of the data. This article deals only with a
few examples taken from the corpus. The coding system is not an explicit part of the analysis presented here and
is therefore not described.
2
‘Within reach’ is a translation from the German word erreichbar; it seems to be the standard translation of
Schutz’s term.
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uses other expressions, such as zone of operation (Schutz & Luckmann 1973) or manipulatory sphere
(Schutz 1955), referring to the more specific parts of the world susceptible to direct action.3 His analysis of
this part of the life-world was inspired by George Herbert Mead (1932, 1938), who distinguished between
the manipulatory area and more distal zones. Schutz regarded the manipulatory area as being of utmost
importance, describing it as ‘the kernel of the reality of the life-world’ (Schutz & Luckmann 1973: 42; see
also Schutz 1945: 546). Although terms such as ‘zone’, ‘sphere’, and ‘area’ may suggest otherwise, this
zone is not to be understood merely as a spatial zone. It is endowed with the temporal experiential
character of the present, including various relations to past experiences and future possibilities, in terms
such as ‘the world within potential reach’ and ‘the world within restorable reach’, and through temporally
situated motives such as doing things ‘in order to’ (i.e., to achieve a future result) and ‘because of’ (i.e.,
motivated by some previous state of affairs.) The concept of the world within reach is framed in a solid
spatiotemporal and experiential framework.
The most crucial aspect in the analysis of the zone of operation is that it is an analysis not only of the
relation between the subject and the world, but also of action in the world, as a publicly available and
intersubjective phenomenon. The other and the we-relation are never forgotten. The importance of triadic
relationships – between the subject, the other, and objects – are recognized. Schutz paid close attention to
the partly overlapping, partly disjoint, character of participants’ experiences and perspectives in face-toface encounters: for example, carefully working out the consequential nature of the distinction between
what is here for me is there for you and vice versa.4 Questions of intersubjectivity constitute the very heart
of Schutz’s theoretical enterprise: intersubjectivity provides the methodological foundations to the social
sciences (Schutz 1954). Indeed, whenever embodied approaches to human thought and action reduce the
other to a mere part of the environment, without an explicit account of the intersubjective conditions of
social action, a significant omission has been made – since the publicly visible and shared character of
worldly engagement has very real consequences for the organization of action. Examples of more or less
‘embodied’ accounts – of the subject in its environment – that lack a developed notion of action in the
social sense include Johnson’s (1987) ‘body in the mind’, the ‘ecological’ framework of Gibson (1979),
von Uexküll’s (1926) ‘functional circles’, and the action-perception account of Noë (2004).5

3

This is, to some extent, a matter of degree: both in terms of the continuous nature of distance itself and the way
various artefacts and tools extend our reach in various ways. Schutz did not want to imply that there is a fixed
boundary between the manipulatory sphere and the spheres of potential action.
4
Kendon (1990: 211) presents a similar notion in a discussion of spatial organization in communication. When an
individual’s transactional segment (the space into which a participant looks and speaks and into which he reaches
to handle objects) overlaps with another individual’s transactional segment in a joint transactional segment (an ospace), one can speak of a jointly regulated F-formation: a stable spatial arrangement of a focused encounter.
5
See Gallagher (2008b) for a critique of Noë on this point, although on different grounds than discussed in this
article.
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In the literature that does stress the importance of the social aspects of action and intersubjectivity, one
can, ideally speaking, discern two poles regarding how the problem of intersubjectivity is construed.6 The
benefit of Schutz’s account is that it provides a balanced antidote to these two extremes. On the one hand,
one has approaches that start out with the solipsistic assumption of ‘no access’: minds first exist in
separation, and some sort of mental bridge is required to close the gap. In such accounts, it is typically
minds or brains, rather than persons or bodies, that make intersubjectivity possible; emphasis lies on
domain-general inferential mechanisms: theory of mind (Baron-Cohen 1995) and, to some extent, the
relatively detached shared intentionality infrastructure of Tomasello (2008). These accounts are often
insensitive to the ways in which most cognitive processes rely, in part, on actual and diverse experiences
and knowledge (‘the stock of knowledge at hand’: Schutz 1953: 4), which have their basis in a previous
sedimented history of engagement in various activities. According to the extreme version of the ‘no
access’ position, interpersonal understanding is solely possible solely by means of powerful inferential
processing of a domain-general kind. As a result, the problem of interpersonal understanding tends to be
viewed as relatively ‘content-free’ (highly generalized), detached from more specific conventionalized
practices and rationales, and principally separate from particular ways of engaging with others. Note that
Schutz speaks, not of interpersonal understanding but of ‘knowledge of other minds’ (my italics; see
Schutz 1954: 265); intersubjectivity is a practical matter of a heteerogeneous set of everyday activities
rather than a general and homogeneous sort of problem. This way of viewing the problem has a distinctly
more concrete touch to it, bringing to the forefront the fact that interpersonal understanding is not just one
thing but a diverse set of problems and phenomena (cf. Zahavi 2010: 299).
On the other hand, one has approaches that start out with an assumption of access to the other.
According to this position, it is a mistake to think that persons are separate from each other in the first
place; they are, in fact, physically and experientially available to each other, through emotional expression
and the like. These approaches generally emphasize some form of direct perception of the other and are
mainly found within the phenomenological tradition. By way of example, Schutz (1948: 191) writes that,
for Sartre, ‘expressive gestures in particular, do not indicate a hidden affect lived through by any psyche.
The frowning brows, the clenched fists, etc., do not indicate the Other’s wrath; they are his wrath.’ Max
Scheler (1954) defends a similar view. This way of formulating the problem avoids some of the difficulties
associated with the previous approach, but it also comes with its own difficulties. Such views sometimes
come dangerously close to accounting for intersubjectivity merely by saying that it is not a problem in the
first place. That may true to some extent – from the viewpoint of participants in routine activities – but it is
not necessarily productive from a scientific point of view. It also comes close to a behaviorist position, as
Schutz (1948) notes, such that the mental life of a subject at any given moment is reduced to what is
6

See Gallagher (2004) for a related argument based on the comparison of inferential and direct perception accounts
of action understanding, with relation to Aaron Gurwitsch rather than Schutz.
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visible from the surface of the person’s body. The difficulty sometimes becomes confused with the
question of Cartesianism. Just because one does not want to separate mind from body in a Cartesian way
does not mean one wants to reduce mind to that which is visible on the surface of the body in any given
moment – neither from a scientific point of view nor as a description of how participants orient to each
other.
The way Schutz construes the problem of intersubjectivity, however, one is neither in a position of ‘no
access’ to the other, nor does one have direct access to all aspects of the other’s mindful life. What two
people have between them is the social world of everyday life in the form of activities that involve the
other from the outset.7 Schutz (1955: 173) states that ‘fully successful communication’ is unattainable.
There should be no illusions of unproblematic ‘direct’ access to the other. ‘The commonsense praxis of
everyday life, however, solves this problem to such an extent that for nearly all good and useful purposes
we can establish communication with our fellow-men and come to terms with them’ (1955:173). Social
order – in this pragmatic and practical sense – is only possible if the communicative process is augmented
by various typifications, routinized standardizations, and abstractions. Thus, he locates the problem of
intersubjectivity right in the middle of the spatiotemporal, personal, and mundane contingencies of coping
with everyday life. He also assigns a key role to conventionalized and typified ways of acting and
interpreting action – typical motives for typical actions – in this process. Intersubjectivity, he says, ‘is not a
problem of constitution which can be solved within the transcendental sphere, but is rather a datum of the
life-world’ (Schutz 1966: 82).8 When people act, they orient to more or less standardized, tried-out-before,
typified ways of acting, rather than being strictly governed by them (cf. Seedhouse 2007). They do so
because it works, and because others can understand them, to a sufficient degree for current practical
purposes, when they do so. To a large extent, they also understand the actions of others in terms of such
standardized motives and rationalities (Schutz 1953). Through the socially shared character of this sort of
action understanding, people are able to achieve and maintain a social order sufficient for the pragmatic
purposes at hand.9
This means that, if one can provide a firm account of these more or less typified processes of social
activity, one has come a long way toward understanding intersubjectivity itself. (This is not to say that all
7

See De Jaegher (2008) for a recent, phenomenologically inspired account that emphasizes the importance of joint
action for interpersonal understanding.
8
It has been disputed whether Schutz’s critique of Husserl’s transcendental account of intersubjectivity amounts to
a rejection of the very possibility of a transcendental analysis of intersubjectivity, or whether it merely points to
limitations in the particular account provided by Husserl (Zahavi 2001: 23-24). In either case, Schutz’s own account
of intersubjectivity provides a useful framework for the analysis presented in this paper. This does not mean that
other approaches to intersubjectivity must be rejected.
9
This way of thinking was picked up by Harold Garfinkel, the founder of ethnomethodology, and made into a central
point of departure for this school. According to ethnomethodological thinking, social life is organized with respect
to being ‘visibly-rational-and-reportable-for-all-practical-purposes’ (Garfinkel 1967: vii). Garfinkel’s (1952) PhD
thesis provided an account of social order based, to a large extent, on Schutz’s ideas, although Garfinkel was also
partly critical towards Schutz (and Mead) (Garfinkel 2006 [1948]).
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aspects of the problem of intersubjectivity are reducible to visible aspects of action.) As Heritage (1984:
49) pointed out in a discussion on Schutz, this typified interpersonal understanding – really an extended
interpretation of Max Weber’s (1947 [1922]) concept of Verstehen – is not a matter of actually having
access to others’ experiences. At the same time, it does not mean that interpersonal understanding is
arbitrary, lacking substance or orderliness. According to Schutz, social constructions – such as the various
typified interpretations and procedures – are rather what provides the very possibility of social order, albeit
not necessarily a perfect one (whatever that would be). This take on order and mutual understanding in
social life stands in contrast to the sometimes one-sided theoretical treatment of conventionality and
culture whenever the discussion of social phenomena is limited to terms like ‘variability’, ‘arbitrariness’,
and ‘cultural differences’ (the curse of Babel), rather than focusing on the power of the social processes of
typification for the creation and maintenance of coherence and order within groups – which is, I suggest,
the primary function of conventionality. Schutz (1954: 264) explicitly rejects a relativist standpoint10,
describing the typifications that underlie Verstehen as:
…The particular experiential form in which common-sense thinking takes cognizance of the social
cultural world. It has nothing to do with introspection, it is a result of processes of learning or
acculturation in the same way as the common-sense experience of the so-called natural world. Verstehen
is, moreover, by no means a private affair of the observer which cannot be controlled by the experiences
of other observers.

The further away from the manipulatory sphere one gets, and the less of an actual face-to-face encounter
an interpersonal meeting is (telephone calls, conversations through letters, etc), the stronger the
dependence on indirect processes based solely on established typifications, such as conventionalized
language and standardized activities. These include the ways in which people typify their own conduct in
institutional settings, in the sense of ‘acting like the typical sender of a letter’ at the post office (Schutz &
Luckmann 1973), and the like. That said, it is in the we-relationship of the face-to-face encounter and the
world within reach that children first find themselves, when they are born into the world (Schutz 1967
[1932], 1966: 80). Note, though, that even in the case of face-to-face encounters, Schutz did not accept
uncritically the idea of perception of the other as ‘direct’ – even from a phenomenological perspective
(Schutz & Luckmann 1973: 63-64):
Although we speak of the ‘immediate’ experience of a fellow-man, this experience is internally, also in
the precise meaning of the word, ‘mediated.’ I grasp my fellow-man’s flow of lived experiences only
‘mediately,’ in that I explicate his movements, his expression, his communications as indications of the
subjectively meaningful experiences of an alter ego. But among all my experiences of the other I, what is
mediated least is the encounter of the fellow-man in the simultaneity of the we-relation. Thus we will
continue to speak, even though it is not completely accurate, of an immediate experience of the fellowman.
10

Mead (1926), Bruner (1990), and Linell (2009: ch. 20) argue in similar ways for a take on social constructions as
‘real’: i.e., in general accord with the so-called Thomas theorem (Thomas 1928), which states that ‘if men define
situations as real, they are real in their consequences’ – but not in a way that entails relativism in its stronger
forms. Rather, their positions are compatible with a form of realism.
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Unless one allows for some kind of indirectness, it is hard to explain what it is that adults can do that
infants cannot, or what humans can do but apes cannot, or how communication could ever go wrong. So in
Schutz’s view, and my own, the question of interpersonal understanding is not reducible to public activity
and conduct. Nonetheless, the public character of action is of primary importance in any account of
intersubjectivity. The way Schutz formulates the problem productively locates a phenomenon that is
readily available for analysis each time human beings engage with each other; which is not to say that
other ways of studying intersubjectivity must be excluded. Schutz’s formulation is also insightful because
of the way it realizes the key role of convention and typification in the process.

MANUAL EXCURSIONS AND ACTION GESTALTS
This brings me to the question of what it is that make people see certain movements as social or
communicative. Schutz and Luckmann (1973: 52) state that it is ‘…as Husserl has shown, a universal
principle of consciousness that in my conscious acts I “live” attentive to their intentional Objects, not to
the acts themselves.’ In the case of gesture, this means that one generally does not attend to the hands or
the movements of the hands as such; one rather sees ‘through them’ to some sort of content or referent (cf.
Kendon 2004: 358, Streeck 2009: 139). This is the phenomenological sense in which it could be said that
one perceives directly the intentional objects of acts performed by others.11 In the case of (empty-handed)
gesture, Kendon (1978) made gesture researchers thoroughly aware that only some parts of the manual
movements required to realize a gesture are perceived as ‘the gesture’ – standing out as an expressive
figure against ground – even though generally there is movement going on both before and after. Kendon
has called such communicatively articulated segments of bodily movements the stroke(s) (Kendon 1980),
defining them as those parts of the manual excursion ‘…in which the movement dynamics of “effort” and
“shape” are manifested with greatest clarity’ (Kendon 2004: 112). The movement phase coming before the
stroke he calls the preparation phase. After the stroke, another preparation phase may follow (in cases
where several gestures are performed in sequence), or there may be a retraction phase12, consisting of the
return of the articulating part to its rest position (Kendon 1980: 212). Although not strictly necessary,
gesture retractions have a strong tendency to end where the initial preparation phase began; this is the
reason for the use of the term ‘excursions’. One may find, at various junctures during such movement
excursions, holds, where the hand (the most common articulator of gestures) momentarily pauses in the
course of a not-yet finished movement excursion.
Kendon (2004: 14) argues that precisely these dynamic features of gestural movements, captured in the
analytic vocabulary of gesture phases as just described, make observers see some movements as
11

Of course, this ‘directness’ is from the first-person perspective. One proponent (Gallagher 2008a: 553) of a directperception account of others’ intentions puts it like this: ‘I also admit that one can identify various articulations at
the subpersonal level and find nothing at that level which can be labeled “direct” in regard to perception.’
12
The term ‘retraction’ is used by most gesture researchers; however, Kendon prefers the term ‘recovery’.
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intentionally communicative. He writes that ‘deliberate expressiveness is manifest’ (2004: 14). Due to this
we perceive ‘the quality of the action as intentional (not the specific intention, necessarily)’ (2004: 14),
without having to infer any intention explicitly. As I have suggested elsewhere (Andrén 2010), the mere
fact that many gestural excursions are performed with empty hands may, itself, be one such manifest
feature of ‘deliberate expressiveness’, perhaps even a particularly important one. Empty-handed excursionlike movements will have a very strong tendency to appear (a) volitional, due to their excursion-like
character; and (b) performed for communicative rather than practical purposes, due to the absence of any
object. This should not be taken as grounds for treating the absence of objects as a necessary feature in
definitions of gesture, even though this is precisely what many gesture researchers do. Defining away
communicative acts that involve objects does not make them go away. Kendon does not himself commit
the mistake of excluding communicative acts that involve objects from the research agenda. That said, he
does not, in practice, analyze this class of actions, and therefore it remains unclear from his account of
gesture phases how and if they might apply to communicative acts that do involve objects.
Streeck (2009: 23) writes that ‘…in the context of conversation, it is usually not difficult at all to
identify gesture units and their boundaries. In contexts of work, however, gestural communication may
consist in nothing more than a repetition or a slight embellishment or exaggeration of an instrumental act.’
However, it should be emphasized that communicative acts that involve objects are not necessarily
constituted only of such ‘slight’ embellishments. In many cases, they are clearly articulated. As I will show
later on in the analysis, Kendon’s vocabulary of empty-handed gesture phases remains useful for the
description of many communicative acts that involve objects – although it requires some elaboration. Acts
that involve objects often have the character of excursions, similar to empty-handed gestures. They
likewise often have a similar phase-like structure in terms of preparation, stroke (the ‘actual’ act), and
retraction.13
The analysis presented in Section 4 should be viewed as part of a larger project of understanding the
spatiotemporal and intersubjective coordination of action in Schutz’s (and Mead’s) ‘manipulatory area’ –
taking Kendon’s analysis as a point of departure for a more detailed analysis of communicative bodily
movements, while extending it to incorporate the specific conditions of communicative acts that involve
the manipulation of objects. What frequently happens in social settings where objects are used is that the
object-directed acts enter into the main attentional track of the activity (cf. Kendon 1978, Goffman 1974).
Under such circumstances, the common division between the practical and the communicative has a
tendency to dissolve, and many acts appear to be hybrids of these two aspects of action.

13

Sacks and Schegloff (2002) formulated the concept of ‘home position’, more or less equivalent to Kendon’s
concept of ‘rest position’, around the same time as Kendon in the ‘70s, although they did not publish it at the time.
They write that, even though they first noted the phenomenon in gestures – i.e., gestural excursions often end
where they begin – it applies to (some) actions of a more practical kind, too (p. 141).
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One key feature of Kendon’s analysis is that communicative bodily movement has gestalt properties.
For various reasons, a spatio-temporally extended stretch of movement suddenly stands out as a unitary
expressive whole – a stroke – that is unified by some kind of meaning. This is so even in cases where a
gesture is realized through a relatively complex set of movements. In actual situations, these gestural acts
are recognized as they unfold in time, rather than as static units that are immediately given as wholes. The
meaning and relevance of a gesture is different when it is ongoing, or held, than when there has been a
retraction (Andrén 2011). Consequently, gestural gestalts, or action gestalts more generally, should be
understood as gestalts in a dynamic sense.
Gestures and multimodal utterances may be further characterized in terms of the distinction between
weak and strong gestalts (Köhler 1938 [1920]). Strong gestalts are holistic entities that, strictly speaking,
do not have discernable parts at all. Weak gestalts result from a dialectic between parts and wholes, such
that the parts make the overall entity what it is, while the overall entity also contributes to making the parts
what they are. In the case of weak gestalts, the parts are perceivable as unitary phenomena in themselves,
even though they are part of a larger whole. Strong and weak gestalts exist along a spectrum. Gestures are
generally to be found towards the weaker end of the spectrum: people are not completely blind to their
parts – i.e. the movements that make up gestures – even though they tend to see through them to
understand the overall acts as meaningful wholes; in particular when it comes to the stroke phase of
movement excursions. Multimodal utterances, consisting in both bodily movement and speech, are even
more clearly a kind of weak gestalts. Note though that Köhler discussed ‘physical Gestalten’, which have
gestalt qualities in an objective sense. Since I am dealing here with (inter)subjective and meaningful
phenomena such as gesture, I should also say that gestures are dependent gestalts: they depend on
subjective articulation to receive their gestalt-like properties. Gestalt psychology has traditionally been
concerned mainly with perception, but it should be noted that the gestalt character of gestures, and other
kinds of actions, is also constitutive of the organization of their performance.14

Figure 1: Operation-act-activity interdependence.

14

Koffka (1938 [1915]: 377) argues that action is not only gestalt-like in perception but also in the constitution of its
production. He writes that ‘we may in fact place the experiencing of Gestalten squarely beside that of creating
Gestalten; to sing or play a melody, dash off a sketch, write, and so forth, are not cases where one sings or plays
tones, or draws or writes strokes. The motor act is an organized whole process.’
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Leontiev’s (1981) tripartite distinction between operations, actions, and activity is useful for describing
gestures and multimodal utterances in terms of a dialectic between parts and wholes. I will use these terms
here, although in a somewhat unorthodox way that is not completely true to the way Leontiev originally
defined them. Through some bending of their meaning, they can be made to fit well with the idea of weak
dependent gestalts. Accordingly, one may distinguish a level of actions understood as the level at which
people tend to perceive action both in the instrumental and communicative sense (see Figure 1). Gestures
and other actions are united by a sense of purpose or meaning.
Below the level of actions lies a level that Leontiev calls operations. In the case of gesture, operations
would be the movements that realize the act: its parts. In the case of single acts consisting of several
discernable operations, each operation on its own would generally be perceived as an incomplete, perhaps
incomprehensible, movement – not as an action. There is also a level above the level of action, termed
activities. Activities consist of a number of actions with a more or less clear orientation in common: an
overall motive. As I have already said, I am using Leontiev’s operation-action-activity distinction in an
unorthodox way here. While Leontiev emphasized a principled dissociation between the levels, I prefer to
use these terms in a way that does not downplay the potential dependencies between the levels (or the
problems associated with forcing all sorts of complex situations into this relatively simple scheme).
Linell’s (1998, 2009) concept of act-activity interdependence addresses this partial dependence
between action and activity. Their interdependence means that an activity partly becomes what it is
through its constituent acts (its parts), and the constituent acts partly become what they are through their
embeddedness in an overarching activity: a bi-directional dialectic between parts and wholes. For example,
the utterance involved in pleading guilty in court is part of what makes the whole a trial in the first place.
At the same time, the act of pleading guilty becomes valid because it is part of a trial. Drawing on
Leontiev’s distinction, I propose that an analogous notion of act-operation interdependence be employed,
or, better yet, that Leontiev’s threefold distinction be transformed into a more full-blown concept of
operation-act-activity interdependence. It is clearly undesirable to treat any of the relations between the
levels as unidirectional arrows, since doing so implies a infeasible form of reduction: either downwards, to
underlying constituents15; or upwards, to rigid forms of structuralism or an overemphasis on the role of
context (as opposed to form) in the determination of an act’s meaning.
The concept of interdependence captures the way that individuals are active (agency), while at the
same time acting in a way that is both constrained and supported by the more-or-less typified
contingencies and conditions of (social) situations and activities. This is a view of agency that
acknowledges both the initiating/creative and responsive/sensitive/responsible aspects of action. The

15

Many mainstream pragmatic theories, including those of Searle, Grice, and Sperber and Wilson, tend to ignore
the holistic aspects of (communicative) actions as they try to derive their meanings exclusively from constituent
acts (Linell 2009: 187).
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overall position that emerges from the operation-act-activity scheme of human conduct can be
characterized as one of moderate holism (cf. Linell 2009: 18). In the next section, all three levels play a
role; but the main analytic focus lies on the interplay between the operation and action levels.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS: ACTION COMPLETION IN SOCIAL SETTINGS
The examples analyzed here are selected because they are all from situations where (a) some action has
just been completed, and (b) there is some sort of manifest expression of the status of the act as being
completed. These manifestations consist in both speech and bodily movement. All speech is translated
from the Swedish except for the word så, which is of special relevance to the analysis and so explained as
part of that analysis. The examples are presented as comic strips, which most readers will be able to read
and understand more or less immediately. This form of representation works best where detailed
transcription of speech is not so crucial. The inspiration for using comic strips to present analysis of
interactional sequences comes from work by Oskar Lindwall and Jonas Ivarsson. (A methodological
discussion on their use is given in Lindwall 2008.)
Figure 2 shows Tess (aged 26 months) playing with a comb and a doll, together with her mother. In the
first frame, she performs a combing movement (a stroke) from a first-person perspective (Zlatev & Andrén
2009; cf. ‘character viewpoint’: McNeill 1992), in temporal and semantic coordination with the contentloaded verb ‘(to) comb’. The Swedish word form makes it clear that it is in infinitive form and the
ambiguity between noun and verb forms of the English word ‘comb’ is an artifact of the translation.
Apparently, Tess is familiar not only with the culturally established and typified act of combing itself, but
also with the conventional word denoting the act. The explicit naming of the act through speech plays an
important part in making the multimodal act, as a whole, stand out as a communicative figure: the spoken
word highlights the specific moment in the movement excursion where something especially significant
happens. The multimodal act is thus clearly brought into the main attentional track (cf. Kendon 1978,
Goffman 1974) as an intersubjectively foregrounded entity. The performed act is content-loaded16 in the
same way as children’s empty-handed iconic gestures. What that means is that the performer must have
access to culturally standardized knowledge to be able to perform the gesture properly: how combs are
used, what they look like, and so on. The act differs from a purely instrumental act because it is performed
in a markedly reduced way: with a single, quick stroke the hair of the doll becomes ‘combed’. While the
act performed is not realistic, it is still sufficiently similar to the type of act it invokes to be recognizable as

16

In several studies of children’s gestures, content-loaded gestures (which include iconic and conventional gestures)
are distinguished from deictic gestures, where the latter can be used to refer to things in the world even when one
does not yet have any clear conceptual knowledge of the thing being referred to or lacks the appropriate word for
the thing being pointed to (e.g. Pizzuto et al. 2005). Deictic gestures are not necessarily ‘non-conceptual’, however
(cf. Petitto 1987, Kendon & Versante 2003, Wilkins 2003). The point is that, in contrast to content-loaded gestures,
they can be, to a larger extent.
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a token of that type (cf. Bates et al. 1979: 39). Indeed, what seems to be at issue in this situation is
precisely invoking the situation-transcending, standardized, and pre-established type. The reduced and
unrealistic form of the performance may actually help to achieve that effect because of how it contrasts
with the instrumental version of the act.

Figure 2: Combing the hair of the doll (aged 26 months).

Immediately after performing the act, Tess puts the comb away on the table (Frame 2). In contrast to the
act in Frame 1, putting the comb away is closer to the level of operations than to the level of action,
because it mainly appears to be part of phasing out another action: the act performed in Frame 1. It is thus
subsumed into an overarching action gestalt, being part of what constitutes the previous act as finished
rather than being an independent act on its own. Four out of four persons shown the video clip described
the sequence in terms of combing the doll and no-one mentioned that something was put on the table:
evidence in favor of interpreting the putting away as a less salient or relevant aspect of the scene – one that
tends to fall outside the main attentive track. (See the discussion about people’s consistency in judging the
communicative status of movements in Kendon 1978.) This sort of putting away is different from putting
something at a particular place while saying ‘there’, which would make the putting appear foregrounded as
an action in its own right (cf. Clark 2003 on ‘place for’). It is crucial for the appearances of this act that the
child is not (visibly) paying particular attention to where or how she puts the comb away.
At the same time, it would be wrong to say that this is just a case of a ‘mere putting away’ operation or
‘mere retraction’. The moment is highlighted through its temporal and semantic coordination with the
Swedish word så. Thus, the word så takes part in the temporal (or aspectual) profiling of the act of
combing, marking the shift from its ongoing performance to its status as ‘accomplished’. In the contexts
analyzed here, the word så roughly means ‘like this’ or ‘like that’, similar in many respects to certain uses
of the German so, the English like (this/that)17 (Streeck 2002) and so, and the Estonian nii (Keevallik 2005;

17

‘Like’ is mostly used together with other words and cannot stand alone as a one-word utterance in the same way
that the Swedish så can. In some cases ‘like’ is the only word in a clause; but then it is generally combined with a
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2010). More generally, så is a highly multifunctional word that appears as a deictic word, discourse
marker, adverb, conjunction, and more (Lindström & Londen 2008, Norrby 2002, Ottesjö & Lindström
2006, Ekerot 1988). There are a large number of variant forms residing somewhere between collocations
and compounds: e.g., sådär (‘so-there’, often referring backwards in time), såhär (‘so-here’, often
referring to an upcoming action), sådärja (‘so-there-yeah’), så att (s’att, ‘so-that’), också (‘and-so’, also),
sån(t) (such), etc. In relation to gesture, these words have mainly been described in contexts of
demonstration or ‘body quotation’ (Streeck 2002). In such cases, they are generally coordinated with the
performance (the stroke) of a gestural action. However, the Swedish så is often used after the act: i.e.,
when the act is accomplished, rather than during its ongoing performance. In such cases, it indicates that
something was properly accomplished: according to normative conventions or, sometimes, in relation to
locally established expectations.
In Frame 2, Tess uses the word så in the sense of accomplishment, pronouncing it after the act. The
word thus evaluates and concludes the act (shown in Frame 1) completed just a moment before; at the
same time, it is uttered in temporal coordination with Frame 2’s operational move (putting the object aside
after it has been used), which constitutes the end of the previous action of combing. Tess uses it in relation
to non-locally established knowledge of the typified usage of combs: this is obviously not the first time she
has encountered a comb and its uses. That this word is often used at the moment in time where acts are
completed means it is often coordinated with retractions. This is different from the commonly adopted
(McNeill 2005: 32) but not undisputed (Kendon 1985, 2004) rule of thumb according to which the nuclei
of the tone unit in speech is typically coordinated with strokes. This occurs precisely in relation to the
semantic theme of completion itself, which is evidence in favor of a Kendonian, more flexible,
interpretation of the relationship between gesture and speech. The children studied here all clearly
distinguish between the use of så in coordination with performance (stroke) and accomplishment
(retraction), so that it is typically very clear which of the two is employed on a given occasion.
In Frame 3, the ‘real’ retraction comes: the one that ends in the rest position. Hence, the retraction
phase following the stroke (Frame 1) turns into a biphasic (two-step) procedure (Frame 2 + Frame 3),
which is different from the single-phase retractions of emtpy-handed gesture. This often happens for
communicative actions that involve objects, where an ‘extra’ phase is required to disengage from the
object. Precisely in these circumstances, the act of putting may appear as ‘mere putting away’ rather than
as a foregrounded action/stroke in its own right. This shows how the vocabulary of gesture phases is useful
for description of communicative acts that involve objects, even though elaboration is needed to make it fit
with the particular conditions of such acts.

subsequent gesture, such as ‘an’ I was completely baffled [pause] like <pantomime of being baffled>’, thereby
adds a further qualification (cf. Slama-Cazacu 1976 on mixed syntax).
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To account for the movement in Figure 2, it is necessary to introduce the notion of a disengagement
phase. This movement has a logic distinct from retractions that end up in a rest position. Instead, another
phase comes afterwards: e.g., a new preparation phase, a stroke, or, as in this case, a retraction phase. This
is somewhat similar to Kendon’s (1980: 213) notion of a ‘partial recovery’ (partial retraction) in emptyhanded gesture, where the hand stops at an intermediate home position from which there may either be (a)
further gestural excursions before the hand finally returns to the original position of rest or (b) a retraction
back to the original position of rest after a brief hold at the intermediate position. However, unlike
retraction phases (partial or otherwise), disengagement phases need not end up in a position of rest (they
rarely do). At the end of a disengagement, the arm and hand may be fully extended, which is not
characteristic of any sort of position of rest or home position of the kind that goes together with
retraction/recovery. Neither need there be any stopped movement at the end of the disengagement phase,
as the hand may keep moving after the object is put down. Disengagement is further different from a
partial recovery because the disengagement is object related –enforced by the handling of an object –
whereas a (partial) recovery may come about for rhetorical purposes, such as closing intermediate units of
activity in a hierarchically organized communicative activity.18 At the same time, disengagements are
similar to retractions. They often appear as part of the disattend track: not as a focal action (stroke) in itself
but rather as a kind of phasing out of the action.

Figure 3: Betty (aged 24 months) is ‘serving coffee’.

Figure 3 shows a similar situation. Betty first performs a content-loaded, culturally typified action (the
‘stroke’, Frame 1) with the canonical type of object (albeit a toy version of it) from a first-person
perspective, in a gesturally reduced way: the whole movement is snappy, without a pause for pouring.
Again, it is performed in temporal and semantic coordination with a content-loaded word (in this case, a
noun rather than a verb) that relates to the typified identity of the act. Frame 2 shows another example of a
18

Kita et al. (1998) make use of the highly similar concept of partial retraction, which they define as a retraction
interrupted for another preparation phase or another stroke. That is, they require that another gesture stroke
comes afterward. This makes their partial retraction more different from disengagement than Kendon’s partial
recovery. Also note that there is no ‘interrupted’ quality built into the concept of a disengagement phase.
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disengagement phase, this time without the word så. However, before the final retraction to home position
(Frame 4), another intermediate retracting movement (Frame 3) is performed: characterized by effort and
shape and coordinated with the word så. (‘Effort and shape’ is what defines a stroke: see Kendon 1980).
The effort and shape in this case consist in a quick backwards whipping movement, with the wrist tilting
backwards. The retraction in Frame 3 goes slightly upwards towards the shoulder, rather than towards a
position of rest. The movement ends in a brief hold, before finally proceeding to the rest position shown in
Frame 4. The retraction in Frame 3 is a hybrid between a (partial) recovery (it is a movement away from
the stroke articulation) and a stroke phase (it has properties of effort and shape), justifying the introduction
of another term: marked retraction. Again, the word så appears in temporal and semantic coordination
with an operational movement, constituting the marked retraction, that manifests the completedness and
accomplishment of an action. As in the previous example, the part of the excursion that goes together with
så has the status of an operation: not an action. As such, it appears mostly as a subsidiary operational part
of the main act’s gestalt (Frame 1), although it is marked with (some) effort and shape. Once again, the
result of combining a marked ‘extra’ retraction with the evaluative and temporally backwards-pointing så
is an unfolding profiling of the aspectual character of the main act, marking the gestalt shift from ‘ongoing
performance’ to ‘accomplished’. By Frame 3, the communicative act in Frame 1 has become
accomplished, rather than being an ongoing performance. Still, even if the retraction in Frame 3 is less
explicit and less action-like than the act in Frame 1, it is more explicit than the ‘mere’ retraction in Frame
4. To conclude: in this case, the retraction is expanded into a three-step procedure: disengagement (Frame
2), marked retraction (Frame 3), and retraction (Frame 4). In the previous example, the manifest character
of the completedness was mainly achieved through the word så. In contrast, in this case the completedness
of the action is also made manifest through the peculiar (marked) retraction in Frame 3.

Figure 4: Hand clap at completion (aged 26 months).

In the next example, Howard has just performed a whole sequence of preparatory acts, subsumed under the
overarching motive of making the train ready to go, before the performance shown in Figure 4. These
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preparations involved locating a toy figure, putting it on top of the front car of the train (as the train
driver), and rotating the head of the figure to make sure that it faces the direction of the train. After these
preparations, the train is finally ready to depart. In Frame 1, Howard grabs the toy figure and moves the
train briefly forwards. This movement is performed in temporal and semantic coordination with the
content-loaded verb ‘drive’. The act as a whole is obviously dependent on culturally defined and typified
knowledge of what trains do: that they have drivers, that the drivers should sit in the front of the train, that
the drivers need to look in the direction they are driving, and so on. (To what extent this typified
knowledge is knowledge about how to use the toy train, or knowledge about ‘real’ trains, is a different
issue, with no immediate bearing on the arguments put forward here – it is cultural knowledge in both
cases.) In this example, too, the main act is performed in a very reduced way: Howard seems to consider
the act complete as soon as the train has moved a little and the word ‘drive’ has been pronounced. Like the
previous examples, what matters seems to be to invoke the idea of a certain type, rather than providing a
realistic performance of the type.
What is different here, compared to previous examples, is that when the act is performed, the object
involved is already supported by the table. No ‘extra’ disengagement phase is therefore necessary. Howard
does not, however, embark on a retraction to a position of rest. His hand does retract: it moves back
towards the body after completing its job of driving the train; but, rather than ending in a position of rest, it
ends in an audible hand clap (Frame 2). Just like the marked retraction in Figure 3, it is more an operation
than a referential action, although it is a relatively foregrounded type of operation. Once again, the strokelike properties of the marked retraction has the character of profiling the act just performed. It marks the
shift from ongoing performance to accomplished performance. By virtue of being more an operation, it
primarily makes sense relative to the main act it concludes: i.e., as one of several parts of an overall action
gestalt. Hand claps as parts of utterances often appear in contexts where something is completed (and
another thing may follow).

Figure 5: Completedness and audible gestures.
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Adults make use of audible elements of gestures in functionally similar ways. Figure 5 shows an adult who
performs a gesture on the semantic theme of DONE, in Frame 1.19 As part of the retraction, in Frame 2, she
produces a clapping sound much as Howard did.20
Note that Howard’s hand clap is coordinated temporally and semantically with the word så (in the
accomplishment sense, as in the previous examples). Afterwards, a ‘real’ retraction comes: his hands
retract to a rest position (not shown). It is unclear whether Howard’s så refers to accomplishment of the
driving in particular, or of the whole sequence of acts (including the preparatory ones) of which the driving
was the culmination. Perhaps it is most correct to say that this token of så is undifferentiated in this regard.

Figure 6: Amy makes the bed (aged 30 months).
19

I am grateful to Simon Harrison for providing this example. See Harrison (2009: 125-132) for an extensive analysis
of the same example, albeit with different questions in mind.
20
I have observed several university teachers using hand claps in the context of shifting from ‘before lesson has
started’ to ‘the lesson has now started’. In several of these occasions, the claps were coordinated temporally with
the word så, sometimes as part of a larger linguistic construction such as ‘så+[CLAP], let’s start’. As with Figures 4
and 5, the claps mark the transition between segments of the activity.
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Figure 6 provides evidence for distinguishing the use of så for the accomplishment of a single act and the
accomplishment of a whole sequence of acts. Frames 1–3 show Amy performing a series of actions, all
oriented towards the overall motive of making the bed. Each act results in covering some part of the bed
with the bedspread. For each of the three action strokes, she says så – but in the performance sense rather
than the accomplishment sense. As mentioned before, when words like så are used in the performance
sense, the temporal coordination with the stroke of the action is part of what makes the meaning of the
word recognizable, in a deictic manner. The result of the action in Frame 3 is that the bed is now fully
covered by the bedspread. At that point she takes a step backwards (Frame 4) while saying så in the
accomplishment sense. Here, the word så seems to be directed at the accomplishment of the whole
sequence of acts, not just the most recent one. Remember that the acts in Frames 1–3 already had a så
associated with each one of them. While saying så in a loud voice (Frame 4), Amy moves her whole body
backwards in a joyful dance-like step, which simultaneously indicates her satisfaction and the
accomplishment of the motive of the overall activity that she was engaged in. In this way, she
demonstrably orients herself to the hierarchical organization of the bed-making activity. Once again, her
overall motive is a culturally defined one, resting on conventionalized knowledge of what a bed should
look like when it is properly covered with a bedspread, and how this is accomplished. To be able to intend
to make the bed, and to be able to express this manifestly, she must have access to this particular
knowledge.
In Frame 5 she inspects her deed. While she is doing that, an adult in the background asks if she is
‘done?’ with the bed, thereby also displaying an orientation to the performed sequence of actions. When
Amy replies in Frame 6, she takes yet another step backwards and quickly folds her arms behind her back,
saying ‘yes’ while nodding affirmatively, all at once. In this way, she places herself in a position, or
stance, with markedly low potential for further action, in contrast to the more neutral posture she held just
a moment before (Frame 5). Clark’s (2003: 261) ‘accessibility principle’ is relevant here, although in an
inverse way:
Accessibility principle: All other things being equal, an object is in better place for the next step of
action in a joint activity when it is more accessible for the vision, audition, touch, or manipulation
required in the next step.

By moving backwards, Amy makes the bed less accessible. She therefore appears more ‘done’ than ready
for a next step.21 The folding of the arms behind the back has the stroke-like properties of effort and shape,
21

Moving backwards in gesture seems to be something like a general semantic theme of passivity. Gestures such as
(both where the hands are held high in the air and where the hands are placed on top of the head or
behind the neck) derive their meaning from the reduced action potential of this position. Kendon (personal
communication; see also Kendon 2004: 251–255) observes that, when people hold up a vertical flat hand to
indicate ‘stop’, they usually do it with a movement towards the other if the stopping concerns the other; but a
movement towards the self if the stopping concerns themselves. Green (1968) lists a number of conventional
gestures, with meanings such as ‘disclaimer’, ‘apology’, ‘cancellation’, and ‘lack of concern’, all of which seem
GIVE_UP
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in contrast to the more relaxed position she held just a moment before (Frame 5). Although this move
acknowledges the status of the bed as having been made (i.e., covered by the bedspread), it seems
counterintuitive to describe it as a referential gesture on the action level. It is probably better understood on
the level of operations, in part because this move seems mainly to function as a concluding part of Amy’s
previous action gestalt. This move is a constitutive part of, and makes intersubjectively manifest, the
progressively emergent structure of the activity and it makes her previous sequence of actions appear in a
certain way: namely, as accomplished, finished, done.

DISCUSSION
The above analysis shows how, in many cases, the proper completion of various acts is not just publicly
available (as something that could be seen by someone who happens to be attending to it) but actively
made intersubjectively manifest. The children achieve this, in part, by moving their bodies in certain ways.
I argued that, in the specific context of ‘being done (with something)’, retraction phases sometimes take on
the stroke-like properties of effort and shape. They thus constitute a hybrid case between strokes and
retractions, which I have called marked retractions (a term coined for this paper). In such cases, the
retraction phase following a foregrounded and communicative action is highlighted by e.g. performing it
quickly, ending it with an audible hand clap, folding one’s arms behind one’s back, or taking a step
backwards. Retraction to a position of rest does not appear until after the marked retraction, as a separate
movement phase.
The analysis mainly concerned communicative acts that involve the handling of objects. One may
note that marked retractions may appear as part of empty-handed gestures too, as shown in Figure 5; so it
is not only a matter of gestural actions that involve handling of objects. The focus on communicative acts
that involve objects led to the introduction of the notion of disengagement phase, as an elaboration and
extension of Kendon’s (1980, 2004) vocabulary for describing empty-handed gesture phases. The
disengagement phase consists in the ‘mere’ disengagement from an object (one that happens to be held in
the hand), without this disengagement being foregrounded into the main attentive track as are stroke-like
movements. Unlike the retraction phase, the disengagement phase does not end in a position of rest. The
arm may be fully extended, and the hand may be far from the body after its performance. The hand need
not make any temporary pauses (holds) in its movement when the object is put down – although it can.
Typically, the manual movement only changes direction once the object is put down. Communicative acts
that involve objects differ from each other with respect to whether or not there is still an object in the hand
after the performance of the act. For this reason, they also differ with respect to whether or not they require
a disengagement phase afterwards. The examples analyzed above reveal various constellations of marked
partly to derive their meaning from a reduced action potential in some form – either through some form of
withdrawal, or by a show of empty hands.
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retractions, disengagement phases, and ‘proper’ retractions. In one example (Figure 3), all three are present
as separate movement phases.22
In all of the examples, speech also has a role in making action completion manifest. The Swedish word
så is involved in all of them, except for the example involving only adults. Så has a range of meanings. It
is used here mainly to mean ‘like-that’ – coming after a performed act, highlighting its accomplishment. In
the final example, it is also pronounced during the performance of the act, to mean ‘like-this’ –
highlighting the apex of the performance. Many other verbal means of commenting, evaluating, naming,
etc. exist, sometimes serving similar purposes of making action completion manifest. Nevertheless, så
remains one of the more common, and specialized, resources used for such purposes. It is a typified,
socially shared, conventional resource. All four children analyzed here had learned to use it to make
accomplishment of actions manifest, in a highly generalized way: i.e. not only with a particular type of
action.
One peculiar feature of the coordination of this particular word with bodily movements is that it often
comes in temporal coordination with some sort of retraction, rather than a stroke. This observation is in
line with a Kendon-inspired understanding of the relationship between speech and gesture, which
emphasizes the flexible and mutually adjusted nature of this relationship (see Kendon 1985, 2004) –
adapted to the particular expressive needs at hand. Although the bodily manifestations of action
completion that I described in the analysis lie closer to the level of operations, the word så is clearly a
referential action in its own right. Kendon (2004: 7) notes that participants in social interaction always
seem to treat speech as part of the main attentive track. Still, så means little when taken in isolation: it is
highly dependent on being part of the overall action gestalt of the ‘main act’ it deictically refers back to –
including its precise timing relative to the act (during versus afterwards).
I argued that the relation between the parts and wholes of gestural movements and whole multimodal
ensembles is best understood in terms of a moderate holism, according to which gestures are weak gestalts
located at the action level (although so-called beat gestures are often rather on the operation level). They
possess the meaning they have by virtue of being located in the middle of an operation-act-activity
interdependence nexus: an extension of Linell’s (1998, 2009) concept of act-activity interdependence, with
inspiration from Leontiev (1981) regarding the introduction of the operation level.23
The analysis focused mainly, but not exclusively, on the interplay between the operation level and the
action level. That said, the interplay between all three levels should be acknowledged. This stands in

22

Marked retractions can occur either with empty-handed retractions (either partial or not) or with
disengagements. Therefore, they represent not a separate type of retraction, but rather a modulation of the other
types – one that adds the properties of effort and shape to the performance.
23
Kendon (1972: 191, with reference to Scheflen 1964) notes that shifts in posture commonly signal shifts between
‘major units of communicational activity’: i.e., the operations level (posture shifts) and the activity level may be
directly interdependent.
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principled contrast to any reductionist derivation of gesture/action meaning solely from constituent form
features on the operation level – or solely from the relevancies of the overall social activity of which the
acts are part. It also stands in contrast to thinking of gestures as ‘closed units’: i.e., atoms of meaning
whose unfolding performance is already determined by the performer at the moment of embarking on a
preparation phase. The possibility exists of adding – on the operational level – a further move to the overall
action gestalt during the course of the performance. This may affect the perception of the action as a
whole. Further, as I have shown elsewhere, gesture performances can be sensitive to the way others
respond to the gestures while they are being performed (Andrén 2011): a clear demonstration of their
partly open nature.
All the manifestations of action completion analyzed here – i.e., marked retractions of various sorts
and use of the word så – have the effect of making the aspectual profile of the ongoing action
intersubjectively manifest: namely, they mark the shift from ongoing performance to accomplishment, and
they do this at the precise point in time when the shifts occur. To some extent, they could even be said to
constitute these shifts as accomplished social facts. Even though they are (in some sense) performed
separately from the main acts, they still contribute to making those main acts what they are.
Given the power of the word så to make accomplishments manifest, it is interesting to note that parents
frequently use så – in the accomplishment sense – to evaluate their children’s acts, thereby making the
normatively proper and typified character of the acts manifest for the children.24 Even though the
affordances of objects in children’s life-worlds are generally constructed by humans with usability in mind
(Sinha 2009: 294), many artifacts and other objects still ‘do not tell us what they afford’ (Zukow-Goldring
1997: 213). Someone else must provide guidance.25 Parents may use så precisely to help their children
overcome the failure of the objects’ affordances to provide the knowledge required to participate in,
understand, and attend to the social world in which these objects are used (cf. assisted imitation, ZukowGoldring & Arbib 2007). One of the main reasons why the other, and interactive engagement with the
other, must be an explicit and developed part of a comprehensive theory of the genesis of meaning is the
non-obvious character of much of the cultural knowledge people operate by – even take for granted.
(Recall the pure action-perception accounts of thought and action critiqued in the beginning of this
article.26)

24

In the several hours of data studied here, such parental uses of så occur, on average, once every fourth minute.
Of course, this is only one of many ways to give feedback to children regarding what they do. Note also that
parents use this word even more frequently to mark up their own actions.
25
This is a variant on Vygotsky’s themes of scaffolding, zone of proximal development (Vygotsky 1978), and
education of attention (Vygotsky 1981).
26
Following Sartre, one might say that language – and, more generally, interaction with the other – teaches one the
structure that one’s body and one’s actions have for the other (cf. Schutz 1948: 192). This is an indirect form of
embodiment, often forgotten in accounts of embodiment’s role in the genesis of meaning (e.g., Johnson 1987).
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All the children’s expressive acts analyzed in this paper are clearly oriented towards socially typified
knowledge. Here, Schutz’s theorizing on typification becomes particularly useful. In the analyzed
examples, typified procedures such as using a comb, serving coffee, driving a train, and making the bed all
manifest themselves as the children’s intended meanings. Clearly, these intentions are not the original
creations of the children, but rather typifications, adapted to the situation at hand in an improvisational
manner. In the several hours of data on which this study is based, there is no instance where a child says så
after performing an act that would, according to cultural standards, count as a failed or faulty action.
Observers can understand these actions, because they can ‘re-cognize’ the meanings: that is, the actions
invoke meanings that people are already familiar with at some level. (Recall Schutz’s discussion of
Verstehen.)
Typification, or conventionality – on the side of the signified (substance, or content), rather than on the
side of the signifier (form, or expression) – is a neglected issue in gesture research, presumably because the
domain of meaning is typically conceived as completely separate from the ability to gesture, despite the
logical dependence of content-loaded gestures on such knowledge. This dependence on typification, on the
side of the signified, is particularly salient in iconic action-based gestures: bodily actions (gestures) that
refer to bodily actions. Such gestures happen to represent the overwhelmingly dominant type of iconic
gesture in young children (Andrén 2010). When a culturally typified action is communicatively re-enacted
as an action-based gesture, the signifier side is partly conventional too: the typified properties of the
culturally established action bleed over to the signifier side. This is so because the modality of the signifier
is the same as the modality of the signified and hence draws on the same knowledge. As noted earlier, this
need not mean that the enactment of a culturally established action type is of a ‘realistic’ kind, but signifier
and signified are similar enough for the signifier to be recognizable as a token of this type – at least with
some support from the contextual framing and co-ocurring speech. Co-verbal gestures are commonly
claimed to be, for the most part, spontaneous and idiosyncratic (McNeill 2005: 91), not conventional: a
somewhat homogenized conceptualization of their nature. The claim may be true to some extent as a
characterization of gesture in contrast to full-fledged (spoken or signed) language. Still, it is striking how
little of the content of gestures is invented on the spot in children. The relevant literature shows that
children have ‘much difficulty understanding... creative iconic gestures’ (Tomasello 2008: 149, italics
mine). Surprisingly often, it is possible to track children’s iconic gestures to imitations of adults’ typified
actions and gestures.
Mirror neurons are sometimes invoked to explain the transparency of interpersonal action and gesture
understanding. Although mirror neurons seem to be an important piece of the general enabling capacity for
such understanding, it would be a mistake to assume that mirror neurons – by themselves – provide the
substance of the understanding (cf. Andrén 2010: 214 for a more extended version of this argument). Arbib
et al. (2005: 239) write, ‘mirror neurons are not innate but instead correspond to a repertoire of learned
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actions and learned methods for recognizing those actions’ (see also Heyes 2010). Calvo-Merino (CalvoMerino et al. 2005) has shown that such obviously culturally defined activities as ballet and capoeira
dancing shape mirror neurons differently in practitioners of each of those two cultural practices.
The findings are consistent with a view of gesture and action as skilled performance (cf. Kendon 1990:
4) that makes reference to particular and diverse forms of knowledge (including previous experience) in
their constitution. Echoing Schutz, the iconicity of content-loaded gestures that invoke interpretation as
typified action seems to be strongly dependent on socially typified experiences of various sorts, both in
their production and comprehension. I believe this to be a weaker type of conventionality than the rule-like
conventionality (normativity) found in e.g. the core principles of grammar – but it is still a form of
conventionality (cf. Andrén 2010: 54).
Even though many aspects of gesture are not as strongly conventionalized as various elements of sign
language, this does not mean that co-verbal gesture should be characterized as non-conventional. (See
Andrén 2010: 46; Harrison 2009; Kendon 1996, 2004, 2008; and Streeck 2009 for critical remarks on
treatments of co-verbal gesture that overly downplay its conventional aspects.) I use the term ‘typification’
here in the sense of mutually shared and conventionalized knowledge. Typified conventions need not be
strict enough to qualify as rule-like normative conventions, dictating obligatory aspects of the
performances, deviations from which are simply wrong (like so-called Emblems: cf. McNeill 1992; e.g.,
the thumbs up gesture or the V-sign); but they also need not be weak enough to qualify as ‘mere’
regularities or vaguely ‘normal’ ways of acting. They are indeed known, in common, as identifiable types.
Recall that the children studied here were able to use culturally established labels to name the acts they
performed – or relevant aspects of those acts. Typified conventionality may be found, not just bluntly ‘in
the gestures’, but, more precisely, (a) in the signifier, (b) in the signified, and (c) in the relation between
signifier and signified. Other conventional aspects surrounding the use of gesture may be better understood
as residing outside the relation between signifier and signified (cf. Kita 2009). Gesture researchers need to
be more careful, and not provide dichotomous statements that one or another gesture or communicative act
either is or is not conventional. (For further discussion of different kinds and levels of conventionality in
relation to gesture, see Andrén 2010).
This article has highlighted how the state of being done with something may be made intersubjectively
manifest through bodily movements and through the semantics and timing of speech, and how this is often
strongly oriented towards culturally established conventions relating to the typified uses of various objects
– without which many of these expressions would not exist.
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The ‘All-at-Onceness’ of Embodied, Faceto-Face Interaction

Much has been written on the cognitive architecture behind verbal interaction, yet little is to be found
about how language users successfully produce and understand multimodal expressions: i.e., face-to-face
talk involving co-expressive and synchronized facial expressions, gesticulation, gaze, posture, and other
bodily means of conveying information. I survey existing theories about this matter – mainly coming from
gesture studies – and extend McNeill’s (1992, 2005) intrapersonal language-thought-hand nexus to the
interpersonal realm: the speech/gesture unit does not transport thought from one mind into another;
rather, embodied interactions constitute shared thoughts. Therefore – opposing the sender-receiver,
coding-decoding picture – I argue for the ‘all-at-onceness’ of face-to-face interaction.
Keywords: multimodality, gesture, expression, cognition, face-to-face interaction

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the cognitive architecture behind the production and
understanding of multimodal language use. Traditionally defined, multimodal language use involves
not only the verbal medium (i.e., speech), but also one or more other bodily means of conveying
information: e.g., facial expression, intonation, gesticulation, posture, stance, and gaze. While there is
an abundance of theories on how verbal (‘uni-modal’) expression and understanding works, I start
from the finding that face-to-face interaction is, in fact, always multimodal, and ask the question how
these different modes are cognitively related to each other.
The account I present defends the idea that expressive multimodality is characterized by an ‘allat-onceness’ in the intrapersonal as well as interpersonal realm. Because thought coincides with
expression, the multimodal display is produced and understood immediately and as a whole. This
account stands in clear opposition to cognitive-processing accounts, which, on the one hand, postulate
a distinction between mental content and its expression/reception; and, on the other, assume that the
Address for correspondence: Department of Philosophy, University of Antwerp, Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp,
Belgium, liesbetq@gmail.com.
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multimodal nature of the expression/reception is processed by integrating information from different
cognitive channels. These presuppositions are related. That is why, in investigating how different
expressive modes cognitively relate to each other, one must deal with more than just that question.
Equally important is the issue of how multimodal expressions – irrespectively of how these are
organized internally – relate to thought, or the speaker’s and listener’s mental content.
In an attempt to show these distinctions and nuances and their importance for cognitive theory
clearly, I will proceed by sustaining the – in my view artificial – distinction between expressive
subjectivity and expressive intersubjectivity: i.e., between “outward” expression and mutual “inward”
understanding, as dealt with in the following two sections, both of which have a similar outline.
Looking at multimodal language use from the speaker’s viewpoint, I begin my investigations by first
going through the different expressive possibilities that bodies harbor. I move on to the actual
cognitive question by reviewing existing theories on multimodal language production, originating in
the field of gesture studies, that regard multimodal expression as the externalization of thought
produced for the purpose of communication. Then – still looking from the speaker’s viewpoint – I
briefly discuss the work of David McNeill who, under the heading of co-expressive non-redundancy,
defends – in the intrapersonal realm – exactly the kind of ‘all-at-once’ theory I wish to extend to the
interpersonal realm. Moving on to the intersubjective section – which looks at multimodal language
use from the viewpoint of several conversational participants in interaction – I first take a look at some
additional expressive modalities that the theoretical introduction of the social ‘other’ brings along.
Surprisingly, there is little theory available in the literature regarding the cognitive architecture behind
understanding multimodal language use. Using what is found there, I reconstruct two general
theoretical possibilities, both of which assume that a (now shared) mental content is inferred from
multimodal expression through cognitive processing. Then, elaborating on McNeill’s framework and
incorporating insights from Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology, I discuss what I call the ‘all-atonceness’ of multimodal linguistic interaction, with conversational participants engaging in the joint
construction of meaning: i.e., thinking and expressing themselves to each other – rendering the senderreceiver, cognitive-coding-decoding model unnecessary.

THE EMBODIMENT OF EXPRESSIVE SUBJECTIVITY
The multimodal expressive system
When it comes to expressing oneself to a social ‘other’, what natural means for doing so does one have
at one’s disposal? Using words – i.e., the verbal modality – immediately springs to the fore: people
consider it the most efficient channel for externalizing mental content and transferring information. So
Loncke et al. (2006:16) write, “for most communicators, speech is so much in the foreground and so
precise that the other modalities and channels appear redundant or even superfluous.” Subsumed under
non-verbal communication or body language, these other modalities are popularly regarded as the
body’s sneaky way of divulging one’s hidden true intentions: one really notices other people’s non-
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verbal signs only when they do not fully accord with the picture of herself that the speaker is verbally
trying to put forward. That said, non-verbal communication is omnipresent in ordinary face-to-face
conversation; estimates are that an important part of rich, pragmatic meaning is conveyed and
understood through non-verbal signs1.
Put aside the verbal/non-verbal distinction for the moment to take an as-unbiased-as-possible
descriptive view of the human expressive system. From head to toe, basically every body part that can
be moved is used to convey meaning, in multimodal social interaction. The muscular organization of
the human face allows for a variety of expressions that are unknown anywhere else in the animal
kingdom (Cole 1998). Though they have a limited action radius, nevertheless the eyebrows, ears, and
nose play a definite role in facial expression. Meanwhile, the eyes and eyelids are famous for their
expressivity, which they achieve through the intricate manipulation of gaze direction, eye muscle
tension, squint, and speed of blinking.
The mouth harbors three expressive modes. First, there is its outward appearance – opening,
shape, and tension of the lips – through which the mouth takes part in facial expression. Closely
related is the verbal function of the speech organs: i.e., the verbal mode. Verbal language is never
produced in a neutral manner but necessarily expresses meaning through modulation of loudness,
pitch, tempo, rhythm, melody, articulation, stress, resonance, and nasality.
It is time to leave the face and continue downwards. The body as a whole assumes a posture,
indicative of a person’s general attitude towards the world and others: e.g., lively, relaxed, or
submissive. Shoulders shrug, slouch, or are pulled back. Arms and especially hands and fingers – due
to their agility and muscular intricacy – provide their owner with another massively expressive
instrument. Concluding my downward investigation, pelvis and leg position contribute to posture,
while feet are more isolated and agile again – tapping, stamping, shaking – their expressive
movements appearing to be more closely connected to the manual or gestural mode. Some theorists
say that thought constitutes a mode also. I will leave the issue here, however, because, in a sense, it
sums up the subject of this paper and will be discussed sufficiently later. Meanwhile, for MerleauPonty (2007), Goodwin (2007), and Andrén (this volume), external objects take part in expression in
very much a mode-like manner: e.g., the map of the city one is both looking and pointing at.
In face-to-face interaction, meaning is expressed by deploying several modes simultaneously:
sometimes more, sometimes fewer, depending on the liveliness of the conversation and the complexity
of the subject matter. The investigation of expressive multimodality – i.e., the interaction of different
bodily modes in the expression of meaning – is a fairly recent undertaking. Gesture studies seems to
1

A widely cited study by Mehrabian & Ferris (1967) argues that the verbal mode conveys only 7% of meaning,
the vocal mode (i.e., aspects of voice such as prosody) 38%, and the facial mode 55%. These extreme results
must be taken with a grain of salt. The conditions under which the experiment was conducted were artificial;
the materials used were impoverished; and the subject matter concerned only the communication of positive
or negative emotion. Additionally, one might ask what it means for meaning to be made up of percentages of
sub-meanings. Taking away any of the cues is, to some degree, detrimental to the original whole, suggesting
that all modalities are equally important; yet, the suppression of some has greater impact than others on the
success of conversation.
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be the only field at present with a systematic focus on the simultaneous occurrence of two or more
modes, including, at minimum, the manual and the verbal. Depending on the investigation’s
theoretical framework, one might also consider the involvement of and consequences for simultaneous
thought (see e.g. McNeill 1992; Goldin-Meadow 2005). The investigation of language, gesture, and
thought from a cognitive point of view is the main guide throughout this paper.
Studies of expressive multimodality that do not focus solely on gesture-as-gesticulation but also
include modes such as posture, facial expression, and gaze remain largely descriptive or quantitative
(see e.g. Goodwin 2003; 2006; 2007; Bavelas & Gerwing 2007; Bavelas et al. 2002; Kita 2003). A
final category of investigations include descriptions of interaction between expressive modes that have
traditionally been less focused on. Usually these modes are not studied on their own but for the
purpose of other scientific interests: e.g., Drahota et al. (2007) on facial/vocal interactions, Gullberg
(2003) on eye movements and gesture, McClave et al. (2008) on head nods and speech, and Okrent
(2002) on aspects of speech and the full body.

Speech/gesture as the communication of thought
What does the cognitive architecture behind this simultaneity of expressive modes look like? How
does the mind organize the use of several modalities at once, making them co-expressive: expressing
(different aspects of) the same thought; but non-redundant: the whole cannot be reduced to its parts;
while synchronizing their production perfectly, to the millisecond? These questions – potentially a
topic for theoretically minded investigators of any linguistic modality – have, so far, been addressed
only by gesture theorists: more particularly, by those studying imagistic gestures: i.e., spontaneous,
non-conventional, idiosyncratically produced gesticulations of the hands during speech. Any cognitive
theory of multimodal language production depends on one's ideas about what gestures are for and how
they relate to speech. The field does not even subscribe unanimously to the idea that gestures play a
role in face-to-face communication. Rimé and Schiaratura (1991), for example, argue that co-speech
gestures are rather a byproduct of verbal articulation: on the way to linguistic encoding, non-verbal
means are activated, resulting in what one perceives as gesturing; but the process’ actual task is
formulation of a lexical-syntactic form. Butterworth (1980) and Butterworth and Hadar (1989)
similarly argue against the communicative nature of gestures, though they allow that gestures may
play a role in verbal utterance formulation: when, for some reason, the natural flow of speech breaks
down due to e.g. interruptions, complexity of content, or confusion, in which case gestures help in
getting verbal utterance production back on track. That said, most cognitive theories of multimodal
language production do ascribe a communicative role to gesture; this has immediate repercussions
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on the proposed architectures of the mind: speech and gesture production become two interrelated
processes.

Figures 1 – 4 – The inner workings of the mind and brain.
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Three different cognitive architectures of multimodal language use take up and amend Levelt’s (1989)
modular approach to speech production explicitly. According to Levelt’s account of the inner
workings of a speaker’s mind/brain (see Figure 1.), the processing component ‘Conceptualizer’ comes
up with a preverbal message, which, in the ‘Formulator’, undergoes sequential grammatical encoding,
of which a surface structure is the result; and phonological encoding, of which a phonetic plan is the
result. The ‘Articulator’ is then ready to turn this internal speech into overt speech. If one
acknowledges a communicative role for gesture, how might the gesture production process be
connected to Levelt’s speech production?
Krauss and colleagues (2000) contend that gestures can have a communicative function, but that
this is not their primary function. Extending the Butterworth picture, they argue that gestures help the
formulation of speech by aiding the retrieval of elusive words from lexical memory. Knowledge is
stored in memory in several representational formats: e.g., spatial/dynamic or propositional; when a
concept is activated in one format, related concepts are activated in other formats. Applied to Levelt’s
model, where speech is activated post-Conceptualizer, gestures are activated from working memory at
a stage pre-Conceptualizer. Speech and gesture are two production systems that operate in concert, the
main function of gesture being to facilitate the retrieval of its ‘lexical affiliate’. Krauss and colleagues
argue that gesturing has an effect on word-form retrieval primarily at the stage of phonological
encoding (see Figure 2.).
Kita and Özyürek (2003) advance a theory about how speech and gesture-production processes
are connected, so as to explain their common function in communication. The starting point is the
finding that the language one speaks is related to how one gestures: e.g., English has the expression ‘to
swing across’ (e.g., by using a rope), which expresses the manner of the action (to swing) as well as
the path (across); English speakers tend to convey this expression manually by making an arc-like
gesture with both hands, holding an invisible rope. Speakers of Japanese do not have a verb meaning
‘to swing’ and must use two different expressions to convey path and manner: i.e., ‘to go across’ / ‘by
holding on to the rope’. Their gesturing reflects the dissociation of verbal properties: one hand holds
the rope; the other outlines the path that is followed. From this and other examples, Kita and Özyürek
infer that there must be reciprocal links between speech and gesture production. They split Levelt’s
Conceptualizer into two halves and add a gesture module. One half is turned into the Communication
Planner, which generates a communicative intention roughly specifying the information to be
expressed while deciding which modalities will be used to communicate this information (see Figure
3.). The output of the Communication Planner is then fed into the Message Generator – which sets in
motion speech production – as well as into the Action Generator, which sets in motion gesture
production. Via a communication channel between Message Generator and Action Generator, speech
and gesture production exchange information: e.g., about producing the path and manner of the action
event separately, so that the outcomes will match.
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De Ruiter (2007) draws attention to the way part of the information to be communicated is
expressed in speech and part in gesture: sometimes overlapping in meaning, sometimes
complementary. From this, he infers that speech and gesture are planned together explicitly, to
communicate a coherent, multimodal message. De Ruiter stresses this distribution of labor and uses it
as the main argument for his thesis that gesture and speech are planned together, at an early stage in
utterance production. In de Ruiter’s picture, the division of communicative labor between speech and
gesture is already resolved at the stage of conceptualization (see Figure 4)2.

Figure 5 – Thought precedes its material externalization.

These accounts of how speech and gesture (or multimodal expression in general) are produced
simultaneously differ in the cognitive architectures they propose; yet they share a common concept of
communication that focuses on the purposiveness – or the transport-like function – of the process. One
must ask: given the multimodal nature of communication, what is being communicated? The theories I
have discussed so far provide only an implicit answer: what is being communicated is a thought or
communicative intention3. Note that the role of thought in the communicative process is not merely
passive: i.e., it is not only content to be transmitted. A communicative intention is also the instigator of
the communicative process: when one wishes to share a thought with someone, one knows that that
person cannot directly perceive what one is thinking, so one necessarily makes use of the body’s
ability to transform perceptible reality: i.e. to produce sound and make a visual display to together
2

De Ruiter (2007) repeatedly links his cognitive architecture with Kendon’s (2004), but Kendon has never
subscribed explicitly to a modular, Levelt-type account of multimodal language processing. Kendon’s
descriptive, taxonomic study of gesture has been of great importance for renewed scientific interest in the
topic from the 1970s onwards. Kendon was one of the first to have at his disposal audiovisual recordings and
playback materials for the study of gesture. He came to three main conclusions – at least with respect to my
interest in multimodal language production. First, speech and gesture, though very different in nature, are
equally important partners in the speaker’s integrated speech-gesture ensemble. Second, this multimodal
expression is created to meet the demands of communication; this is why it is so tightly orchestrated. The
expressive unit has recipient design: vocal and manual actions and interactions are orchestrated for the benefit
of communication in general and the listener in particular. Third, listeners are able to parse speech/gesture
units from the conversational flow and perceive both aspects as contributing equally to the speaker’s
communicative product. To them, speech/gesture ensembles function as displays: the speaker concocts bodily
audiovisual constellations in order for the listener to pick up meaning.
3
Although Kendon is often referred to and his vocabulary of communicative intention is often used,
nevertheless the cognitive architecture is not Kendon’s.
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convey one’s thoughts. All theories discussed in this section assume that thought precedes its material
externalization (see Figure 5).

Speech/gesture as thought and communication
The predominant (though not always explicit) way of thinking about the cognitive production of
(multimodal) language sees (multimodal) utterances as, somehow, externalizations of preceding
thought. A very different way of thinking is to be found in gesture studies4. McNeill (1992, 2005)
concludes from the close bond between speech and gesture that they constitute a single unit. Attempts
at breaking their bonding fail: either speech and gesture remain together, or they break down together5.

Figure 6 – The all-at-onceness of thought, speech, and gesture.

For McNeill (1992, 2005), the speech/gesture unit is not a separate entity expressing a thought for the
purpose of communication. Rather, thought is a third aspect of the expressive speech/gesture unity (see
Figure 6). Seemingly paradoxically, one could say that thought itself is an expressive mode; and that,
likewise, speech and gesture are for cognition as well as communication (keeping in mind that these
functions do not go beyond speech/gesture production). The different modes cannot be teased apart,
and neither can their functions. The minimal unit of McNeill’s analysis does not consist of a
4

Streeck (2003), for example, presents a Heidegger-style reflection on gesture studies, in which he argues for
dichotomy and the ‘thought-first-expression-later’ view. Through gesturing, the body enacts its intentions.
Although Streeck is unsure how his insights should be implemented in gesture analysis, I believe that an
interpretation based on McNeill’s framework can provide just the kind of theory that is needed.
5
The same is argued by Kendon (1980, 2004). However, for Kendon the speech/gesture unit is produced for the
purpose of communicating a thought to the interlocutor. These units are ‘displays’ which have a recipient
design and therefore goal-directedness. McNeill (work in progress), argues against Kendon that gestures are
not constructed to attain some goal. This aspect of non-goal-directedness goes hand in hand with a theory
which views expression to be an element of thought, and not the consequence.
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succession of single poles (i.e., separate modes), but an integrated whole of antithetical poles (i.e., a
growth point). Imagery (gestural) and language (verbal) are two, very different, ways of expressing
(aspects of) the same meaning. This is essential to this multimodal entity and not something to be
overcome by cognitive processing6. In the spirit of Slobin’s (1987) thinking-for-speaking, McNeill and
Duncan (2000) consider differences between the medium of image and the medium of language to be
the origin of the speech/gesture/thought dynamic: i.e., the flow of the thinking/speaking/gesturing
process. The different modalities used have their own possibilities and limitations, depending on
which language one speaks and which gestural culture one belongs to. In this dialectical relation,
thinking shapes speaking and gesturing, while speaking and gesturing shape each other and thinking.
The modes depend on each other. Thought is no longer something over and above its material
externalization. Rather, thought coincides with it: being the whole meaning to which the other modes
contribute.
Why do people gesture? What are gestures for? The way this oft-asked question (see Krauss 1998
for an overview) is formulated presupposes some reason behind multimodal expressive action: it has a
function; one does it to attain some goal. Meanwhile, in my ‘all-at-once’ picture, gesturing – like
speech – is (part of) cognition; communication occurs when there is an onlooker who (in a broad
sense) speaks the same language and understands the expressive cognition-in-action. Cognition – or
thought – does not happen over and above expressive action. Communication does not require, for the
listener’s benefit, incorporation of dedicated features into the expression7. (People do, of course, adapt
themselves to their audience if they explicitly choose to do so!). Cognition and communication are not
functions of expressive action; they are aspects of it.
The following experimental data and everyday phenomena support my thesis that thought and
multimodal expression are mutually dependent:
•

There are cases in which the communicative aspect of gesture is removed, with little
consequence for expressive action. This suggests that one needs gestures in order to think.
Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (1997, 1998) report that people who are blind from birth
gesture – even when talking to people they know are also blind. Phantom gesture also
exists: Ramachandran and Blakeslee (1998) mention a conversation with Mirabelle, a
woman born without arms, who experiences her phantom limbs as gesticulating while she
speaks.

6

De Ruiter (2007) mistakingly assumes that McNeill follows Levelt’s (1989) model when it comes to speech
production, so that gestures somehow emerge from thought in an unmediated way. Gesture provides a
window into the mind not because it requires no processing, while speech does. For McNeill, both gesture and
speech provide a window into the mind, precisely because they are the formulation of thought: the material
carrier without which thought would not exist – and not the externalization of it.
7
One might argue that e.g. a hand gesture that “hands over” the turn to someone is a counterexample to my
claim that communication does not require incorporation of dedicated features into the expression. However,
my argument does not take place at the level of the specific content of a speech/gesture unit. Manually
handing over a turn is a form of expressing the speaker’s intention to regulate the conversation. That the
gesture refers to the conversation does not imply it was constructed for communication rather than as a part of
cognition – which, in social settings, is more often than not communicative.
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•

When no one is watching or listening, people still sometimes talk and even gesture to
themselves while thinking. This can be extended to ‘external’ devices for verbal
expression: e.g., when using a word processor, people sometimes think, type, and talk out
loud – all at the same time. Apparently, people also talk when they think they are silent:
McGuigan (1966, 1970) has studied subjects while they were thinking, reading in silence,
and doing handwriting. Using electromyography, he recorded significant activation of the
larynx, lips, chin, and tongue, with associated influence on breathing rate and salivation.
Removing the communicative function, people still express their thoughts using more
modes than would be necessary if the mental mode were independent from the others8.

•

Conversely, when the possibility of expressive action is removed, it has consequences for
thought. Considering facial rather than verbal or manual expression: subjects suffering
from Bell’s palsy, a temporal paralysis of the muscles on one or both sides of the face,
complain that they have difficulties formulating clear thoughts (Cole 1998).

So again: why do people gesture? What are gestures for? I have argued that speech and gesture serve
both cognitive and communicative functions, without being produced in order to serve these functions.
Thought coincides with multimodal expression: it is the subject’s formulation of her thoughts to
herself; while communication is an external feature, dependent on the listener. One may turn the
question around and ask: considering that expression enables thought, and that one possesses a
potentially very expressive body, why would one not gesture? Asking the question like this gives
better insight into the phenomena of redundancy and the synchronization of co-expressive speech and
gesture.
The question “why do people gesture?” presumes that the default position of the human body is
one of rest, and that any action undertaken – expressive or practical – makes use of the body’s
possibilities as economically as possible. This means that people should employ the manual mode only
when the verbal/vocal mode fails for some reason.
The experimental literature shows that this is not at all the case. Having observed that everyday
human expressive action is massively multimodal, one may consequently let go of the efficiency thesis
in exchange for one of an expressive body, whose default mode is multimodal action. I will explore
this thesis further.
8

If thought and expressive action are so tightly linked, how is it possible for people to formulate thoughts in
silence? Ryle (1978:28) reminds his readers that this faculty is not self-evident: “th[e] trick of talking to oneself
in silence is acquired neither quickly nor without effort; and it is a necessary condition of our acquiring it that
we should have previously learned to talk intelligently aloud and have heard and understood other people
doing so. Keeping our thoughts to ourselves is an accomplishment. It was not until the Middle Ages that people
learned to read without reading aloud. Similarly a boy has to learn to read aloud before he learns to read under
his breath, and to prattle aloud before he prattles to himself. Yet many theorists have supposed that the silence
in which most of us have learned to think is a defining property of thought.… People tend to identify their
minds with the ‘place’ where they conduct their secret thoughts. They even come to suppose that there is a
special mystery about how we publish our thoughts instead of realizing that we employ a special artifice to
keep them to ourselves.”
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Why would people not gesture? Proponents of the efficiency thesis hold that, whenever some meaning
is communicated sufficiently using only the verbal mode, a co-occurrent gesture that conveys the same
meaning, without illuminating any aspect of meaning aspect not already conveyed verbally, is
redundant (see e.g. Crowder & Newman 1993). The very terminology of ‘redundancy’ suggests that,
had these gestures not been produced, nothing would have been lost. This answers my question: when
gesturing adds no communicative value to the expression, there is no reason to gesture. That said, it
seems that redundancy is spoken of only when gesture is concerned – but never other modalities.
When a cry of pain is produced with a loud and high voice – eyes shut tight, with a brisk move away
from the cause of pain – one does not think this a redundantly expressive way to convey an intention.
In cases of pain or joy, it seems only normal to people that the body finds as many ways as possible to
‘defuse’ itself or ‘channel away’ its intentions. In a framework where thought does not precede its
expression but rather is dialectically revealed by it, multimodality makes sense as the default form of
linguistic expression: it allows thought to be nuanced and multifaceted in cases of non-‘redundancy’,
while placing stress on certain elements in cases of ‘redundancy’.
Another issue is directly resolved by taking multimodality as the default: the synchronization of
the co-expressive speech/gesture unit. Models which take speech and gesture to be the externalization
of thought must explain how these different modes – along with facial expression, postural
organization, etc. – are timed to remain in perfect synchrony, so as to constitute a meaningful and
coherent display for the listener’s benefit. Because modes are meant to be separate cognitive channels,
synchronization will prove to be a complex processing task. Meanwhile, in McNeill’s non-modular
model, synchrony is not a problem at all: “in a dialectic, synchrony is part of the thought itself and
arises from the speaker’s conceptual intentions; there are no external signals needed or desired”
(McNeill 2005:134). Following Vygotsky’s (1962) distinction between analysis into elements (i.e., the
verbal element, the gestural element) and analysis into units (i.e., the speech unit, the gesture unit, the
thought unit), he defies the tendency to attribute autonomous status to every element that can be
singled out during investigation of the phenomenon. By virtue of this autonomy attribution, any
correlations between the behaviors of separate elements – such as speech and gesture synchrony –
must be explained by reference to factors external to the elements involved. However, this attribution
autonomy is contingent upon the investigator. Bodily expression – including thought – may also be
approached as a unit: emerging together, their aspects are naturally correlated and therefore
synchronized.
The all-at-onceness of expressive bodily behaviour provides an interesting alternative to the
cognitive-processing view in which thought precedes its externalization. However, so far I have only
talked about “outward” expressive action and not touched upon the question of how listeners can also
understand multimodal utterances. One must step back, to include the behavior of other conversational
participants.
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THE EMBODIMENT OF EXPRESSIVE INTERSUBJECTIVITY
Multimodal face-to-face interaction
When it comes to expressing oneself to a social ‘other’, what natural means does one have at one’s
disposal? Earlier, I reviewed a person’s expressive potential in a head-to-toe analysis of the human
body. When people express themselves in linguistic face-to-face interaction with another person, they
are – by definition! – never alone. One must take into account the effect of the other’s presence on the
now shared expressive possibilities. In communication, one does not only express oneself outwardly,
as it were; one’s behavior is also meaningful because it is always related to another person’s behavior.
Now that another person has appeared, all of a sudden one’s bodily behavior derives meaning
from how it is spatially located vis-à-vis its interlocutor. One’s body and face may be oriented towards
or away from the other person. The distance between the bodies (i.e., proxemics) is telling, as is
whether and how one touches the other while speaking (haptics). The timing of linguistic interaction is
salient: one may show willingness to wait until one’s conversational partner has finished speaking, or
one may speed up one’s speech when giving orders to an inferior (chronemics). Mutual gaze is
subjected to cultural patterns: e.g., looking at and looking away during conversational turn-taking: see
e.g. (Argyle & Cook 1976); so that any deviation from the norm – or, for that matter, lack of deviation
from the norm – is expressive of meaning over and above the functional property of gaze during
interaction: “I am addressing/attending to you”.

Speech/gesture as the communication of thought
Whereas – as I have shown – some theories address multimodal language production, in particular
how gestures are produced in connection to speech – surprisingly little is to be found about how
multimodal comprehension works, including how gestures are understood in connection to speech. A
possible reason for this is the lack of a standard model for speech comprehension, such as Levelt
(1989) has provided for speech production: something one can criticize, enhance, or generally build
upon. The basic idea of Levelt’s psycholinguistic model – that speech production starts with a thought
or communicative intention, which is then processed and externalized – is implicitly present in many
theories of speech comprehension: so “the receptive side of communication is often considered as
essentially an inverse process where the uttered message is de-composed in an attempt to retrace the
sender’s intention” (Loncke et al. 2006:171). Supposing one acknowledges that other modes of bodily
expression contribute to linguistic communication: i.e., that not only does the speaker use multiple
modes to express herself, but the listener’s cognitive system takes these cues into account as channels
meant to be perceived9: one may ask how these expressive modes are processed in relation to one

9

In the gesture literature, it is not taken for granted at all that the bodily signals people produce expressing
themselves in social interaction are also taken to be meaningful by the listener (see e.g. Alibali et al. 2001).
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another. Following the suggestion of Özyürek and colleagues (2007:609), I wish to distinguish
between sequential and parallel models of multimodal comprehension.

Figure 7 – Sequential processing of a multimodal utterance.

In the sequential model, modes are processed one at a time. This is analogous to the view that
semantic interpretation of sentences precedes integration of pragmatic or contextual information (see
e.g. Forster 1979). Speech will typically be processed first, the other modes later (see Figure 7).
Özyürek and colleagues note that this view is in line with that of gesture theorists such as Krauss and
colleagues (1991), who argue that listeners construct the meaning of speaker gestures on the basis of
concurrent speech, while defending the (heavily contested) view that gestures add no information to
what is already conveyed through speech. For this to be so, listeners must process speech segments
first, gesture later. To be clear: the sequential view of multimodal language comprehension is not
defended explicitly by anyone. It is unlikely that such a theory will arise any time soon: it is
incompatible with the emphasis on distributed processing now popular in cognitive science. The
sequential view is only a theoretical option.

Figure 8 -- Parallel processing of a multimodal utterance.

In the parallel model, modes are processed at the same time (see Figure 8). Paivio’s (1986) dualcoding approach can be seen as a forerunner of this view of multimodal language processing, even
though his discussion of the non-verbal channel does not deal explicitly with bodily expression, but
rather with imagistic objects, such as pictures. Drawing on extensive experiments showing the impact
on speech of pictures presented simultaneously with that speech, Paivio concludes that information
from the non-verbal channel is integrated with that of the verbal channel while the verbal channel is
being processed. Verbal and non-verbal processing are done by two separate cognitive subsystems in
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communication with each other10. Özyürek and colleagues (2007) defend the parallel view of
speech/gesture integration explicitly, supporting it by their finding that neurological activity during
speech and gesture comprehension shares latency, amplitude, and topographical distribution in the
brain. As cognitive science’s aforementioned emphasis on distributed processing suggests, an
increasing number of theories on comprehension of contextualized speech – involving semantic
meaning and contextual information, including other modalities – depend upon a parallel view of
verbal/non-verbal processing (see e.g. Dąbrowska 2004, Wilson & Sperber 2004, Recanati 2004).
In my discussion of theories all of which hold that speech and gesture are produced for the
purpose of communicating thought, I concluded that all of them presuppose implicitly that thought
precedes its material externalization. Having discussed models of multimodal language
comprehension, I conclude that the inverse presupposition also holds: i.e., the material externalization
of a speaker’s thought – a multimodal expression – precedes the communicative intention (a shared
thought) that the listener then reconstructs on its basis (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 – Externalization of a speaker's thought processes precedes reconstruction of that thought by the
listener.

Speech/gesture as thought and communication
Any framework according to which speech/gesture is produced for purposes of communicating
thought gets into trouble by adhering implicitly to two presuppositions: (i) the material carrier of
meaning (i.e., bodily expression) is fundamentally different from the meaning it carries from one mind
to another, so that a process of coding and decoding must take place; (ii) because it is possible to
analyze expressive modes in isolation, the speaker’s and listener’s cognitive systems must treat

10

McNeill (2005) comments that Paivio’s separate-but-communicating-channels picture is similar to Kita and
Özyürek’s (2003) cognitive architecture of speech/gesture production. As the coding-decoding model of
communication predicts, Paivio’s theory of comprehension is exactly its inverse.
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different modes as different channels with separate processing streams (sequentially or in parallel)11.
The picture I wish to paint calls these two presuppositions into question, along with the consequent
cognitive architecture of multimodal communicative understanding. Elaborating on the views of
McNeill (1992, 2005) presented earlier, I argue for a framework in which (i) meaning coincides with
its material carrier, while (ii) keeping in mind that this material carrier far exceeds the boundaries of
the verbal mode. This leads me to argue that linguistic understanding does not consist of a temporally
extended process in which meaning is inferred from a perceived multimodal utterance: rather, it
happens immediately and all at once.
I have shown that, in McNeill’s framework, speech and gesture are not an external realization of
thought; rather, the mental mode emerges simultaneously with multimodal expression. These modes
drive as well as are driven by each other dialectically, in a process of ‘thinking-for-speaking’. McNeill
extends Vygotsky’s material carrier from word meaning to the expressive power of the full body: i.e.,
not only do words and meanings coincide; expressive bodies and their meanings do as well. When one
express oneself, one’s thoughts are present in the world and readily available to others at the same time
that they are unfolding to oneself. How can one make the idea more transparent that one’s
conversational participants’ thoughts are formulated at the same time as one’s own are: i.e., how does
‘self’ all-at-onceness extend to interactional all-at-onceness?
In my discussion of the all-at-onceness of expressive subjectivity, I introduced Vygotsky’s (1962)
distinction between analysis-in-elements and analysis-in-units. To presuppose that, in the language
user’s mind, different linguistic modes are realized as different cognitive channels is to take the results
of the investigator’s analysis-in-elements as faithful representation of reality. A problem immediately
arises after such an analysis: what is the explanation of existing correlations between the elements?
Theoretically, the synchronized nature of multimodal expressive action elicits a huge amount of
additional cognitive processing. An analysis in units regards the full expressive body as a basic entity,
driven by one and the same process of meaning constitution – thereby removing the need for an
external synchronization task. The distinction between analysis-in-elements and analysis-in-units can
be extrapolated to the behavior of participants in linguistic interaction. Assume that the interactants
have been brought up in roughly the same circles and that they speak the same language (broadly
conceived): i.e., they share a means of thinking and expressing that is natural to them. If one considers
these conversational participants to be autonomous elements, then correlations between the elements –
such as sharing thoughts or expressive behavior – present themselves as non-default states that need to
be reached somehow. Interactional understanding and adaptation are the result of a cognitive task of
mental and behavioral synchronization.

11

Even Goodwin & Duranti (1992) – though they defend broadening the units of linguistic analysis – divide up
the perceptual field into a focal event and a context. The focal event need not necessarily be the verbal
utterance; but, when e.g. a gesture is the focal event, the verbal moves to context – thus leaving the ‘separate
channels’ problem untouched.
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If, however, one considers conversational participants to be aspects of an interactional unit – i.e.,
a dyad or group rather than a collection of autonomous agents – one may see how their whole takes on
a form of autonomy that cannot be explained by merely referring to their parts (see e.g. De Jaegher &
Di Paolo 2007). Consider a speaker’s arm swing and pointing gesture: in the production of this action,
the speaker drags the listener’s gaze towards the object or in the direction pointed at, as if speaker and
listener were playing a game of pulling-the-rope, in which the ‘rope’ is a shared meaning. This
exemplifies well Merleau-Ponty’s (2007) phenomenological concept of intercorporeity, in which, in
social or linguistic interaction, the participants’ bodies become aspects of a shared dynamic system:
the participants share a ‘body’, because they have been formed the same way: i.e., they speak the same
verbal and non-verbal language; and because they find themselves in a concrete situation together: i.e.,
they have a shared framework to which to make reference. Instead of both the speaker’s and listener’s
cognitive systems needing to put in a separate effort, rather it is the interaction that is the (nonpreceding) cause of both productive and receptive meaning constitution. People need not exchange the
conversational roles of speaker and listener each time they take a conversational turn – as an
investigation of the verbal medium on its own would suggest. A full multimodal analysis shows that,
when people are engaged in conversation, they are, at all times, immediately attuned to each other’s
meaningful behavior. It is better to say that they think, speak, and listen along. Scientific and everyday
findings again offer support:
•

The covert linguistic behavior I mentioned in my discussion of expressive subjectivity –
i.e., that even when people think they are thinking in silence, their vocal organs are active
– extends to expressive intersubjectivity, so that this ‘sub-vocalization’ is also present
when people listen to someone else speaking (McGuigan 1979). This suggests that one’s
understanding of another person’s words emerges from ‘speaking’ along non-vocally with
the other person.

•

Everyone is acquainted with the phenomena whereby someone finishes another person’s
sentence or helps them look for a word they cannot find. Because, during listening, one
thinks along with the other instead of decoding the cues one is sent, one knows what
direction thoughts and sentences are headed in even before they have been expressed.

•

The phenomenon of interactional entrainment is widely documented. Entrainment is the
convergence of communicative behavior across speakers. It occurs either in overlap: both
parties engage in some behavior simultaneously; or sequentially: one party repeats an
action previously produced by the other (Parrill & Kimbara 2006)12. Verbal entrainment
includes mutual adaptation of accent and intonation, or adoption of word choice and

12

‘Mimicry’, ‘mirroring’, and ‘synchrony’ are terms also – and even more frequently – used. I prefer
‘entrainment’ because it evades the image of one conversational participant mimicking, mirroring, or ‘getting in
sync’ with the other, and suggests instead that both participants are carried away by the linguistic event:
“motor mimicry is not an individual phenomenon. It depends on, is shaped by, and in turn influences a
particular moment in dialogue, illustrating the fine-tuned reciprocity that is the essence of the micro-social
context” (Bavelas 2007:136).
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sentence structure. Non-verbal entrainment extends to facial expression, gesture, and
posture. Beyond what is perceptible simply by sight or hearing, entrainment e.g. includes
adaptation of the listener’s breathing rate to that of the speaker’s (McFarland 2001). All
these examples of entrainment – many more can be found in e.g. (Ellis & Beattie 1986) or,
under the term ‘appropriation’, in (McNeill 2005) – take a form in which the onlooker is
unsure who is leading and who is following. They are difficult to explain in a cognitiveprocessing framework. If one extends the term to subsume non-identical behavior matched
by a common intention, then the phenomenon becomes ubiquitous – as the interactional
framework predicts. Consider e.g. speaker and listener facing each other, so that both
their heads are turned in a different direction relative to the body: one looking left, the
other looking right; yet, in absolute terms, they are turned in the same direction.
The concept of intercorporeity has drastic consequences for a model of linguistic interaction. If the
action/reaction, active/passive, input/output, sender/receiver, coding/decoding picture of language
production and understanding can be represented by an image of throwing a ball back and forth, then
the dialectic model I propose is represented by an image of playing musical instruments together or
dancing together to a rhythm: one does not wait for the beat or for a sign from the other to move one’s
body this way or that; self and other form a dynamic system that is led by the music. One’s dance steps
are formed by anticipating where the music will go next and one’s partner along with it. Likewise in
conversation, one is fully submerged and attuned to the other’s behavior and the contents of linguistic
interaction. This is why, in the interpersonal realm, linguistic expression has an all-at-onceness. All-atonceness does not mean that one’s understanding of the other’s expression happens at one point in
time: a finger snap and then it is past; rather, self and other move through time together, as a dyadic
unity; during this ongoing interaction, expressions and thoughts unfold simultaneously. The speaker’s
thoughts are revealed to her at the same time they are revealed to the listener (see Figure 10)13,14.

13

Does my claim that expressive subjectivity and intersubjectivity are characterized by all-at-onceness remain
only at the personal level, or does it have implications for a functional, subpersonal explanation of face-to-face
interaction in terms of neural activity? This is a complicated matter. Contemporary phenomenology – which
provides the broader framework for my investigation – as a discipline mainly analyzes phenomena from a firstperson point of view, at the same time calling into question the very possibility of the neural, functional
explanation that cognitive science searches for. While one cannot deny the importance of brain activity for
experience, the argument is that talk of experience is meaningful only at the level of the embodied, situated
perceiver. Neural activity has a supportive function, but the constitution of meaning happens through
interaction. See Gallagher and Zahavi (2008) for an elaborate explanation of how present-day phenomenology
relates to cognitive science.
14
At this point, it should be clear why I stated at the beginning of the paper that the distinction between
expressive subjectivity and intersubjectivity is artificial. Listening involves expressing oneself and vice versa. The
connections between intra- and interpersonal realms have been explored by Vygotsky (1962); Scheler (2008);
Merleau-Ponty (2007); and, more recently, by Gallagher (2005) and Gallagher and Zahavi (2008).
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Figure 10 – The cognitive-processing model versus the all-at-onceness of linguistic interaction: is a
conversation more like throwing and catching a ball back and forth (1) or more like playing musical
instruments together (2)? (S1 = Speaker 1, S2 = Speaker 2).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
I may summarize the paper by asking two questions: (i) how does thought relate to multimodal
linguistic behavior in the act of expression and understanding, and (ii) how do these expressive modes
cognitively interrelate? I first looked at theories in which thought precedes its material externalization:
the purpose of expressing oneself is the communication of thought. In these theories, speech and
gesture occupy two cognitive channels or constitute two production processes, whose organization is
either carefully planned in advance or reached along the way by communication between channels. In
McNeill’s alternative framework, thought is formulated at the same time it is expressed, in a process of
‘thinking-for-speaking’. Multimodal expressions are not there for the purpose of communication –
although this may be a result; rather they are thought in action. Speech and gesture form an expressive
unit together, cognitively emerging and unfolding at the same time as thought. I have called this the
all-at-onceness of multimodal expression. Turning the attention to “inward” understanding in
multimodal interaction, I first looked at theories in which thought is distinct from any multimodal
utterance from which it is inferred. Different expressive modalities occupy different cognitive
channels; yet their information needs to be integrated into a meaningful whole. This can be achieved
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by processing modes sequentially or in parallel. My alternative view – elaborating on McNeill’s
framework – extends the all-at-onceness of multimodal expression to multimodal interaction. The
meaning/thought that coincided with embodied expression now coincides with shared embodiment:
i.e., Merleau-Ponty’s intercorporeity. Because self and other speak the same language (in a broad
sense) and share a concrete situation, their bodies move as one: speaking, listening, and thinking along
with each other.
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Fleshing out Language and
Intersubjectivity: An Exploration of
Merleau-Ponty’s Legacy to Cognitive
Linguistics
This paper examines how recent cognitive linguistic work on conceptualization and intersubjectivity
(Verhagen 2005, 2008; Langacker 2008) echoes Merleau-Ponty’s older reflection on the notion of
intersubjectivity, a key factor in embodiment and language. Three topics are explored in this respect. First,
the largely implicit references to Merleau-Ponty in Lakoff and Johnson’s Philosophy in the Flesh (1999) are
related more explicitly to Merleau-Ponty’s notion of flesh. Second, the discursive status of usage events are
shown to be directly connected to the linguistic consequences of Merleau-Ponty’s intercorporality, as it
brings together living bodies in intersubjective experiences. The third objective is methodological: the
focus is not only on Merleau-Ponty’s often quoted Phenomenology of Perception 1945, 1958), but shows lines
of continuity with the explicit philosophy of language in his later work, like Eloge de la philosophie
(1960,1963), Signes (1960, 1968b), Conscience et acquisition du langage (1964, 1973a) and La prose du monde
(1969, 1973b). This discussion includes Merleau’s relation to Saussurean linguistics, and gives rise, perhaps
surprisingly, to a dynamic view on language as a locus of intersubjective creativity, which reaches beyond
the individual basis of perception, gesture and incorporated language.
Keywords: intersubjectivity, Merleau-Ponty, phenomenology, cognitive linguistics, flesh.

INTRODUCTION
As there is a reversibility of the seeing and the visible, and as at the point where the two metamorphoses
cross what we call perception is born, so also there is a reversibility of the speech and what it signifies;
the signification is what comes to seal, to close, to gather up the multiplicity of the physical,
physiological, linguistic means of elocution, to contract them in one sole act, as the vision comes to
complete the aesthesiological body. And, as the visible takes hold of the look which has unveiled it and
which forms a part of it, the signification rebounds upon its own means, it annexes to itself the speech that
becomes an object of science, it antedates itself by a retrograde movement which is never completely
belied – because already, in opening the horizon of the nameable and of the sayable, the speech
acknowledged that it has its place in that horizon ; because no locutor speaks without making himself in
advance allocutary, be it only for himself ; because with one sole gesture he closes the circuit of his
relation to himself and that of his relation to the others and, with the same stroke, also sets himself up as
delocutary, speech of which one speaks: he offers himself and offers every word to a universal Word.
(Merleau-Ponty 1964c: 199-200, English translation 1968a: 154).
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In cognitive linguistics, the Gestalt nature of conceptualization, on the one hand, and embodiment, on
the other, refer to an anti-Cartesian phenomenological project (Roy et al. 1999: 61, Petitot 2004: 35,
Doursat & Petitot 2005: 629). In this paper, I explore how embodiment – and the more recent
discovery of intersubjectivity by parts of the cognitive linguistic community, mainly in the work of
Ronald Langacker (1987, 1991, 1999, 2001, 2008) and Arie Verhagen (2005, 2007, 2008) – implicitly
relate to part of Merleau-Ponty’s older but parallel phenomenological reflection on the notions of
language, embodiment, and intersubjectivity: work less quoted in the cognitive tradition than the
earlier Phénoménologie de la perception (1945); translated as Phenomenology of Perception (1958),
henceforth PP. The previous quote by Merleau-Ponty from the posthumously published Le visible et
l’invisible brings together reflections on related notions such as perception, language, intersubjectivity,
the act of speaking, and universal language. I adopt it here as both my phenomenological and cognitive
motto.

HIDDEN FLESH AND UNBEATEN LINGUISTIC PATHS
My most general objective is to restore and reinforce dialogue between cognitive linguistics on the one
hand and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology and enigmatic philosophy of language on the other. I do so
by disentangling the abovementioned notions. It is not easy to provide clear-cut definitions of
embodiment or intersubjectivity in Merleau-Ponty. Both the difficulty and power of seduction in
Merleau-Ponty’s style and philosophical method prevent any linear order of argumentative
demonstration. Merleau-Ponty puts forward a series of suggestions. His oeuvre, from his early until his
last, posthumous work, provides a cyclical reflection, built of repetitions (Bakker 1965: 106), reserved
writing, and reciprocity of concepts (Lefort 196c: 347-349). Meanings for Merleau-Ponty are always a
“becoming, evolving truth” (Merleau-Ponty 1963: xxi).

Objectives
My paper has three specific objectives. First, I want to describe the implicit relation between
embodiment in Merleau-Ponty and embodiment in post-Lakoff cognitive linguistics. Lakoff and
Johnson’s Philosophy in the Flesh (1999) contains no explicit reference to Merleau-Ponty’s key work.
There is a hidden trace of the famous French philosopher in the bibliography, where the English
translation of PP appears in a list of philosophical sources on the moral implications of cognitive
science (Lakoff & Johnson 1999: 598). In an interview (Brockman 1999: 9), Lakoff

explicitly

acknowledges his debt to Merleau-Ponty and to Dewey. Johnson (1993) does as well. That said, they
take up the challenge of providing a philosophical foundation more with respect to Dewey and his
American pragmatism (Rohrer 2001, Johnson and Rohrer 2007: 21) than with respect to MerleauPonty (Johnson 2007: 262). Although I fully recognize Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999) pragmatic
dimension and appreciate their work on embodied meaning from a linguistic point of view,
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nevertheless I feel that Lakoff and Johnson’s philosophical work needs to be rooted more firmly in the
French phenomenological tradition. Meanwhile, the contribution of Merleau-Ponty to Johnson (2007:
275-276) is at the level of spatial orientation and bodily movement, even though Johnson admits the
existence of different levels of body manifestation: the biological organism, the social body, and the
cultural body, amongst others. This implicitness of Merleau-Ponty is (or perhaps is not: see Gallagher
2008b) surprising, since “flesh” is exactly the term used by Merleau-Ponty for the animated body,
which both perceives and moves around in the world. The flesh (chair in French) is the locus where
seeing bodies and visible world co-exist. According to Merleau-Ponty, embodied thought is one’s
relationship with oneself and the world, as well as with the other. Doing philosophy in the flesh entails
these three dimensions: “Thought is a relationship with oneself and with the world as well as a
relationship with the other; hence it is established in the three dimensions at the same time. And it
must be brought to appear directly in the infrastructure of vision” (Merleau-Ponty 1964c: 188).
Flesh is not matter; rather, it is the way one lends one’s body to the objects, and – conversely –
one’s body is inscribed in those objects: seeing an object is creating an image of the object in one’s eye
(Merleau-Ponty 1964c: 189). Flesh refers to a systemic perspective whereby other, similar seeing
beings are involved in a reciprocal, situated process, such that one assumes these other ways of seeing
might be similar to one’s own. Flesh has an intersubjective, distributed dimension. Others appear in
the flesh of the world in the same way a sign indicates its presence to oneself (Merleau-Ponty 1960d).
The importance of flesh as embodiment and intersubjectivity in Merleau-Ponty’s work has,
clearly, not been studied in depth – even been neglected – in cognitive linguistics and linguistically
inspired philosophy. Merleau-Ponty is – consciously or unconsciously – an indirect source of
inspiration not only for Johnson (1987: xxxvii), who labels himself a descriptive or empirical
phenomenologist – as is also his position in (Lakoff & Johnson 1999); but also for other, more recent
cognitively oriented researchers. I agree with Nerlich and Clarke (2007), Lapaire (2006) and Zlatev
(2010) on how to judge this laconic treatment of phenomenology and Merleau-Ponty, particularly as it
is found in the work of Lakoff and Johnson.
In what is probably the most philosophically elaborated on experientialism up to date, The Body in the
Mind, Johnson (1987: xxxvii) writes: ‘some of my most important claims are anticipated in the work of
philosophers who might claim allegiance to phenomenology of the post-Husserlian varieties’ and
describes his method as ‘a form of descriptive or empirical phenomenology’. At the same time, the name
of the founder of phenomenology, Husserl, always seems to appear in a negative context in experientialist
writings, and that of MP [Merleau-Ponty], whose work is possibly most relevant for the proposed
‘embodied realism’, hardly at all (Zlatev 2010: 418, cf. Nerlich & Clarke 2007).

What is striking is that, whenever Merleau-Ponty does appear, his legacy is recognized mainly through
PP; his other work is touched upon briefly, often without discussion (cf. Evans 2004, Johnson 2007,
Oakley 2009: 79). Zlatev (2007: 311) mentions PP in a critique of Lakoff’s anti-representationalism.
To my mind, the only real exception is Freeman (2004), who quotes both PP and Le visible et
l’invisible (1964c), translated as The Visible and the Invisible (1968a); although her analysis, like
Evans’ (2004), concentrates on the notion of time. Meanwhile, Rohrer (2007: 351) acknowledges
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Gallagher’s (2007) positive considerations of Merleau-Ponty. At the same time, Rohrer adds this type
of phenomenology as a third dimension within his survey of the dimensions of embodiment, without
ever directly quoting Merleau-Ponty – referring to it as mainstream ‘counter-Cartesian philosophical
accounts of mind, cognition and language’ (Rohrer 2007: 349). To my mind, Lakoff and Johnson’s
attitude, and Rohrer’s, are characteristic of the prevailing cognitive linguistic perspective on MerleauPonty: the French philosopher is present, but only implicitly, indirectly; while the linguistic, Saussurelike dimension of Merleau-Ponty is not fully recognized.
The same hidden character of embodiment and flesh appears in the work of one of the major
theoreticians of cognitive linguistics, Ronald Langacker. Echoes of and references to Saussure are
absent, Langacker claiming not to have studied Saussure at all (Nerlich and Clarke 2007: 597).
Merleau-Ponty is likewise absent. Although Langacker (2008:31) conceives explicitly of a nexus
between phenomenological representation and neural processing, its historical/philosophical
exploration is not his main concern in what is otherwise a fascinating work, where only a few
references to other lines of thinking appear. I will develop the possible connection between MerleauPonty and Langacker in a more detailed way in the Section Echoes in Langacker (p. 197). Langacker’s
representational model is interesting: although it does not deny that there is a neurocognitive corollary
of experience, experience clearly has a conceptual, semantic status, so that the scope of cognitive
linguistics is not restricted to physiological accounts of experience. Neurocognitive accounts interact
with the significations and mental representations in which they arise. Neurophysiology does not
directly mirror representational, linguistic representations and schematicity arising from lived
experience: an observation parallel to Merleau-Ponty’s reflections on the nexus between language and
experience (Toadvine 2009: 43). Cognitive linguistics claims that meaning should not only be
conceived of as an isolated mental object, but also as an act ‘subjectively constructed so as to make
sense in an intersubjectively shared universe of discourse, which is continuous with (not separate
from) the material world in which other (non-discursive) human activities are carried out’ (Sinha 1999:
232).
In Merleau-Ponty’s perspective, embodiment refers to the nexus between subjective and external
world, where others are part of the perceived reality; while flesh refers to the reciprocal relations
between these two realms. In my opinion, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) do not recognize this relation
sufficiently, and so I attempt to tackle the issue here. This constitutes the first theoretical objective of
this paper.
The second objective is more strictly linguistic: my ambition is not only to document MerleauPonty more extensively, but also to complete the existing, laconic or implicit connections between
phenomenology and cognitive science, which have mainly stressed the (decisive) impact of Husserl on
cognitive linguistics on the one hand, and the corporeal dimension of language in Merleau-Ponty on
the other. Cognitive science stresses neurocognitive evidence paralleled by Merleau-Ponty’s thought
(Dreyfus 2005: 142-143; for a clear statement of the cognitive view, cf. Gallagher 2007: 272, 2008a:
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216). I agree with the general claim about Husserl’s impact on cognitive linguistics as e.g. expressed
by Bundgaard (2004), writing on the indirect underpinnings from Husserl in cognitive linguistics and
Husserl’s echoes in Lakoff, Johnson, and Langacker. Where I disagree is when Bundgaard – although
he acknowledges (2004: 27, n3) Lakoff and Johnson’s indirect debt to Merleau-Ponty – judges the
detour ‘via Merleau-Ponty’ (Bundgaard 2004: 4) a useless one. I feel that the particular linguistic
status of intersubjectivity or intercorporeality in Merleau-Ponty offers an addition to Bundgaard’s
mainly Husserl-based analysis. Gallagher (2007: 287) clearly acknowledges Merleau-Ponty’s
enrichment of Husserl, where Merleau-Ponty ‘takes one’s own lived body to be the locus of
intersubjective experience’. Unlike Gallagher – who shows the implications of Merleau-Ponty’s work
on the neurophysiological substrate – I will explore the linguistic and discursive consequences of the
notion of intersubjectivity.
Embodiment and intersubjectivity are closely related in Merleau-Ponty and cannot be neatly
disentangled. Geeraerts (1985) is quite helpful at this point. Although his earlier work revolves around
the epistemological status in the history of philosophy of paradigmatic semantics and cognitive
linguistics, in (1985) he adequately connects these two important elements of Merleau-Ponty’s postHusserl philosophy of language, to make the epistemological point that embodied self-consciousness is
based on language while non-dyadic intersubjectivity presupposes dynamic contact with a cultural
world of discourse (Geeraerts 1985: 363) – detailing the position of language and discourse in
Merleau-Ponty’s culture-driven notion of intersubjectivity. This is another way to conceive of
embodiment, beyond cognitivist and neurocognitive readings of Husserl’s or Merleau-Ponty’s (1995)
philosophy of nature.
This discursive reading is central to issues addressed in cognitive linguistics. When Langacker
states that the dynamic aspects of discursive conceptualization are inscribed in the linguistic
experience of the perceived world, the connections between cognitive grammar and Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenology are striking: ‘conceptualization is dynamic in the sense that in unfolds through
processing time, and also because the specific course of development is a significant aspect of our
mental experience’ (Langacker 2008: 32).
Recently, Langacker has called for integrating discursivity into cognitive grammar. As cognitive
grammar increasingly embeds constructions in rich linguistic and situational contexts, the result is to
claim that the linguistic, social, and cultural contextual boundaries should be considered points on a
contextual continuum (Langacker 2008: 464). This is very much in line with Geeraerts’s older
phenomenological reading of Merleau-Ponty in terms of discursivity. Again, I will develop the general
connection between Merleau-Ponty and Langacker in more detail in the Section Echoes in Langacker
(p. 197).
Exploring the interface between Langacker and Merleau-Ponty -- taking meaning in discourse
into consideration – poses an interesting challenge. Although Merleau-Ponty’s legacy to the
experientialist – and not only the neurological – form of embodiment is only indirectly apparent,
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nevertheless Merleau-Ponty has commonly been identified as one of the historical forerunners of
embodied cognitive linguistics.
For MP [Merleau-Ponty], perception, knowledge of the world, consciousness, and language are
embodied, just as they are for modern cognitive linguists. Specifically, he stresses the crucial
epistemological role of the body, in the sense that the body is ‘animated’ and the mind ‘incorporated’:
consciousness, according to MP, is experienced in and through our bodies – in short consciousness is
embodied. As pointed out earlier, in spite of this obvious relationship, MP is not often cited in the context
of Cognitive Linguistics. He is acknowledged by Lakoff (see Brockman 2000) and Johnson 1993, but an
extensive treatment in a cognitive linguistic context is to be found only in Geeraerts (1985: 354-364,
1993a) (Nerlich & Clarke 2007: 602).

I see both Geeraerts’ attitude and Lakoff and Johnson’s as an explicit and implicit invitation to explore
Merleau-Ponty’s work. Therefore, I will try to call to mind some of Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on the role
of language in embodiment on the one hand; and, on the other, the equally important and overlooked
way in which phenomenological thinking was nourished by the structuralist linguistic thinking of
Merleau-Ponty’s time. This constitutes my second objective. pursue my first and second objectives in
the sections Saussure’s Language on the Move (p.193) and Intersubjectivity in Merleau-Ponty (p. 201),
respectively.
The third objective of this paper is a methodological one: I explore Merleau-Ponty’s rather
dissipated contribution to cognitive linguistics, starting from – and possibly going beyond – the early
PP and Merleau-Ponty’s naturalist courses at the Collège de France (Merleau-Ponty 1995). To fill the
gap and take up the challenge set by Geeraerts, I must consider Merleau-Ponty’s thought as it unfolds,
taking in consideration the geneaology of his oeuvre. I have already said that, when Geeraerts (1985),
Lakoff and Johnson (1999), Nerlich and Clarke (2007) or Zlatev (2010) mention Merleau-Ponty, they
do so exclusively with reference to PP.
My attitude will not be polemical but constructive. I take PP as a starting point for MerleauPonty’s phenomenology of language, then move in outward concentric circles towards some of his
other writings, both those published during his lifetime and posthumously. My account is not
exhaustive but zooms in on the progressive shaping of Merleau-Ponty’s thinking on language, feeding
it into the notion of intersubjectivity I present in Intersubjectivity and Language (p. 203). Along the
way, I quote extensively from both older and more recent French publications dealing with MerleauPonty’s philosophy of language. Note that there is no linear development of thought in MerleauPonty’s writings on language: language appears as a series of issues tied to – but not exclusively
involving – perception (Silverman 2006: 177; see Métraux 1970 and Silverman 2006: 192-193 for
overviews of Merleau-Ponty’s writings on language).

Phenomenology of perception and parole
What can one say about the general relationship between language and perception for Merleau-Ponty?
In PP, Merleau-Ponty considers language (parole) the supreme gesture: the crowning achievement of
corporal expressivity (see Fontaine-De Visscher 1974: 17). ‘The spoken word is a genuine gesture, and
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it contains its meaning in the same way as the gestures contain it. This is what makes communication
possible’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 214; 2008: 213).1
Language is not the presupposition of thought but its accomplishment (Merleau-Ponty 1945:
207): its accomplishment through the body, as the title of PP’s Chapter Six reveals (Le corps comme
expression et la parole: The Body as Expression and Speech). In other words, the body is an active
presence in the world of language (Fusaroli 2010) Language is an instrument of action, as uncovered
by e.g. language pathology:
What the patient has lost, and what a normal person possesses, is not a certain stock of words, but a
certain way of using them. The same word which remains at the disposal of the patient in the context of
automatic languages escapes him in that of language unrelated to purpose.… There is thus revealed,
underlying the word, an attitude, a function of speech which conditions it. The word could be identified as
an instrument of action and as a means of disinterested designation (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 204; 2008: 203204).

In his study of perception, language surpasses the extreme position of either intellectualism or
empiricism. His anti-representational view on language postulates how thought is brought about
dynamically through language, not merely as the linguistic reflection of an outer world and a
‘container view’ of word meaning:
If speech presupposed thought, if talking were primarily a matter of meeting the object through a
cognitive intention or through a representation, we could not understand why thought tends towards
expression as towards its completion…. A thought limited to existing for itself, independently of the
constraints of speech and communication, would no sooner appear than it would sink into the
unconscious, which means that it would not exist even for itself (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 206, 2008: 206).

Expression marks the onset of a communicative dimension in Merleau-Ponty. In PP, language’s ability
to enact intersubjectivity is connected not so much with linguistic meanings but with other semiotic
modes of cultural manifestation: e.g., dance, painting, literary texts, and musical discourse (Kwant
1968b: 107). In both language and art, the coincidence of thinking and representation is an illusion
produced by altered consciousness of the contingent relationship of expression and communication:
‘thus language and the understanding of language apparently raise no problems. The linguistic and
intersubjective world no longer surprises us, we no longer distinguish it from the world itself, and it is
within a world already spoken and speaking that we think (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 214, 2008: 214).
In PP, the opening of the body through linguistic experience is to be understood as an illustration – at a
high level – of perceptual experience, countering the internal/external dichotomy and generating a
view on perception that extends beyond a mere ‘screen of ideas’ (Hansen: 2008: 24).
Saussure is instrumental to Merleau-Ponty’s philosophical treatment of perception, while
linguistics offers a philosophical alternative to Hegel’s spirit or Marx praxis. The precise programmatic
status of Saussure’s linguistics are clarified in Merleau-Ponty’s inaugural address to the Collège de
France in 1953: both for the provisional terminus ad quem and the terminus ab quo of his post-PP
reflection (Merleau-Ponty 1963: xvii). Saussure is presented as a solution to the philosophical dilemma
1

Wherever two references to Merleau-Ponty are given like this, the first will be to the original French edition
and the second to the English translation.
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of things versus conscience. The speaker is both autonomous, and projected and tributary (in the
etymological sense), with respect to his linguistic community. Philosophy is both connected to an
anonymous symbolic world in which living actors emerge, and to ‘the personal discourse which
develops in us’ (Merleau-Ponty 1963: 57). Whenever individual expression injects a new systematicity
into language, Saussure is able to sketch a new philosophy of history (cf. Watson 2009: 62-63):
The presence of the individual in the institution and of the institution in the individual is evident in the
case of linguistic change. It is often the wearing down of a form which suggests to us a new way of using
the means of discrimination which are present in the language at a given time. The constant need for
communication leads us to invent and to accept a new usage which is not deliberate and yet which is
systematic. The contingent fact, taken over by the will to expression, becomes a new way of expression
which takes its place, and has a lasting sense in the history of this language. In such cases, there is a
rationality in the contingent, a lived logic, a self-constitution of which we have definite need in trying to
understand the union of contingency and meaning in history, and Saussure, the modern linguist, could
have sketched a new philosophy of history (Merleau-Ponty 1953: 56; 1963: 55).

Saussure’s linguistics become the means to think of the institution in which language occurs as an
institution of which speakers need not conceive. There is a clear distinction between the use of the
linguistic method to analyze non-linguistic semiotic dimensions of society on the one hand; and, on the
other, as a theoretical tool to describe linguistic manifestations. Incorporation constitutes the common
ground between these dimensions:
Just as language is a system of signs which have meaning only in relation to one another, and each of
which has its own usage throughout the whole language, so each institution is a symbolic system that the
subject takes over and incorporates as a style of functioning, as a global configuration, without having any
need to be explicitly aware of it at all. When equilibrium is destroyed, the reorganizations which take
place comprise, like those of language, an internal logic even though it may not be clearly thought out by
anyone. They are polarized by the fact that, as participants in a system of symbols, we exist in the eyes of
one another, with one another, in such a way that changes in a language are due to our will to speak and to
be understood. The system of symbols affects the molecular changes which occur when a meaning
develops, a meaning which is neither a thing nor an idea, in spite of the famous dichotomy, because it is a
modulation of our coexistence (Merleau-Ponty 1953: 57; 1963: 55-56).

In PP, language gradually transforms into a new, positive problem for philosophy: something not so
strongly present in earlier work such as Structure du comportement (1942). In what follows, I will
explain how this reflection on language is fundamentally dynamic and how, after PP, Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophy of language became gradually more central to his philosophical endeavor (Kwant 1968a:
93).
Having presented this general characterization and critique of Lakoff and Johnson, I can now
present the more positive contribution of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology to so-called secondgeneration cognitive science.
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Saussure’s language on the move
Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological account integrates considerations of language inspired by the
linguistics and structuralism of his time.2 The second part of this paper exposes Merleau-Ponty’s
linguistic ideas, taking two periods into consideration. I first consider Merleau-Ponty’s interpretation
of Husserl in PP (cf. Dastur 1998). Taking Eloge de la philosophie (1953) (In Praise of Philosophy) as
a cut-off point, I interpret this first period as revealing (dis)continuities with later developments in e.g.
Signes(1960) (Signs) or La prose du monde (1969a) (The Prose of the World), which lead to a much
broader ontologically (cf. Edie 1987: 53-54) and linguistically founded project on language. From
1948 to 1953, Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological project was intertwined with reflections on
Saussure’s linguistic legacy to French structuralism. I hope to show that a post-structuralist perspective
on Merleau-Ponty complements and pushes further the critical reading of Lakoff and Johnson (1999)
offered by Haser (2005) and Zlatev (2007).
Merleau-Ponty’s linguistic references appear in a deliberate but not always explicit way. Apart
from his reading of Vendryès and references to Meillet, he takes Saussure’s Cours de linguistique
générale as a key source of inspiration. His originality resides in his embodied vision, which refers not
only to the definitive static nature of language, but also to the latent dynamics of speech.
In what follows, I explore central notions in his phenomenological vision of language, mainly
through two later works: the preface to Signes (1960, translated into English as Signs 1968b); and a
collection of essays, included in that volume, titled Sur la phénoménologie du langage (1960b,
translated into English as On the Phenomenology of Language 1968c). The latter precedes the former:
Merleau-Ponty presented it during the first international phenomenology colloquium, organized in
Brussels in 1951. Both texts mark important moments in the development of Merleau-Ponty’s seminal
work on perception.
Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological starting point is Husserl. While the linguist and the scientist
examine language from the outside, the phenomenologist takes a complementary position (FontaineDe Visscher 1974: 58), scrutinizing the role of the subject in relation to language: ‘taking language as
a fait accompli – as the residue of past acts of signification and the record of already acquired
meanings – the scientist inevitably misses the peculiar clarity of speaking, the fecundity of expression’
(Merleau-Ponty 1960b: 138, 1968c: 85 ).
The speaking subject completes the view on language that I wish to present. Language use as a
means of communication in a living community not only makes the speaker look back to the past; his
present experience simultaneously projects him towards the future: ‘…a language [la langue] regains
its unity. It is no longer the result of a chaotic past of independent linguistic facts but a system all of
whose elements cooperate in a single attempt to express which is turned toward the present or the
future and thus governed by a present logic’ (Merleau-Ponty 1960b: 138-139, 1964g: 85).
2

For the institutional link between Merleau-Ponty, Jakobson, Lévi-Strauss, and Martinet, see e.g. (Larrivée
2008: 82).
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Here, Merleau-Ponty takes a more traditional view on la langue and refers directly to Saussure in
a dialogue that results not in the mere addition of the subject to objective language but a research
project in which philosophy addresses linguistics on a meta-level:
What the phenomenology of language teaches me is not just a psychological curiosity – the language
observed by linguistics experienced in me and bearing my particular additions to it. It teaches me a new
conception of the being of language, which is now logic in contingency – an oriented system which
nevertheless always elaborates random factors, taking what is fortuitous up again into a meaningful whole
– incarnate logic (Merleau-Ponty 1960b: 142, 1968c: 87-88).

The past of a language – its sedimented and conventional character captured a posteriori by the system
of Saussure’s language – is not a sequence of frozen moments, whose transitions between states are
produced by a strictly objective analysis of change (cf. Froman 1982: 150). Instead, understood by
means of Heidegger’s geological metaphor (cf. Dastur 2001: 55), a constant restructuring takes place
in which new elements reorganize the existing system and radically alter the structure of that system.
Saussure’s langue is clearly present in the notion of sedimented language: language is not a rigorously
built universal system of meanings but the result of a convergent group of gestures or setting of
meanings, to be conceived of as differential values. In the act of speaking with others, new meanings
and new values may come about.
If universality is attained, it will not be through a universal language which would go back prior to the
diversity of languages to provide us with the foundations of all possible languages. It will be through an
oblique passage from a given language that I speak and that initiates me into the phenomenon of
expression, to another given language that I learn to speak and that effects the act of expression according
to a completely different style – the two languages (and ultimately all given languages) being contingently
comparable only at the outcome of this passage and only as signifying wholes, without our being able to
recognize in them the common elements of one single categorial structure (Merleau-Ponty 1960b: 141142, 1968c: 87).

I wish to develop two aspects of language central to this radically dynamic view of language as a
moving system that continuously breaks established equilibria to move ‘beyond’ – by means of
expression (next section) and anti-Cartesian meaning (following section).

Expression
Merleau-Ponty first scrutinizes expression in PP. Gaining inspiration from language pathology,
Merleau-Ponty understands thought and representation as born with language and action. Speech does
not reside in the speaker as the translation of an already accomplished thought; it is the
accomplishment of that thought (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 207). Original texts by famous authors awake
new, distinctly original meanings in their readers: ‘there is thus, either in the man who listens or reads,
or in the one who speaks or writes, a thought in speech the existence of which is unsuspected by
intellectualism’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 209, 2008: 209).
If language users are not always fully aware that language calls thought into existence, it is
because they do not perceive language as distinct from silent thought. The link between the two levels
is revealed as e.g. one reads literary texts with a personal style, transforming linguistic conventions.
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The act of speaking breaks the silence: ‘Just as the sense-giving intention which has set in motion the
other person’s speech is not an explicit thought, but a certain lack which is asking to be made good, so
my taking up of this intention is not a process of thinking on my part, but a synchronizing change of
my own existence, a transformation of my being’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 214, 2008: 213).
In PP, as a corporeal characteristic expression has a metaphysical function: it makes meanings
exist, or it transforms things into meanings (cf. Dupond 2001: 25).

Anti-Cartesian meaning
For Merleau-Ponty,meaning has a particular status, which he explores in the first chapter of the third
part of PP with the cogito as the central issue. His use of Saussure’s concepts to make the role of
perception tangible through language leads to a radical critique of Cartesian meaning (cf. Larrivée
2008: 65) in which expression has been eradicated: ‘the paper, the letters on it, my eyes and body are
there only as the minimum setting of some invisible operation. Expression fades out before what is
expressed, and this is why its mediating role may pass unnoticed, and why Descartes nowhere
mentions it. Descartes, and a fortiori his reader, begin their meditation in what is already a universe of
discourse’3 (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 459, 2008: 466).
In Merleau-Ponty’s vision, language is not primarily representational but instrumental. Meaning
is not only about the physical characteristics of an object but also (and simultaneously) the situated act
of perception by and praxis of a human body: ‘as for the meaning of the word, I learn it as I learn to
use a tool, by seeing it used in the context of a certain situation’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 462, 2008:
469).
This instrumental vision of meaning-as-expression is not present independently either in objects
or subjects but becomes perceivable in concrete – often artistic – realization: in the act of expression
(Merleau-Ponty 1966b: 32). Expression is incorporated into a body made invisible and static in the
Cartesian formula cogito, ergo sum. The preceding discussion should demonstrate how MerleauPonty’s understanding of language – as the locus of both subject and object – is highly compatible
with the anti-Cartesianism of Lakoff and Johnson’s embodied realism. I have shown how, in PP,
Merleau-Ponty situates language with respect to perception. In the posthumous volume La prose du
monde (Merleau-Ponty 1969a, translated into English as The Prose of the World 1973b), one finds
explicit rejection of a Cartesian linguistic project that aims at an algorithmic and universal grammar.
He considers Chomsky’s project of a pure language as an impoverishment (see also Mallin 1979: 183):
a phantom reduction of language to unspoken, truth-conditional, static thought.
The algorithm, the project of a universal language, is a revolt against language in its existing state and a
refusal to depend upon the confusions of everyday language. The algorithm is an attempt to construct
language according to the standard of truth, to redefine it to match the divine mind, and to return to the
very origin of the history of speech or, rather, to tear speech out of history (Merleau-Ponty 1969b: 10,
1973c: 5)

3

The French text mentions un univers déjà parlant: an ‘already speaking’ universe.
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Merleau-Ponty’s anti-algorithmic argument is explicitly anti-universalist – a position that need not
exclude some degree of representation in the body. He offers a resolute call not only for embodied
perception but for embodied language. Embodied perception and embodied language are closely
connected concepts: Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of perception is also a philosophy of language,
a conclusion that cognitive science has not fully recognized. In the next section, I explain how, on
Merleau-Ponty’s view, meaning should be given back its inherently dynamic and discursive nature.

Spoken and speaking language
On re-reading Saussure’s Cours, Merleau-Ponty developed a rich, usage-based view of language,
integrating a more static – even sedimentary – system with its creative projection in discourse. This
linguistic inspiration is most visible in (Merleau-Ponty 1964a): a synthesis of teachings edited by his
Sorbonne students; and in the posthumously published La prose du monde (Merleau-Ponty 1969a).
‘Language is there, like an all-purpose tool, with its vocabulary, its turn of phrase and form which have
been so useful, and it always responds to our call, ready to express anything, because language is the
treasury of anything one may wish to say….’ (Merleau-Ponty 1969b: 11, 1973b: 6)
A distinction needs to be made between two types or strata of language (De Waelhens 1970: 156):
a post hoc, acquired language; and a language that comes into being in the moment of expression: i.e.,
in the moment in which the linguistic signs create meaning. Merleau-Ponty calls these two facets of
meaning the spoken and the speaking language: ‘le langage parlé et le langage parlant’ (MerleauPonty 1969c: 17), and develops them in The Prose of the World, written as a phenomenological
reaction to Sartre’s Qu’est-ce que la littérature? (What is Literature?). It narrows in on literary style as
a particular manifestation of speaking language.4 In novels like those of Stendhal, readers feel
immerged in an innovative style. The author introduces his readers to a world of acquired and now
available meaning. Having allowed the reader to enter that world, the author then twists the signs into
new meanings, which the reader comes to know through reading:
The expressive moment occurs where the relationship reverses itself, where the book takes possession of
the reader. Sedimented language is the language that the reader brings with him, the stock of accepted
relations between signs and familiar significations without which he could never have begun to read. It
constitutes the language and the literature of the language. Thus it is also Stendhal’s work once it has been
understood and added to the cultural heritage. But speech is the book’s call to the unprejudiced reader.
Speech is the operation through which a certain arrangement of already available signs and significations
alters and then transfigures each of them, so that in the end a new signification is secreted. It is the effect
through which Stendhal’s own language comes to life in the reader’s mind, henceforth for the reader’s
own use. Once I have acquired this language, I can easily delude myself into believing that I could have
understood it by myself, because it has transformed me and made me capable of understanding it
(Merleau-Ponty 1969c: 20,1973d).

In the quote, Merleau-Ponty refers to the projection of an already existing system towards its
transformation into the not-yet-accessible, which comes to be adopted by the language. The image of
literary language he conveys is one of constant tension between the given and the new. Static and
4

For the position of Merleau-Ponty on Sartre, see (Kwant 1966: 140-148).
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dynamic co-exist. Language becomes a meaning potential, reaching for itself: ‘thus language is not,
while it is functioning, the simple product of the past it carries with it. The past history of language is
the visible trace of a power of expression which that history in no way invalidates (Merleau-Ponty
1969c: 32,1973d: 22).
Whereas, in the PP, language is present but subordinate to the analysis of the cogito and its
perceptual status; in the later works, Merleau-Ponty shows a clearer Saussure-inspired and linguistic
focus. In La prose du monde (1969a), the impact of language as a tool for perceptual intention5 and an
alternative for understanding history6 is gradually transformed through a semiotic reading of ‘the
transformation of meanings into a system of expression’ (Silverman 2006: 186): a view that need not
exclude a stable dimension to language (cf. Violi 1997: 273, quoted by Traini 2006: 315).
I have made explicit Merleau-Ponty’s contribution to understanding of expression and antiCartesian meaning (preceding two sections). Discourse is the locus where sedimentary and creative
language use meet in the present moment of speech (present section). In the next section, I look for
similarities between this view on language and recent developments in cognitive linguistics:
specifically, in Langacker’s cognitive grammar.

Echoes in Langacker
Clearly, Merleau-Ponty’s vision of language is compatible with the contemporary conceptions of
language proposed by cognitive linguistics. I wish to explain how Merleau-Ponty’s voice is echoed in
aspects of Langacker’s views on language dynamics. As mentioned earlier, Langacker’s project is
straightforwardly phenomenological. He (correctly) takes the referential world in which linguistically
conceptualized events occur as a phenomenal one:
…I have been distinguishing between ‘the world’ and what happens within it. We conceive of the world
as the stable framework within which situations arise and events unfold. What counts as the world
depends on one’s outlooks and concerns. Primarily, of course, we identify it with the physical universe,
but we also think in terms of a social world, a mental world, a spiritual world, and so on (Langacker 1991:
276).

Cognitive grammar is that strand within cognitive linguistics that emphasizes the semantic function of
language: i.e., that ‘fully acknowledges the grounding of language in social interaction, but insists that
even its interactive function is critically dependent on conceptualization’ (Langacker 2008: 8).
Cognitive grammar is representational. It looks for empirically sound descriptions of linguistic
phenomena, as abstractions over usage events. Langacker’s is a non-modular approach: the linguistic
constructions and aptitudes he describes are connected with basic cognitive manifestations. Generally
in symbolic accounts of grammar – such as Langacker’s cognitive grammar – meaning is not only
experiential but inherently dynamic. This is the point at which Langacker’s and Merleau-Ponty’s
notions of spoken and speaking language meet:
5
6

…As in Phénoménologie de la perception (Merleau-Ponty 1945).
…As in Eloge de la philosophie (Merleau-Ponty 1960).
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In the first place, meaning is not identified with concepts but with conceptualization, the term being
chosen precisely to highlight its dynamic nature. Conceptualization is broadly defined to encompass any
facet of mental experience. It is understood as subsuming: (1) both novel and established conceptions; (2)
not just ‘intellectual’ notions, but sensory, motor and emotive experience as well; (3) apprehension of the
physical, linguistic, social, and cultural context; and (4) conceptions that develop and unfold through
processing time…. So, even if ‘concepts’ are taken as being static, conceptualization is not (Langacker
2008: 30).

With this general characterization of conceptualization in hand, I will now consider five detailed
technical notions in Langacker’s cognitive grammar, on a par with Merleau-Ponty’s endeavour. First,
Langacker’s dynamic, evolutionary model of time, with its relation of a conceptualizer to represented
time in present reality, is continuously shifting forward towards the future, integrating what is now
reality as part of the past, all while the time of conceptualization unfolds (Langacker 1991a: 276).
Second and more specifically, conceptual scenes, along with their correlated, alternative construals, are
characterized in perceptual terms (Langacker 1987: 129-130, Langacker 1991: Ch. 1): the subjects
responsible for conceptualizations set up objects of conceptualization in order to get the
conceptualizations ‘on stage’: i.e., part of the linguistic form associated with a conceptual
constellation. Third and more generally, organization of figure and ground is relevant to spatial – often
visual – information treatment; as well as to abstract, non-spatial domains where similar viewpoints
apply (Langacker 1987: 125-126). Fourth – apart from the epistemic axes of time and modality used
for representing time – a particular type of scanning consists in the reference-point relationship of
similar dynamics between predications, when linking conceptual items over time and the sequential
structure of linguistic expressions is at stake. This relationship involves access to more than one
conceptual entity over a mental path: a notion ‘which we can best appreciate… from a perceptual
example’ (Langacker 2008: 83). To my perspective, reference-point constructions are the locus where
the dynamic aspect of mental representations in discourse are set up (Sambre 2005: 149). At every
moment, perception or discourse send information to the ground containing a conceptualizer so as to
build focus chains: ‘a series of successive foci of attention in the context of a profiled relationship’
(Langacker 1999: 365). At every relational point in the chain, grounding elements and objective
construals – referring to speakers or hearers – may appear. Fifth, dynamic and continuous updating of
layered information allow speakers to move away from the already ‘sedimented’ parole parlée into the
constituting parole parlante: an embodied usage-event linked to a grounded conceptualizer. Visual
representation of experiential activity is central to Langacker’s account of symbolization.
Meanwhile, Langacker’s cognitive grammar addresses the issue of discourse. Conceiving of and
analyzing discourse requires further updating and grounded meaning dynamics, referred to through a
usage event. Language is shown, explicitly, in action and again in viewing. It is important at this point
to keep in mind five methodological aspects (Langacker 2001: 145) paralleling the five theoretical
notions described above: (1) conceptualization is understood as a viewing frame; (2) the scope of one’s
conceptualization at any moment is limited to what is in the frame, and the focus operates on that
scope; (3) usage events take place in physical, mental, social, and cultural contexts; (4)
conceptualizations are grounded: they engage speakers and hearers in coordinated viewing of some
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element in the viewing arrangement, such that some portion of their coordinated vision requires shared
meaning; (5) discourse sequences can be composed of a ‘series of usage events’ (Langacker 2001:
147) that unfold through the lens of the focus of attention: the so-called zero frame, preceded by a
(retrospective, past) minus frame and followed by a (prospective, future) discourse frame. In a more
recent version of this account, Langacker writes:
A usage event was defined as embracing an expression’s full contextual understanding, a portion of which
can be identified as its linguistic meaning. A key factor in its meaning is the interaction of the speaker and
hearer, each engaged in assessing what the other knows, intends, and is currently attending to. The
intended result… is that the interlocutors arrive at roughly similar conceptions of the objective content
and direct their attention to the same element within it (the expression’s profile) (Langacker 2008: 466).

Langacker’s current account of the discourse space entails, in a positive way, both dynamics and
grounding in visual representations of intersubjectivity, where multiple conceptualizers share common
ground (Clark 1996), orchestrating and co-constructing visual, gestural, and linguistic information
over time (Clark & Krych 2004: 79). One may reasonably consider Langacker’s implicitly
phenomenological work on co-constructed dynamic meaning as the first positive, modern cognitive
linguistic echo of Merleau-Ponty. With this positive reading of Langacker in light of Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenology in hand, I will explore what intersubjectivity means for Merleau-Ponty. Before I do
so, however, I must show how structuralism – as Lakoff and Johnson (1999) assume – need not be
incompatible with a dynamic, intersubjective view of language; and how Merleau-Ponty’s thought is in
line with certain aspects of structuralist thinking: a point that has not been sufficiently emphasized
before. Indeed, in line with the linguistic thinking of his time, Merleau-Ponty was sensitive to the
structuralist idea that language – as a system – entails a dynamic, open-ended view on language use as
not only about conveying information, but also bringing language users together through the parole or
act of speech, establishing intersubjective relations between them as they set up evolving meanings.

Another structuralism
First, I must discuss Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999) declared objections to poststructuralism, since these
objections occur precisely on the level of Merleau-Ponty’s linguistic position. Although I fully agree
on the embodied nature of language, I think that Lakoff and Johnson’s dismissal of poststructuralism is
too radical: too global. Their criticism is based on two poststructuralist positions7: the arbitrariness of
the sign, and meanings as binary oppositions among free-floating signifiers (Lakoff and Johnson 1999:
464). To some extent, Merleau-Ponty adheres to Saussure’s notion of arbitrariness, offering only
indirect criticisms by reference to Gustave Guillaume’s work (Merleau-Ponty 1964d: 173).
Nevertheless, criticizing poststructuralism exclusively by reference to differential values and the
notion of system denies justice to Saussure’s project.8 I will proceed by a close reading of a (to my

7

Two other poststructuralist positions – relativism and contingency – will not be discussed here.
For another reading of Saussure – by Meillet, who was a direct inspiration for Merleau-Ponty – see (Swiggers
2008).
8
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mind) fundamental French text explaining the nature of the structuralist endeavor, published at the
final stage of the period in which Merleau-Ponty discovered Saussure: i.e., (Ducrot 1968). I will focus
specifically on the chapter by Oswald Ducrot, devoted to structuralism in linguistics. When Saussure
refers to structures, they need to be understood as the elements that human beings use as objects of
exchange (Ducrot 1968: 11). Exchange is a central notion: the structural and differential organization
of the language system was born precisely as an anti-Cartesian and anti-referential semiotic movement
in reaction to the dominant grammar of Port Royal, by which sentence order was considered as pure
reflection of thought.
Saussure’s anti-representationalist system is opposed to the referentialist vision of language as
mirror to the Cartesian world. The order of words is autonomous and internal: ‘even if we maintain
that language, conceived of as a system of words, is a kind of microcosm which order is the exact copy
of the universal order, we discover, in the elements of this microcosm, another world, also governed by
rules and hierarchical by nature, but which does only witness itself’ (Ducrot 1968: 23).9 Certainly, this
view does not simply imply a static, differential state of affairs: ‘they [languages] have their own
dynamism, a possibility or even a requirement of change’ (Ducrot 1968: 29).10 Similarly, the system of
language implies an instrumental view on language as something used by individuals to transmit
information (Ducrot 1968: 51).
Although Lakoff and Johnson (1999: 467) acknowledge the (post-)structuralist understanding of
meaning as changes over time, they reject poststructuralism on the basis of its notion of system. This is
too narrow a view on structuralism – at least within the French tradition of enunciative linguistics
following Benveniste and Culioli. The subtle positions and discussions inside structuralist thinking
aside, two aspects of structuralism are at the heart of the embodied project of semiology: the rejection
of Port-Royal’s logical externalism, which Saussure criticized because it relegated language to the
realm of the logical mind (Simone 1992: 32) – a rejection that led to the anti-Cartesian notion of
langue; and the open-ended nature of language, with its subjective and intersubjective parole. Lakoff
and Johnson are incompatible with Saussure only if one accepts the traditional reading of Cours de
Linguistique Générale. Linguistic constructions cannot be conceived independently from the relations
they build between speakers: static semantic devices that, only on a second view, may express a(n)
(inter)subjective stance. (Ducrot 1968: 81-82).
Lakoff and Johnson (1999) explore the phenomenological foundations of embodied cognition,
with echoes both of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology and – perhaps surprisingly –structuralism.
However, they do not explicitly develop any method for approaching the phenomenologically
embodied nature of intersubjectivity, as is provided in Langacker’s cognitive grammar (see previous
section).

9

The English translation is mine.
The English translation is mine.
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This brings me back to the value of arbitrariness to Merleau-Ponty. Arbitrariness would imply that
the world is given before language, and that language is assembled in a discursive sequence. Unlike
Langacker, with his idea of entrenchment, Merleau-Ponty shows that neither conceptualization nor
discourse nor meaning exist before language; or, more generally, before the act of expression. One
needs to consider the relationship between thought, language, and embodied discourse in terms of
simultaneity. If one does so, the retrospective viewpoint on the conventional nature of signs and their
established meaning vanishes and the creative ‘prospectivity’ of language appears. In embodied
parole, gesture and emotion are both constraint and freedom, cultural and natural. Repeating
‘sedimented’ language in creative acts of parole means giving birth to possibilities opened up by one’s
bodily organization, which institutes – in all senses of the word – one’s full potential, given the body
that one has (Dastur 2001: 62). Strangely enough, Merleau-Ponty’s conception of Saussure-style
arbitrariness becomes an argument in favor of Lakoff and Johnson’s non-arbitrariness hypothesis: a
reading of poststructuralism that is not recognized by Philosophy in the Flesh. Therefore, I do not
agree with Dastur’s (2001: 64) claim that Merleau-Ponty’s dynamic interpretation of Saussure’s
linguistics has misunderstood the character of signifiant and signifié. On the contrary: Merleau-Ponty’s
return to Saussure’s sign is prompted by his focus on the praxeology of linguistic action in
contextualized speech. Subjectivity is rooted in intersubjectivity (Culioli 2002: 147) and leads to
discursive afférence: i.e., semes that add new content to previously entrenched, inherently semantic
information. This relation between Saussure’s langue and parole can be found in the non-overtly
phenomenological but hermeneutic/interpretive semantics of François Rastier (1991), who takes
meaning into discourse: meaning does not precede discourse but is rather elaborated in it (Rastier
2003: 46)11.
If Merleau-Ponty is implicitly present in second-generation cognitive science then, I argue,
Lakoff and Johnson’s (cf. Brockman 1999) reading of Merleau-Ponty – in particular, his PP – leads to
a mistaken conception of metaphorical thinking where the role of language remains strongly linked to
body and gesture (Langacker 2008: 463) in a biologically generic (Pawelec 2007: 101) individual
mind, while linguistic representations remain a ‘categorized patterned cognitive experience’
(Kravchenko 2002: 47). This is a too-limited reading of PP. For Langacker, grounding and
intersubjectivity place Merleau-Ponty into the picture from the onset, along ‘a continuous scale of
entrenchment in cognitive organization’ with a usage event as target (Langacker 1987: 59, 65-66). The
next section considers what status the other could occupy in this usage event – in the view of MerleauPonty and in the view of contemporary cognitive linguistics.

INTERSUBJECTIVITY IN MERLEAU-PONTY
Intersubjectivity appears explicitly in Phénoménologie de la perception. That said, it is thematized in a
more strictly linguistic way in Merleau-Ponty’s later and posthumous work, expressed as a direct
11

For discussion, see Valette (2006: 287-88).
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consequence of embodiment and flesh. I argue that, for Merleau-Ponty, the phenomenological status of
intersubjectivity is not part of any self-contained language (Froman 1982: 87) but rather part of a
perceptive and communicative reciprocity. I will show this view to be compatible with Verhagen’s and
Langacker’s linguistic work on intersubjectivity and grounded discourse.

Beyond Husserl
Merleau-Ponty develops an original reflection of Husserl’s phenomenology with respect to
intersubjectivity. For Husserl, the problem of other minds is linked to the observation that not all
modes of consciousness are modes of individual consciousness and the reality that the subject is aware
of the presence of others (Sanders 2008: 144). Merleau-Ponty remains close to Husserl, explicitly
acknowledging Husserl for going beyond the Cartesian paradox:
Positing another person as another myself is not as a matter of fact possible if it is consciousness which
must do it. To be conscious is to constitute, so that I cannot be conscious of another person, since that
would involve constituting him as constituted, and as constituting in respect to the very act through which
I constitute him. This difficulty of principle, posited as a limit at the beginning of the fifth Cartesian
Meditation, is nowhere eliminated. Husserl disregards it: since I have the idea of others, it follows that in
some way the difficulty mentioned has in fact been overcome. But I have been able to overcome it only
because he within me who perceives others is capable of ignoring the radical contradiction which makes
theoretical conception of others impossible. Or rather (since if he ignored it he would no longer be dealing
with others), only because he is able to live that contradiction as the very definition of the presence of
others. This subject which experiences itself as constituted at the moment it functions as constituting is
my body (Merleau-Ponty 1953: 89-90, 1968e: 93-94).

Whereas for Husserl, taking the perception of another body into one’s subjectivity entails a
transcendental intersubjectivity, such that the projection of another consciousness causes a
fundamental asymmetry between the subjects,12 Merleau-Ponty tries to dissolve this asymmetry. Note
that intersubjectivity is not the endpoint of the phenomenological project, but rather part of the initial
stance whereby one rejects any strict separation between subject and object in perception. To
emphasize the importance of intersubjectivity for Merleau-Ponty, I repeat here his claim from the
introduction to PP:
Hitherto the Cogito depreciated the perception of others, teaching me as it did that the I is accessible only
to itself, since it defined me as the thought which I have of myself, and which clearly I am alone in
having, at least in this ultimate sense. For the ‘other’ to be more than an empty word, it is necessary that
my existence should never be reduced to my bare awareness of existing, but that it should take in also the
awareness that one may have of it, and thus include my incarnation in some nature and the possibility, at
least of a historical situation. The Cogito must reveal me in a situation, and it is on this condition alone
that transcendental subjectivity can, as Husserl put it; be an intersubjectivity. (Merleau-Ponty 1945: vii,
2008: xiv).

Merleau-Ponty’s innovative post-Husserl solution to the problem of intersubjectivity is this:
intersubjectivity directly follows from corporeity, while the bodily perspective of the other belongs to
perception itself, being one of the perspectives of which perception is composed (Reynaert 1997: 329330). One’s ability to see the world from different perspectives is the direct consequence of the nexus

12

See (Merleau-Ponty 1964a:238-240) for Merleau-Ponty’s analysis of Husserl’s stance.
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of body and world: ‘we must conceive the perspectives and the point of view as our insertion into the
world-as-an individual, and perception, no longer as a constitution of the true object, but as our
inherence in things’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 403, 2008: 408).
This view – of the body, and the body of the other – is not only a natural phenomenon, but also a
situated, cultural one. The body, as the first cultural object, generates mutuality and reciprocity in how
intersubjectivity is to be conceived (Sanders 2008: 145).13 If one’s own consciousness has a body – a
body that is not only the physiological body that science reveals – why would other bodies not have
similar consciousness? (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 403) Merleau-Ponty’s intersubjectivity moves away
from transcendental subjectivity towards ‘the reciprocity of a shared corporeal existence’ (Sanders
2008: 144). Perceiving the other as another perspective on one’s own subjectivity is not fundamentally
different from the awareness that one’s own body can take many perspectives on the world. Perceiving
the other is an anti-Cartesian act of conceiving the cogito, embedded in nature and in culturally
situated perception.

Intersubjectivity and language
Together, nature and culture are the locus where, in intersubjectivity, the cogito meets the world
(Merleau-Ponty 1945: 399). Space does not permit me to offer any detailed analysis of Chapter Four in
the second part of PP: Autrui et le monde humain (‘on the other and the human world’) (MerleauPonty 1945: 398-419). However, let me underline two aspects of intersubjectivity in Merleau-Ponty’s
early work: the notion of communication, and the social world as a part of subjectivity. Saussure is not
yet referenced, but one finds the idea of sedimentation, discussed before in a different context. In the
cultural world as object of one’s perception, one reads the anonymous presence of the other; and
language is the dominant cultural object central to perception of the other.
It is easy to understand Merleau-Ponty’s position in the context of painting, once meaning
creation and intersubjectivity in the visual semiotics of the painting are conceived of as a process. The
meaning of a paint stroke or a painting results from transformation of the individual perception. The
praxis of the painter is transformed in the moment of its reception by the viewer, who then decides
whether or not this newly created meaning will become part of culture. In this viewing, the audience
recognizes the intention of the artistic creation; this meaning then becomes part of the semiotic world.
Expression is the endpoint of individual creation. It leads, inevitably, to semiotic intersubjectivity and
further semantic development:
There is nothing but a vague fever before the act of artistic expression, and only the work itself,
completed and understood, is proof that there was something rather than nothing to be said. Because he
returns to the source of silent and solitary experience on which culture and the exchange of ideas have
been built in order to know it, the artist launches his work just as a man once launched the first word, not
knowing whether it will be anything more than a shout, whether it can detach itself from the flow of
individual life in which it originates and give the independent existence of an identifiable meaning either
to the future of that same individual life or the monads coexisting with it or to the open community of
13

A similar argument can be found in Gallagher (2007: 287), but with different neurocognitive consequences.
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future monads. The meaning of what the artist is going to say does not exist anywhere – not in things,
which as yet have no meaning, nor in the artist himself, in his unformulated life (Merleau-Ponty 1966b:
32, 1964f: 19)

The Merleau-Ponty of PP pays particular attention to dialogue – where the sediment of language is
transformed, but where the initiative does not belong to either speaker. Dialogue transforms language.
Only after one starts privately considering the limits of this ‘thinking the world’ does the other
disappear, so that one returns to one’s subjectivity:
In the experience of dialogue, there is constituted between the other person and myself a common ground:
my thought and his are inter-woven into a single fabric, my words and those of my interlocutor are called
forth by the state of the discussion, and they are inserted into a shared operation of which neither of us is
the creator. We have here a dual being [un être à deux] where the other is for me no longer a mere bit of
behaviour in my transcendental field, nor I in his: we are collaborators for each other in consummate
reciprocity. Our perspectives merge [glissent, i.e. ‘slide’] into each other, and we co-exist through a
common world [un même monde, i.e. one world]. In the present dialogue, I am freed from myself, for the
other person’s thoughts are certainly his; they are not of my making, though I do grasp them the moment
they come into being, or even anticipate them. And indeed, the objection which my interlocutor raises to
what I say draws from me thoughts which I had no idea I possessed, so that at the same time that I lend
him thoughts, he reciprocates by making me think too [il me fait penser en retour: ‘he makes me think on
the turn’] (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 407, 2008: 413).

Language takes one beyond the transcendental subject. In the intercorporeal body of the act of
speaking, interlocutors’ viewpoints and perspectives merge, and there is only one world to be known.
The solitude of the reflecting subject and the social nature of communication (Spurling 1977: 52) are
but two moments or two sides of a coin. The other takes away the primacy of one’s knowing the world
and brings one into the previously unthought of (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 413). The presence of the other
– even if he refuses to communicate or even if one distances oneself from him – opens up the social
world, not as a mere object amongst other objects but as a field or dimension of existence (MerleauPonty 1945: 415). The social world is another aspect of transcendence: ‘the problem of the existential
modality of the social is here at one with all problems of transcendence. Whether we are concerned
with my body, the natural world, the past, birth or death, the question is always how I can be open to
phenomena which transcend me, and which nevertheless exist only to the extent that I take them up
and live them…’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 417, 2008: 423).
In Merleau-Ponty’s early reflections on intersubjectivity as revealed in PP, language – along with
its link to intersubjectivity – is still subordinate to gesture and bodily perception. In Merleau-Ponty’s
discovery of Saussure, language gradually becomes the main key to intersubjectivity: of all expressive
operations, it is the only one able to transform bodily style in linguistic sedimentation (e.g., in written
language) and the only route by which intersubjectivity comes – indirectly – into being (MerleauPonty 1945: 222). Meanwhile, gesture or other non-linguistic behaviour can only be transmitted by
direct imitation. The intersubjectivity of language in PP has a directly post-Cartesian status. It does not
reject the cogito as such, so it is not strictly anti-Cartesian; but it shows how speaking constitutes
language. In this act of constitution, the tacit cogito is situated perceptually in the world and ‘made’ to
speak (Carman 2008: 191, Madison 1973: 133):
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…Silent consciousness grasps itself only as a generalized ‘I think’ in face of a confused world ‘to be
thought about’. Any particular seizure, even the recovery of this generalized project by philosophy,
demands that the subject bring into action powers which are a closed book to him and, in particular, that
he should become a speaking subject. The tacit cogito is a cogito only when it has found expression for
itself (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 462-463, 2008: 470).

Merleau-Ponty is both similar to and different from Lakoff and Johnson in how he approaches the
relationship between cogito, language, and intersubjectivity. The analogy he expresses in the quote
above holds for embodied subjectivity; but it does not fit when the perceptual status of the speaker – in
his intersubjective relation to the world and others – is revealed to be a speaking cogito. On this latter
conception of intersubjective embodiment, Merleau-Ponty does not straightforwardly reject
Cartesianism. Meanwhile, Saussure’s impact on Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of intersubjectivity is
more visible with respect to another proponent of cognitive linguistics: Arie Verhagen, whose work I
will now re-examine in light of Merleau-Ponty.

Merleau-Ponty and intersubjective musings in cognitive linguistics
Recent writings in cognitive linguistics have stressed the importance of the human ability to deal with
and semantically represent the other. Drawing inspiration from authors as varied as Bühler,
Benveniste, Ducrot, Jakobson, Tomasello, and Traugott, Verhagen (2005: 4-8) transforms Langacker’s
account of construal: not only is the speaker’s perspective on a conceptualized scene understood
within a situated context of speaking; but that approach may be used in contexts with multiple
speakers, mostly containing an addressee: contexts where multiple ‘subjects of conceptualization
engage in cognitive coordination by means of an utterance, with respect to some object of
conceptualization’ (Verhagen 2005: 7). Core elements of grammar – evaluative adverbs or connectives
like so or although – play a role in managing intersubjective viewpoints. I can illustrate this with an
example of Verhagen’s (2008: 317-318):
There is little chance that the operation will be successful.
(a) *So let’s give it a try.
(b) So let’s not take the risk.

The conventional meaning of the expression ‘little chance’ does not depend on the positive or negative
character of the assertion that follows. Rather, it instructs the hearer to interpret the assertion in a
certain way: i.e., by inverting the positive or negative value of the assertion, as indicated in response
(b) (Verhagen 2008: 318). Meanwhile, the non-inverted response (a) seems wrong.
Similarly, in the case of complementation, the connection between two clauses does not
correspond, in its cognitive treatment, with a traditional decomposition into two parts; rather, it
informs as a whole, based on the argumentative strength of the predication. Verhagen distinguishes
first-person, present-tense examples such as I promise that X from third-person, past-tense examples
such as John promised that X, where the latter constitute responses to a previously asked question by
an interlocutor who asks to be brought to some place. Whereas the first-person, present-tense
utterances maximize argument strength and speaker involvement, ‘the strength of the third person, past
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tense utterance is less, as the cognitive coordination between author and addressee is indirect, “via” the
onstage perspective of a third person; but it still functions to coordinate the perspectives of speakers
and addressee, just like a first person utterance’ (Verhagen 2008: 325): i.e., even third-person, pasttense matrix clauses indirectly function in discourse to align first- and second-person perspectives.
This enunciative, interactive, and intersubjective view on grammatical structure is very much in line
with Merleau-Ponty’s post-Saussure view of discursive communication as instrumental exchange, as
discussed above.
Language is not only a means of transmitting truth-conditional information, but also a way of
influencing others’ states of mind. When Verhagen references Ducrot’s notion of argumentativity (cf.
Anscombre and Ducrot 1983), it is precisely with this intersubjective consequence of language use in
mind: ‘human language may be more involved than animal communication with influencing mental
states, with consequences for long-term behavior, rather than with immediate behavioral effects, but
this is a matter of degree’ (Verhagen 2005: 14). Verhagen’s work should not be understood as in any
way opposed to Langacker’s view of construal; it is rather a continuation of it, as a way of bringing
speaker/hearer relations and their grounding into linguistic expressions – and, potentially, into
grammatical constructions themselves.
Allow me to review briefly Langacker’s seminal ideas on grounding. Grounding dynamically way
establishes mental contact between an entity and the participants in a speech act: i.e., the speaker and
hearer, who jointly form the ground (Langacker 1991: 91, 96-97). Grammatical rules are schematic.
They remain imminent in schematic instantiations in actual usage events. The situatedness of linguistic
utterances and the way they point at speakers is already present in Langacker’s model. Verhagen brings
into the foreground certain cognitive-grammatical assumptions present in Langacker, while drawing
attention to intersubjectivity in a radically innovative way: ‘…the normal situation for linguistic
expressions is that features of an object of conceptualization are construed in relation to one or more
facets of the Ground, both of them at least partly by conventional means’ (Verhagen 2005: 18).
This does not mean that all of linguistic meaning is intersubjective (Verhagen 2005: 210). Clearly,
though, intersubjectivity is encoded in linguistic meaning. Verhagen develops several case studies of
linguistic constructions that display grounding effects, even as his account remains faithful to Ducrot’s
adage that argumentativeness is part of the linguistic system: both the conventional expressions at the
level of the langue, and the topical inferences associated with them (Verhagen 2005: 168, 208). In
contrast to Langacker, Verhagen does not see intersubjectivity at work at the level of multi-agent
discourse; therefore, he dismisses certain elements of intersubjectivity that Merleau-Ponty’s embodied
vision could otherwise account for. For Verhagen, the embodied character of intersubjectivity relates to
the symbolic, grammatically structured means by which potential groundings are established – not to
the fully encyclopedic and discursive realization of the setting. Verhagen’s analyses do not include
cases where speaker and hearer alternate, as they do in interactive discourse.
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That said, Verhagen’s construal may easily be extended to rich, interactive discourse settings. If a
speech event is identified with the profiled event onstage and interlocutors with their fellow
participants, a special viewing arrangement is produced in which the objective content subsumes the
entire ground (Langacker 2008: 467-469): e.g., the meaning of an imperative contains the
speaker/hearer interaction, whether onstage and profiled or not (Langacker 2008: 470). Cognitive
grammar – backed by studies on subjectification and grammaticalization – has mainly insisted on the
gradual ways in which language may become disengaged from the world: i.e., how the brain’s
processing activity – as activity of the body – transcends the body and moves away from the ground
(Langacker 2008: 535, 540): ‘in this essentially usage-based perspective, all linguistic utterances
display subjectivity of some sort, and subjectification may consist in the gradual diminishing of the
“weight” of objective features of conventional meaning in favor of objective ones’ (Verhagen 2007a:
75).
In contrast to this dominant view on language change, Verhagen and Langacker take a different
path: attending not only to an ascent from speech to conventionalized language: an expression I
borrow from (Itkonen 2008: 285); but also to a descent into conventionalized, ‘sedimented’ discourse.
Their path examines how schematic meanings in language are part of the ground: i.e., part of speaker
and addressee; even as they move towards the bodies that these participants inhabit. If Langacker
acknowledges that time is a fundamental aspect of dynamic conceptualization14 – as in the dynamic
epistemic model outlined earlier – then Merleau-Ponty is a guide for what I would label an ‘inside out’
reading of intersubjectivity’s place in cognitive linguistics: starting from language and moving to
discourse in real usage events. Merleau-Ponty’s embodied intersubjectivity constitutes one of the
missing philosophical foundations for ongoing work on interactional, co-constructed meaning as it
arises in naturally occurring behaviour (cf. Hougaard 2008: 183, 204). Discourse is the locus where
individuals ‘recognize that other people also have minds, have intentions and have their own
representations of reality – their own systems of mental spaces, their own viewpoints and construals’
(Chilton 2008: 254).
Unlike Verhagen, Merleau-Ponty is not so much interested in the conventional, ‘sedimented’
expression of intersubjectivity as in the instrumental use of language:
On the contrary, in the light of Husserl’s and Scheler’s conceptions, we no longer can consider language
acquisition as the intellectual operation of reconstructing meaning. We are no longer in the presence of
two entities (expression and meaning), the second of which might be hidden behind the first. As a
phenomenon of expression, language is constitutive of consciousness. From this perspective, to learn to
speak is to coexist more and more with the environment. Living in this environment incites the child to
recapture language and thought for his own means. Thus, acquisition no longer resembles the decoding of
a text for which one possesses the code and key; rather, it is a deciphering (where the decipherer does not
know the key to the code).… Arising from signification of this variety, language is pregnant for the child
when he hears it used around him. Hazy at first, the signification articulates itself and becomes more and
more precise. It is not a question of a phenomenon on the level of pure thought or understanding. It is the
value of use that defines language. Instrumental usage precedes signification per se (Merleau-Ponty
1964a: 342, 1973a: 50, 52).

14

Not only conceived time (see e.g. Evans 2004 and Freeman 2004), but also the processing time for conceiving.
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I do not address this tension to create conflict between phenomenology and cognitive linguistics.
Rather, I wish to show how – starting from Merleau-Ponty – cognitive linguistics might, in the context
of authentic language use, trace new lines of research through the intersubjective point where the
recuperation of the reached-so-far meets the vividly prospective birth of language:
We must understand that language is not an impediment to consciousness and that there is no difference,
for consciousness, between self-transcendence, and self-expression. In its live and creative state, language
is the gesture of renewal and recovery which unites me with myself and others. We must learn to reflect
on consciousness in the hazards of language and as quite impossible without its opposite (Merleau-Ponty
1969c: 26, 1973d: 17).

With regard to sedimentation, the axis of past conceptualization is flexible: it reaches from the vast
historical macro-level of linguistic history (Merleau-Ponty 1960c: 30, 1969d) to the micro-level of
listening and speaking in conversation (Merleau-Ponty 1960c: 28), at the same time that every present
act of speaking is a momentary flash: a provisional equilibrium (Merleau-Ponty 1960c: 34). Both the
paradox and the strength of language is to be found in the embodied and intersubjective present, where
sediment and creativity meet. Note the metaphor implicit in the unfolding time of conceptualization,
projected towards the conceived future. As co-participants, speaker and listener move together towards
the future:
The power of language lies neither in that future of knowledge toward which it moves nor in that mythical
past from which it has emerged: it lies entirely in its present, insofar as it succeeds in ordering the wouldbe key words to make them say more than they have ever said, and transcends itself as a product of the
past thus giving us the illusion of going beyond all speech to things themselves, because in effect we go
beyond all given language. In that moment, something has been gained once and for all, founded forever,
and it can be transmitted the way past acts of expression have been, not because we have grasped a piece
of the intelligible world or rejoined adequate thought, but because our present use of language will be
repeatable as long as the same language is in use or scientists are capable of restoring it to the present
(Merleau-Ponty 1969c: 58-59, 1973d: 41).

In the next section, I explore this creative dimension of the ongoing, intersubjective linguistic act.

Language as intersubjective creativity
In Merleau-Ponty’s later work, body and intersubjectivity become more intertwined. Even if language
is not considered anymore, then an improved, cognitive stage of perception; language’s impact; and
Saussure’s views on intersubjectivity all become more prominent.15 As noted earlier, Saussure is not
explicitly mentioned in PP in the chapters on intersubjectivity, where Husserl remains the main
reference (see Edie 1987: 63). He appears – enigmatically – in Merleau-Ponty’s 1953 essay on Husserl
and the phenomenology of language (Merleau-Ponty 1960): one of the key texts for Merleau-Ponty’s
understanding of language, in which Saussure is the reference from which creativity is coined.
Intersubjectivity entails communication. Symbolic systems add a conceptual dimension to the
communicative act, in which various strands are brought together and integrated:
For meaning lies latent not only in language, in political and religious institutions, but in modes of
kinship, in machines, in the landscape, in production, and, in general, in all the modes of human
15

For a detailed introduction, see (Carman 2008: Ch. 4, Sanders 2008).
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commerce. An interconnection among all these phenomena is possible, since they are all symbolisms, and
perhaps even the translation of one symbolism into another is possible (Merleau-Ponty 1960: 57, 1963:
56).

In common with language, philosophy manifestly uses the power of expression that other symbolic
systems only implicitly exert (Merleau-Ponty 1960: 58). An anology appears, on a symbolic level,
between the speaking cogito and the philosopher: ‘the philosopher is the man who wakes up and
speaks. And man contains silently within himself the paradoxes of philosophy, because to be
completely a man, it is necessary to be little more and a little less than man’ (Merleau-Ponty 1960: 63,
1963: 63-64).
When one perceives the gesture or conduct of the other, one’s perception of the spectacle – in the
etymological sense of the word – makes the other inhabit one’s body. As one perceives the other, one
is invaded by this ‘second me’ outside oneself. Language is the preeminent case where this conduct
occurs (Merleau-Ponty 1960: 90). Both indirect speech and situatedness are involved. This is the locus
where the cogito meets the other, and the consciousness of one’s incarnate life can be considered: ‘in
order for the alter ego and the thought of others to appear to me, I must be the I of this body of mine,
this incarnate life’s thought. The subject who effects the intentional transgression could not possibly do
so except insofar as he is situated. The experience of others is possible to the exact degree that the
situation is part of the Cogito’ (Merleau-Ponty 1953: 91, 1968c: 95).
This situation leads directly to language. The relation between signifiant and signifié invokes the
power of expression in the words of both the speaking cogito and the other. Intersubjectivity is the
locus where one can consider the unknown with, and in the presence of, others.
Linguistic creativity resides not only in the monologue or technê of the speaking cogito (cf.
Tréguier 1996: 98), but in his praxis of speaking through intersubjectivity:
But then we must take with equal strictness what phenomenology has taught us about the relationship
between the signifying and the signified. If the central phenomenon of language is in fact the common act
of the signifying and the signified, we would deprive it of its distinctive characteristic by realizing the
result of expressive operations in advance in a heaven of ideas: we would lose sight of the leap these
operations take from already available significations to those we are in the process of constructing and
acquiring. And the intelligible substitute we would try to base them on would not exempt us from
understanding how our knowing apparatus expands to the point of understanding what it does not
contain.… Our present expressive operations, instead of driving the preceding ones away – simply
succeeding and annulling them – salvage, preserve and (insofar as they contain some truth) take them up
again ; and the same phenomenon is produced in respect to others’ expressive operations, whether they be
past or contemporary. Our present keeps the promises of our past; we keep others’ promises (MerleauPonty 1960: 91-92, 1968c: 95).

Every act of linguistic creation is a dynamic process of engagement with the social other (cf.
Waldenfeld 1998). Such a creative view on language through the perspective of intersubjectivity is
compatible with Merleau-Ponty’s earlier views on the individual basis of perception, gesture, and
incorporated language (cf. McNeill 1992: 17, 125). It is just another perspective on the same thing:
‘for more clearly but not differently in my experience of others than in my experience of speech or the
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perceived world, I inevitably grasp my body as a spontaneity which teaches me what I could not know
in any other way except through it’ (Merleau-Ponty 1960: 89, 1968c: 93).
If people individually experience the creativity of authors in their reading of literature, then dialogue is
the place where they most clearly sense the impact of the other on creative language transformation.
Merleau-Ponty (1960c) entirely dedicates himself to the relationship between perception of the other
and dialogue. The power of language – through its textuality (Bucher 1991: 192-193) – differs from
the silent perception of the other. Perception imposes the other as a concentric circle touching one’s
own sphere: a ‘me’ which is an other: ‘tout autre est un autre moi-même’ (Merleau-Ponty 1960d:
185); ‘il y a un moi qui est autre’ (Merleau-Ponty 1960d: 186). Language realizes more than what the
gesture of the other, in tacit approximation, reveals. Language establishes a common situation that is
not only a community of being but of doing (Merleau-Ponty 1960d: 195). In using language, one’s
meanings invade the other even while his words resonate back. This exchange transforms language
through the interaction:
The other’s words, or mine in him, do not limit themselves to vibrating like chords the listener’s
machinery of acquired significations or to arousing some reminiscence. Their flow must have the power
of throwing me in turn toward a signification that neither he nor I possessed before. In watching an
organism orient gestures toward its environment, I begin to perceive its perceiving because the internal
organization of its gestures is the same way as my own conduct and tells me of my own relation to the
world – in the same way, when I speak to another person and listen to him, what I understand begins to
insert itself in the intervals between my saying things, my speech is intersected laterally by the other’s
speech, and I hear myself in him, while he speaks in me. Here it is the same to speak to and to be spoken
to (Merleau-Ponty 1969d: 197, 1973e: 142).

The reciprocity of dialogue – where one simultaneously speaks as a subject and is addressed as an
object – has the power to transform language, as, in the present moment, one incorporates what was
not present in one’s past experience. Merleau-Ponty’s intersubjectivity is the key to understanding the
incorporated – or rather, the incorporating – power of linguistic creativity. The differences between
oneself and the other encounter each other, resulting in a transformation of self and other and the
engendering of new meanings (Merleau-Ponty 1969: 198). To his merit, Merleau-Ponty has revealed
the intricate relationship between embodied mind, gesture, and intersubjectivity. The idea of
transformative linguistic creativity through dialogue, as it is presented in La prose du monde, leads
intersubjectivity beyond the conventional power of linguistic expression, both foreshadowing and
transcending Verhagen’s (2008: 329) account of ‘mutual influencing …with consequences for long
term behavior’. Such a view nicely complements Zlatev’s (2008: 232-237) notion of language as postmimesis.16 Rediscovering this ignored17 aspect of Merleau-Ponty’s work in the light of cognitive
science is, to my mind, illuminating.

16

Zlatev distinguishes between post-mimesis1 (proto-language) and post-mimesis2 (fully systematic language). I
would label language as post-mimesis3. The effect of belief understanding in triadic mimesis is the means of
transforming linguistic meaning. For a descriptive exploration of intersubjective layering and transformation of
meaning, see (Sambre in press).
17
For example, by (Lindblom and Ziemke 2007: 139).
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CONCLUSIONS AND LOOKING AHEAD
I have provided in this paper an exploratory reading of Merleau-Ponty’s notions of embodiment and
intersubjectivity that is not limited to PP but includes his later work.
In the first part of the paper, I stressed Merleau-Ponty’s notion of anti-Cartesian meaning. I
showed how this notion both is and is not compatible with Lakoff and Johnson’s and Langacker’s
notion of flesh. I sided with Merleau-Ponty in his rejection of Husserl’s conceptualist
representationalism (cf. Carman 2008: 27-28) and demonstrated how he developed a subtly original
reading of expressivity and Husserl-style intersubjectivity (cf. Zahavi 2002). In Merleau-Ponty, one
finds a clearly linguistic, indeed discursive perspective connected to vision and the natural body –
something that cognitive science has not properly explored. ‘The word and speech must somehow
cease to be a way of designating things or thoughts, and become the presence of that thought in the
phenomenal world’ (Merleau-Ponty 2008: 211). I offered some reflections on the relationship between
perception and language in PP: a relationship that already is motivated intersubjectively by
considerations from Saussure. In the PP, linguistics becomes the central impetus behind MerleauPonty’s phenomenological project.
In the second part of the paper, I explored Merleau-Ponty’s PP in light of his later and
posthumous work, including Eloge de la philosophie (1960,1963), Signes (1960, 1968b), Conscience
et acquisition du langage (1964, 1973a) and La prose du monde (1969, 1973b). Through the course of
these works, considerations on language gradually intertwine with an intersubjective view on
language: a view that is only implicit in PP (cf. Merleau-Ponty 1953: 94). I explore a number of key
notions: expression in general and the act of speaking in particular; the instrumental praxis of language
by a human body, allowing one to transform the sediment of language in a dynamic and creative
projection of the perceived world; Langacker’s current discourse space (CDS) – clearly compatible
with and implicitly echoing that view on praxis – in which Langacker addresses issues of grounding,
updating of conceptualizations, and linguistic dynamics; and finally structuralism: not the form of
structuralism criticized by Lakoff and Johnson but a different structuralism, called for by the
intrinsically dynamic nature of language as lived through the perceiving and speaking body. I showed
how this open and communicative view on language is a quite different interpretation of Saussure’s
Cours de Linguistique générale than the traditional static one.
Finally, in the third part of the paper, I made a claim for re-thinking cognitive linguistics’ recent
post-Husserl conception of intersubjectivity, in light of Merleau-Ponty’s considerations on the role of
the other in dialogue and language. Intersubjectivity does not only appear in conventionalized
expressions, as Verhagen (2005, 2008) correctly claims. It also appears in the linguistic – specifically,
conversational – act of bringing different viewpoints together (Langacker 2001, 2008). Such an
approach allows one to bring cognitive linguistics closer to the incorporated or intercorporeal
dimension of language found in Merleau-Ponty. Through careful re-reading of the notion of
intersubjectivity in Merleau-Ponty’s later work, I showed how one can take the phenomenological
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impact of Merleau-Ponty’s seminal ideas further in cognitive linguistics, with its recent ‘discovery’ of
discourse and intersubjectivity. Both Verhagen (2005, 2007, 2008) and Langacker (2001, 2008) open
constructions and cognitive grammar to intersubjective and interlocutive relations. Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenological insights contribute to this extension, where the issues at stake are both the
connection to other minds (Verhagen 2008) and the meaning potentials (Langacker 2008) in
interpersonal distribution or scaffolding (Sutton 2008: 48). Language provides the key: bringing
together embodied agents, intersubjectively involved in pushing existing language beyond the borders
of convention. In my opinion – embodied meaning aside – language-as-manifestation-ofintersubjective-creativity is, for cognitive linguistics, both the most important contribution and
challenge of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological project. The best direction cognitive linguistics could
take is to further develop Langacker’s CDS model, combining it with Verhagen’s detailed descriptive
work on rich, authentic linguistics materials whereby speech participants discursively re-invent the
language that they share.
As I explored Merleau-Ponty’s legacy in this paper, I re-discovered some of the ways in which his
thinking on embodiment and intersubjectivity influenced understanding of supra-individual discourse
(Geeraerts 1985: 364, Fontaine-De Visscher 1974: 63-79), collaborative cognition in communication
(Sutton 2008: 20, Clark 1996), and textuality and the role of culture in the social world (MerleauPonty 1945). Numerous implicit or laconic references to Merleau-Ponty’s work can be found in the
cognitive literature, which I briefly reviewed. I hope to have sketched a thematic, systematic, but not
necessarily exhaustive overview of the nexus between cognitive linguistics and Merleau-Ponty’s
phenomenology as mutual sources of inspiration, whereby embodied mind and intersubjective self
meet language. Re-thinking or re-creating Merleau-Ponty in light of cognitive linguistics (cf. MerleauPonty 1969: 146) suggests a similar process to the one described by Merleau-Ponty in the last lines he
ever wrote, on the temporal value of painting and writing:
If no painting come to be the painting, if no work is ever absolutely completed and done with, still each
creation changes, alters, enlightens, deepens, confirms, exalts, re-creates or creates in advance all the
others. If creations are not a possession, it is not only that, like all things, they pass away; it is also that
they have almost all their life still before them (Merleau-Ponty 1964b: 92-93, Baldwin 2004: 321).

Obviously, this is not the last word on the relationship between phenomenology and cognitive
linguistics or between embodied intersubjectivity and language. This paper invites further reflection on
the implicit (Harder 2007: 1262, Nerlich & Clarke 2007: 602) and explicit – if mostly laconic –
relationship between cognitive linguistics or cognitive poetics on the one hand and their European
phenomenological foundations on the other (cf. Zlatev 2010). Not least, it attempts to maintain the
dialogue with Descartes, as did Merleau-Ponty. Informative interaction between phenomenology and
cognitive linguistics (or cognitive science tout court) ‘involves an exchange of questions, rather than
of results or methods’ (Tauber 2008: 68, commenting on Gallagher 2003). Cognitive poetics has a
place here, next to micro-structural work in linguistics or discourse studies: it vividly shows – on the
macro-level – that, when art appears in a given culture, its past is in a process of being re-invented
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(Merleau-Ponty 1969: 139, see also Matthews 2006: 139-151). The continuity in Merleau-Ponty
between language and the arts may help bridge gaps between cognitive linguistics and cognitive
poetics.
I conclude with a note on Merleau-Ponty’s anti-Cartesianism, which is neither a mere rejection
nor definitive destruction of the connection between subjective and objective world. Merleau-Ponty
bases his ideas on a rich dialogue with Cartesian thinking. A philosophical landmark, Descartes’
Meditations taught Merleau-Ponty that the relationship between thinking body and thought-of world is
a matter of gradual, step-by-step experience. As in Descartes, the serial re-thinking whereby the cogito
anticipates his own future thinking and the reactions of philosophers yet to come is not always
consonant with the past even as it echoes the original voices heard (Merleau-Ponty 1969: 132).
Intersubjectivity aside, one finds in Merleau-Ponty, with respect to perception and language, no denial
of Descartes but rather a modest, ongoing, and dynamic dialogue with him (Merleau-Ponty 1969:
137). I hope to have shown, in a modest way, not only that cognitive linguistics silently incorporates
Merleau-Ponty so as to challenge phenomenology (Adamson 2004: 94); but also that, on the reverse
side of the coin, Merleau-Ponty keeps raising continental, philosophical, linguistic, and semiotic (cf.
Eco 1988: 219, 1999) questions for post-Cartesian cognitive science.
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Enactivism & Social Cognition: In Search of
the Whole Story

Although the enactive approach has been very successful in explaining many basic social interactions in
terms of embodied practices, there is still much work to be done when it comes to higher forms of social
cognition. In this article, we discuss and evaluate two recent proposals by Shaun Gallagher and Daniel
Hutto that try to bridge this ‘cognitive gap’ by appealing to the notion of narrative practice. Although we
are enthusiastic about these proposals, we argue that (i) it is difficult to see them as continuous with the
enactivist notion of direct coupling, and (ii) the failure to account for folk psychological action
interpretation suggests that the enactive approach should adopt a broader notion of coupling.
Keywords: social cognition, enactivism, narrative practice, embodied cognition, cognitive gap

INTRODUCTION
For a long time now, it has been common practice to explain social cognition under the heading of
‘theory of mind’. Discussions of theory of mind are, almost without exception, dominated by two main
approaches: theory theory (TT) and simulation theory (ST). According to TT, social cognition depends
on a folk psychological theory that specifies how mental states (in particular, beliefs and desires)
interrelate and give rise to intentions and actions. Churchland (1986: 299) describes this theory as a
‘rough-hewn set of concepts, generalizations, and rules of thumb we all standardly use in explaining
and predicting human behavior’.
There are different stories about how human beings acquire such a folk psychological theory.
The ‘modular’ subdivision of TT argues that the theory is acquired through an innately specified,
domain-specific mechanism: a ‘theory of mind module’ (Fodor 1983, Baron-Cohen 1995, Leslie
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1994).1 When it comes to the ontogenetic development of this module, some advocates of the modular
view have suggested that it is already in place from the moment of birth. Fodor (1995), one of the
champions of the modular view, suggests that ‘the child’s theory of mind undergoes no alteration;
what changes is only his ability to exploit what he knows’ (110). However, there are also versions of
modular TT that are committed to a less substantial innate component. For example, Garfield et al.
(2000) emphasize the importance of developmental processes in proposing that theory of mind is an
‘acquired module’ (502), shaped by interactions with the (social) environment. Scientific TT (or STT)
downplays the importance of an innate module even further. It claims that, with the exception of a
select number of specific theoretical principles, theory of mind is not innate but acquired through a
course of development: children develop their everyday knowledge of the world by using the same
cognitive devices used in science. They proceed like little scientists, testing and revising their
hypotheses about intersubjectivity in the light of new evidence (Gopnik & Meltzoff 1997; Gopnik &
Wellman 1992, 1994). Therefore, STT is also nicknamed ‘the child-scientist hypothesis’.
Simulation theory (ST) is usually portrayed as the main rival of TT. What the early papers on ST
(Gordon 1986, Heal 1986, Goldman 1989) had in common was a strong desire to move away from the
over-intellectualized picture of social interaction offered by TT, which demanded ‘a highly developed
theoretical intellect and a methodological sophistication rivalling that of modern-day cognitive
scientists. That is an awful lot to impute to the four-year-old, or to our savage ancestors’ (Gordon
1986: 71). ST was proposed as a solution to the problem of theory in TT, and as such posed a direct
challenge to the latter. Its main claim is that, during their everyday intersubjective encounters, people
use their own minds as an ‘internal model’ to understand the minds of others. By putting themselves
‘in the other’s shoes’, they simulate how they will proceed (or would have proceeded) under the same
circumstances, while making adjustments for the relevant differences. This proposal is different from
TT because it is ‘process driven’ instead of ‘theory driven’ (cf. Goldman 1989). According to
Goldman, human beings are capable of accurately simulating a ‘target system’ (another human being)
even if they lack a theory, so long as their initial mental states are the same as those of the target
system and the process that drives the simulation is the same as (or relevantly similar to) the process
that drives the system (that is, their own system).
Despite these differences, many ST and TT approaches share a commitment to the idea that social
cognition is primarily about mindreading.2 First of all, this means that they uncritically accept the
claim that ‘our basic grip on the social world depends on our being able to see our fellows as
1

Tooby and Cosmides (1995: xvii), for example, claim that ‘humans everywhere interpret the behavior of
others in… mentalistic terms because we all come equipped with a “theory of mind” module... that is
compelled to interpret others this way, with mentalistic terms as its natural language’.
2
However, there are also proponents of ST who explicitly reject the elements characteristic of mindreading.
Gordon (1995: 53), for example, argues for a kind of ‘radical simulation’ that does not involve: (i) an analogical
inference from oneself to others, (ii) introspection-based attributions of mental states to oneself, and (iii) the
prior possession of the concepts of the mental states ascribed. Clearly, this gives a much more parsimonious
picture of social interaction. At the same time, however, Gordon’s account is not without problems (cf.
Gallagher 2007).
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motivated by beliefs and desires we sometimes share and sometimes do not… social understanding is
deeply and almost exclusively mentalistic’ (Currie & Sterelny 2000: 145-146). Moreover, ST and TT
commonly assume that intersubjective capacities are primarily recruited for the purpose of behaviour
prediction and explanation. A third commonality is that these premises usually entail a third-person
perspective on social cognition.3
The question is whether such a third-person, mindreading approach to social cognition is able to
capture the very practical, embodied nature of what goes on in many of one’s social engagements with
others. Recent enactive approaches to social cognition (cf. Hutto 2004, 2008; Reddy & Morris 2004;
Iacoboni 2006; Ratcliffe 2007; Gallagher & Zahavi 2008; Fuchs & De Jaegher 2009) think this is not
the case. They argue that most dealings with others should be explained in terms of second-person
embodied practices which involve various capabilities – imitation, intentionality detection, gaze
following, social referencing, etc. – but do not depend on mindreading. These practices constitute the
baseline for social understanding – what Bruner & Kalmar (1998) call a 'massively hermeneutic'
background – and pave the way for more advanced forms of social understanding.
According to proponents of the enactive approach, there are two ways in which embodied
practices are primary to the more reflective modes of social understanding promoted by TT and ST. In
the first place, they involve social abilities that come earlier in development and may be partially
innate. Gallagher (2001), for example, claims that ‘before we are in a position to theorize, simulate,
explain or predict mental states in others, we are already in a position to interact with and to
understand others in terms of their gestures, intentions and emotions, and in terms of what they see,
what they do or pretend’. Secondly, embodied practices are also primary in the sense that they
continue to characterize most interactions with others, and remain the default mode for understanding
them.
We think that advocates of enactivism are right in emphasizing the importance of second-person
practices, and we agree with their claims about the ontogenetic and pragmatic priority of these
practices. At the same time, however, we feel that they still have to offer a convincing story about the
kind of high-level folk psychological interpretation that has traditionally been the focus of TT and ST.
So far, most of them have directed their arrows at the presumed scope of folk psychological
interpretation; but the arguments put forward are usually to the effect that there is no job description
for mindreading in social interaction. Because no attention is paid to the possibility of folk
psychological interpretation of a non-mindreading kind, this threatens to throw the baby out with the
bathwater.
3

Hutto (2004) argues that the tendency to postulate complicated mindreading routines in fact reveals a
theoretical bias, since it is assumed that the processes involved in basic acts of recognition tacitly mimic those
of mature reasoners who would tackle the same problem using a set of abstract concepts and general
principles so as to make explicit inferences. According to Hutto, people are systematically misled on this score
because ‘in the very act of classifying such behavior we must employ our own conceptual scheme of reference.
But it is nothing more than an intellectual bias to suppose that, for example, young children or animals must be
tacitly employing it’ (557).
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Recent proposals have tried to address this lacuna by appealing to the notion of narrative
practice. The main aim of this article is to discuss and assess the accounts that have been put forward
by Shaun Gallagher and Daniel Hutto (Gallagher 2003; Gallagher & Hutto 2007; Hutto 2007, 2008).
We argue that, although these narrative proposals look promising, it is hard to fit them into an
enactivist framework. This is not just because they have a number of serious shortcomings. Rather, we
think that the failure of these proposals to explain interpretation of folk psychological action from an
enactive perspective is symptomatic of a general problem for enactivism: how to account for more
advanced, remote, and abstract forms of social cognition. De Jaegher and Froese (2009: 439) refer to
this problem as ‘the cognitive gap’; they argue that the biggest challenge for enactivism is ‘to show
how an explanatory framework that accounts for basic biological processes can be systematically
extended to incorporate the highest reaches of human cognition.’ Although we are not going to take up
this challenge in this article, we will say something about what would be required for enactivism to
account for the ‘highest reaches’ of social cognition.
In this section, we have presented a brief overview of the tradition TT and ST accounts of social
cognition. In the next section, we take a closer look at the enactive approach: in particular, the idea
that social cognition can be understood in terms of embodied interactions between (directly) coupled
systems. We argue that the notion of embodied practice, thus understood, provides a basic but solid
foundation for everyday intersubjectivity; we appeal to recent empirical findings to support this claim.
In the third section, we introduce an important argument often made against TT and ST by
proponents of the enactive approach: the argument from phenomenology. We intend to show that,
although the argument certainly has some force, it is not conclusive and (when taken too far) actually
obscures the above-mentioned problem of the ‘cognitive gap’: that is, it encourages one to ignore the
question of how to account for folk psychological action interpretation from an enactive point of view.
The fourth section discusses Gallagher’s articulation of narrative practice in some detail. We
think that Gallagher takes a good first step towards an embodied account of high-level action
interpretation, but he does not address the ability to make sense of others in folk psychological terms.
Moreover, his account includes a number of elements that, prima facie, seem incompatible with
enactivism insofar as it focuses exclusively on direct coupled systems.
In the fifth section, we comment on Hutto’s ‘narrative practice hypothesis’ (NPH), which is
specifically designed to capture the folk psychological understanding of others. Although we very
much agree with Hutto’s emphasis on the sociocultural, second-person nature of folk psychology, we
show that his folk psychological narratives still betray a substantial commitment to the traditional
belief-desire model of action interpretation. It seems hard to reconcile this with the kind of enactivism
usually endorsed in discussions about social cognition.
As a first step towards a possible solution, in the sixth section we propose that enactivism adopt a
broader notion of coupling: one that does not fully rely on direct interactions between embodied
systems, but instead allows for a continuous process of decoupling and re-coupling.
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ENACTIVISM AND EVERYDAY EMBODIED PRACTICE
Enactivism
The aim of enactivism is to study the mind in a way that does justice to human experience while
remaining scientifically sound. In order to do so, it combines insights from disciplines such as biology,
dynamical systems theory, and the phenomenological tradition. Enactivism has been proposed as an
alternative to cognitivism, according to which the mind is basically an information-processing system
manipulating mental representations of the outside world by means of explicit rules. Mental
representations have content by virtue of their ability to correspond with (things in) the world. At the
same time, however, mental representations have a functional structure that makes it possible to study
them independently of their contents. Consequently, cognitivists maintain that cognition can (to some
extent) be studied in isolation from the world in which it is embedded.
Enactivism questions the representational framework put forward by cognitivism and instead
proposes to view cognition as a kind of embodied action. Varela et al. (1991), for example, explain
this as follows: ‘by using the term embodied we mean to highlight two points: first that cognition
depends upon the kinds of experience that come from having a body with various sensorimotor
capacities, and second, that these individual sensorimotor capacities are themselves embedded in a
more encompassing biological, psychological, and cultural context. By using the term action we mean
to emphasize once again that sensory and motor processes, perception and action, are fundamentally
inseparable in lived cognition’ (1991: 172-3).4
In other words, proponents of the enactive approach emphasize that cognition is not so much
about passive information processing, but rather should be understood in terms of active sense making.
Enactivism focuses on a dynamic coupling between world and organism; it argues for a notion of
cognition as ‘the enactment of a world and a mind on the basis of a history of the variety of actions
that a being in the world performs’ (1991: 9).
When the basic principles of enactivism are applied to social cognition, sense making becomes
participatory sense making (De Jaegher & Di Paolo 2007). The proper unit of analysis is not the
individual (let alone the individual brain) but rather the coupled system as a whole, including the
participants, their dynamic interactions, and the context in which these interactions take place.
Characteristic of such a coupled-system view of social cognition is its emphasis on reciprocal
interaction and recurrent feedback loops. It is the active process of engaging with others that gives rise
to an understanding of them. This is why the enactive approach is very much in line with a secondperson methodology.

4

Note that according to this definition, the notion ‘embodied’ already includes embeddedness as well.
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Everyday embodied practice
What is attractive about a second-person approach is that it offers enactivism a way to explain
everyday social interactions in a direct fashion: that is, without appeal to mental-state management or
mindreading procedures. Gallagher (2008) articulates a notion of direct perception to emphasize this
point. He argues that ‘in seeing the actions and expressive movements of the other person in the
context of the surrounding world, one already sees their meaning; no inference to a hidden set of
mental states (beliefs, desires, etc.) is necessary. When I see the other's action or gesture, I see (I
immediately perceive) the meaning in the action or gesture. I see the joy or I see the anger, or I see the
intention in the face or in the posture or in the gesture or action of the other’ (2008: 542). Most of the
time, according to Gallagher, direct perception delivers all one needs to know in order to interact with
others and make sense of them.
We think Hutto (2008) is right to claim it is more correct to say humans are directly moved by
another’s psychological situation rather than that they directly perceives it. Hutto certainly agrees with
Gallagher about the directness of intersubjective engagements and Gallagher’s rejection of conceptual
or inferential interventions. Hutto claims that ‘we react directly to the attitudes of others as expressed
bodily and we do so because of our natural predisposition, some of which gets reformed by experience
and enculturation.... Our nonverbal acts of intersubjective responding are not prosecuted by the
deployment of theory, inferential reasoning, or projective simulation’ (115).
The idea that people normally have a direct understanding of others – that they do not have to
attribute mental states to others – is perfectly compatible with the notion of a coupled system. Ratcliffe
(2006) argues that social interaction is ‘seldom, if ever, a matter of two people assigning intentional
states to each other…. Self and other form a coupled system rather than two wholly separate entities
equipped with an internalized capacity to assign mental states to the other’ (31).
One of the main objectives of the enactive approach to social cognition has been to demonstrate
that many basic interactions with others can be explained in terms of directly coupled systems. To give
an impression of the progress that has been made in this area, we will briefly discuss some interesting
findings in developmental psychology on both ‘primary intersubjectivity’ and ‘secondary
intersubjectivity’ (Trevarthen 1979).
Primary intersubjectivity is the label for those innate or early developing sensory-motor
(emotionally informed) capabilities that provide a direct form of social understanding. For example,
various developmental studies point out that neonates are not only able to discriminate between
themselves and their environment (e.g., Rochat & Hespos 1997), but also respond selectively to other
human agents. Despite not yet having acquired the appropriate concept of agent or face, they
differentiate effectively between agents and non-agents, faces and non-faces. Meltzoff and Moore
(1977, 1994) have shown that neonates are already capable of picking out a human face from the
crowd of objects in their environment, with sufficient detail to enable them to imitate the expression
they see on that face.
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Although neonates’ first imitative attempts lack a high degree of accuracy, neonates are able to
correct and improve their gestural performance over time. This allows them to increasingly fine-tune
their interactions with others. As Meltzoff and Moore (1994) point out, there is an interesting
developmental change in the expression of imitative behavior. Although the ability to imitate is
present from the moment of birth, infants need a lot of practice to pull off the more advanced modes of
imitation that come later in development. Neonates imitate novel acts. Research on older infants
reveals a generative imitation of novelty that is beyond the scope of younger infants (Bauer & Mandler
1992, Barr et al. 1996). One could say that there is a progression in imitation from pure body actions,
to actions on objects, to using one object as a tool for manipulating other objects.
What all of these forms of embodied responsiveness demonstrate is that neonates and young
infants are perfectly capable of interacting with others in a dyadic way; but primary intersubjectivity
alone does not allow them to interact with other agents in a world-involving way, nor does it provide
them with an understanding of others in the pragmatically contextualized situations of everyday life.
Such an understanding only starts to emerge when infants enter the realm of ‘secondary
intersubjectivity’. The embodied practices characteristic of secondary intersubjectivity are triadic:
they involve a referential triangle of child, adult, and environment: an outside object or event to which
they jointly attend. As Hobson (2002) points out, the defining feature of this shared attention is that
‘an object or event can become a focus between people. Objects and events can be communicated
about…. The infant’s interactions with another person begin to have reference to the things that
surround them’ (62).
From six months of age onwards, infants are capable of perceiving others as directing attention
towards objects – first in their grasps of objects, later when they gaze and point at (distant) objects
(Woodward 2005). ‘Real’ shared attention has been located around the age of twelve months. Some
psychologists regard shared attention as the first sign of infants having (1) ‘any understanding of the
internal structure of intentional actions’ (Tomasello et al. 2005: 678-9), and (2) an ability to interpret
others’ actions as ‘goal-directed’ (Gergely & Csibra 2003: 288). Reddy (2003) points to a very
interesting lacuna in this line of thinking. She argues that shared attention is usually defined as
involving shared attending to an outside object. However, long before infants are able to do that, they
are aware of situations in which they themselves are the object of attention. Reddy argues that a
second-person approach and real interaction with the infant are required to discover these kinds of
abilities.
From an enactive point of view, it is important to provide the right interpretation of these findings
– one that acknowledges their interactive and direct nature. Take the imitation studies mentioned
above. Tomasello (1999: 195) has suggested that the results from these studies indicate young infants
to be ‘imitation machines’. Such terms invite a mechanical, almost reflex-like description of what goes
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on.5 Imitation is better characterized as an embodied responsiveness that stresses the (slight)
modulations each participant brings to bear in her interactions. Imitative behavior allows participants
to mutually tune in to rather than merge into each other. The individual modulations attest to the
autonomy of the participants: for perfect contingency you only need a mirror, but for genuine social
interaction you need another person. As De Jaegher and Di Paolo (2007) remark, participatory sensemaking is only participatory so long as the participants remain autonomous. Otherwise, it is merely
one person forcing a sense upon another: a one-way interaction (see also Fuchs & De Jaegher 2009).6
Research shows that infants from three months on prefer these slight modulations in their
embodied responses – time-delay for example – over perfect contingency. The exception is autistic
children, who continue to prefer a perfect mirroring (Gergely 2001). Again, such a perfect contingency
displays only one’s own agency; a non-perfect contingency suggests the influence of another person
and thus interpersonal contact. Given that normal infants are still developing their sense of agency
during this period, it seems plausible to argue that they are mostly interested in finding out what they
themselves can bring about. That said, as soon as their sense of agency has reached a certain level of
sophistication, a pure reflection of their own deeds probably becomes a bit boring – especially
compared to the novelty introduced by interaction with another person. Autistic children, however,
continue to prefer perfectly contingent feedback to modulated feedback. Gergely (2001) explains
autistic children’s preference for perfectly contingent over modulated feedback in terms of a ‘faulty
switch’ in a ‘contingency detection module’, which leads to symptomatic difficulties in social
interactions. Although there is still an ongoing debate on the underlying mechanism(s) of autism, we
are skeptical if the assumption of modules will push understanding any further. Given autists’
difficulties with social interaction and novelty, it is not surprising that they find the suggestion of
another person and the possibility of interpersonal contact less attractive.

THE APPEAL TO PHENOMENOLOGY
Enactive approaches are frequently promoted by philosophers taking their inspiration from the
phenomenological tradition (e.g., Zahavi 2005, Gallagher & Zahavi 2007). They argue against
(mentalistic) TT or ST interpretations of embodied practices from a phenomenological point of view:
if mindreading processes are primary, pervasive, and explicit in everyday social interaction, then one
might expect them to show up in everyday experience – but they do not. On the contrary: if one looks
5

The issue is not merely terminological. On the contrary: it has important empirical ramifications. For example,
on a mechanical view, it is much harder to explain why infants are more likely to imitate after the experimenter
has attended to them – as Csibra & Gergely (2009) have shown recently. This highlights the relevance of the
enactive approach to scientific experimentation, precisely in the sense Reddy & Trevarthen (2004) propose.
6
That is, the notion of social interaction as a coupled system, by itself, is not sufficient to explain what happens
in cases of imitation. What is needed is a definition that safeguards the autonomy of each participant. De
Jaegher and Di Paolo put forward such a definition, characterizing social interaction as ‘the regulated coupling
between at least two autonomous agents, where the regulation is aimed at aspect of the coupling itself so that
it constitutes emergent autonomous organization in the domain in relation dynamics, without destroying in the
process the autonomy’.
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at the phenomenological evidence, one must conclude that everyday encounters with others tend to be
second-person and interactive. This is what Gallagher (2004, 202) calls ‘the simple phenomenological
argument’.7
Proponents of TT and ST usually parry by admitting that human beings do not consciously or
explicitly employ theoretical principles or simulation routines during social engagements. If
mindreading is something done in a tacit way, then what is experienced (or seemingly experienced)
during social interaction is not a good guide for what is ‘really’ happening, and the appeal to
phenomenology is inappropriate. Goldman (2006), for example, defends his version of ST against
phenomenological objections by claiming that most simulation procedures are ‘simple, primitive,
automatic, and largely below the level of consciousness’ (113). He argues that the phenomenological
argument cannot be used to characterize social experience in a positive way (i.e., as ‘enactive’),
because phenomenological properties are elusive, ‘incapable of supporting weighty thesis’, hard to
agree upon, and ‘hotly disputed’ (249).
We think Goldman actually has a point: perhaps the simple phenomenological argument is a bit
too simple. Although the argument does important work restricting the scope of TT and ST claims
with respect to the personal level of social interaction, it is certainly not decisive. Gallagher (2004)
recognizes this, admitting that introspective reports about the phenomenology of everyday social
interaction can be notoriously suspect guides to what people are doing at the conscious level.8 He
explicitly does not rule out the possibility that one sometimes engages in the kind of ‘specialized’
procedures promoted by TT and ST; but he claims that this happens only in those cases in which
everyday second-person interactions break down, or where one has problems understanding the other
person. ‘Such specialized cognitive approaches do not characterize our primary or everyday
encounters with others’ (2004: 202).9
Still, an all-encompassing enactivist explanation of social interaction must be able to account for
these exceptional situations as well. Moreover, the question is precisely to what extent these situations
of social misunderstanding are indeed exceptional. Here, the simple phenomenological argument
obscures an important issue. The everyday experience of others is usually not a good criterion to
assess theories of social interaction, because many social skills – especially the ones used very
frequently – are attentively recessive and do not take centre stage in conscious awareness. This was
already observed by William James (1890), who wrote: ‘it is a general principle in psychology that
consciousness deserts all processes where it can no longer be of use’ (496). Of course, one does not

7

See Ratcliffe (2007: 23) for a similar argument.
Gallagher thinks that an appeal to social phenomenology should go beyond an appeal to good-old
introspection: i.e., subjective reports about everyday social encounters. He proposes to use phenomenology in
its technical (Husserlian) sense: that is, as a strict method for the analysis of the common structures of
experience (cf. Gallagher & Varela 2003; Gallagher & Brøsted Sørensen 2006).
9
See also Gallagher (2001: 85), where he acknowledges that people sometimes understand others by enacting
theoretical attitudes or simulation, while observing that ‘such instances are rare, however, relative to the
majority of our interactions’.
8
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want a theory of social interaction that postulates all kinds of unconscious processes, ultimately
justifying this by claiming that these processes are ‘just’ innate. This seems nothing more than an
excuse for any real understanding.
We think that a solution to this dilemma can be found in a clearer focus on the development of
social interaction. As the quote by James indicates, although the automatization of highly developed
skills might be a psychological commonplace, this does not mean that they have not been consciously
learned at some point in development. Take the ability to walk, for example. As I walk out to the
beach – to borrow Gallagher’s (2006) example – I am not normally conscious of how I activate my leg
muscles. More generally, as I move through the world, I do not normally monitor the specifics of my
motor action in any explicitly conscious way. Yet I did learn how to walk in early infancy (at least in a
normal developmental scenario), and this required me to attend explicitly to my movements. What the
simple phenomenological argument seems to ignore is that social learning happens primarily in those
situations in which understanding of others is not smooth and direct. De Jaegher (2009, 540) points
this out when she says that ‘failures in understanding another’s behavior are not exceptional. On the
contrary, they form part and parcel of the ongoing process of social understanding. More even,
misunderstandings are the pivots around which the really interesting stuff of social understanding
revolves. In these instances where coordination is lost, we have the potential to gain a lot of
understanding’.10
The moral here is that the simple phenomenological argument should be handled very carefully.
Enactivism still has a job to do when it comes to explaining the folk psychological action
interpretation that has traditionally been the focus of TT and ST. Furthermore, as the above
considerations make clear, one cannot simply claim on phenomenological grounds that most of the
work has already been done, since this kind of action interpretation is exceptional. The challenge for
enactivism is to offer a convincing story about these more advanced modes of social understanding; in
order to do so, it must go beyond the embodied practices discussed in the previous section.
Recently, Gallagher has taken up the challenge by articulating a notion of narrative practice.
Acknowledging that primary and secondary intersubjectivity are necessary but not sufficient for a full
account of human intersubjectivity, he claims that there is ‘much more to say about the role of
language and narrative competency in a fuller account of intersubjectivity’ (Gallagher 2007: 75). In
the next session, we take a closer look at his proposal.

NARRATIVE PRACTICE, ACCORDING TO GALLAGHER
Gallagher’s account of narrative practice is very much in line with his enactive approach to the
embodied practices discussed in the previous section. The idea is that narrative competency enables ‘a
direct interpretation of the other’s actions and intentions, without the mediation of folk psychology’
10

She further observes that ‘where the ongoing flow of interacting and coordinating breaks, opportunities for
redirecting sense-making open up. On such occasions, one of the things we can do is to attempt to repair our
interaction, for instance through a re-attunement of movements and or utterances’ (ibid).
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(Gallagher & Hutto 2008). It allows for a context-sensitive, nuanced, and sophisticated understanding
of others that cannot be captured in terms of TT or ST.
An important question is how narrative practice provides such a ‘direct interpretation’ of others.
A crucial feature of a narrative is its concern with the concrete and the particular. This is where it
significantly differs from a theory. According to proponents of TT, as seen above, understanding of
others is facilitated by a folk psychological theory that deals with the universal, abstracting away from
particular contexts towards descriptions of the way the world tends to be in general. If Bruner (1986)
is right, a narrative does exactly the opposite: it takes context to be primary in the determination of
meaning, since it deals with particular, concrete situations. A narrative is always situated: it must be
interpreted in light of a specific discourse, to cue interpreters to draw inferences about a structured
time-course of particularized events. As a result, narrative practice has the potential to offer a kind of
practical or applied understanding of behavior that functions very differently from a theoretical one.
At the same time, narrative practice provides the means to reach beyond what is immediately
given. Language represents what is not currently present. From an enactive perspective, it is natural to
promote a pragmatic, practical take on language. Language is for use; it develops through use. Many
theorists have made a case for the enactive, embodied, and embedded grounding of language. Mead
(1962) already proposed that language develops out of gestures; along the same lines, Heal (2005)
recently suggested that language provides an immensely delicate and useful way of pointing.
According to Tomasello (1999), people use linguistic symbols primarily because of their
perspectival nature, which allows them to induce others to view the world in one way rather than
another: i.e., in a way that goes beyond the direct perceptual or motoric aspects of a given situation.
He argues that when a child ‘internalizes’ a linguistic symbol and comes to understand the human
perspective embodied in that symbol, she learns that a particular situation may be construed
intentionally in a way that is convenient for the purpose at hand: that is, she begins to comprehend
that, by using a particular symbol, she intends for another agent to pay attention to some specific
aspect of their shared environment.
In this way, language helps children to take an outside perspective on what they are doing; it
allows them to distance themselves, in a way that is both literal and figurative, from their immediate
impressions. This is not exclusively a linguistic affair. On the contrary: the increase in distancing goes
hand in hand with the development of embodied practices that can no longer be described in terms of
direct couplings simpliciter, since they involve couplings in which the original object of interaction is
substituted for something else. This is what happens in cases of pretend play for example, when
children pretend that a thing might actually be something else. Leslie (1987) has shown that, by two
years of age, children are already able to use a banana as if it were a telephone. The child might pick
up a banana, hold it to her ear and mouth, and say: ‘hi. How are you? [Brief pause.] I'm Fine. OK.
Bye.' Lillard (2002) gives an example of a child who is pretending that a pile of sand is a fantastic
chocolate cake, calling it cake, mimicking eating it, and saying, ‘yum-yum, what delicious cake!’
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What is important, according to Lillard, is that the child does not actually eat the sand, clearly aware
of its real identity all the while that she treats it as if it were something else. What happens in these
interactions is that the child simultaneously considers one object (or person) as having two different
identities. As Perner (1991) puts it, the child no longer directly represents the world ‘as it is’, but
instead learns to entertain ‘multiple mental models’. Language can be seen as a crucial facilitator of
this development.
We are not very happy with Perner’s terminology, but that should not obscure what is important
here: that during development children increasingly learn to distance themselves from the here and
now. This process of distancing is central to the ontogeny of narrative practice; Gallagher’s account of
how children learn to understand others in terms of narrative seems to confirm this. According to
Gallagher (2003), narrative practice depends on a number of precursors. In what follows, we will
briefly discuss these precursors and show that they are representative of a development that cannot be
described in terms of direct coupling.
Before they are able to tell stories, children first need to master the so-called ‘internal’ time frame
of a narrative that reflects the serial order in which events follow each other. This ability emerges by
the first year, as children gradually begin to distinguish between past and future and sequence actions
in order to construct coherent and cohesive events. They start to remember dynamic events – so-called
scripts – and seem to understand sequences of familiar repeated events involving several related
actions (Bauer et al. 1994). A study by Bauer and Mandler (1990) showed that one-year-old children
are already able to remember brief sequences of novel events (two or three actions) over several days.
This rapidly improves as they get older: by the age of three, children can verbalize a larger number of
familiar scripts in a reliable sequence (cf. Nelson & Gruendel 1981, Friedman 1992). Scripts do not
yet qualify as narratives: they are still mainly based on the child’s immediate experience of the here
and now, and very much lack a temporal dimension. The only temporal differentiation that children
are capable of making until their second year is that between the present activity and everything else
that has been experienced and memorized: sequences of events, people, places, and associated objects.
Still, this form of temporal decoupling already indicates that these children are no longer solely
interacting with their environment in a direct fashion.
In order to engage in narrative practice, children not only must recollect the specific time when an
event occurred; they must be able to attribute this event to themselves or others. According to
Gallagher (2003), the first-person pronoun ‘I’ serves as the most minimal referent around which
experienced events can be organized; the precise way in children learn to use it, starting around twelve
months, gives them an ‘extremely secure anchor’ for the construction of a self-narrative. The firstperson pronoun is not just a ‘deflated pronoun, grammatical structure or piece of vocabulary’,
however. On the contrary, it has an ‘embodied referent’. Gallagher argues that its use depends
ontogenetically on the minimal self.
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Both the capacity for temporal integration and the ability to self-refer by means of the first-person
pronoun are necessary for the proper functioning of autobiographical memory. It has been claimed that
two-year-old children already possess such memory. Howe (2000) argues that, even though the
autobiographical memories of children around this age must be elicited by questions and prompts, ‘by
18-24 months of age infants have a concept of themselves that is sufficiently viable to serve as a
referent around which personally experienced events can be organized in memory…. The self at 18-24
months of age achieves whatever 'critical mass' is necessary to serve as an organizer and regulator of
experience…. This achievement in self-awareness (recognition) is followed shortly by the onset of
autobiographical memory’ (1991: 2).
Autobiographical memory provides the background knowledge out of which a coherent narrative
is formed. This, is not simply a matter of ‘encoding’ and ‘retrieving’ information. The creation of a
self-narrative is very much a reconstructive process: it does not merely depend on the proper
functioning of memory but, in an important sense, contributes to the functioning of that memory.
Gallagher (2003: 419) suggests that, in order to form a self-narrative, ‘one needs to do more than
simply remember life events. One must see in such events a significance that goes beyond the events
themselves; to reflectively consider them, deliberate on their meaning, and decide how they fit
together semantically’. He argues that this interpretation process is facilitated by ‘reflective
metacognition’, which enables people to fit and sometimes force memories into a narrative structure.
This process generates a lot of confabulation. ‘It is not unusual to construe certain events in a way that
they did not in fact happen, for the sake of a unified or coherent meaning. Self-deception is not
unusual; false memories are frequent. To some degree, and for the sake of creating a coherency to life,
it is normal to confabulate and to enhance one's story’ (ibid).
All

these

elements

–

temporal

integration

of

information,

minimal

self-reference,

autobiographical memory, and reflective metacognition – are crucial for the emergence of what
Gallagher calls a narrative self, which he defines as ‘a more or less coherent self (or self-image) that is
constituted with a past and a future in the various stories that we and others tell about ourselves’
(2000: 15). Gallagher argues that self-narrative, in contrast to narratives of others, has a certain
primacy in shaping self-identity. This might be true for mature and full-grown self-narratives, but it
should not be forgotten that, during early development, the narrative self is primarily given form by
others. As Fivush (1994) points out, children only gradually move from the contribution of one or
more bits of information about a certain experience to a more equal co-construction of a narrative
account of experience. Also, they frequently appropriate someone else’s story as their own (Miller et
al. 1990).
Gallagher’s account of what is required for narrative practice is restricted to the development of
self-narrative. We think it fair to assume that similar capacities to the ones discussed above will be
required in order to create and understand the narratives of others. The important question is whether
Gallagher’s proposal is continuous with the embodied practices discussed in the previous sections. It is
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certainly a good first step towards an embodied account of narrative practice; but to what extent it is
possible to give a full-blown enactive explanation of the above capacities in terms of direct coupling?
All seem to involve something better described as a kind of de-coupling: the active suppression of a
direct mode of interaction with the environment. To distinguish between past and future events, the
child must be able to distance herself from what is going on right now. Self-reference by means of the
first person entails a distancing from the self: the child no longer coincides with, but rather takes a
stance towards, its own self.
All the capacities discussed above are closely connected to the emergence of a more objective
self no longer chained to the here and now, with the ability to refrain from direct interaction with the
environment and other people. The notion of direct coupling seems no longer sufficient. This is
especially obvious when it comes to explaining the more advanced capacities for narrative practice. In
these cases, it is easy to forget one’s enactivist agenda and fall back on explanations of the TT/ST
variety. Gallagher (2003), for example, explains the capacity for reflective metacognition by referring
to Gazzaniga’s (1988) idea of a specific left-hemisphere mechanism called the interpreter. According
to Gazzaniga (1988,), 'human brain architecture is organized in terms of functional modules capable of
working both cooperatively and independently. These modules can carry out their functions in parallel
and outside of the realm of conscious experience. The modules can effect internal and external
behaviours, and do this at regular intervals. The interpreter considers all the outputs of the functional
modules as soon as they are made and immediately constructs a hypothesis as to why particular
actions occurred. In fact the interpreter need not be privy to why a particular module responded.
Nonetheless, it will take the behavior at face value and fit the event into the large ongoing mental
schema (belief system) that it has already constructed’ (219).
Apart from the apparent comeback of the homunculus, what is problematic about this explanation
is the clear choice for modular TT. Gallagher is not necessarily committed to such a story, nor do we
want to suggest that this is the explanation of reflective metacognition he prefers, since it seems at
odds with the rest of his work; but the example does show how easy it is to succumb to a TT/ST
explanation, all the more since there is no enactivist alternative available. Still, the example is
interesting because it suggests that metacognition basically comes down to a process of interpretation.
From an enactive point of view, this process could be explained in terms of re-coupling: coming up
with new ways of organizing and structuring the interactions with the environment.
The development of narrative practice involves a process of distancing that is hard to reconcile
with direct coupling. Does this mean that narrative understanding of others cannot be direct, as
Gallagher suggested at the beginning of this section? It depends on how the ‘direct’ is explicated. We
agree with Gallagher that embodied practices provide a form of understanding that is direct in the
sense that it does not require conceptual or inferential capabilities; but if this is what is meant by
‘direct’, then narrative understanding is clearly not direct, since it is mediated by language and
crucially depends on the mastery of linguistic concepts.
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Gallagher argues that narrative understanding does not require inference: ‘crucially, coming to
appreciate the other’s story – to see why they are doing what they are doing – does not require
mentalistic inference or simulation’ (Gallagher & Hutto 2008: 34). However, narrative understanding
depends to a large extent on the ability to make appropriate inferences over linguistic concepts – e.g.,
to connect goals with actions and to connect hierarchically related goals with each other. Lynch and
Van den Broek (2007: 323) state that ‘goals provide reasons for a character’s actions throughout a
narrative, and a character’s success or failure in achieving his or her primary goal marks the natural
conclusion of a story. Because of their centrality, readers or listeners of a narrative must be able to
infer the connections between goals and other elements of a story to fully comprehend it’.
Presumably Gallagher has a different notion of ‘inference’ in mind, one that is ‘mentalistic’ in
nature and is usually put forward by proponents of TT. According to TT, people understand others
(i.e., predict or explain their behavior) because they are able to infer mental states from a folk
psychological law, in combination with certain starting premises (the initial conditions needed to
connect this law to the specific explanation or prediction) and a ceteris paribus clause. Gallagher is
probably right that this notion of inference -- along with the theoretical approach to social
understanding in which it is embedded – is not required for a narrative understanding of others. In fact,
his rejection of inference seems to come down to a more general rejection of third-person approaches
to social interaction, in which one must make sense of the hidden mental states of others. ‘In seeking a
narrative understanding of the other it is not their “inner” life – if understood as a serious of causally
efficacious mental states – that we are attempting to access, but simply the other's life as it unfolds in
response to worldly/situational contexts, and that is best captured in a narrative form’ (Gallagher &
Hutto 2007: 33).11
Gallagher admits that narrative understanding is not always direct: for example, when one is not
already familiar with the story of the other person, or when one is perplexed or surprised by her action.
When the actions of others deviate from what one normally expects and one encounters trouble, one
may need to appeal to folk psychology. How often this happens is difficult to answer. Gallagher could
argue that these cases of misunderstanding are the exception rather than the rule and invoke the simple
phenomenological argument to support this claim. However, as seen in the previous section, this is not
without problems. Even if it is true that folk psychology is only appealed to in the minority of social
interactions, it still needs to be explained how people make sense of others in folk psychological
terms: i.e., by referring to their beliefs and desires. Gallagher’s account of narrative practice does not
11

Rattcliffe (2006: 37) gives an excellent illustration of this kind of narrative understanding, one that is worth
quoting in full: ‘when meeting somebody for a chat, we seldom have a pre-prepared, exhaustive list of
discussion topics and viewpoints. Indeed we very often do not have a clue what we will talk about. Instead, the
conversational narrative takes form through our interactions with each other. Facial expressions, body
movements and verbal tones interact in intricate ways and seem to flow in harmony with the words spoken.
Mutual interpretation is constrained by this interaction and by the shared narrative that unfolds. The flow of
conversation is not simply facilitated by two discrete thinkers interpreting each other by ascribing internal
mental states. My ability to interpret you is partially constituted by your interactions with me. You are a part of
the interpretive process.’
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provide an explanation of this ability. Moreover, as we have shown above, even the direct narrative
understanding promoted by Gallagher is hard to explain from an enactive point of view. We will show
in the next section that similar considerations apply to Hutto’s Narrative Practice Hypothesis, despite
the way it is designed specifically to capture folk psychological understanding of others.

HUTTO’S FOLK PSYCHOLOGICAL NARRATIVES
Defenders of TT/ST often argue that the embodied practices put forward by advocates of enactivism
are, in principle, not incompatible with their own positions. They admit it might well be the case that
practices such as primary and secondary intersubjectivity are, in fact, precursors to their accounts of
social cognition in terms of mindreading. For example, Currie (2008: 212) claims that ‘theorists in
both camps have insisted that well before children acquire belief-desire psychology there is much
going on which underpins competent interaction with other people, and some have speculated on what
these precursor states might be. If their speculations do not give rise to hypotheses the same as those
of Gallagher and Hutto, that is incidental: neither ST nor TT commits anyone to a view about exactly
what these precursor states are’. This is precisely the kind of reaction that motivated Gallagher to
articulate his story about narrative practice. However, as seen in the previous section, Gallagher does
not directly address the capacity for folk psychological action interpretation and so leaves open the
door for a TT/ST explanation of this capacity. In other words, proponents of TT/ST could still claim
that Gallagher has merely sketched the precursors to their mindreading story of social cognition.
A recent proposal that does compete directly with TT/ST as an explanation of folk psychological
action interpretation is Hutto’s Narrative Practice Hypothesis (NPH). What the NPH tries to explain is
precisely how children acquire workaday skills in wielding folk psychology, understood as the ability
to make sense of actions in terms of reasons. Hutto (2009: 10) remarks that this is a ‘sophisticated high
level capacity’ and claims that it ‘involves being able to answer a particular sort of “why”-question by
skilfully deploying the idiom of mental predicates (beliefs, desires, hopes, fears, etc.)’.
According to Hutto (2007), folk psychology is acquired by being introduced to, being made
familiar with, and actively engaging with folk-psychological narratives: stories about reasons for
actions. The NPH focuses on paradigmatic practices of storytelling, such as children listening to and
actively participating in the telling of fables and fairy tales (i.e., asking questions, being invited to
make sense of the protagonist’s actions, retelling the story, etc.). ‘The stories about those who act for
reasons... are the foci of this practice. Stories of this special kind provide the crucial training set
needed for understanding reasons. They do this by serving as exemplars, having precisely the right
features to foster an understanding of the forms and norms of folk psychology’ (2007: 53).
The NPH radically departs from the mainstream TT and ST rivals in two ways. First, it locates
the primary origin/basis of folk psychology in second- instead of third-person encounters. Exercising
folk psychological skills is not a ‘spectator sport’ (Hutto 2004) of inferring reasons from actions and
vice versa from a distance. The requisite training takes place in conditions of mutual engagement,
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when people ask for and give each other reasons for their actions. Third-person prediction of action in
terms of motivating reasons is, Hutto claims, a derivative and not highly reliable activity that
necessarily involves speculation. Hutto argues that, although folk psychology can be exercised in
different contexts, most everyday social interactions take place in socially structured, normalized
environments in which the need for action explanation is obviated.
The NPH’s second departure from orthodoxy is in shifting the explanatory burden from the
individual to the individual within a sociocultural context. The acquisition of folk psychological skills,
he claims, cannot properly be explained by focusing on the individual in abstraction from its
sociocultural background. Advocates of TT and ST often argue that the core of intersubjectivity (the
ability to practice folk psychology), is grounded in an internal set of principles, claiming that its
acquisition is effectuated either through the biological triggering and maturation of innate folk
psychological modules or through the child’s private search for theoretical consistency in a social
world she tries to understand. Hutto argues that folk psychological narratives provide more than
merely a ‘framework for disinterested prediction and explanation’; folk psychology is an ‘instrument
of culture’, providing grounds for ‘evaluative expectations about what constitutes good reasons’ (cf.
Hutto 2004).
We very much agree with Hutto’s emphasis on the sociocultural, second-person nature of folk
psychology. The question is to what extent Hutto departs from a cognitivist view of folk psychology.
The NPH is definitively a huge improvement over TT and ST insofar it claims that reason
interpretation is primarily a second-person practice. However, Hutto remains committed to the beliefdesire model of action interpretation. According to this orthodoxy, action interpretation in terms of
reasons is primarily about the attribution of belief-desire combinations.12
In some places, Hutto straightforward endorses this classical, psychologized picture of action
interpretation. One reads, for example, that folk psychology minimally incorporates ‘the practice of
making sense of a person’s actions using belief/desire propositional attitude psychology’ (2007: 3).
Elsewhere, Hutto claims that, in order to make sense of an action as performed for a reason, ‘it is not
enough to imagine it as being sponsored by a singular kind of propositional attitude; one must also be
able to ascribe other kinds of attitudes that act as relevant and necessary partners in motivational
crime’ (2007: 26). Knowledge of how the propositional attitudes interrelate with one another
‘comprises what we might think of as the “core principles” of intentional psychology’ (2007: 29).13
Hutto stresses that these principles are not supposed to be theoretical in any meaningful sense:
they do not have the form of a theory, nor are they acquired like one. At the same time, however, he
seems to take the folk psychological principles out of the head in order to replace them by the
12

The belief-desire model of action interpretation has been held as close to common sense amongst theorists.
Consider Frith & Happé (1999: 2) who claim that ‘in everyday life we make sense of each other’s behavior by
appeal to a belief-desire psychology’. Elsewhere, we have criticized the belief-desire model of action
understanding that gives rise to this picture (De Bruin & Strijbos 2010, Strijbos & De Bruin 2009).
13
See also Hutto (2007: 3) where he agrees with Baker (1999) that ‘belief-desire reasoning forms the core of
common sense psychology’.
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‘principles’ in folk psychological narratives. Hutto might object that understanding of folk
psychological narratives does not necessarily take the form of communing with a pre-existing set of
theoretical principles in the mind. The point is that, if Hutto wants to avoid appealing to a tacit body of
intrinsic knowledge, then the ‘principles’ he is after must be operative in the folk psychological
narratives themselves. Hutto thinks this is indeed the case and gives the example of Little Red Riding
Hood: ‘Little Red Riding Hood learns from the woodcutter that her grandmother is sick. She wants to
make her grandmother feel better [she’s a nice caring girl], and she thinks that a basket full of treats
will help, so she brings such a basket through the woods to her grandmother’s house [beliefs and
desires lead to actions]. When she arrives there, she sees the wolf in her grandmother’s bed, but she
falsely believes that the wolf is her grandmother [appearances can be deceiving]. When she realizes it
is a wolf, she is frightened and she runs away, because she knows that wolves can hurt people. The
wolf, who indeed wants to eat her, leaps out of the bed and runs after her trying to catch her’ (Hutto
2007: 30, citing Lillard 1997: 268). The example is misleading: the belief-desire structure Hutto thinks
to distinguish in this story is imposed upon it by Lillard, who argues that ‘if we distill out our
mentalistic interpretation, the tale is rather dry. A little girl hears from a woodcutter that her
grandmother is sick. She walks to her grandmother’s house, carrying a basket of treatments. A wolf
who is in her grandmother’s bed jumps up and runs after the girl. Incorporating an interpretation
guided by our theory of mind makes the story a good deal more coherent and interesting’ (1997: 268).
It seems to us that this is not a claim Hutto would be willing to defend.
It is not our intention to argue that folk psychological narratives do not exist. That said, Ratcliffe
(2008) is certainly right that folk psychological narratives usually lack an explicit belief-desire
structure, and this presents potential trouble for the NPH. Of course, Hutto could argue that folk
psychological narratives do not display the relations between beliefs, desires, and other propositional
attitudes explicitly, and instead propose that they only do so in an implicit manner: the folk
psychological patterns one is looking for are potentially there, but they still have to be articulated.
However, this would prompt the question how children are able to do this – is this not precisely what
the NPH promised to explain? Moreover, it would reopen the door to the suggestion that children are
able to recognize and identify the belief-desire structures implicit in folk psychological narratives
because they already possess a tacit belief-desire psychology.
Of course, all this does not amount to an argument against the belief-desire model itself. What our
short analysis of the NPH does show is how hard it is to give a decent account of folk psychological
understanding from a thoroughly enactivist standpoint. At the end of the day, Hutto does not explain
how this form of cognition is enacted but instead succumbs to the idea that folk psychological
narratives can be seen as blueprints that already represent the belief-desire structure required for folk
psychological action interpretation. It is interesting to compare Hutto’s proposal to Gallagher’s
account of narrative practice. Whereas the latter places more emphasis on embodiment but fails to
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capture the folk-psychological mode of social cognition, Hutto seems to give up on embodiment to
achieve his goal.
This implies that much work still needs done when it comes to the embodiment of folk
psychological understanding. Admittedly, Hutto pays a lot of attention to developmental studies that
investigate the emergence of language and the acquisition of belief and desire concepts. He is certainly
correct in his observation that traditional accounts have been lacking in this department. As
Carpendale and Lewis (2004: 91) put it: 'proponents of the dominant theories have been notably quiet
about what happens in development after the child’s fifth birthday. However, research that explores
whether 5-year-olds can use simple false belief knowledge to make inferences about their own and
other’s perspectives finds that they singularly fail to do so'.
At the same time, it is yet not clear if and how the NPH comes closer to an enactive account of
folk psychology as embodied cognition. It is even less clear how one could explain children’s
engagements with folk psychological narratives in terms of direct coupling.

FURTHER DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The enactive approach still has a long way to go when it comes to explaining remote and abstract
forms of social cognition. We have focused on the recent attempts of Gallagher and Hutto to account
for folk psychological action interpretation in terms of narrative. Although we are enthusiastic about
these proposals, we have shown that it is difficult to understand how they can be continuous with an
enactive approach that puts a lot of emphasis on direct coupling. On the one hand, the proposals
themselves have certain shortcomings. On the other hand, and maybe more importantly, the failure to
explain higher-level forms of social understanding seems symptomatic of a general problem for the
enactive approach.
The problem is how to reconcile the enactivist notion of direct coupling with the process of
distancing inherent in more reflective modes of social cognition, including the folk psychological one
that has been the traditional explanandum of TT and ST. On the one hand, direct coupling is a precious
part of the enactivist argument against the mental representational framework of cognitivist theories of
social cognition. On the other, if enactivism wants to bridge the cognitive gap, it has to account for the
capacity of human beings to distance themselves from their direct involvement with the environment
and other human beings.
We think that a reconsideration of direct coupling can provide a way out of this dilemma. First of
all, it is important to be aware of the many different usages of the term ‘direct’ in the debate on social
cognition – as seen in our discussion of Gallagher’s narrative practice proposal. ‘Direct’ can refer both
to the immediacy of knowing (i.e., without requiring explicit deliberation) and to the immediacy of the
presence of the participants in a social situation (e.g., direct face-to-face contact). These do not
necessarily coincide: people can be in a direct face-to-face encounter with someone while still using
deliberation to find out what to make of the situation. Even if one takes directness to be primarily a
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feature of knowing, it can still mean several things: without (folk-psychological) concepts, without
explicit or conscious inferences, without inferences whatsoever, or without a representational
framework.
It obviously matters which of these notions of directness enactivism is committed to. So far, it has
mainly focused on directness in both the situational and the epistemological sense: i.e., on social
understanding between participants in each other’s immediate presence, without the meditation of folk
psychological concepts or inference. When one goes beyond primary and secondary intersubjectivity
and enters the realm of narrative practice, however, the situational directness of social understanding is
lost to a certain extent (as explained in the previous sections). Hence, if narrative understanding is to
be counted as a genuine species of social sense making, then enactivism cannot be constrained
completely by situational directness. What remains is the directness of knowing. In the previous
sections, we argued that narrative practice requires (folk psychological) concepts and inferential
abilities, and therefore the enactivist appeal to directness should not be constrained in this respect,
either. Thus, it seems that enactivism is only committed to a notion of directness as ‘without a
representational framework’. But even this does not mean that representations have to be banned from
the enactive framework altogether. Enactivism à la Varela et al (1991), for example, does allow for
representations in what they call a weak sense: ‘[representation] refers to anything that can be
interpreted as being about something. This is the sense of representation as construal, since nothing is
about something else without construing it as being some way’ (1991: 134). It does oppose the
stronger sense of representation that carries the heavy cognitivist commitments, namely that ‘(1) the
world is pregiven; (2) our cognition is of this world - even if only to a partial extent, and (3) the way in
which we cognize this pregiven world is to represent its features and then act on the basis of these
representations’ (1991: 135).
Regardless of which interpretation of directness enactivism eventually embraces, the notion of
direct coupling must be able to incorporate the process of distancing, of de-coupling and re-coupling
that is characteristic of the development of narrative practice, and already inherent in primary and
secondary intersubjectivity. Is it still meaningful to call this a process of coupling? We think that the
answer to this question should be affirmative for two reasons. First, de-coupling is never an end to
itself but always takes part within a wider framework of ongoing coupling. Organisms never go
completely ‘off-line’. Therefore, we are a bit sceptical of the recent distinction between ‘online’ and
‘off-line’ forms of embodied cognition. Wilson (2002: 635) writes that ‘online aspects of embodied
cognition… include the arenas of cognitive activity that are embedded in a task-relevant external
situation…. Off-line aspects of embodied cognition, in contrast, include any cognitive activities in
which sensory and motor resources are brought to bear on mental tasks whose referents are distant in
time and space or are altogether imaginary’. Applied to social cognition, the distinction boils down to
immediate, face-to-face interactions on the one hand, interactions with absent others on the other.
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Although this distinction gets to the heart of the cognitive gap, Wilson’s formulation is
problematic in several respects. On a theoretical note, talk of ‘task-relevant inputs and outputs’ (2002:
626) puts one right back in the computational cognitivism that the enactive approach tries to
overcome. Wilson takes task-relevance as a decisive criterion for judging whether a cognitive activity
counts as online. This sounds fair enough – except that it will not always be easy to determine in a
clear-cut manner. When something in my present interaction triggers a memory, how can I be sure
whether or not it is task relevant? Moreover, task relevance may be too narrow a category when it
comes to social cognition: human beings continuously engage in social interactions, even when there
is no specific task toward which the interaction is directed. Many social interactions are initiated for
their own sake. Finally, a binary on/off distinction does not allow for gradations in the way people
interact with others: for instance in terms of involvement, reciprocity, and presence.
Wilson equates off-line processing with reflection (2002: 627). It is true that reflection (per
definition) entails a distancing from the here and now; but to describe this as ‘off-line’ is misleading.
For one thing, reflection usually does not start from thin air: it is often triggered by something,
embedded in and motivated by a given situation: thus very much task relevant. The opposite is true as
well: many direct interactions or other ‘online’ activities incorporate off-line elements.14
From an enactive point of view, distancing or reflection should be described not as an instance of
going off-line, but rather as something that is an integral part of the process of coupling. One might
even say that coupling is nothing more than a continuous oscillation between de-coupling and recoupling.
This brings us to the second reason why we still want to use the term coupling: as a dynamic
process, coupling already entails de-coupling and re-coupling. This is so even when it is ‘direct’ (both
in a situational and epistemological sense). The notion of coupling goes back to Von Weizsäcker’s
(1986) theory of the Gestaltkreis: a functional circle. According to his theory, the reaction of an
organism to its environment should not be understood as a fixed response but instead depends upon its
previous experiences and is constantly being re-patterned through these experiences. This indicates
that coupling is not a static feature but a dynamic process that involves a degree of de-coupling –
thereby allowing for processes of distancing as well. Perhaps the enactivist emphasis on the active role
of the subject, against the cognitivist view of the subject as a passive sponge soaking up information
the world throws at it, has obscured how receptivity is a fundamental part of coupling as well. Sense-

14

In the phenomenological literature, the fundamental intertwining of presence and transcendence is well
documented. Take for example Husserl’s (1985) famous analysis of time consciousness. Husserl showed that
the present is always intrinsically linked to what has passed (retention) and an anticipation of what is about to
happen (protention). The ‘primal impression’ is not a self-sufficient point in time but already transcends itself.
This dimension of transcendence is also present in the phenomenological distinction between the ‘lived body’
or the body as object, and the ‘living body’ or the body as subject (see Zahavi 1999, 2004 for a comprehensive
overview). Transcendence is already part of what it means to be a subject. That my body exists as a lived body
means that I do not necessarily coincide with my body, and that I can therefore relate to it. The exteriority of
my body entails a potential distance or transcendence from what is immediately given.
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making includes sense discovering. Coupling is not a static feature but a dynamic process; it may well
be described as a dynamic and dialectical process of de-coupling and re-coupling.
What can one reasonably expect from enactivism? The challenge for enactivism will be to show
how a richer notion of coupling can be put to work to explain the development from low-level to highlevel social cognition. Ideally, this notion should accommodate a number of factors that play an
important role in this process, such as (without attempting to be exhaustive):
(i)

Level of verbality: it is hard to overestimate the space of possibilities for social
interactions that language opens up. This does not mean, however, that bodily (including
facial) expression does not continue to play a crucial role. Out of ‘linguistic chauvinism’,
the role of bodily expression is, perhaps, too easily overlooked when language enters the
interaction.

(ii)

Level of presence: social interactions can range from bodily presence in the same situation
to differences in place and time and even existence. Even presence and absence are not
clear-cut categories, especially when one considers modern means of communication. For
instance, I can have a video chat with someone in another time zone: we are not present in
each other’s environment, but at the same time we create a shared situation through our
contact.

(iii)

Level of reciprocity: 15 social cognition can be one-way or two-way directed.16 On one end
of the spectrum, instances exist in which there is no reciprocity at all: for example, when I
try to figure out the motives of the protagonist of a movie. The protagonist does not even
know that I exist; on top of that, she does not exist herself. On the other end of the
spectrum, one could think of an intense conversation or argument between two very
involved participants. Intermediate forms are possible and prevalent. The involvement of
the participants may vary over time: sometimes one person attends more to the other;
sometimes the interaction is more equally balanced. Reciprocity is, of course, not limited
to dyadic interactions, so one should allow not only for one- and two-way but also for
multiple-way directedness.

15

Note that this distinction differs from the distinction between second- and third-person interactions.
Second-person interactions are those in which participants are mutually involved. In third-person interactions,
by contrast, participants are not actively involved but stand, as Gallagher (2007) puts it, ‘at the margins of the
situation’. There is obviously a difference in engagement between when I argue with you and when I watch you
arguing with someone else. This is not to say that I am not engaged at all. I may be interested, amused, or
emotionally invested in your argument. Not only can ‘merely’ observing imply a form of involvement on the
part of the onlooker; it is plausible that this observation influences the interaction between the participants as
well. Two people arguing will probably be affected by being watched. The trouble with the second- vs. thirdperson distinction is that it is hard to pin down the extent to which an onlooker plays a role. It may be more
appropriate to speak of differences in active participation within an interaction. This active participation can be
further specified with respect to the degree of reciprocity (level iii) on the one hand and the mode of activity
(initiating, reacting, observing) on the other (level iv).
16
Fuchs and De Jaegher (2009) call this uni-directional incorporation and mutual incorporation respectively.
The one-way directedness can be described as a ‘coordination to’, whereas the two-way directedness displays
a ‘coordination with’.
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(iv)

Level of active initiation: participation can range from initiation of interactions to reaction
to others’ initiatives to observing interactions. Here, too, the boundaries between initiation
and reaction may not always be easy to draw.

(v)

Level of reflectivity: on the one end of the scale would be the situation in which I, prereflectively – thus without any deliberation — coordinate my movements with those of
other people walking on the pavement. At the other end would be my eager attempts to
interpret the intentions behind a text message I received.

A more fine-grained understanding of the different factors at play in the enormous variety of social
situations helps to spell out what any theory on social cognition – including an enactivist one – should
be able to account for. They should also make a difference when it comes to designing experiments to
tackle these issues from an empirical angle. This will make future attempts by enactivism to develop
an adequate notion of coupling all the more challenging and interesting.
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